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The hot-ion H-mode regime was extended to IP=U.5MA by using rotation

velocity control to avoid mode locking in low q(q<3) regime, which is equivalent

ITER operation regime. To improve the H-mode confinement, the effect of plasma

shape has been investigated with the change of triangularity ( 5 ) by the

rearrangement of PF power supplies. Edge density and edge temperature at the

onset of ELMs were improved by 30-U0$ and 80% respectively with increasingo

from 0.1 to 0.4. As a result, limit of the normalized edge pressure gradient at

the onset of ELMs increased. The reversed shear regime has been established

with the formation of internal transport barrier (ITB) and enhanced confinement

both for ions and electrons. The radius of ITB was extended to r/a~0-65. The

electron temperature was increased at the comparable of ion temperature. The

/3N value is as large as one of high /3P H-mode. The reversed magnetic shear

has been sustained by LHCD for 7.5 s. On the other hand, Helium density inside

the ITB kept high, which suggests that it is difficult to purge from the ITB

for Helium ash exhaust. The TAE mode can be controlled by changing the profile

of toroidal rotation velocity responsible to the tangential beam injection such

as co- and counter directions. Combined Neon and Hydrogen gas puffing was used

for the formation of radiative divertor. We found that the H-factor on high

density regime became higher than that in case of Hydrogen gas-puff only. ELMy

H-mode has been sustained to keep the density of just before MARFE using
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radiation feedback function. Characteristics of radiative divertor has been

investigated with reversed shear configuration. The radiative divertor was

formed to keep the ITB during 3 s with the low radiation level of main plasma.

SOL characteristics has been systematically studied by reciprocating probe. We

found the two region of SOL which characterized spatial gradients of electron

temperature and density. Optimization of 10055 neon-iced pellet injection has

been attempted to demonstrate the fast plasma shut down (killer pel let) . Heat

load on the divertor during disruptions has been reduced drastically. Break down

conditions were optimized with LHRF assistance to reduce the toroidal one-turn

voltage. The world record of breakdown electric field of 0.1 V/m was achieved by

using Helium as a pre-filling gas and by the reduction of stray fields.

Keywords: Tokamak, H-mode, Triangularity, Reversed Shear, ELM, MARFE,

Transport Barrier, TAE, Radiative Divertor, Disruption, SOL, Breakdown
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1. Overviews of the 1995 experiments

Renewed theme group organization started from October 1994 for the up-

coming experiments in JT-60U. This regime has three theme groups each of which is

composed of two sub-theme groups as; (1) Plasma Operation Theme (Leader Y.

Neyatani) with Operation Sub-Theme and Disruption Sub-Theme, (2) High

Performance (Leader S. Ishida) with Confinement and MHD Sub-Theme and High

Energy Particle Sub-Theme and (3) Steady State Theme (Leader A. Sakasai) with

Current Drive Sub-Theme and Divertor Sub-Theme. The main results from the JT-60U

experiments in 1995 are summarized in the following overviews of the three theme

group activities.

1.1 Plasma Operation Theme Group

Operation theme includes two tasks. One is the plasma control to obtain stable

discharges for all kinds of experiment and to establish control methods toward the

steady-state operation. The other is the disruption study for the reduction of the damage

of the vacuum vessel and the plasma facing components.

(1) Plasma Control

In 1995, new operation regime has been achieved in the high Ip with low q

regime. In order to obtain the stable low q (q<2) plasmas, the locked mode was

successfully avoided to control the plasma rotation by tangential NB and the density by

reduction of recycling at q equal integer. This technique was contributed to high Ip

experiment (sec. 5.1).

The high triangularity operation was started in this year. To increase plasma

triangularity (5), vertical coils were divided two gropes (VR and V j coils). By using

power supply for DCW coil (H-PS) to V? coils which can change 8, the 8 up to 0.3

with Ip=lMA can be available (sec. 3.1). In this new regime, improved edge pressure

gradient at the onset of ELM has been achieved with high S (sec. 3.2-3.3). The plasma

current with high 8 is limited by the H-PS current (Vj coil current) of 22.5 kA in 1995.

To extend the plasma current in high 8 discharge (< 2 MA, triangularity < 0.3) , the

present PF power supplies were rearranged in December.

New feedback (FB) functions were operated from 1995. The FB of neutron

emission rate has been demonstrated and used for steady-state experiment (sec. 11.4).

The radiation feedback system was begun to work for extending the steady-state

radiative divertor (sec. 11.5,6.4).

Break down conditions is optimized with LHRF assistance to reduce the toroidal

oneturn voltage. The world record of breakdown electric field of 0.1 V/m was achieved

by using He prefill and by the reduction of stray fields (sec. 11.6).

- 1 -
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(2) Disruption Study

Optimization of 100% neon-iced pellet injection has been attempted to demonstrate

fast plasma shut down (killer pellet). Heat load on the divertor during disruptions has

been reduced drastically. At the same time, we demonstrate the fast shut down without

VDE and the halo current (sec. 11.1).

The region of generation of runaway electrons has been obtained systematically as

a relation to the electron density using high li disruptions. The electron density during

the current quench was measured by CO2 interferometer (sec. 11.2).

1.2 High Performance Theme Group

The main objective of this group is to demonstrate the high performance of high

current divertor discharges in JT-60U. The experiments conducted by this group

proceeded essentially as approved. The main goals in the 1995 campaign are the

confinement improvement of shear reversal discharges, the assessment of a new

configuration operation with a high triangularity, the extension of high current hot-ion

H-mode discharges above 3.5 MA and the contributions to the ITER physics R&D in

EDA.

The shear reversal regime has been established in the range of 1.2-1.5 MA by

using a fast current iamp up and early pre-beam injection to create a negative shear

target plasma. The confinement was significantly improved with clear particle and

thermal transport barriers up to H-2.6 against the ITER89-P L-mode scaling. Intense

ICRF heating up to ~5 MW was applied for the shear reversal plasmas showing clear

electron heating within the internal transport barrier at 2 MA.

High triangularity operation has been made possible up to d~0.4 by modifying

electrical connections in the vertical coil system within the operation current limit up to

around 1 MA. Density limit and stability limit related to the giant ELMs were

substantially improved as the ELM activity became minute with triangularity. A full

non-inductive current drive at 1 MA was demonstrated for about '2 s in combination

with a high bootstrap current and beam current drive fraction with bN~3, bp-3 and

H-2-2.5. The operational plasma current will be extended up to 2 MA with

rearrangements of the electrical connections to the power supplies in 1996.

The hot-in H-mode regime was extended up to 4.5 MA in 1995 exceeding the

previous results up to 3.5 MA in 1993, so that the confinement improvement in the high

current low-q regime relevant to ITER was fully investigated. The stored energy

reached ~8 MJ over Ip=3.5-4.5 MA where the degradation of attainable bN value with

plasma current appeared to be an important issue for improvement in performance. The

modification of the NBI system was tested and completed for 40 MW injection at 90-95

keV with higher beam fueling rate with narrowing the nominal electrode gap. This

would ensure the eventual goal of an equivalent beak even condition towards which the
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production of high-bp H-mode confinement at higher plasma current will be

highlighted in 1996.

The power threshold scaling for the H-mode transition has been investigated in

detail to contribute to the ITER physics R&D. Particular attention was paid to the low

density limit of the power threshold, in which the role of the peripheral neutral particles

in the threshold power is emphasized. Systematic non-dimensional scaling experiments

for H-mode and high-bp mode discharges were also carried out. As for the high-bp

mode physics, the threshold power was clarified and a new event named as BLE

(barrier localized event) was found.

The field reversal experiment with an ITER-like up-down asymmetric ripple

well configuration was conducted to ensure operational flexibility regarding the toroidal

field direction in ITER, in which no significant effect of the toroidal field reversal on

ripple losses was confirmed in support of ITER operation. Ripple enhanced diffusion of

energetic tritons with 1 MeV was estimated with different ripple rates in which the

triton loss is shown to be increased with the ripple rate as consistent with the present

ripple transport theory.

In terms of TAE mode study with ICRF heating, it was shown that the TAE

mode can be controlled by changing the toroidal plasma rotation velocity profile

responsible to the tangential beam injection such as co- and counter directions. Current

profile effect on TAE modes was investigated by drastic alternation of the current

profile in shear reversal operation, so that no TAE mode signature was observed though

the threshold ICRF power for TAE onset was sufficiently exceeded.

Long distance coupling between ICRF antenna and the plasma has been

developed systematically for distances of 10-25 cm between the plasma surface and the

antenna. Intense ICRF power up to 5 MW was successfully coupled with neutral beam

heated plasmas in hot-ion H-mode up to 4 MA so that sawteeth were efficiently

stabilized during the ELM-free phase. The frequency of ICRF is planned to be reduced

down to 102 MHz for lower toroidal field experiments with 3.5 T in which H-mode

transition would be possible by the ICRF heating alone.

Developments of motional Stark effect spectroscopy measurement with 5

channels and YAG laser Thomson scattering with 5 channels and a repetition rate of 10

Hz proceeded as planned. Upgraded measurements by these diagnostics with 14

channels and 12 channels with a repetition rate with 50 Hz, respectively, will appear in

1996. The second neutral particle analyzer covering a MeV range and tangentially

looking at the plasma has been installed for fast ion study to be emphasized in the

negative-ion based NBI experiments.
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1.3 Steady State Theme Group
(1) Divertor Study

Main objectives are to sustain Radiative Divertor and Detached Plasma (including

density limit), to measure SOL profiles for SOL database of ITER and to study Transport and

Exhaust of Helium Ash.

Radiative divertor plasma was obtained in reversed shear mode by compound gas

puffing of Neon and D2 gas. Heat removal and detachment was successfully established in the

reversed shear discharge with the ITB for the first time. Heat load to the divertor plates was

reduced to 20% of NB heating power ( P N B = 1 5 MW) and the fraction of radiation power in

the divertor was increased up to 60% of PNB- Radiative divertor was also obtained in ELMy

H-mode plasma with PNB=23 MW.

High density limit, radiation power fraction in the divertor and the degradation of the

H-factor were summarized. Density limit and density at the divertor MARFE onset were

increased with P N B up to 8 MW. However, it will not survive so far above Greenwald density

limit nG r[102 0nr3]=Ip/7ta2[MA nr2] at the high P N B (8-22 MW) for the open divertor

configuration, since the energy confinement was degraded less than L-mcde level and the edge

plasma was shrinking inside the LCFS (the last closed magnetic flux surface).

The fast reciprocating probe measurement were performed in L-mode discharges with
pNB= 4 MW for SOL database of ITER. Inner and outer SOL regions with different e-folding

lengths were observed both in the Te and ne profiles. The outer SOL was extending to the

LCFS with ne increasing, and e-folding lengths of the profiles were increased. pe profiles at

the midplane and at the divertor target were comparable. Te ,mid and Te ,div at the MARFE

onset were similar for the different qeff discharge.

Helium transport of reversed shear plasmas has been studied using He beam and He gas

puff. The He density profiles in reversed shear mode were clearly different from those in

ELMy H-mode and L-mode. The enhancement of the He particle confinement and low

diffusivity were found in reversed shear mode. When mini-collapse occurred, He particles

inside the ITB was expelled at the same time of the disappearance of the ITB.

In-out asymmetry with He influx in the divertor has been controlled by changing of

neutral beam (NB) power and plasma current (Ip). The effect of the ion grad-B drift direction

and Ip and BT (^eff) dependence on He exhaust was investigated in ELMy H-mode and L-

mode. The asymmetry with the He flux profiles do not depend on the ion grad-B drift

direction. The asymmetry seems to be determined by pp (including edge parameters: ne, Te, T[

et al.) and not be explicitly determined by NB power and Ip. Helium ash exhaust could be

actively controlled in combination with the control of the asymmetry with He flux and He

removal due to the Solid Target Boronization.

The effect of particle and heat fluxes and the surface temperature on the divertor plates

on carbon generation during ELMy phase has been studied by fast sampling of Da array and

IRTV. Carbon burst from the divertor tiles was observed when the maximum surface
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temperature of tiles exceeds 900°C at least. Emission of carbon impurity strongly depends on

particle and/or heat fluxes at ELM event even if the tile temperature is kept lower than 90O°C.

The effect of ELM pulses on carbon generation are not negligible.

The in-out asymmetry of divertor heat flux was investigated for high (3p plasmas up to

pp =1.7. The asymmetry strongly depends on the Pp value and the heat flux width is broader

in the outei target in low density discharges with ne/n
Gr < 0.4.

The effect of edge and central fueling on the particle confinement was investigated. The

particle confinement time was increased with the ratio of NB fueling rate to wall recycling and

gas-puffing fueling rate. The confinement times of edge fueled particle and central fueled

particle were separated first. It was found that the confinement time of central fueled particle

was five times longer than that of edge fueled particle.

It is estimated that the intensity ratios of He I spectral lines are available to measure the

electron temperature and density profiles in divertor plasma, although more precise atomic data

are necessary. Around the strike point, the temperature and density derived from the

spectroscopic measurement agreed with those measured with Langmuir probes within a factor

two. When a MARFE occurs and the temperature is low, the spectroscopic measurement is

useful to derive the temperature and density profiles.

A new visible spectroscopic diagnostics viewing horizontally the X-point and the strike

point in the divertor were installed to measure emission profiles of deuterium and low charge-

states of carbon ion such as C+ (657.8 nm), C2+ (569.1 nm) and C3 + (580.1 / 581.2 nm) in

the divertor zone. It is composed of 32-channel optical fiber array and absolutely-calibrated

photomultiplier tube (PMT) array and photo-diode arrays using optical interference filters. The

spatial resolution is about 12 mm at the X-point, and profile data is sampled at typically 0.5 ms.

This diagnostics is expected to understand mechanisms of X-point MARFE and detached

plasmas in combination with the existing 60-ch optical fiber array viewing vertically the

divertor.

(2) Current Drive Study

Main objectives are to study LH physics and to apply LHCD to control current profiles.

LHCD was applied to a target plasma that has a reversed shear. It was demonstrated

that LHCD could successfully maintain reversed shear of about 7.5 s and q profile could be

changed by varying the wave spectrum. The T{ profile could be also changed depending on

the injected spectrum.

LH power was injected into the high-triangle shaped plasma in order to obtain coupling

property of LH and to examine current drive performance. Because it is difficult to move

plasma close to LH antenna for good coupling in the W-shaped divertor configuration. It seems

that the triangularity does not affect the coupling property and current drive performance of LH.

The peripheral plasma around LH antenna may govern LH waves even with high-triangle

shaped plasma.
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Good coupling property was obtained by applying ICRF power and gas puff at a large

distance between plasma-antenna up to 5-15 cm. The low reflection of LH wave was

maintained after stopping ICRF and/or gas puff. Current drive efficiency did not degrade up to

5-15 cm. This long distance coupling leads high flexibility in the operation of LHCD,

moreover the reduction of heat load on the first wall and LH antenna.

Safety factor profile during LHCD was measured using MSE. The current profile

gradually peaked for the case of faster wave injection (N//=1.4) and broadened for the case of a

lower wave injection (N//=2.7).

LH wave deposition has been investigated by changing T e and the direction of B T in

order to study the absorption mechanism of LHW. The change of hard X-ray profile depending

on T e has been confirmed. At higher T e cases, the change of hard X-ray profile is consistent

with a picture of one pass absorption. An evident difference in both the hard X-ray profile and

the tail temperature from hard X-ray spectrum was found with Bf reversal.

An effect of LHCD on particle confinement was been observed. Flattening of ne profile

and a decrease of ne in the central region have been observed especially, with lower N// waves

injection, the operation at lower Ip and the operation at lower target ne. The flattening should

be attributed to a degradation of particle confinement.
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2. Reversed Shear
2.1 Operation for Reversed Shear Discharge

T. Fujita, S. Ide and M. Kuriyama

1. Introduction

Advanced tokamak operation with a reversed shear configuration, which has the negative

magnetic shear in the core and the positive magnetic shear in the periphery, has been

proposed1). The magnetic shear is defined as (p/q)dq/dp, where q is the safety factor and p is

the volume-averaged minor radius. The reversed shear configuration has a possibility of

economical steady-state tokamak reactor with high (3, good confinement and large bootstrap

fraction. In TFTR2) and DIII-D^), the reversed shear was formed during the initial current ramp

with NB heating. The high electron temperature with NB heating delays the current penetration

and helps the formation of hollow current profile. Similar method was adopted in JT-60U.

2. Plasma Configuration

The q profile measurement is crucial for the reversed shear experiments. The q profile was

measured with the motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnostics. During the experimental period in

1995, the MSE system of JT-60U4) had 5 viewing points, which covered R = 3.04 - 3.42 m.

(A new optics with 9 viewing points for R = 3.4 - 4.2 m

has been installed in December 1995.) The position of

plasma was decided so as to measure the q profile in as a

wide region as possible with this limited observation area

(see Fig. 1). The magnetic axis was located at R = 3.5 m

and MSE data was obtained for 0.1<r/a<0.55 for this

configuration. Since MSE points were inside the plasma

axis, the MSE signal became weak for the high density

(line-averaged density >3xl019m~3). The configuration of

Fig. 1 was used for confinement study (2.3), helium

exhaust study (2.5) and radiative divertor study (2.6) in

this chapter. For LHCD (2.2) and ICRF heating (2.4)

experiments, modified configurations were used to inject

LH or IC waves into the plasma.

E24715, 6.0s

2.9 3.7
R[m]

Fig. 1 Plasma configuration for
reversed shear experiments. Crosses are

3. Discharge Scenario MSE points, plus (+) is magnetic axis.

To form the reversed shear configuration, it is

desirable to inject NB as early as possible. In JT-60U, NB is usually injected later than t = 3 s

(t = 0 s is the timing for usual plasma breakdown). To inject NB earlier, some problems had to

be resolved. In the NBI system, residual beam ions after passing through the neutralizing cell
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are deflected onto the beam dump by deflecting magnet coils. The stray magnetic field generated

by the plasma current and poloidal field coil current is canceled with canceling coils so as to

guide the ions exactly to the beam dump. The power supply of canceling coil is unipolar for

most units of NBI except for two units. The direction of stray field depends on the polarity of

OH coil current which is positive before the plasma breakdown, decreases and becomes

negative during the course of discharge. The unipolar power supply can cancel the stray field

only when the OH coil current is negative and hence we cannot inject NB as long as the OH coil

current is positive. To inject NB just after the plasma breakdown, the OH coil current (IOH)

before the breakdown was set low so that IOH became nearly zero just after the breakdown.

However, it was not successful to inject NB just after the breakdown, for example at t = 0.3 s,

by simply reducing IOH(0). The problem was associated with a control logic to check the hall

probes for the measurement of the stray field for the control of the canceling coils power

supply. In the NBI system of JT-60U, the check of hall probes is done by the stray field with

OH coil just before the plasma breakdown. On the other hand, the deflecting magnet coil is

excited about 3 s before the beam injection. If we intend to inject beams just after t = 0 s, the

deflecting magnet coil has to be excited before the plasma breakdown and disturbs the stray

field, which results in the judgment of "hall probes are out of order" and inhibits the beam

injection.

This problem has been resolved by delaying the plasma breakdown by 3 s. The typical

waveforms of OH coil current, plasma current and NBI power are shown in Fig. 2. The OH

coil current started to rise at t = - 2 s and reached some value (typically 20 kA) at t = 0 s. The

IOH of 20 kA was necessary to produce sufficient stray field to check the hall probes. The OH

coil current was ramped down slowly to 10 kA before the breakdown and initial gas puff was

injected for t = 2-3 s. At t = 3.1 s, the IOH was decreased rapidly to produce strong toroidal

electric field for the plasma breakdown. The initial plasma current was 0.3 MA and IOH became

almost zero after the breakdown. The initial

plasma current was set lower than the value of

usual discharge (typically 0.6-0.8 MA) to inject

NB at low current. A higher initial current may

be worth trying. The divertor plasma

configuration was established within 0,2 s. At t

= 3.3 s, the injection of NB and the ramp of

plasma current were started. Pulsed gas puff,

typically 10 Pam3/s x 0.1 s was applied at the

same time as the start of NBI to raise the plasma

density and increase the deposition power. The

ramp-up rate of plasma current was typically 0.5

MA/s, but stable plasma was obtained with a

E24660

Fig. 2 Time evolution of OH coil current,
plasma current and NBI power.
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ramp-up rate of up to 0.67 MA/s. The NB power was increased stepwise on the way of ramp-

up. Since the IOH became negative just after the breakdown, it became larger into the negative

direction during the discharge. Due to this large IOH, the tilting force of torodial coils became

severe and the current flat-top length was restricted.

4. Formation of Reversed Shear

Discharges with NB and without NB during

ramp-up were compared in Fig. 3. The NB power

was increased from 4 MW to 13 MW at 4.1 s. By

NB heating, the electron temperature was almost

doubled. Figure 4 shows the j and q profiles at the

end of ramp-up of discharges shown in Fig. 3.

The q profile without NB was almost flat within r/a

= 0.5 while the reversed shear was formed in the

discharge with NB. It is noted that the flat q profile

with high q(0) (q(0)=3) was obtained without NB.

This may result from the large volume divertor

configuration in JT-60U.

In hydrogen discharges, scan of pre NB power

and electron density was attempted. The

dependence of electron temperature and q at the end

of Ip ramp-up on pre NB power is shown in Fig. 5.

The electron density was fixed to l.l-1.2xl019nr3

at the end of ramp-up except for the discharge

without NB where the density was 1.5xl019rrr3.

As the NB power was raised, higher Te and q were

obtained though the change of q is comparable to

the error bar of the measurement. The difference of

q with and without NB heating was not so large.

The beam driven current may effect the q profile

because the current within r/a = 0.3 is only 0.1 MA

with the reversed shear configuration of q(0) = 5.

Although the co- and counter- tangential NB power

were nearly balanced (the former was larger than

the latter by about 0.5 MW), the orbit loss of

counter tangential NB may enhance the beam driven

current.

1.5

0
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0
b

0
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0

. Plasma Current (MA)

: , • - • — " ' (

• NBI Power (MW) ^ ^
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Fig. 3 Time evolution during Ip ramp-up
of reversed shear discharge (solid) compared
with no pre NB discharge (dashed).
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Fig. 4 Radial profiles ofj and q
at the end oflp ramp-up of discharges
shown in Fig. 3.
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The results of density scan are shown in Fig. 6. In the

early series of reversed shear experiments, no gas puff

was injected except for the pulse gas puff at the beginning

of NB heating to increase the electron temperature and

q(0) as high as possible. Since high density plasmas with

high H factor had been obtained by increasing the target

density as described in section 2.3, a higher target density

regime was tried. As shown in Fig. 6, the decrease of

electron temperature was small when the density was

raised from 0.8xl0 l 9nr3 to 1.9xl019nr3. The change of

q was also small and we could obtain reversed shear

profile even with 1.9xl019nr3 and could obtain the

transport barrier at the high density regime as described in

2.3.

Whether the current diffusion during Ip ramp-up is

determined by neoclassical resistivity is not checked yet.

Low m/n MHD modes were often observed during

ramp-up and these modes were stabilized by higher beam

power and/or by higher density. The check of

neoclassical resistivity including the effect of MBCD is

for future study.

5. Summary

The reversed shear was formed with NB injection

during the initial current ramp. The beam was injected

0.2 s after the plasma breakdown by delaying the

breakdown by 3 s with low value of initial OH coil

current. The change of q profile by electron density was

small and the reversed shear was obtained for wide range

of density.
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2.2 LHCD Experiments on Negative Shear Plasmas

S. Ide, T. Fujita, O. Naito

1. Introduction
Recently a plasma that has a negative magnetic shear in the central region has proved

to have improved confinement characteristics in many tokamaks. From a viewpoint of

enhancement and sustainment of the improved confinement characteristics, an application

of non-inductive current drive on such a plasma is very interesting. In this section,

experimental results of lower hybrid wave current drive (LHCD) on a negative shear

plasma are presented.

2. Experimental Results

2.1.1. Long Pulse Sustainment of Negative Shear

In the experiments, the plasma current L =1 .0 MA. the toroidal field at the Dlasma

center BT(0) = 2.8 T and the main working
E254S4

gas was hydrogen. The major radius Rp =

3.5 m and the minor radius ap = 1.0 m.

In Fig. 1 temporal evolution of the

plasma parameters are show, Ip, the

injected NB and LHW powers and q at p

~ 0.16, 0.36 and 0.51, here p is the

normalized flux radius. The value of q is

measured at five spatial points by the

motional Stark effect (MSE) diagnostics.

At the IP ramp-up -phase NB power was

applied to raise the electron temperature Te

in order to retard the current penetration. As a result a

strong negative magnetic shear is formed as shown

in the figure at about 5 s. After the NB units except

probe beam for MSP measurement was turned off

LHW were applied in order to sustain the negative

magnetic shear. From measured Te, the current

diffusion time is estimated as about 2 s. As clearly

shown in the figure, the change of q is slower than

this. Moreover the values of q in the central region (p

< 1

n

6
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< 0.36) axe always higher than that at the half

radius. The measured q profiles at 5.0 and

12.4 s are plotted in Fig.2. The magnetic shear

is kept negative until 12.4 s in the plasma

inner region (p < 0.5), except the central

region (p < 0.2). The evolution of q at the

inner-most measured point can be explained

taking account of a fact that the fraction of the

LHW driven current in this case is 65 to 75 %.

In Fig. 3 (a) plotted are line averaged hard X-

ray (HX) profiles integrated from 6 to 7 s and

from 11 to 12 s. This suggests that LHW

driven current profile is kept almost constant.

On the contrary, the OH current of about 25 to

30 % of the total current continues to penetrate

into the plasma center. In Fig. 3 (b) the fitted current profile at 5 s of the shot shown in

Fig. 1 is plotted (solid line). In the same figure, a monotonic current profile of a similar

parameter discharge is also shown (broken line). Taking the current profile shown with a

solid line in Fig. 3 (b) as an LH driven current profile and that shown with a broken line in

the figure as a final OH current profile and mixing them at the rate of 70 % and 30 %, it

can be shown that the q profile at 12.4 s is not inconsistent with this assumption. This

suggests that a large negative shear such as one at 5 s of E25454 can be sustained non

inductively if full LHCD is applied.

Fig.3 : (a) Line averaged HX profile of E25454,

the shot shown in Fig. 1. (b) Fitted current profile

at 5 s of E25454 (solid line) and that of well

current penetrated case (dashed line).

2.1.2. Active Control of Negative Shear

In order to investigate controllability of

LHCD on a negative shear plasma, LHWs

of different N;/ spectrum are injected. In the

experiment two spectra are used, one is the

same one used in the previous experiment

(referred to as the broadening spectrum) and

the other is one which is expected to drive

more peaked driven current profile (referred Fig.4 : The line averaged 1IK profiles (a) and q

to as the peaking spectrum). The line profiles (b) for the peaking spectrum injection

averaged IHX intensity profiles are shown (circles) and the broadening spectrum injection

for these spectra respectively in Fig.4 (a), (squares).

•

D Q y „

(a)-

(b) :

0.5
P
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circles indicate the broadening spectrum injection

while squares indicate the peaking spectrum

injection. In Fig.4 (b) plotted are measured q

profile for these cases, the symbols are the same

as in Fig, 4 (a). As is seen in the figure, the q

profile is different. Since the total current profile

is expected to be peaked with the injection of

5

> 4

-~ 2

lust before collape
•

-Mir;-

0 0.5 1

P

Fig. 5 : Tj profiles of the broadening spectrum

injection (circles) and the peaking spectrumpeaking spectrum, a large value of q at the inner

most point seems strange. The reason is not clear mJectlon

yet, this should be investigated in future. In these plasmas NB power of about 16 MW are

injected. In both cases an MHD collapse occurs about 3 s after the onset of PNB. In the

broadening spectrum injection case, the collapse leads to a disruption. The ion

temperature Tj profiles just the collapse measured by the charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy diagnostics (CXRS) are shown in Fig. 5. It is found in the figure that a

position where Ts sharply increases is clearly different between these shots.

3. Summary
LHCD was applied to a target plasma that has a negative magnetic shear. It is

demonstrated that LHCD can successfully maintain negative shear for about 7.5s.

It was also demonstrated that by varying the wave spectrum, q profile can be

changed. The T, profile can also be changed depending on the injected spectrum. The

relation between the q profile and the profiles such as T;, Tc and nc or so on should be

investigated in future.
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2.3 Enhanced Core Confinement in Reversed Shear Discharges

T. Fujita, Y. Koide, S. Takeji,
H. Shirai, T. Ozeki, Y. Kamada and S. Ishida

1. Introduction

Improved ion thermal confinement in the central region was observed in TFTR and DIII-D

reversed shear discharges1*2). In JT-60U, before these experiments, formation of internal

transport barrier (ITB) and improved ion thermal confinement had been observed in the high (3p

mode3). Here, we report the formation of internal transport barrier and enhanced confinement

both for ions and for electrons in JT-60U reversed shear discharges. Especially, the clear

barrier formation for electrons was observed for the first time. This enhanced confinement was

obtained in the high density and equi-thermal (Tj - Te) regime, which meets the reactor plasma

condition.

2. Typical Waveforms and Profiles

In the experiments, the reversed shear

configuration was formed during the initial

current ramp with the neutral beam (NB)

heating as described in section 2.1. The time

evolution of typical discharge is shown in

Fig. 1.

The current ramp-up rate was 0.5

MA/s. The q profile was measured with the

five channel MSE polarimeter. The plasma

major radius was relatively large (R = 3.4

m) for the MSE measurement. With this

configuration, the beam deposition is rather

broad and the ripple loss of fast ion is large.

At the end of the ramp-up high power NB

(about 27 MW) was injected. Though the

ELMy H mode appeared about 0.2 s after

the main heating, the central electron density

continued to rise and the peaked density

profile was formed. This suggests the more

improved particle confinement than in the

high Pp mode, where the density peaking

stops or decelerates after the ELM

1.5 E24715

3
2.5

2
1.5

1
10

7^(0)/"rT6(0.86a)

Te(0.3a)

DaDiv

5.5 6
time [s]

3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5

6.5

ELMy H mode

Fig. 1 Waveforms of a reversed shear discharge.
Bt = 3.4 T. Deuterium.
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appearance.

The central density and the pressure gradient

continued to grow inside the transport barrier,

reached the beta limit and terminated in collapse.

The maximum normalized beta, (5{\j was 2.4 with

B t = 3.4 T, Ip = 1.2 MA, Plasma volume = 70 m3

and qeff = 7, which was similar to that of high Pp

mode. However, the higher density has been

achieved in the reversed shear discharges even

with the same beta. Precursors were hardly

detected at the disruptive collapses. At minor

collapses, fast time scale (<100|is) low n modes

were observed.

Figure 2 shows radial profiles of ne, Te, Tj

and q at t = 6 s of the discharge of Fig. 1.

Steep gradients (internal transport barrier) of

ne and Te are clearly seen in the negative shear

region. The Tj profile had also steep gradient. The

minimum value of q was 3.6 at r/a = 0.68, which

corresponded to the outer edge of steep gradients

of ne, Te and Tj. The steep gradient in Te is not

seen in the high {3p mode or in reversed shear

discharges of TFTR or DIII-D and is a distinctive

feature that indicates that the electron thermal

confinement is improved as well as the ion thermal confinement. The preliminary results of

transport analysis on profiles of Fig. 2 show that the thermal diffusivities of ions and of

electrons were remarkably reduced and approximately equal inside the transport barrier. The

fact that the position of the barrier was at r/a =0.65

and the improved region was large is also notable.

This may be attributed to the fact that the large

negative shear region can be obtained with current

ramp on the large volume divertor plasma in JT-

60U.

~ 1

negative shear ^

i

. . i , , . i

1 ' 1 ' ' 'd
- a ~3

3
(5.9S) -4

: , . i ... ,3

0.2 0.4 0.6
r/a

0.8 1

Fig. 2 Radial profiles ofne, Te, Ti and q
at t = 6 s in the discharge shown in Fig. J.
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O
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3. Tj/Te and H Factor
In the discharge of Fig. 1, the line-averaged

density just before the main heating (target density)

was 1.2xl019nr3 and the iwiio of Ti/Tc was about

CO

d

2.5

2

1.5

•\

D plasma

-

3.5-

4

4 i,

»

1.2-

•

1.4 MA

-

• :

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

rTe(O) (target) [10 1 9nr3 ]
Fig. 3 Dependence ofTi/Te on the
target density.
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1.3 just before collapse. In Fig. 3, the dependence of

Tj/Te at the stored energy maximum on the target

density is shown. Ti/Te gets higher as the target

density became lower and we obtained the higher ion

temperature of 15 keV and the higher Ti/Te of about 2

when the target density was O.7xlO19m'3. The H-

factor defined as an enhancement over ITER89P

scaling, however, barely depended on Ti/Te as

shown in Fig. 4, which seems to result from the

fact that the both of ion and electron confinement

are improved. Thus, we have obtained enhanced

confinement both in a hot ion regime and in an

equi-thermal regime.

This is in contrast to that the Ti/Te is usually

larger than 2 and the confinement improvement

for ions is more remarkable than for electrons in

the high Pp mode.

The relation between the H factor and the

density normalized with the Greenwald limit is

shown in Fig. 5. We obtained the maximum H

factor of 2.6 with the ELM-free H mode edge. In

the ELMy H mode edge, we obtained H factor of

2.3 in the high density regime of 68 % of the

Greenwald limit. The H factor will be

significantly improved by changing the

configuration to an inner-shifted one with

less ripple loss oi" fast ions.

D plasma. 3.5 - 4 T, 1.2-1.4 MA

1.5 2 2.5

Tj(0.3a)/Te(0.3a)
Fig. 4 Dependenc ofH factor on Ti/Te.

o

0.2 0.4 0.6
n7fT (Greenwald)

Fig. 5 Relation of H factor and the density
normalized by the Greenwald limit. Open
circles are ELM-free H mode and closed
circles are ELMy H mode.

e
o
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4. Threshold Power

In the hydrogen plasma with the

hydrogen NB, reversed shear experiments

with the low heating power were carried out

and the barrier was formed with only 6.7

MW of absorbed power (without account of

ripple loss of beam ions) at the density of

2xl01 9nr3 . On the other hand, we could not

obtain the barrier at the density of less than

l x l 0 1 9 n r 3 with the maximum NB power

15

10 -

Q. 5 -

0.5

. ' ' ' ' 1 ' ' '

- o \

- no ITB

". , , , I , . ,

' i ' ' '

yITB

° ""'0

' I ' I I

i | i i i i _

• • \

• J

i 1 • • ' • "

1 1.5 2
TT[1019nr3]

2.5

Fig. 6 Absroption power versus line-averaged
electron density. Closed sysmbols are with ITB
formation and open ones are without ITB.
Hydrogen, 3.4 T, 1.2 MA.
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(hydrogen operation) of 17.5 MW. Figure 6 shows

the dependence of the threshold power on the line-

averaged density. The threshold power decreases

with the density for the density regime of 0.8-

2.1xl019nr3. This tendency is opposite to the high

Pp mode4). As the density was raised, the collapse

became milder, the barrier was formed again

quickly after the collapse and the quasi-steady state

was obtained.

5. q Profile Scan
To investigate the effect of q profile on the

barrier formation, q profile was scanned by

delaying the timing of main NB heating. In this

experiment, the pre NB power (hydrogen) was 7.7

MW and the main NB power was 15.5 MW. In the

usual operation, the main NB was injected at the

start of Ip flat-top when the q profile was strongly

hollow (q(0.2a) / q(0.4a) = 1.6). When we delayed

the main NB and kept the NB power constant (7.7

MW) during Ip flat-top, the q near the axis

gradually dropped and it became flat within 3 s.

Four discharges are compared in Fig. 7, where the

timing of main NB was delayed by 1 s step. The

density was about 1.9xl019nr3 for all discharges.

The profiles of q, Tj and Te are shown at the stored

energy maximum of each shot. As the q near the

axis drops, the barrier moves inward. This seems

to indicate that the barrier position and the qmin

position has close relationship.
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Fig. 7 Radial porfdes ofq, Ti and Tefor q
scan discharges. The times of start of main
NB are 5, 6, 7 and 8 s in E25364.E25383,
E25385 and E25388, respectively.
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2.4 ICRF Central Heating of Reversed Shear Plasmas

H. Kimura, T, Fujita, T. Fujii, Y. Kusama, Y. Kamada, S. Moriyama, and M. Saigusa

1. Introduction

ICRF central heating has been attempted in series of reversed shear experiments on JT-

60U. In JET, ICRF heating was applied to the pellet fuelled discharges and an enhanced

performance associated with the shear reversal (PEP mode) was observed. ^ In PEP modes,

the core electron density was significantly high (> 1020 m"3). Then energetic tail of minority

ions did not grow so much. However, in the present reversed shear experiments without pellet

nor central beam fuelling, the core electron density is at most several times 1019 m . In this

situation, energetic tail ions may be produced in the core. Our concern is whether ICRF heating

is still efficient in the reversed shear configuration, where the poloidal magnetic field in the core

is much weaker than in the normal shear case. In order to compensate weak poloidal field, high

plasma current regime up to 2.45 MA of IP was investigated in application of ICRF heating to

the reversed shear configuration.

2. Operating Regime

ICRF heating was applied in combination with NBI heating after reaching the current flat-

top in the operation scenario of the reversed shear experiment, where reversed shear was

maintained by delaying current penetration with early beam injection during a current ramp-up

phase. Here hydrogen and helium mixture plasmas and hydrogen beam were employed. A

heating scheme of the ICRF heating was hydrogen second harmonic heating on axis, where the

toroidal field was set at 3.8 T in the plasma center. Figure 1 shows an operating domain in a

plane defined by the line-average electron density just at starting the current flat-top (n^8") and

the plasma current in the present experiments. Open circles indicate that the electron density

peaking factor, ne0/<ne>, is larger than 1.8, while crosses indicate that the electron density

peaking factor is less than 1.8. The density peaking factor is a kind of an index indicating

whether the transport barrier appeared or not. We found a clear correlation between the density

peaking factor and the H-factor ( S T E
I T E R 8 9 P / T E ) . Open circles imply that the transport barrier

appeared clearly. One can find from Fig. 1 that the target density to produce the transport

barrier tends to increase with increasing plasma current. Figure 2 shows an operating domain

defined by the combined heating power and ri^*8". Open symbols indicate that the electron

density peaking factor is larger than 1.8, while closed symbols indicate that the electron density

peaking factor is less than 1.8. The operating regimes were completely different between the

higher IP case (>2 MA) and the lower Ip (<1.7 MA) case. In the higher IP case, experiments

were done over a wide range of the target density with comparable amounts of ICRF and NBI

heating power. It was found that the heating power needed to obtain the transport barrier was
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relatively low. Typically, the transport barrier was formed at IP of 2.45 MA (qeff of 4) and the

target ne of 3.4xlO19 m~3 with the additional power as low as about 8 MW (i.e., P[C=3 MW

and PNB=5 MW). It seems that the heating power needed to obtain transport barrier tends to

increase with increasing target density. A typical radial profile of the safety factor observed in

the 2.4 MA shear reversal experiment is shown in Fig. 3.

On the other hand, in the lower IP (<1.7 MA) case, experiments were done with higher

heating power, which was mainly from NBI (~15 MW), at a narrow range of the target density.

Reproducibility of the transport barrier formation was not so good, as is seen from mixing of

data points with and without transport barrier in a narrow area in Fig. 2. We found that a value

of the density peaking factor tends to increase with increasing target diamagnetic stored energy,

as is shown in Fig. 4 for the case of IP=1.4 MA. The result suggests that the target stored

energy is one of key factors to obtain strong transport barrier.
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3. Typical Example
A typical time evolution of the combined ICRF and NBI heating for the reversed shear

configuration at Ip=2 MA with n|.;i'sc'=2.9xl019 m'3 is shown in Fig. 5. The plasma current

reached a flat-top at 5.8 s with a ramp-up rate of 0.6 MA/s. The NBI heating power was

decreased from 9 MW in the current ramp-up phase to 5 MW in the main heating phase, where

a fraction of the perpendicular NBI power to the total (tangential and perpendicular) NBI power

was restricted to about 20% to minimize ripple-induced fast ion losses. After starting ICRF

injection (5 MW), the plasma stored energy and the central electron temperature notably

increased. The toroidal rotation velocity at r=0.4a, Vt(0.4a), changed significantly to negative

direction, indicating formation of the transport barrier. The line-average electron density

increased only slightly after formation of the transport barrier, because ICRF heating does not

supply particles in the plasma core. A partial collapse occurred at t=7.1 sec. But the transport

barrier was still kept up to 0.2 sec after the ICRF turn-off.

E25356

(MJ)

Fig. 5 Time evolution of the reversed
shear experiment with combined ICRF
and NBI heating at Ip=2 MA.

5.5 7.5 86.5 7
Time (s)

Figure 6 displays radial profiles of the electron density, the toroidal rotation velocity and

the electron and ion temperatures at 6.5 s and 7 s of the same shot as in Fig. 5. Existence of the

internal transport barrier is seen from the steep gradient layers in those profiles. Both electron

and ion temperatures increased significantly inside the transport barrier during the ICRF

injection. A profile shape of Te is very flat within p~0.4 m, in contrast to a peaked Te-profile in

normal shear discharges with the same IP and similar electron density. The result suggests that

an orbit size of fast ions becomes comparable to the minor radius of the transport barrier in the

reversed shear discharge. Nonetheless, the H-factor increased from 1.2 just before ICRF

injection to 1.6 during ICRF injection. Thus, the ICRF central heating was quite successful for

the reversed shear configuration, probably due to peaking of the electron density in the core,

which suppresses excessive tail formation of resonating fast ions. The incremental energy

confinement time (AWdia/P[C) is ~0.24 s, which is comparable to the best one with sawtooth
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stabilization.2) It should be noted that TAE modes were not excited in reversed shear plasmas

with ICRF heating power up to 5 MW, which is well above the threshold heating power (3-4

MW) in normal shear plasmas. ̂

(x1019m-3)
6

(x105m/s)
1

(keV)
10

Fig. 6 Radial profiles of the electron density (nc), the toroidal rotation velocity (V,), the electron temperature
(T£) and the ion temperature (TO at 6.5 sec and 7 sec of the shot E25356 in Fig. 5. The Te profile in
the core region at 7 sec was determined from data of the ECE polychromator system, which were
calibrated with the Thomson scattering data at 6.5 sec.

4. Conclusions

ICRF central heating was successful in reversed shear plasmas, although flattening of the

electron temperature profile was seen inside the transport barrier probably due to a large orbit

effect. The H-factor reached 1.6 at IP=2 MA, which is the highest level among hydrogen

dischages of JT-60U.
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2.5 Helium Transport of Reversed Shear plasmas

A. Sakasai, H. Kubo, K. Itami, N. Asakura

1. Introduction

Helium transport of reversed shear plasmas have been studied using He beam and He

gas puff in the hydrogen operation. Reversed shear discharges have been established with a

fast rump up of plasma current and pre-NB heating during the rump up phase. Reversed

shear plasmas were obtained in the hydrogen operation (working gas was hydrogen and

heating beam was hydrogen NB) as well as the deuterium operation.

In reversed shear modes, the electron density in the central region is peaked and the

confinement is remarkably enhanced. In particular, a internal transport barrier(ITB) was

formed at the position of pitch minimum q(safety factor) and ne(r), Te(r) and Ti(r) profiles

inside the ITB are peaked in JT-60U. It is expected that particle confinement is enhanced in

the position of qmin in reversed shear modes. Helium ash exhaust from the revered shear

plasma is a matter of concern. It is very important to make clear He transport characteristics

of the reversed shear plasma because of the enhancement cf He particle confinement.

2. Experimental Arrangement and Method

Reversed shear plasmas were obtained in the hydrogen operation of Ip= 1.2 MA, B T = 3 . 5

T, qeff=6-4, P N B = 1 3 , 11 and 8 MW, ^He beam injection and He gas puff did not affect the

ITB formation. Time evolution of He density profiles with charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy (CXRS) is important to study the helium transport. The time dependence of the

He2+ density profiles in the plasma core was measured by CXRS at 8 radial locations in JT-

60U.

3. Helium Transport of Reversed Shear Plasma.

Helium transport characteristics of the reversed shear plasma (Ip=1.2 MA and B T = 3 . 5 T)

was investigated using He beam and a short pulsed He gas puff. Figure 1 shows the ion

temperature profile with CXRS and the He density profiles in reversed shear mode with • :

He beam injection and Q l H e gas puff.

In the case of He beam injection, the He density inside the ITB was steeply higher than

the He density outside the ITB when the ITB was formed. The He density profile was peaked

as well as ne profile. The He density inside the ITB increased fast as compared with the He

density outside the ITB.
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On the contrary, in the case of He gas puff, the He density inside the ITB was lower than
the He density outside the ITB. The He density profile became hollow steeply inside the
ITB.

The He density inside the ITB increased slowly as compared with the He density outside

the ITB. These He density profiles in reversed shear mode were clearly different from those

in ELMy H-mode and L-mode[l].

This result indicates that it is difficult to

penetrate He particles into the ITB and to purge

He particles from the inside of the ITB. The

result also indicates that the particle diffusivity

in the ITB region is much less than that in the

other region. When mini-collapse occurred

after the formation of the ITB, the ITB

disappeared and He particles inside the ITB

was expelled like ELM events.

2.0

1.5

1.0

x
= 0.5

(b)

0.0
0.0 0.2

4. Conclusions

Helium transport of reversed shear

plasmas has been studied using He beam

injection and He gas puff. The He density

profiles in reversed shear mode were clearly

different from those in ELMy H-mode and L-

mode. The enhancement of the He particle

confinement and low diffusivity were found in

reversed shear mode. When mini-collapse

occurred, He particles inside the ITB was

expelled at the same time of the disappearance

of the ITB. Therefore the mini-collapse and

safety factor q(r) control in reversed shear

mode are expected to reduce He ash content in

the core pl?sma.

Reference

[1] A. Sakasai et al., Journal of Nuclear Materials 220-222 (1995) 405.

He Gas Puff

0.4 0.6
r/a

0.8 1.0

Fig. 1. (a): The ion temperature profile with
CXRS and (b): comparison of the helium density
profiles between • : He beam injection and
EJ'He gas puffin reversed shear mode.
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2.6 Radiative divertor in negative shear plasmas

K. Itami, N. Hosogane and N. Asakura

1. Introduction

In JT-60U, improved particle and energy confinement inside the internal transport barrier are

obtained in the discharges with negative magnetic shear in the center region of the plasmas

with the intense beam heating [1]. In this paper, the initial results of the radiative divertor

experiment during the hydrogen discharges of the negative shear plasmas are presented.

2. Experimental results

Neon has large radiative cooling rate of ions. Neon gas puff works as seeding gas which

effectively enhance the radiative cooling and the particle recycling at the divertor with the aid

of the fuel gas puff [2]. The compound gas puff effectively promotes radiative divertor

plasmas. Compound gas puff of Neon and Hydrogen was applied to the negative shear

plasmas with Ip= 1.2MA, BT=3.5T and PNB=15MW where the plasma temperature and

density profiles were peaked inside the transport located at r/a = 0.5. Negative magnetic

shear in the center were formed by PNB=7MW of the pre-heat beam during the ramp-up

phase of the plasma current in these discharges. The plasma density was also ramped during

the pre-heat beam by the feedback control. As a result of Neon and Hydrogen gas puff,

radiative divertor plasmas were obtained while the internal transport barriers are sustained for

the first time. ( See Fig. l(a)) The most part of the heat flux to the divertor are dissipated for

the most part by radiation loss and charge exchange loss. Thus only 20% of the beam power

was deposited to the divertor plates from the measurement with infrared TV camera. (See

Fig. l(b)) At the strike point of the separatrix, heat and particle fluxes vanished and the

detached state was produced. The increment of the radiation loss from the main plasma after

the compound gas puff was very small, compared with the increment of that from the divertor

plasma. This indicates Neon ions are effectively shield against the main plasma and confined

in the divertor plasma. The electron density increase from lxl019m"3 to 2 xlO"m'3 at the

plasma edge. (See Fig. l(c)) This trend is preferable from the points to increase particle

recycling at the divertor and to shield impurity ions, resulting to assist radiative divertor

plasmas. The transport barrier was sustained after the radiative divertor formation until t =

7.6 s and the central plasma density increases from 3 xlO"m"3 to 4 xl019m'3, while the radius

of the transport barrier was reduced.

It was found from the soft X-ray measurement that the transport barrier shrinks in time with

repetitive mini collapses in the discharges without the compound gas puff. In the discharges

with the compound gas puff, the pressure gradient near the transport barrier was reduced and

the transport barrier shrunk without repetitive mini collapses in time scale of the resistive

diffusion time given by the central electron temperature. ( See Fig. 2)

It was found that the particle recycling condition during the ramp-up phase affected the
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formation of the transport barrier. Fig. 3 shows wave forms of Omain / Nmain and TeO. TeO

is the electron temperature at the center form ECE measurement. Here Omain is the total

particle recycling around the main plasma that was obtained from Ha detectors viewing the

main plasma and Nmain is total number of electrons, the product of the line averaged

density at the U2 port and the plasma volume. Thus <2>main / Nmain is a reciprocal of

particle confinement time around the main plasma. In all of the discharges shown in the

figure, the plasma densities were ramped up from ne= 1 xlOl9m'3 (at t= 4.2 s) to ne = 2 x

10l9m"3 (at t= 4.9 s) by the density feedback and the neutral beams were programed to the

same power during the whole heating phase. The transport barriers were formed in #25364

and #25368 and no barriers were formed in #25366, #25367 and #25370 where the particle

recycling level, <J>main / Nmain, were slightly high. Especially, there was no significant

differences of Te profile and the polarization angles on the MSE measurement in #25366

from #25364 and #25368 except the recycling level. The establishment of the remote

radiative divertor by the neon and hydrogen gas puff should be also noted from the point of

the particle recycling control. In contrast to the constraint during the ramp-up phase, the

particle recycling around the main plasma is allowed to be a factor of three larger and the

divertor particle recycling a factor of five larger once after the transport barrier has established.

3. Summary

In JT-60U, radiative divertor plasma was obtained while the transport barrier of the negative

magnetic shear plasma was maintained for the first time. Heat flux to the divertor plates was

almost removed and divertor detachment at the separatrix, This was obtained by compound

gas puffing of Neon and D2 gas which was initiated at the low particle recycling conditions.
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3. High Triangularity Plasma

3.1 Configuration Control for High Triangularity Plasma
M. Matsukawa, R. Yoshino, K. Ushigusa, S. Takeji

1. Introduction

Triangularity is one of important configuration parameter, and its beneficial effect on

the energy confinement has been demonstrated in DIII-D[1]. However there are many

unresolved triangularity effects on the plasma performance (especially the density limit on ELM

appearance [2]), which are a part of ITER Physics R&D issues. Thus in JT-60U high

triangularity plasma with 6 of 0.4-0.5 has been studied. Owing to the limit of the coil power

supply, the plasma current (Ip) has been raised with two steps; 1 MA in 1995 as the 1st step,

and 2MA in 1996 as the 2nd step. Furthermore Ip of 2.5 MA is now under consideration as the

3rd step, according to the experimental results with 2.0 MA.

2. Rearrangement of Poloidal Field Coil

To raise a triangularity, a vertical magnetic field coil system has been rearranged in two

groups (VR-coil with 46 turns, VT-coil with 32 turns) as shown in Fig. 1. VT-coil (series

connection of V3 ~ V6) is mainly used for triangularity-control, and VR-coil (series connection

of Yl and V2) is mainly used for the control of the plasma horizontal position. This

reconnection has been realized by changing the connection at the connection-box settled in a

torus hall. Power supply for VT-coil could generate + 24 kA / ± 0.55 kV in the 1st step, and +

40 kA / ± 1.0 kV in the 2nd step. The negative excitation of VT-coil with a current of -8.6 kA

can reverse the triangularity up to -0.1.

3. Range of Triangularity

Triangularity increases with a ratio of VT-coil current and the plasma current as shown

in Fig.3(a) obtained from experimental data. Here the maximum triangularity of H0.5 , which is

investigated from a fast boundary identification code, has been achieved at the outermost flux

surface. Increasing the poloidal beta and internal inductance may affect on 5. Then feedback

control of 5 is also required during NB heating and Ip-ramp-down phases. There is a

dependence between the plasma elongation and triangurality as shown in Fig.3(b), which

should be considered for improving the plasma performance.

4. Plasma Configuration Control Variables

For the plasma configuration control, five control variables are selected as shown in

Fig.2; the plasma current (Ip), horizontal plasma position of the geometrical plasma center (Rp),

vertical position of the plasma current center (Zj), height of null point from the divertor plate

(Xp), triangularity at the outermost flux surface (6).
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Latter four control variables are calculated in real time (computation cycle of 250 [xsec)

from magnetic probe signals, plasma and coil currents using the statistical method! 3]. Figure 4

compares each configuration control variable between the output of statistical method and the

one of an equilibrium fitting code performed as a post processing. It shows that reasonable

agreement has been achieved for all control variables. Here use of Xp and 5 is limited for

divertor plasmas, and cannot be applied for Iimiter plasmas. The statistical equation for Xp has

been improved from the standard eq.(l), which was used in 1st step, to eq.(2) to include the

effect of VT-coil current on triangularity as shown in Fig.3 (a).

X cpo n L=Xp 0+X

k=l

JP

Bnk
" i n

P; \Lpij

B t i \

8
Bnk
I,

I,
f l + ^ i l ^ lvr\

Ir

(2)

5. Noninteracting Multivariable Control
Five control variables are controlled by five independent power supplies according to

the multivariable noninteracting control method|4|. A matrix gain is used for this method, but

a complete matrix gain of 5x5 is impossible to calculate within one control cycle due to the

limitation of computation capability. Each element of gain matrix was estimated from the state

equation of each control variable[4]. To test a validity of gain matrix, each control variable has

been swung with 10 Hz as shown in Fig.5. A deviation of 5 is relatively large, but a

reasonable decoupling has been demonstrated.

6. Plasma Breakdown
To apply a enough loop voltage at the plasma initiation position (inboard-up in the

vacuum vessel), VT-coil power supply must produce the higher voltage. In the 1st step, the

maximum loop voltage was 20 V, then a stable plasma breakdown could not be obtained

without LHRF assistance [5] especially for the low toroidal magnetic field. Then the voltage

rating of VT-coil power supply was increased up to 1.0 kV from a 0.55 kV with a

rearrangement of power supply system. As a result, the loop voltage could be raised up to 30

V, and then the plasma breakdown has been largely stabilized. PSEX-power supply (lkV-

lOkA) has been connected with the VT-coil power supply, then it has been switched on just

before the breakdown (at t = 0.0 sec), but any destabilizing effect on the breakdown has never

been observed.

7. 2.5 MA Discharge

According to the experimental results of 2 MA, plasma current of 2.5 MA is planned as

the third step. Here the power supply for VT-coil can generate +55 kA l± 1.0 kV at present,

- 2 8 -
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thus the following items should be checked systematically; 1) temperature of VT-coil feeder in

a torus hall, 2) stress on the toroidal magnetic field coils, 3) stress on the poloidal magnetic

field coils.
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3.2 Improved Edge Density and Pressure Limits for Onset of Giant
ELMs in High Triangularity Discharges

Y. KAMADA, R.YOSHINO, Y. NEYATANI, M. SATO, S. TOKUDA, M.AZUMI,
S.TAKEJI, K.USHIGUSA, T. FUKUDA, M. MORI, T.TAKIZUKA and JT-6OU Team

1. Introduction
Control of ELM behaviors is one of the most important issues for sustainment of

plasmas with the high integrated performance required in the steady-state fusion reactors. To
contribute to establish control scenarios of ELMs, this paper identifies the onset conditions of
giant ELMs and emphasizes effects of plasma shape such as triangularity 5 and elongation K.
Appearance of giant ELMs limits the achievable edge density and edge pressure and also
restricts core plasma performances through profile-effects on stability and transport. In
particular, in H-mode plasmas with broad pressure profiles, the edge pressure limit directly
determines the global |3N limit J \ This edge pressure limit also affects the ELM frequency
fELM. At a given heating power, fELM increases with decreasing pressure limit, which results
in poor confinement in a ELMing steady-state.

For the typical shapes of JT-60U plasmas with 5-0.1, two types of ELMs have been
observed. The first is dithering ELMs observed when heating power Pn e t is around the
threshold power for the L-H transition. The second is giant ELMs observed when the edge
pressure reaches a critical value. When both 8 and pp are high (5>~0.3, (3p>~2), the third type
is observed; the wave form is minute-grassy and the edge ne, T; and Te can continuously
increase during the grassy ELMs. (The behaviors of these three types are similar to those
observed in DIII-D 2\) The dependence of fELM on Pnet is different among these three types.
With increasing Pne[, dithering ELMs appear at first, f£LM-dither decreases quickly, then
giant ELM appears after a ELM-free period and %LM-°iant i n c r e a s e s almost linearly with
pnet3)- T he frequency fetM-dam a l s o increases with decreasing Bt

2/(Rq2), decreasing 1; and
increasing ne

 3\ On the other hand, the minute-grassy ELMs have higher fELM than giant
ELMs and no clear dependence on Pnet has been observed.

2. Effects of Plasma Shape on the Onset Conditions of Giant ELMs
In JT-60U, an ELM-free phase appears only when is lower than a threshold value

ne
th, which increases with L or Bt

2/(Rqeff
2) (a measure for the ballooning stability) •*). The

values of ~ne
th are ~lxlO l 9nr3 at I =1MA and -3-4xl019m'3 at 4MA. Since values of edge

ne and edge T; (or Te ) are roughly proportional in JT-60U ELM-free H-modes, the onset
condition of giant ELMs is given by a function of edge ne or edge pressure. To obtain higher
plasma performance at higher nc, we started to study effects of plasma shape on the onset
condition. Recently a new connection of the poloidal field coils enabled us to scan
triangularity 5 from the original value of -0.1 up to 5-0.4 (limited at Ip<1.2MA so far ) and
also down to a negative value 5- -0.06. Figures 1. a)-c) compare the typical cross sections at
L=1MA. Figure 1 d) shows the operation region of d and k for our study on ELMs: the 5-
scan at fixed K, the K-scan at fixed 5 and negative 5.

Figure 2 shows effects of 5 at Ip=IMA. From Figs.2 a) and b), higher 8 has higher nc

at the first giant ELM. In addition, the ELM free period (from H-transition to the first giant
ELM) was increased from -0.05 sec to 0.9 sec. (Note: The length of the ELM-free period is a
rough measure of improvement, because the length is also a function of density
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rise affected by NB power, recycling etc.) Figures 2 c) and d) show that edge density and
edge temperatures at the onset of giant ELMs increase with 5. The improvement from 8-
0.08 to 5-0.33 are 30-40% for~ne and ~S0% for Te(r/a=95%) and Tj(r/a=95%). The edge
pressure limit (nxT) increases roughly linearly with 5.

The onset condition of giant ELMs is given by a clear proportionality -grad-p th
cdoc -

Bt
2/(2^i0Rq95

2) over wide ranges of Ip (0.4-4MA) and B t (1-4T) (Fig.3 (b)), where p t h
c d° c is

a measure of thermal pressure given by (~0.7a)x(fTj(95%)+Tc(95%)) and f is a function of
Zcff. (In this paper, we assumed Zcf(<95%)=3.5 and carbon impurity.) The pressure gradient

On
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2). Clear linearity in
Fig.b) suggests that giant ELMs are
correlated with high-n ballooning
mode.
c): a-parameter (tangent in Fig.3(b))
over a wide range of q95.
X indicates the a-parameter during
minute grassy ELMs.

grad-p th
edoe is given by pth

e<jge/ A, where A is width of the edge pressure pedestal. We
assume that A = 4e°-5Pj based on JT-60U experiment 4), where e is the inverse aspect ratio
and Pi is the poloidal gyro radius of thermal ions: pj~Tj(95%)0.5/Bp(a). The normalized
pressure gradient a=(-grad-pth

edge)/(Bt
2/(2u0Rq95

2) ) (= tangent in Fig.3 b)) is almost
constant over a wide range of q95 (=2-7) at low-5 (open circles in (Fig.3 c ) ) . This result
suggests that the giant ELM is triggered by high-n ballooning mode. A time dependent
analysis including bootstrap current supports this result 5\ Whereas, high-5 plasmas (closed
circles) have higher values of a. In Fig.4 a), the a-parameter at the onset of giant ELMs
increases with 5 ( closed circles: the 8-scan at fixed K ). This tendency may be saturated
around 8-0 because the data with 8-0.0S and -0.05 at K-1 .5 have similar values of a (see
open circles in Figs. 4 a) and 5 a)). Another important result is that the (3N value at the onset
of giant ELM increases with 8 (Fig.4 b)). In JT-60U H-mode at 5-0.1, PN was lower than
1.8 limited by giant ELMs'). The results obtained here shows that the H-mode performance
in JT-60U is increasing with 8. Figure 5 a) shows the a-parameter also increases with K for
K= 1.5-1.8 at a fixed 5 (=0.06-0.13) (open circles). Finally, at the fixed K (=1.5-1.6) and 8 (=
0.06-0.13) the a-parameter increases with lj (Fig.5 b)), which suggests that the giant ELMs
in this low-S region is triggered in the first stability region for the high-n ballooning mode.

Because the local edge measurement is not sufficient for all plasma configurations, we
simply assumed the width A is given by A = 4Ea5ri and Zcf[(95%)=3.5) which should be
studied in detail. Contribution of the fast ion pressure gradient is another issue. Concerning
effects of the current profile, the region of li in the high-5 (>0.3) cases in Fig.4 is 0.8-1.6
and almost in the same range of 1; in the low-8 cases. The study on edge shear at high-5 is
our future work including the access to the second stability regime. The minute grassy
ELMs appear at high values of a (-3-5) as shown in Figs.3-5, which may be related to
access to the second stability regime.
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3. Conclusion
For the standard shape of JT-60U at low triangularity 8 (-0.1), the onset condition of

giant ELMs is clearly correlated with the high-n ballooning limit in the first stability regime
over wide ranges of plasma parameters (Ip, Bt, q95..)- The limit of the normalized edge
pressure gradient (a-parameter) increases with elongation K (1.5-1.8) and internal
inductance lj. Recently a new connection of the poloidal field coils enabled us to scan
triangularity 8 from the original value of -0.1 up to 8-0.4 (limited at Ip<1.2MA so far).
The S-scan (-0.05 -0.4) showed that the limit of edge density, edge pressure and the cc-
parameter increase with 8. When both d and (3p are high (8>~0.3, Pp>-2), minute-grassy
ELMs appear. The edge a-parameter during the minute grassy ELMs can be higher than
that for the onset of giant ELMs.
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to establish the high triangularity shape in JT-60U.
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3.3 Confinement, P-limit and Current Drive Characteristics
in High Triangularity Discharges

Y. KAMADA, K.USHIGUSA , R.YOSHINO, Y. NEYATANI, S. TOKUDA,
M.AZUMI, S.TAKEn, and JT-60U Team

1. Introduction
The most important mission in tokamak development is the simultaneous achievement of

i) high confinement (high H-factor = tE /TE
r r E R 8 9 P L) , ii) high power density (high PN), iii)

high bootstrap fraction (high P_), iv) full non-inductive current drive and v) high efficiency
of heat and particle exhaust in the steady-state. The tokamak operation should satisfy the
integrated performance at a high level *). For the core plasma performance i)-iv), the JT-60U
device has produced i) high values of fusion product 1.2xl021m"3skeV in ELM-free high-(3p

H mode 2) and 4-5x1020nr3skeV in quasi-steady ELMy high-pp H mode 3 \ ii) (3N up to 4.8
3 \ iii) bootstrap fraction up to -80% 4) and iv) 3.6MA full non inductive current drove with
LHCD 5\ For the integration of i)-iv), we demonstrated feasibility of the SSTR concept in a
quasi steady ELMy H-mode with L=1MA and Bt=3T where high values of H-factor~2.5 and
(3N~2.9 were sustained for ~0.7sec under the fully noninductive current drive condition
(bootstrap--74%, NBCD=37%)3). However this result demonstrates only an integration of
core plasma performances in a time scale shorter than the current diffusion time. The
remaining issues in approaching the final goal are A) combination of a high core plasma
performance and a high divertor plasma performance and B) sustainment in a steady-state
longer than the current diffusion time. Concerning A), we have to increase the density range.
However, energy confinement is decreasing with increasing density. This is because high
confinement usually requires low recycling. For B), the P-limit in a quasi-steady state is
lower than that obtained transiently. To overcome these difficulties, we are trying three
modifications: new equilibria with high triangularity 8 (from 1995), the negative ion source
NB injection (from 1996) and the closed divertor (from 1997). Out of these modifications,
Sec. 3. introduces the initial results of high 5 experiments in JT-60U where the main
purposes are to obtain high confinement at high density and high P-limit with high
confinement. Concerning the high density operation, the most critical issue in JT-60U is the
onset condition of giant ELMs. We demonstrated that the density and pressure limit for the
onset of giant ELMs is increasing with increasing 8 in sec.3.2. This section 3.3 treats
characteristics of confinement, P-limit and current drive.

2. Energy confinement
In JT-60LJ, attainable values of H-factor-and PN are affected by plasma position (major

radius) Rp because NB-heating profiles and loss of fast ions by toroidal field ripple are
functions of Rp. Firstly, the discharge regions of the high-8 (closed circles) and low-8 (open
circles) experiments are introduced by Fig.l(a) and (b). In this section, the ripple loss is not
subtracted in estimating H-factor. Figure I (a) shows attainable value of H-factor is strongly
decreasing with increasing Rp: Degradation of attainable H-factor AH/AR ~ 0.6 / 10cm. This
is mainly because, at smaller Rp, the heating profile is more peaked and ripple loss is smaller.
On the other hand, the maximum pN-limit is obtained at medium Rp (3.2-3.4m) because
medium-peaked pressure profiles have the highest P-limit concerning both internal low-n
kink-ballooning modes and ELMs 2). In Fig.l(b), PN at smaller Rp is limited mainly by the
low-n modes and that at larger Rp is limited by ELMs. From Fig.l, the high-8 discharges
have higher values of H-factor and PN than the low-8 discharges at the same position R
Figure 2 (a) shows dependence of H-factor of ELM-free H-mode on 8 at almost fixed values
of Ip, V and Rp. With increasing 8, H-factor tends to be improved. This tendency may
become stronger when the difference of Rp between high-8 and low-8 discharges (Fig.2 (b))
is taken into account: The high-8 data have larger Rp than the low-8 data by 5-10cm.
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Figure 1: Values of H-factor and Pj^ for JT-60U 'improved mode' discharges versus major radii.
Open and closed circles indicate low 5 (<0.2) and high 5 (>0.2) discharges, respectively.
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Figure 2: Values of H-factor for " fixed Ip, Rp, Vp with qeff>6
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Figure 3: Dicrcasing H-factor with
increasing electron density. The
degradation for high-5 discharges is
weaker for low-5 discharges.

, Vp=64-75m3

PN B= 14-23MW, I ;(targct)= I A-1.7 )
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2
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11 .4
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5 =0.3-0.34
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n (1019nV3)

3.5

3.5

Concerning energy confinement in ELMy H-mode, improvement in high-5 discharge is
clearer. Figure 3 shows dependence of H-factor on ne for low-S (0.3-0.34: open circles) and
high-8 (0.07-0.18: closed circles). The degradation in H-factor with increasing ne is weaker
for high-5 discharges. This result seems to be partly related to that the ne-limit for onset
condition of giant ELMs is higher for higher 5.
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Highest Pt(2.7%) in JT-60U
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J. R. Ferrorc et al. ,
D l l l -D Phys Fluids B 5 (1993) 2532-:

E.J.Strait
Pliys. Rev.Lett
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Figure 4: pjq- vs. lj in JT-60U compared with
DIII-D. The upper boundary of J3ĵ  is almost
limited by low-(m,n) pressure driven modes.

Figure 5: (3^ vs. qeff in JT-60U. Open and closed
circles correspond to low-8 and high-S discharges,
respectively. The discharge © has the highest Pt (2.7
%) in JT-60U at 8=0.34, Bt=1.5T, ID=0.9MA, q95=3.9.

3. P-limit y

It is known that the PN-limit increases with the internal inductance lj 6-8). Figure 4
shows this tendency for DIII-D6) and JT-60U. For each li value the maximum p N tends to
be limited by low-n modes. In case of the reversed magnetic shear experiment with fast L-
ramp in JT-60U 9), the PN limit obtained so far is almost on the expected line of the lj-
scaling. Therefore the global shear across entire volume seems to be the key factor for these
low-n mode with a global displacement. The higher PN limit in DIII-D than that in JT-60U
may be caused by difference in the plasma shape (triangularity, elongation, aspect ratio),
plasma rotation, rotation shear, location of the resistive wall or difference in collisionalky.

The P-limit related to low-n pressure driven mode seem to be improved with increasing
8. Figure 5 shows the relation between p N and qeff in JT-60U where closed and open circles
correspond to 5>0.2 and 5<0.2, respectively. The upper boundaries of PN for both 5>0.2
and 8<0.2 are limited by low-n modes. The pN-limit for high-8 discharges is systematically
higher than that for low-5. The arrowed point in Fig.5 has the highest Pt (2.7%) in JT-60U
at 8=0.34.. Bt=1.5T, Ip=0.9MA, qeff=5.2, q95=3.9 and H-factor=2.8. Based on Fig.5, the
improvement in PN seems to be larger at lower qeff. The high-8 discharges tends to have
higher 1; than low-5 discharges, which seems to be one of the reasons of high P-limit.

4. Non Inductive Current Drive with Bootstrap Current and NB Driven Current
Concerning full non-inductive current drive, a favorable integrated performance vvith

IjvTBCD/Ip-0.4, IBS/I -0.6, H-factor =2-2.6, PN~3.1 was sustained for ~2sec (>10xxE) at 8=
0.32, Ip=lMA, B t-3T and ne~2.3xl019nr3 (Fig.6). The life time of the full CD at Ip=lMA
with the original shape in JT-60U was 0.7s at 8-0.2 3). In addition, the ELM behavior in
Fig.6 is much weaker than usual giant ELMs observed at low-8. Although the heating
profile of this discharge is relatively broad, a clear internal transport barrier in T-, and nc

profiles is produced like the high-pp mode. In this discharge, degradation in stored energy
seems to be correlated with slowly growing n=l mode.

The optimization of both confinement and stability should be demonstrated with the
final equilibrium in the steady-state where the current profile has been fully diffused. The
stability limit in the steady-state is different from that obtained transiently. Another
important point is that the pN-values tend to be limited by resistive instabilities in the quasi-
steady state rather than ideal modes. In JT-60U, the maximum pN sustainable in the quasi-
steady state with high bootstrap fraction is ~3 which is much smaller than that obtained
transiently (up to 4.8 ) *\ For example, ref.8) showed a quasi steady high-Pp ELMy
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Figure 6: Evolution (a) and profiles of n e(r), Tj(r) and Te(r) (b) for

a high-6 (5=0.32) discharge, where full non-inductive current drive

(NBCD-40%, boootstrap~60%) was sustained for -2sec.
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discharge with reversed shear in which confinement was degraded by a resistive pressure
driven low-n mode destabilized when the q-profile has a pitch minimum at q~2.5
(calculation) in the later phase of the NB heating.

5. Summary
The high-5 (-0.3-0.35) discharges seem to have better performances for confinement,

P-limit and non-inductive current drive than low-5 (-0.07-0.2) discharges, which suggests
high-5 shape is favorable for high integrated performance in the steady-state. The high-5
discharges have higher values of H-factor than the low-5 discharges at the same position
Rp. In ELMy H-mode, the degradation in H-factor with increasing ne is weaker for high-5
(-0.3-0.34) discharges than low-5 (0.07-0.18). The (3N-limit related to low-n pressure
driven mode for high-5 discharges is systematically higher than that for low-5. At 5=0.34,
the highest Pt (2.7%) in JT-60U was obtained (qeff=5.2, q95=3.9). Concerning full non-
inductive current drive, a favorable integrated performance with INBCD^P~0.4, IBS/Ip~0.6,
H-factor =2-2.6, PN~3.1 was sustained for ~2sec (>10xtE) at 5=0.32, Ip=lMA and Bt=3.
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1) Y. Kamada et al., 'Characteristics and Issues of the Combined H-modes' to appear in
Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion
2) M. Kikuchi and JT-60Team, in Plasma Phys. Control. Nucl. Fusion Research. Proc.l5th
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3. 4 LH coupling property with triangle-shaped plasma

M.Seki

1 introduction

Highly triangle-shaped plasma are used not only to improve its confinement, but

also to simulate high triangularity configuration expected after modification of divertor in

1997. LH power is injected into the highly-triangle shaped plasma, in order to obtain

coupling property of LH and to examine current drive performance. Because it is difficult

to bring plasma close to LH antenna for good coupling in closed divertor configuration of

JT-60U.

2 experimental results

Effect of triangularity on coupling is investigated during one shot as shown in

Fig. 1. Upper side of the figure represents poloidal cross-section at t = 9,10, and 11 sec.

Injected power P and reflection coefficient R of antenna A and B are illustrated in lower

side. Plasma current is 1 MA in this shot, toroidal magnetic field and line averaged

density 4 T and 0.6 x 1019nr3, respectively. LH antenna is flushed with the first wall,

distance between plasma and the wall So keeps quasi-constant of 14 cm. Reflection

coefficient R does not change so much, while triangurality A changes from 0.26 to 0.16

in LH injection of 4 seconds.

Dependence of reflection coefficient on plasma-wall distance 5o is studied with

triangle-plasma of A = 0.26-0.29. Experimental results show that low reflection

coefficient is obtained up to 5o = 18 cm as drawn in Fig. 2. This good coupling is

consistent with SOL measurement using a fast reciprocating probe as indicated by LH

coupling code. Reflection coefficient decreases with increasing radiated LH power. These

characteristics suggest that peripheral plasma in front of LH antenna may be produced by

LH power and allows long distance coupling ]). On the other hand, this long distance

coupling, up to 15-18 cm disappears when qeff is less than 4 for Ip = 1 MA due to short

connection length of field lines near LH antenna. Therefore high toroidal field up to 3.5-4

T might be required for good coupling of 5o > 15 cm with Ip = 2MA in closed divertor.

Current drive efficiency is examined with triangle-plasma of A = 0.26-0.29.

Plasma current Ip is 0.9-1 MA, line averaged plasma density is relatively low as 0.6-0.8

x 1019 nr3, and input LH power is 1-1.7 MW with parallel refractive index N// of 1.6.

Serious degradation in current drive efficiency is not observed even though plasma-wall

distance 8Q is extended up to 18 cm with triangle-plasma as shown Fig. 3. This drive
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efficiency TICD °f ~L7 x 1019 m^AW*1 is somewhat low, but TJCD will increase with

increasing Ip.

3 conclusion

It seems that triangularity does not affect coupling property and current drive

performance of LH, peripheral plasma around LH antenna may govern LH waves even

with highly triangle-shaped plasma. Simulations using triangle-plasma suggest that good

coupling is expected when plasma is approached to LH antenna as 5o~ 15 cm after

modification of divertor configuration. Unfortunately, effect of baffle panel of closed

divertor is well not unknown in this simulation. The baffle panel may affect on coupling

property due to short connection length of field line. In this case LH antenna should be

protruded into vacuum vessel for good coupling with monitoring heat load on LH antenna

mouth.

Reference

1) M. Seki et al.; in this JAERI research, sec. 7. 1
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E23492
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ig. 1
Time trajectories of input power and reflection coefficient are shown for antenna A and B in

lower side. Loop voltage and line average density are also drawn. Poloidal cross-sections are illustrated at t

- 9, 10, 11 sec in upper side. Plasma current Ip is 1 MA toroidal magnetic field Bt 4 T, line averaged

density n ~0.6x 10^ m~3. Plasma-wall distance is quasi constant of 14-15 cm during LH injection of 4

sec.
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Fig. 2

Averaged reflection coefficient in input waveguides as a function of plasma-wall distance 50.

Reflection of antenna A is presented by open square and reflection of antenna B open circle. Triangularity

is relatively high of 0.26-0.29, plasma current 0.9-1 MA Bt = 4 T. Good coupling is obtained with long

distance ofSQ~15-18 cm.
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Current drive efficiency vs plasma-wall distance So- The efficiency is estimated using drop in

loop voltage as DV/V. A = 0.27-0.29 Ip = 0.9-1 MA, Bt = 2.5-4 T, n = 0.6-0.8 x 1019 m'3. Injected

LH power is 1-1.7 MW with parallel refractive index of-1.6.
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3.5 ICRF Coupling to High Triangularity Plasma

Moriyama, Saigusa, Fujii, and Kimura

1. Introduction
It is important to confirm applicability of ICRF heating to high triangularity plasma after

divertor modification. Antenna coupling resistance was measured to estimate the capable

ICRF power with the high triangularity plasma assuming baffle plates of closed divertor.

Heating of high triangularity plasma was checked.

2. Optimization of the plasma configuration for ICRH
A high triangularity plasma

configuration is optimized for ICRF

coupling at IP = 0.9 ~ 1.0 MA,

triangularity = 0.27 ~ 0.3. Clearance to

the planned baffle plate of closed

divertor was kept. As shown in Fig. 1,

curvature in front of the antenna was

not so different from the "standard RF

configuration"

E023431 10.500 TMPW= 262.4

Fig. 1 High triangularity configuration optimized
for ICRF heating keeping a clearance to the
planned baffle plate for the closed divertor.

Planned Baffle Plates

jlCRF
'Antenna

3. Measurement of antenna coupling resistance
Antenna coupling resistance is measured to estimate how much power can be coupled to

the high triangularity plasma, changing the gap between separatrix and Faraday shield of the

ICRF antenna (S-F Gap) from 16 cm-31 cm for (it, 0), (0, 0) and (135°, 0) phasing.
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As shown in Fig. 2, RC = 3 Q was obtained for S-F gap = 28 cm in (rc, 0) phasing. 5 - 7

MW will be coupled for 35 ~ 40 kV of antenna voltage limit. Re for the high triangurality

plasma in this experiment is not so different from standard RF configuration in Ip = 1.0 MA

case, probably because the shape of the outer separatrix in front of the antenna is similar to

the "standard RF configuration."

delta~0.3 Standard RF Conf.
—r-,1 =

p

0

•

=0.9-1 .OMA -

(7t,0)

(135" ,0)

(0,0)

Q
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i >
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•
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o
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0)
o
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w

cr
cn
c
"5.
o
O

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

S-Fgap(=5o+3)(cm)

Fig, 2 Coupling resistance to high triangularity plasma

4. Confirmation of heating for (TT.,0) phasing

Heating was confirmed in both IC only and NB + IC cases for 18 ~ 21 cm of S-F gap at Ip

= 1.0 MA. Increment of electron temperature, ATe, is 0.7 keV for 1.6 MW of ICRF power

for 1 sec without NBI. Increment of stored energy, AW^a, is 450 kJ (including effect of

increment of ne) for PIC = 3.2 MW with PNB ~ 10 MW.

Heating will be more effective with high concentration of hydrogen which is necessary for

2C0CH heating.

5. Conclusion

Enough coupling resistance is obtained to be able to couple 5 - 7 MW of ICRF power to

the high triangularity plasma with 25 cm of S-F gap simulating the configuration after

divertor modification. Heating for high triangularity plasma is also confirmed.
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4. High pp mode
4.1 Threshold Heating Power for ITB Formation

Y. Koide, T. Takizuka, S. Takeji, S. Ishida, M. Kikuchi, Y. Kamada,

T. Ozeki, Y. Neyatani, H. Shirai, M. Mori and S. Tsuji-Iio*

1. Introduction
High confinement in the JT-60U High-/?,, //-mode1'2) is attributed to the formation of

internal transport barrier (ITB) at r/a<0.73> which is followed by the edge transport barrier

formation (r/a~l): An intense central heating produced high plasma pressure inside the ITB;

the subsequent //-mode transition was triggered by a transient relaxation phenomena

accompanied with an energy flow across the ITB; the resultant plasma pressure was high

from the central to the edge regions and normalized beta /?# (=pt(%)/(Ip(MA)fa(m)B JT)))

reached 2.4. Study of the internal transport barrier is, therefore, as important as that of the

edge transport barrier from the viewpoints of the understanding of the improved confinement

and of pressure-profile control.

The following phenomena were shown in previous papers2*3): (I) The ion temperature 71,-

and the toroidal rotation velocity Vt increased inside ITB where the causality between them

has not been made clear. (II) The electron temperature Te also increased during ITB formation,

however, it was not so significant as compared with Tt. (Ill) Ion thermal diffusivity was

dramatically reduced at ITB position. (IV) We often observed that the location of ITB

stagnated at a certain radial position which moved inward with increase in safety factor on the

plasma surface. (V) In some cases, the improved confinement region was initiated near the

plasma center and expanded outwards.

In this review, recent results of further study on ITB are presented. It was proved that

ITB is produced when heating power exceeds a certain value. The threshold heating power is

studied in this section.

2. Threshold heating power for ITB formation

We investigated the threshold heating power (P,h) for ITB formation. Plasma parameters

for this study are as follows: plasma current and toroidal magnetic field were in the ranges of

7^=0.7-1.4 MA and B/=2.2-4.4 T, respectively. The effective safety factor was kept almost

constant (qe/j=6.5-7.1) in order to fix the ITB location after its stagnation3'; the plasma

volume was V/J=50m3 and the beam energy was £M?=85 keV. Plasma configuration, projected

NB trajectories and some diagnostic fields of view (visible bremsstrahlung, line integrated ne

and Da measurement) are shown in Fig. 1. In this experiment, perpendicular NB was primarily

used and tangential NB was used as a reference because the power of former beams can be

easily controlled from 2 MW to 20 MW with the step of ~2 MW by changing the number of
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NB units. Electron density was controlled by short gas puffing (e.g. 50 Pam3/s for 100 ms)

just before or during NB injection; this gas-puffing technique is effective to change ~rTe with

little effect on the internal inductance of plasma column.

l * 0 , 6 a ) _ 2Q E23612.32

(MW)

0
2

(1016n/s)
0
5

(MJ)
0

15
(keV)

.j(a) PNB

• • • t i i .

; (b)Sn

• (C) Wdia

:(d)T(0.5a)

I l 1 l t l » l l t | | ]

* - — - — ^ — - Z J - L Z s

S 7 9 11 13 15

FIG. 1. Plasma configuration for threshold-power
study. Projected neutral beam trajectories of
perpendicular beams (±NB: solid arrows) and
of tangential beams (IINB: dotted arrows) are
shown. Line of sight of FIR interferometer along
60% of tangent minor radius is shown with a
vertical solid line (nt[0.6a)). Two crosses are
projected tangential radii of visible
bremsslrahlung measurement used in this
discussion. Fifteen viewing chords of Da

measurement are shown with thin lines.

5 6 7
TIME (s)

FIG. 2. Criterion for the presence of TTB. Two
discharges with ITB (thick lines) and without ITB
(thin lines), (a) Injected neutral beam power (
PtiB)> (b) neutron emission rate (SH), (c)
diamagnetic stored energy (W^), (d) ion
temperature at rla=0.S (Tt{05a)). PNB is a little
bit lower in the case without ITS (thin lines).
Vertical dotted line shows the onset time of ITB
formation.

Our criterion for the presence of ITB is explained in Fig. 2, where two discharges with

and without ITB are compared. In a discharge shown with thick lines, ITB was produced at

r=5.7 s (shown by a vertical dotted line in this figure), when ion temperature at a half radius (

Ti(0.5a)) started increasing (Fig. 2(d)). A clear increase in the neutron emission rate (£„) and

the stored energy {Wdia) accompanied with it (Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)). In this discharge, a minor

collapse occurred at r=5.9 s and ITB was recovered soon, resulting in a harder collapse at

£=6.2 s. Thin traces show a discharge with lower heating power, resulting in no appearance

of ITB. Data points shown in the following were taken at the onset of ITB formation. As for

the discharges without ITB, data were taken at nearly the same times as those in discharges

with ITB.

Figure 3 (a) shows the absorbed heating power {PsBabs) against Te(0.6a), where Pf<iBabs

was defined as injected NB power subtracted by the shinethrough power measured with

thermocouples. Closed symbols designate discharges with ITB and open symbols discharges

without ITB. In the case of/p=1.4 MA and B,=4A T ( • £ ) ) , fTe was scanned from 0.6 to 1.0
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xlO19 nr3. Pth was linearly increased from 5 to 10 MW within experimental accuracy

(shown by a shaded region).

Figure 3(b) shows independence of Pth in the density range of 7£=0.4-0.65xl019 nr3.

Since data at different Bt were taken at different % as seen in Fig. 3(a), the observed slight

increase in Pth with Bt can be affected by the /^-dependence. Taking the linear dependence

on ~n~e into consideration, PuB^Hh: is plotted against Bt in Fig. 3(c). The resultant independence

of Bt suggests the importance of the power density per a particle for ITB formation. The

independence of Pth from Bt is different from the threshold power of//-mode transition4'.
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FIG. 3. (a) Absorbed heating power (PUB**)
versus line-average electron density along 60%
of tangent minor radius (nt(0.6a)). Hatched
region roughly represents the threshold power
Ptk- (b) PUB*1" versus B, in the density range of
0.4 <n~,(0.6a)< 0.65X.1019m~3, (c) normalized
absorbed power by electron density (PUB8***

n~,(0.6a)) versus B,. Closed symbols: with ITB,
open symbols : without ITB.
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4.2 Measurement of ^-profile during ITB Formation
Y. Koide, S. Ishida, M. Kikuchi

m 0.4 -

•g 0.3 -

0.1
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

r/a (q=1,2,3)
0.6

1. Introduction

Radial location of internal transport barrier (ITB) was

investigated in connection with the local safety factor q (

= (r/R)(B/Bp)). Before showing recent results, we will

describe, in this section, the background of this study.

The relation between them has been discussed since

JT-60 experiments. Hot-ion mode in JT-60 (2J(0J~1O

keV, //"beam into H+ plasma of 30 m3) exhibited peaked

profiles of ion temperature, T{(r), and toroidal rotation

velocity, V,(r). In Fig. 1, radial location of ITB is plotted FlG L Correlation of ITB location

against the location of 9=1,2, 3 surfaces deduced from of and the locations of q=l, 2 and 3
surfaces inferred from m=I, 2 and 3

m=l ( • ) , 2, (A) 3 (O) mode oscillations, respectively oscuiations, respectively (from Ref.
(TO: poloidal mode number). Phenomenologically, ITB Up- Quantities are normalized by the

minor radius. Vertical and horizontal
location was explained by the integer rational surfaces error bars are defined by the spatial

such as 9=1, 2 and 3 surfaces0. However the effect of resolution of the CXRS and SXR
measurements, respectively.

magnetic island was left unsolved and there was no direct

measurement of #-value.

In JT-60U High-^y, //-mode21, the formation of ITB at r/a<0.7 was followed by the edge

transport barrier formation (r/a~\). The //-mode transition was triggered by a sudden release

of energy across the ITB3) (see ECE signals in Fig. 2(a)); the instability was a pressure-driven

type because the fluctuation level was larger on the bad-curvature side; magnetic fluctuations

were detected simultaneously with the MHD phenomena in this discharge (Fig. 2(b); three

reversal of sign was recognized, e.g. m=3, however, time and spatial resolutions of this

measurement were poor and m can

be 4 or 5). In later measurements,

most likely toroidal-mode

number was proved to be /z=l4).

We considered that the plasma

pressure, which built up just

inside the ITB, reached a stability

limit of ballooning-type

instability; the location of ITB

may be characterized by the local

SHOT 17110

3

UJ

o
LU

0.65a 1

*ii*.,wihfi*j-

0.74a 1

j 0.94a

(a)

' 1 ms

(b)

2+

5.813
TIME (s)

safety factor q—m/n. In order to FIG. 2. (a) MHD event detected in ECE signals (from Ref. [3]) and
(b) poloidal pattern of the time derivative of poloidal magnetic field.

t = 5.81296 s
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check this hypothesis on the role of rational surfaces, direct measurement of g-value is

indispensable.

2. g-profile and ITB location

Plasma configuration and typical evolution of this experiment • J shown in Figs. 3 and 4:

plasma current and toroidal field were varied in the ranges of /p=0.43-1.45MA and B,=3.47-4T,

respectively, leading to the coverage of effective safety factor of 5^=5.6-21.2; neutral beam

heating power was Pj,°T=\ 1.2-22.5MW, where tangential beams of P^w=7.7 MW were

always injected; triangularity was increased at need from 5=0.2 to 0.3 in order to suppress

vertical instability (Figs. 3 and 4(d)).

1NB

J.NB

20

0
0.4

3.5

E24591

(G)

FIG. 4. (a) Total injection
power P^gTand beam
power of tangential beams
p™' (b) diamagnetic
stored energy WJia, (c) line-
average electron density nt

, (d) triangularity 8, (d)
Daemission in divertor
region £>f \

4 4.5 5

FIG. 3. Plasma configuration and
neutral beam trajectories. MSE
field of view is shown by crosses.

Fig. 5 shows the relation of ITB location and qcjr

Open circles are data taken for 50 m3 plasma on the

inner side of vacuum vessel in order for the intense central

heating, where MSE diagnostics has not been put into

operation yet; we can see that ITB location was a

monotonic function of qefr Based on this result, we built

up the working hypothesis that a certain g-value was

related to the ITB location.

New data with MSE measurement are shown by

closed symbols in the same figure. In contrast to the old

data, no systematic dependence on qtff was observed. In

Fig. 6, profiles of 7;, q and magnetic shear s ( =

(r/q)(dp/clr)) at qffj=l2.6, 9.2 and 5.6 are compared at a

time when ITB has been fully established (Data at ITB

5.5

0
A
0
9

r/a (4T:eln 50m3) 1
r/a (3T:eln 50m3) "
r/a(4T:sld 50ra3)
r/a(4T:s!d 58m3)

• r/a(3.7T:std 63m3)
f r/a(3.ST;std S1m3)
A r/a(3.5T:dll 6Bm3)

FIG. 5. ITB-location vs. inverse of
qlff Open symbols: intense central
heating into small volume plasmas.
Closed symbols: outward-shifted
configuration for MSE measurement.
Shaded region shows its field of view.

-onset is not readily available at
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present). Monotonic ^-profile was observed at g^=12.6 and g-value at ITB was between 2

and 3 (Fig. 6(a)); when 9,^ was decreased down to 9.2, q was around 3 inside the ITB, i.e. s

~0; magnetic shear was reversed when qe,f was further decreased down to 5.6 and ITB was

located at pitch minimum of q~2 (Fig. 6(c) (Te showed no barrier-structure unlike reversed-shear

mode (see paper 2.3 in this review)).
E24661

ff1 6 "*•—i1-4-J

333

Sfc
«i:lr;
•~f;."«^«*

=60 m?.|

4.1"!
. . . . ; • • • . • ? • —

15
E24591

3 - : :

" f 10

0.2 0.8 1

E246B7

1AJ

25

15 i

10 I

0.4 .0.6
r/a

0.8 1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
r/3

0.4 0.6
r/a

FIG. 6. Comparison of profiles of safety factor q (data points by crosses; fitted result by a solid line),
magnetic shear (r/q)(dq/dr) (a dotted line) and 7) (closed circles), (a) qrff=12.6, (b) q,ff=9.2, (c) qtg=5.6.

It should be noted that the <j-value at ITB was around g=2-3 while qeg was changed by a

factor of 2 (Fig. 7). This result may be interpreted several ways: 1) ITB was formed on q-2

and 3 surfaces, which was consistent with the above-mentioned hypothesis on the role of

rational surfaces; 2) low or negative s is a key mechanism of

reduced transport as predicted by Fukuyama et al.5>; 3) the

Ex B velocity shear induced by unknown mechanisms can be

a candidate because velocity shear usually accompanied with

ITB. Two of these candidates 1) and 3) are difficult to be

checked due to the insufficient space and time resolutions of

MSE and CXRS measurements. Preliminary assessment of

the Fukuyama's theory is described in the next section.

0.8

0.7 —

ta
=. 0.6

0.5 —

0.4

1

1*.
q^TS

1

..1

i

1

2

'

q

1

8-

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

FIG. 7. ITB location vs. qeff (
O). the local q at ITB of which

3. Comparison with theory of self-sustained turbulence is shown by 9.
The theory of Itoh et al.6-7> of self-sustained turbulence driven by current diffusivity was

successful to explain the power-degradation of energy confinement time. This is the first

theory which explains the experimentally observed profile of thermal diffusivity (% increasing

toward the edge). Fukuyama et al. reported55, based on this theory, that thermal diffusivity is

improved as a result of the cooperative effect between the current profile and the pressure

profile and that the improved confinement in high-/^ mode, i.e. ITB formation, can be

explained by this model. In fact, ITB was formed in weak-j regions (s<2) as seen in Fig. 6.

Here we compare the threshold power of ITB formation and ITB location with predicted

ones.

The theory predicts that threshold power scales as Pth <* Ip
227. Experimental results are

shown in rig. 8(a), the data set of which is identical to that shown in Fig. 4(c) in the paper 4.1
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in this review. In this data set, B, was changed with Ip in order to keep qeff~6.1. This

parameter coupling seems not be a problem for the assessment of this theory because the

predicted thermal diffusivity,

= F(s,a,k)\a\m —
qR

(a = -q2R dfi/dr, k = -(r/R)(l - <?'2 j j , (1)

is not sensitive to B- 5,-dependence in K might be weakened by the constraint of qeg. The

observed no strong 7p-dependence of absorbed power P^B

was in contrast to the prediction.

The theory also predicts that the radial location of ITB

15

at its onset scales as ,0.44 ,j 0.85 Experimental results ?
10

are shown in Fig. 8(b). The data with fixed 7p(=1.4MA)

and ~nt =0.75-0.9 x 1019 m'3 are chosen from Fig. 4(a) in the

paper 4.1 in this review. Irrespective of the change in P^b
B

by a factor of 1.8 (change in P044 by 29%), rm was almost

constant. 7 dependence of rm is shown in Fig. 8(c), where

absorbed power was almost constant as 7^'=4-4.8 MW.

Results showed a slight decrease in rITB with 7B, however,

the predicted strong dependence as r,

L With ITB

P.

o °
. Without ITB

, , , , I

O -
o

0.5 1.5
I (MA)
p

nB

P'

0.7

0.6
was not ~

rarecognized. Detailed comparison must be carried out using = 0.5

the complete set of profile data such as p(r) and q(r), which

allows the evaluation of the factor F in eq. (1). 0.4
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4.3 MHD Analysis of Instabilities Associated with ITB

S. Takeji, Y. Kamada, T. Ozeki, S. Ishida, T. Takizuka, Y. Neyatani, S. Tokuda

1. Introduction

High poloidal beta (/?p) operation is required for a steady state tokamak reactor, in which

avoidance of pressure-driven instabilities is crucially important to achieve a high performance

plasma. In this review, we report pressure-driven magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activities in

the high-/?p mode; (1) the ,SP-collapse which terminates the improved confinement abruptly [1-3]

and (2) the minor collapse which does not result in the degradation of the improved confinement.

We refer to the minor collapse as the "barrier localized mode (BLM)", since it is associated

with a significant pressure gradient generated around the internal transport barrier (ITB) [4].

Experimental observations and stability analysis of the BLM are described here in comparison

with the j3p-collapse.

2. MHD Characteristics of Barrier localized Mode

Time evolution of typical high-/?;, mode discharges with the /?p-collapse and the BLM are

shown in Fig. 1. The two discharges have almost the same experimental conditions as the plasma

current (Ip) of 2 MA, the toroidal field (BT) of 4.4 T and the neutral beam injection power (P^BI)

of about 28 MW. The /3p-collapse becomes more disruptive with increase in plasma current and

the BLM often occurs in such large current discharges. One of the obvious differences between

the /?p-collapse and the BLM is the effect on the stored energy (Wdia). Reduction of Wdia by the

BLM is quite smaller than that by the /3p-collapse. The line-averaged electron density (ne) and

the edge ion temperature (T;) increase after the BLM and the high-/?p mode is changed to the

high-/?p H-mode.

#17088 A> -collapse #17110 BLM

.... i.... i.... i... " .mm r£r."*r.y.-.<j

i.O 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8

Time (s)

5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2
Time (s)

Fig.l Typical MHD behavior of the 0p-collapse and the BLM.

Figure 2 shows the radial profile of relative change of the electron temperature (Te) by
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the collapses. In case of the /3p-collapse (dotted line), the change of Te is observed in the whole

plasma region. On the other hand, the BLM (solid line) does not changes Te at the central region

and the inversion radius of the change of Te is near the ITB, which implies that the BLM is a

localized mode occurring near the ITB. The BLM releases energy from inside the ITB to the

outer region to trigger the L-H transition.

Typical magnetic fluctuations during the BLM is shown with the electron cyclotron emis-

sion (ECE) signal in Fig. 3. No clear precursor of the BLM was observed. The amplitude of

the ECE changed in the time duration of about 100/xs, which is the time scale of the ideal MHD.

The magnetic fluctuations with low toroidal mode number (n) were excited during the BLM.

The largest mode was the n = 1 kink mode. Just after the BLM, the postcursor of the BLM was

sometimes observed, of which poloidal mode number (m) was 3 < m < 5.

(At=200ns)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
r/a

Fig.2. Radial profiles of change of the electron tem-
perature by the BLM and the f3p-collapse. Time period
of the change is 200fis.

6.013 6.017

Fig.3. Time evolution of ECE and magnetic fluctua-
tions.

We searched for the parameter region occurring the /3p-collapse and the BLM. Figure 4

shows /3p—neVTi region where we observed the ^-collapse and the BLM in the same discharge

parameters (/p=2 MA, i?r=4.4 T, internal inductance l{ ~ 1.0 and ge// = 4.7) The parameter

n^Ti indicates the local pressure gradient near the ITB. The BLM occurs in the lower /?p region

(PP < LI) than the /?p-collapse (fip > 1.2) with the same local pressure gradient near the ITB.

Time trajectorys to the /?p-collapse and the BLM suggest that the BLM occurs when neVTj

grows relatively faster than the growth of the 6pt and fieVTi reaches to certain boundary of

instabilities associated with the local steep pressure gradient.

3. Stability Analysis of Barrier Localized Mode

Numerical analysis was done to study the effects of the local steep pressure gradient

at ITB on the ideal MHD stability. We used BETA code and ERATO-J code for the stability

analysis of infinite n ballooning modes and low n kink-ballooning modes, respectively. At first,

we considered only the effect of the pressure profile. Figure 5 shows a stability boundary on
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Pp — ^P(ITB) plane for the n = 3 kink mode and the infinite n ballooning mode with the typical

experimental data, where V p ( / r s ) is the local pressure gradient at the ITB and the n = 3 is the

most unstable low n mode in the situation (Detail of the stability analysis were described in Ref.

5). We found that the stability boundary against the low n kink-ballooning modes is pp « 1.3

and is a weak function of Vp ( / r B ) , while the stability of the infinite n ballooning modes depend

on Vp ( ;T B ) . The stability boundary against n = 3 mode corresponds to that for /?p-collapse. The

width of the experimental data is due to uncertainty of the gradient of Tj and the ne profile near

the ITB. The local pressure gradient Vp ( y T S ) can reach to the stability boundary of infinite n

ballooning modes, while low n kink modes are stable.

We investigated the effect of the current profile with the pressure profile. Current profile

may be changed locally by ^P(iTB) through the bootstrap current, which weaken the local mag-

netic shear near ITB. Then, we found that low n kink modes are destabilized with the relatively

localized displacement distribution near ITB (Fig. 6). On the other hand, infinite n ballooning

mode is stabilized due to the weakened magnetic shear near ITB. Figure 7 shows a dependence

of growth rate of the n = 1 kink mode on the q value at the weak (negative) magnetic shear

near ITB. The low 71 mode has positive growth rate only when the q value at the weak (nega-

tive) magnetic is close to integer. The plausible integer q value near ITB is 2 in our employed

equilibrium.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This review paper reported pressure-driven instabilities in the high-/?p mode in JT-60U. A

localized mode (BLM) is destabilized at the ITB. The BLM results in a non-disruptive collapse

to induce the high-/?p H-mode. The BLM is accompanied by the low n magnetic fluctuations and

grows in the time scale of the ideal MHD, which suggests that the BLM is an ideal low n kink

mode. Ideal MHD stability analysis showed that low n kink modes with the relatively localized

displacement distribution can be destabilized when the magnetic shear is locally weakened by

the bootstrap current driven near ITB and the q value is close to integer at the weakened magnetic

shear. The result of the stability analysis is consistent with the present experimental one.

Results of the stability analysis depend on the employed equilibrium, i.e. current and

pressure profiles. Details of the BLM will be revealed by measurement of the current profile in

the situation in near future.
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5. H-mode, L-mode Confinement

5.1 Confinement of High Current Hot-Ion H-mode Discharges

S. Ishida, Y. Kamada, A. Isayama. H. Kimura and Y. Neyatani

1. Introduction

The development of a high current low-q regime is an important issue to determine

whether it will be workable for ignition devices such as ITER. As the confinement improvement

appears to be lowered with decreasing the safety factor or increasing the plasma current [1],

it has become necessary to assess an optimal q for future tokamaks. In 1995, the hot-ion

H-mode regime was extended up to 4.5 MA in JT-60U, which allowed us to investigate a

low-q regime down to q95~2.0 with high performance plasmas including a nominal q value in

ITER, q95~3. This paper is discussing the achievement and limitation of confinement and

stability performance for the high current hot-ion H-mode discharges in JT-60U.

2. Experimental conditions

The hot-ion H-mode discharges in JT-60U have been produced with intense neutral

beam injection (PNBI<30 MW) and/or second harmonic ICRF heating (PIC<5 MW): for the

standard configuration with 3.0<Ip<4.5 MA, 8,-3.85 T, Rp~3.5 m, a-1.0 m, an elongation of

K - 1 . 4 , a triangularity of 8-0.2, and qeff=2.4-3.5; and for the high elongation configuration

with 3<Ip<4.5 MA, B.-4.2 T, Rp~3.2 m, a~0.85 m, K-1 .7 , 5-0.06, qefr2.5-4.0. It is noted that

the combined heating of NBI and ICRF was done only for the standard configuration experiment

because of the antenna coupling. The experiments were aimed at improving the fusion

performance such as the fusion triple product. While the target plasma was accompanied with

sawtooth oscillations, the sawtooth period was prolonged by the central beam injection arid

more effectively by ICRF heating. The avoidance of locked modes at low density was

necessary for producing a stable and robust

target plasma. A relatively high internal

inductance around ~1.1 was obtained by

increasing the plasma bore during the plasma

current ramp-up phase for improvement in

confinement and stability.

Figure 1 shows the waveforms of a

typical high current hot-ion H-mode (A.U.)

discharge obtained at 4 MA with neutral

beam and ICRF heating in the standard

configuration. Effective sawtooth

stabilization by 5 MW ICRF heating was

achieved as shown in the electron

EEB32-12

wcila
(MJ)

Te(0)
(kuV)

Power
(MW)

Fig. I Waveform of a typical hot-ion H-
mode discharge at 4 MA
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temperature evolution. Following the ELM

free phase of -0.5 s, a large ELM (Edge

Localized Mode) occurs and degrades the

confinement improvement. Because of the

large bore plasma, the fast ion loss fraction

to the total beam injection power due to the

toroidal field ripple reaches -40% for a

standard configuration and -20% for a high

elongation configuration. While this

enhanced loss of the injection power is not

taken into account in this paper unless

otherwise noted, the influence of the ripple-

induced fast ion loss on confinement is

discussed in a separate paper [2].

3. Safety factor dependence

Although the confinement improve-

ment (H-factor against the ITER89-P L-

mode scaling) is substantially decreased,

0.00
1 2 3 4 5

Fig.2 H-factor and <nT> tgas a function of

q* for the hot-ion H-mode regime

the fusion product continues to increase with the plasma current. However, the further

degradation of confinement would result in a decline of the fusion product with decreasing

the safety factor. This tendency appears to be seen as the upper envelop for the data in Fig.2

where the H-factor and the volume-averaged fusion product are plotted as a function of the

cylindrical safety factor defined as q*=Jta2BI[l4K2(l+282-1.25:!)]/(ui)IpRp)~q95 for the hot-ion

H-mode discharges obtained in 1992-1995.

Here, an optimal q for the fusion product

appears to be q*~2.5 in this regime.

As discussed in Ref.[3], the ratio •

of H-factor to the safety factor, H/q, is a

useful figure of merit for ignition margin

as the value of (H/q)2 is proportional to ,

the fusion product, where H/q95>0.6 is

required for sustained ingnition. Figure 3

shows the HITERg9.p/q* as a function of q*

for the hot-ion H-mode regime in 1992-

1995 and the high-pp H-mode regime in

1992-1993 where the cross symbols

indicate the fast ion ripple-loss corrected

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

1 1

Bt=3.8-4.4 T

• 1 <4.5 MA

mm
Hot-Ion H-mode In '95
(x: Ripple loss extracted)

High- P

4/ '-m
LMy g O

Hot-Ion H-mode
In '92-'93

i

1 3

Fig.3 H!q* as a function of q* for the hot-ion
H-mode regime as compared with the high-fip

H-mode regime
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values for the hot-ion H-mode data in 1995. It is found that both high performance regimes

in JT-60U are closely approaching the domain of H/q95~l at q95~3 required for ITER.

X Hlgh-p" eip.

(•92-93)
O '9Z-'9Z (EL)
• '95 (ST1
D '95 (EL)

Fig.4 Wdia as
a function of
lpBtVplafor
the hot-ion H-
mode regime as
compared with

500 1000 1500 2000 thehigh-ppH-
lpBtVp/a(MA-T.m 2) mode regime

4. Stability degradation

The most obvious

concern appears to be the

sign i f ican t s tabi l i ty g

degradation with the plasma s

current. Figure 4 shows the ^

diamagnetic stored energy as

a function of IpB,Vp/a for the

hot-ion H-mode regime in

comparison with the high-[3p

regime where the gradient represents the normalized beta defined as pN=Pl[%]aB/Ip[MA]. In

contrast to the high-[3p regime, the attainable (3N value tends to be decreased in the hot-ion

H-mode regime with a broad pressure profile consisting of a low pressure gradient in the core

region and a high pressure gradient at the edge.

The stability improvement has so far

been addressed mainly for a high q region

above q*~3 in JT-60U as shown in Fig.5

where the PN is plotted as a function of q*

for the hot-ion H-mode regime in comparison

with the high % at low B,, the high-fip H-

niode and the ITER regimes. The hot-ion

H-mode regime shows that the stability tends

to be degraded with decreasing q*. The

demonstration of stability improvement

around q*~3 becomes crucial to determine

whether the low-q regime is workable.

In the high current regime, the confinement and stability limitation was most often

caused by a large ELM event following a ELM free phase, suggesting that the edge stability

limit is a primary cause of the observed stability degradation with increasing the plasma

current. Figure 6 shows the f3N as a function of BI
2/(2|i0Rpq*2) where the B1

2/(2(i0Rpq*2) value

is a measure of edge pressure gradient limited by ballooning modes [4]. The result indicates

that the beta limit tends to be degraded with increasing the edge pressure gradient. It should

be remarked that the pressure gradient development during an ELM-free phase reaches a

critical value for the edge stability before the core pressure develops sufficiently in high

current hot-ion H-mode discharges.

3 -

**•> O
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-

High-IS
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- H i g h . M . m o d . ^ ^ l

Hot-Ion H-moda oygs
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Fig.5 fift as a function ofq*fior the hot-ion
H-mode regime compared with the high-ftp
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Therefore, the further profile optimization in the core plasma would be possible for

improving the stability performance by enhancing the central heating and hot-particle fueling

from NBI in JT-60U [5]. High triangularity configurations would be also effective for the

prolongation of the ELM free phase and the suppression of ELM activities [4].

-~z 2

DllhD
QVH-mode

,High-pN

JET
(#26087)

HER

High- II H-mode

(peaked density profits)

Dlll-D
"1TER demo

Fig.6 fa as a function ofBp{2\XQ

Rpq* )for the hot-ion H-mode

regime as compared with the high-
[}p H-mode regime, the high-fi^

regime, a typical JET discharge and
the ITER regim

0.2 0.4 0.6
B,2/(2."0Rpq*2)(MPa/m)

5. Conclusions

The hot-ion H-mode discharges up to 4.5 MA were achieved so that a low-q regime

down to q*~2 was explored for the high performance plasmas in JT-60U. As the plasma

current is increased, the confinement improvement is substantially decreased so that the

fusion performance was maximized around q*~2.5. While the stability degradation with

increasing the plasma current is clarified in association with the edge stability, the further

improvement in performance would be possible with the enhancement of the central heat and

hot particle deposition and the application of the triangular plasma shaping.
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5.2 Effects of Ripple Loss of Fast Ions on High Ip H-mode
Plasma Confinement

A. Isayama, S. Ishida, H. Shirai, Y. Kamada

1. Introduction

In a Tokamak, toroidal field is made by toroidal coils, whose finiteness causes ripple in the

toroidal field. It is known that charged particle trapped in the toroidal ripple is lost outside of

plasma within much shorter time than confinement time of the plasma. In JT-60U, the number

of toroidal coils is 18, and about 70% of input power is supplied by perpendicular NB

injection for full power NB injection. Thus the effects of ripple loss is not ignorable in large

volume operation and it is important to include the effects of ripple loss in confinement study.

The ripple loss power and the effects of it on high current(low safety factor) plasma

confinement in the standard configuration(plasma volume Vp=90m3) and the high elongation

configuration (Vp=70m3) is investigated by using OFMC(Orbit Following Monte Carlo) code[l].

2. Assumption in calculation and plasma parameters in analysis

Particles orbits of neutral beam are traced by OFMC code until they are thermalized or lost

outside of the bulk plasma. In calculation, effective charge number is assumed spatially

uniform and set to 2.5. Particle confinement time is assumed 0.5sec. Observation time is just

before the degradation of stored energy Wdia caused by the occurrence of ELM or sawtooth

oscillation. Plasma shapes and beam lines in the high elongation configuration and the standard

configuration are shown in Fig.l. Ranges of plasma parameters in analysis are as follows:

plasma current Ip=3.0-4.5MA, toroidal field B =3.8-4.3T, effective safety factor qe(]=2.4-3.8,

NB injection power=16-28MW, averaged electron density=1.8-4.2xl0i9m'3.

3. Results of calculation

The Vp dependence of ion heating power and electron heating power and ripple loss power

are shown in Fig.2. Each value is normalized by input NB power. The larger Vp becomes, the

smaller ion heating power becomes: the ion heating power is 50% of input NB power in the

high elongation configuration and 35% in the standard configuration. The reverse is the case

for the ripple loss power: in the high elongation configuration, it is 20% and comparable to

electron heating power; in the standard configuration, it becomes as large as 35% and comparable

to ion heating power. The increment of ripple loss power is as large as the reduction of ion

heating power, which means that larger ripple loss impedes efficient ion heating. As for the

ratio of shine-through power and charge exchange loss power to total NB power, they are

small(<10%). It should be noted that shine-through loss power has a strong correlation with

electron density as shown in Fig.3.
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4. Discussion

Energy confinement time is defined by Wdia/Pncl, where Pnct is net input power. Upper limit

and lower limit of energy confinement time are obtained as follows.

T^=WJ(?torW&-?sl-Pcx-?RP]) : for upper limit,

fE
lowet=W(J(PlorWdllI-PCT) : for lower limit,

where Ptot, PST, Pcx , PRPLare total NB power, shine-through loss power, charge exchange loss

power and ripple loss power, respectively. The Vp dependence of H-factor is shown in Fig.4.

In this figure, shots are selected so that the plasma parameters, such as electeron density, q^,

net NB input power and internal inductance, show almost same value. The shot numbers and

plasma parameters used in this analysis are listed in Table 1. The H-factor of thermal

component(discussed later) is also plotted. Even if the ripple loss power is extracted from NB

injection power, degradation of H-factor is observed. One of the reasons is thought to be the

difference of NB deposition profile. Typical deposition profiles for the high elongation

configuration and the standard configuration are shown in Fig.5. The peak position for the

standard configuration locates outer region than that for the high elongation configuration.

Thus fast ions are more easily lost out of the plasma before they are fully thermalized. Or

there may be some other effects of the ripple loss on confinement. It was shown that Vp

dependence of H-factor becomes small by extracting the ripple loss power from NB injection

power in lower Ip(=2MA) plasmas[2]. The discrepancy may be attributed to q^, averaged

electron density and Vp. Since qeff is higher(>5) and averaged electron density is Iower(<2xl019

m'3) and Vp is smaller(<80m3) in Ref.2, the degradation may not be obvious.

Next, we consider the thermal energy confinement. Wdia can be thought to be sum of the

stored energy of thermal energy Wlh and that of fast ion component Wfast. Since the energy of

injected NB is 90keV, the slowing down time of fast ions is comparable to global energy

confinement time. By assuming Wfas/Wdia=Wfas/Wdia the energy confinement time of thermal

component tE
lh(H) is expressed as follows:

TE
lh(K)=W^(Pl0t-(Wdia-Wfa5()WdiaAVdi-PST-Pcx-PRPL) .

The scaling of thermal energy confinement time of L-mode plasma tE
lh(U is given by Takizuka

and Shirai,
<rE

lh(L>=0.047exp(-1.2Jl)^l^^'-'w.4*Rpi.w+a73^i.iM.45^i/2B|(5^vi8ni9iQpiie-M f

where M, K, Rp, ap and n19 are ion mass number, elongation, plasma major radius, plasma

minor radius and electron density in unit of 10I9m"3, respectively[3-5]. (I takes from 0 to 1.

By using these parameters, H-factor of thermal component H,h can be defined by TE'h(H)/xE""L).

The Rp dependence of H,,, is show in Fig.4. In this figure, (I is set to 0.5. Unlike the H-factor

including fast ion component, Hlh does not change significantly, which means thermal component

is less sensitive to ripple loss.
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5. Summary

The ripple loss power and the effects of it on high current(Ip=3.0-4.5MA) plasma

confinement in the standard configuration and the high elongation configuration is investigated

by using the OFMC code. The ripple loss power is as large as ion heating power in the

standard configuration. Even if the ripple loss power is extracted from NB input power,

degradation of H-factor is found.
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Fig. I: Typical plasma shape and NBI beam line for (a)the standard configuration
and (b)the high elongation configuration.
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Table I: Shot numbers and plasma parameters used in analysis.

Shot No. Configuration IpfMA) Bt(T) Rpfm) qeff Vp(mA3) li TTe(mA-3) PNBI(MW) Pnet(MW)
23142
23143
23969
23979

23996

Standard
Standard

High Elogation
High Elogation
High Elogation

3.0
3.0
3.4
3.5
3.5

3.8
3.8
4.2
4.2
4.2

3.4
3.4
3.2
3.2
3.2

3.5
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.3

88
88
69
67
65

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

2.3E+19
2.6E+19
2.6E+19

2.6E+19
2.8E+19

19
22
26
26
26

10
12
10
11
11

2.5

1.5

8 10"

_ 6 10"

V 4 10"

a
z
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Fig.4: Vp dependence of upper limit of
H-factor(^), lower limit o/7/-/acfor(A)
and H-factor of thermal energy
confinement^).
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Fig. 5: Typical NB source profile for the
standard configuration ( • ) and the high
elongation configuration{Q).
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5.3 Recent Results on H-mode Confinement Studies in JT-60U
(Contributions to the 5th H-mode Workshop)

T. Fukuda, T. Takizuka, Y. Kamada, H. Shirai, K. Tsuchiya, H. Takenaga, M. Sato, M.

Kikuchi, S. V. Neudatchin, N. Isei, Y. Koide, M. Azumi, S. Ishida, M. Mori, O. Naito, Y.

Kawano, T. Hirayama, R. Yoshino, K. Ushigusa, S. Tokuda, Y. Neyatani and S. Takeji

Improvement of the energy confinement is admittedly one of the most crucial issues to

realize thermonuclear fusion reactors. On the basis of L-mode confinement, a tokamak reactor

would require a large value of A x In of more than 100 MA, where A is the aspect ratio and Ip

is the plasma current. This value is too large in terms of the economic constraints and

engineering difficulties. Therefore, improved confinement is indispensable in the fusion

plasmas. Various kinds of improved confinement modes have been found out and developed

on many tokamaks in the world. Among them, ubiquitously observed H-mode is one of the

excellent improved confinement modes. This mode is characterized by the formation of edge

transport barrier. Features of improved core confinement are often combined with that of H-

mode, which often leads to further enhancement of fusion performance. From the viewpoint of

steady-state operations, ELMs (Edge Localized Modes) are useful for the particle control,

although the energy confinement is slightly degraded. The ELMy H-mode is therefore

considered to be a principal operational scheme in ITER. For the engineering design of ITER,

there still remain issues to be clarified on the H-mode characteristics, such as energy

confinement time scaling, H-mode power threshold scaling, non-dimensional transport, ELM

model and so on. These issues are required to be studied on the present tokamaks as ITER

physics research needs [1].

In order to fulfill the requirement above, a series of experiments on the H-mode

confinement was undertaken on JT-60U. Recent results of the H-mode confinement study in

JT-60U during the period from April to September, 1995 are published in Ref. 2, and this

chapter therefore only summarizes the result of individual work in this report. The authorship

for each study lies on the authors of each chapters in Ref. 2, and there is no particular

authorship for this chapter. Subsection headings in Ref. 2 are as follows: (1) the scaling of

high Tj H-mode confinement, (2) time behaviour of heat diffusivity during L-H-L transitions,

(3) time evolution of transport properties in H-mode plasmas with improved core confinement,

(4) non-dimensional transport experiment, (5) threshold power scaling, (6) parametric study of

edge local quantities at the transition, (7) effect of edge neutrals on the transition criteria, (S)

phenomenology of H-L back transition, and (9) the onset condition of ELMs.
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1. Scaling of High T; H-mode Confinement

Comparative studies among the JT-60U confinement data of ELM-free high T, H-mode,

L-mode scaling law (ITER-89 power law) and ELM-free H-mode scaling laws were carried

out The average of H-factor for the present data is about 1.8, which is much smaller than that

expected from the ELM-free H-mode scaling (H = 3). Scatter from the fitted function, Tg = 1.8

X x E
I T E R 8 , is rather large. In order to clarify the effect of high Tj, we have carried out a

preliminary analysis of the data, and found for the first time that values of H-factor are fitted

well by a formula, H^t = l+(Tj0/Teo -1) n ^ / I p 2 .

2. Time Behaviour of Heat Diffusivity during L-H-L Transitions

L-H-L transitions for high field pulses in JT-60U were analyzed. The simultaneous Te

response (with uncertainty of 10 ms) has been clearly observed during L-H-L transitions over

0.2 < p < 0.9 in JT-60U plasmas similarly in JET. This evolution of Te(p, t) is difficult to be

explained as the result of HPP from the periphery, but is reasonable to be described as the

result of the fast Xe jump (reduction at L-H transitions and increment at H-L transitions) over

0.2 < p < 0.9. The simultaneous Ti response (with uncertainty of 20 ms) was also observed

similarly to the Tc response. The fast variation of X (at least 20-40 times less than TE) inside

almost all the plasma volume is a heuristic feature of the L-H-L transition in JT-60U. The Te

response in the central region (p ~ 0.3) often delays, compared with that in the outer region (p

~ 0.5) seen, and the role of HPP could be important similarly to JET results. Values of Xe

jump, 8Xe, were obtained for 0.5 < p < 0.7, whose absolute values were 0.6 m2/s < l5Xc| <

0.9 m2/s. They usually increase with radius. Values of 5Xj were also obtained for 0.4 < p <

0.7. Their absolute values, I5XJ a n d l5Xjl, usually increase with radius. In high Ip pulses (Ip

> 3 MA/B t = 4.2T), values of 15Xj I = 0.5 m2/s are almost the same as or a little smaller than

those of l5Xe|, while in a low Ip pulse (2 MA/4.2 T), values of 0.6 m2/s < l8Xii < 1 m2/s are

almost the same or a little larger than i5Xcl. In a low field pulse (1.5 MA/2.5 T), values of

ISXjl are rather large as 2 m2/s at p = 0.60.

Values of 5X are consistent with the change of xg during transitions. The dependence of

5Xj is negative on B t or Ip like 1/BL or 1/Ip, while the B t or Ip dependence of 5Xe is weak.

These Ip dependencies agree qualitatively with the result of power balance analysis for JT-60U

L-mode plasmas.

3. Temporal Evolution of Transport Properties in JT-60U H-mode Plasmas

with Improved Core Confinement

Temporal evolution of the global confinement and local transport properties in ICC H-

mode plasmas with Tj(O) > 20 keV was studied. At the first L-H transition when both Te and
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Tj keep increasing and the confinement continues to improve, TH factor and Xi change in two

different time scales: much smaller than x^ at the L-H transition and the succeeding slow

change is on the time scale of x ^ . At the repetitive L-H-L transitions, when the confinement

improvement is well developed, TH factor and x change on a much smaller time scale than x^1.

We continue the transport study of ICC H-mode plasmas to clarify the mechanism of fast

and slow changes in the global confinement and local transport properties. Difference of Xe

behaviour in shot E16168 (small change between L- and H-phases) and in shot E16107

(remarkable change) is not resolved. The evolution of x in the edge barrier was not studied

here because of lack of edge profile data. These are future problems to be clarified.

4. Non-dimensional Transport Experiment in JT-60U

Non-dimensional transport experiment for the ELMy H-mode plasmas was carried out

under the ITER relevant conditions. The obtained results show that the confinement property

of the ELMy H-mode is a Bohm type. When BT increases with constant p and decreasing p*,

an index of ELM activity, p7p+, increases and ELMs become more vigorous. We suppose that

this enhanced ELM activity suppresses the degree of H-mode confinement in plasmas with
smaller p*. This suppression can be well the cause of the Bohm type confinement for the

ELMy H-mode discharges in JT-60U.

In order to reduce the ELM activity, the increase of the triangularity 8 of a plasma cross

section can be efficient. We will perform the non-dimensional transport experiments in the high

8 configuration of JT-60U.

5. Threshold Power for H-mode Transition in JT-60U Plasma

In order to reasonably reduce the influence of wall conditions as much as possible, power

threshold data was obtained from the consecutive tokamak discharges in a single series of

experiment with a fixed equilibrium configuration. PNB* is scaled as ne
0>5

 BT 1>O in the region

n^>1.2x-1019m *3. The density dependence of Pih was weaker than Pth11^, and the threshold

power significantly increases with decreasing density in the range n^i9 < 1.2 x 1019m •3 . This

is congenial to the nea75BTS scaling produced by the ITER H-mode database working group.

The quality of database compiled, thus having been remarkably improved, Ip dependence of

PNB"1 was not resolved. It can be deduced from the JT-60U scaling that P^ for TTER is less

than 100 MW. Further analysis is in progress for the better scaling with other tokamaks,

regarding the role of aspect ratio which is related to the ion orbit width.

6. Parametric Study of Edge Local Quantities across the H-mode Transition

We have herewith clearly documented that the low density limit for the H-mode transition

does exit, and it can be scaled with qcff or the edge neutral density. Therefore, it was suggested
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that the density limit can be machine dependent. We have also shown that increase of the edge

neutral density reduces the value of ion collisionality required to induce the transition, which

significantly increase the necessary NB heating power. In the region where the ion

collisionality at the transition is remarkably below unity, the ratio of charge exchange frequency

divided by the bounce frequency, as evaluated by the DEGAS code, is significantly large, It

can be deduced from the results above that the ion collisionality is not the sole necessary

condition for the H-mode transition, and we are urged to seek for the full set of criteria.

7. Effect of Edge Neutrals on the Condition of H-mode Transition Effect of

neutral density on the H-mode transition was experimentally studied in JT-60U. The neutral

density near the separatrix was evaluated with the DEGAS code. We have obtained the result

which indicates strong correlation between Vj*eff and no95/ne
95. This means that the edge

neutrals have a substantial influence on the condition of H-mode transition, and it is also

consistent with the transition theory, which is based on the ion orbit loss.

8. H-L Back Transitions

The H to L back transitions observed in JT-60U were categorized into three species,

depending upon their phenomenological features; i.e., the one which occurs (1) after the end of

the NB heating phase, (2) during the density increasing phase due to the strong gas-puffing,

and (3) when the wall conditioning is insufficient, which is related to the high recycling factor

and or a large amount of the impurities generation at the first wall and the divertor plates.

The first phenomena is often observed after the robust ELM activities, whilst in the

second case, H-L back transitions are not obvious. This is consistent with the theoretical

predictions, which concerns the edge neutral density. The third case represents repeated L to H

and H to L transitions.

9. Onset Condition of ELMs

For the standard shape of JT-fiQU at low triangularity 5 (-0.1), it was confirmed that the

onset condition of the giant ELMs is clearly correlated with the high-n ballooning limit in the

first stability regime over wide ranges of plasma parameters (Ip, Bt, qeff-)- The edge pressure

limit increases with elongation K (1.5-1.8) and internal inductance 1;. The 5-scan (-0.05 ~ 0.4)

experiment showed that the limit of edge density, edge pressure and edge pressure gradient

increases with 8.
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5.4 Edge Pedestal Width of H-mode Plasmas in JT-60U

T. Hatae, S. Ishida, Y. Kamada, T. Fukuda, T. Takizuka, M. Kikuchi,

H. Yoshida, O. Naito and Y. Koide

1. Introduction

Quantitative investigation of edge transport barrier formed at the H-n* ode transition is an

important issue for the understandings of H-mode phenomena. In JT-60U, the pedestal width

in H-mode observed in T,,, T; and ne profiles, are studied and compared with the theory IM).

Recently, the peripheral profiles of Te, n0 and T, in JT-60U are measured with significantly

improved spatial resolution with the Ruby laser Thomson scattering system and the charge

exchange recombination spectroscopy system (CXRS). In this study, we carried out NBI

experiments with a wide range of plasma current from IMA to 4.5MA in order to investigate

the poloidal gyroradius dependence.

2. Edge Pedestal Width and Edge Parameter Dependence

We introduce a quantity, of which we refer to

as the pedestal width. The pedestal width is defined

as length from appearance point of temperature

and density steep gradient to plasma surface

(separatrix) at the periphery of plasma. A peripheral

electron temperature profile and its pedestal width

(Ar) are shown in Fig.l. In this study, we are

concerned with Te and T, pedestal width. Both

pedestal widths are almost comparable in the ELM

free H-mode plasma.

Shaing proposed the theoretical edge radial

electric field layer width in H-mode as follows3), Fig

ELM free H-mode

5 = 1-r
1 dE.

dr

Peripheral electron temperature profile

in ELM free H-mode plasma(E023956).

Plasma current is 3.5MA, toroidal field

is 4T. Pedestal width Ar is 3.9+1 cm.

where pPi is poloidal gyroradius of thermal ions and S Is squeezing factor. In a 3.5MA

H-mode plasma, Er is estimated -79+34kV/m at ve~-6km/s by the CXRS diagnostic. As the

pedestal width is 3.8cm, dEJdr can be estimated ^.lxlOV/m2 . At this time, the squeezing

factor is 1.08 (IP=3.5MA with Bp=0.72T). Hence the squeezing factor is in the range of about

1-1.2 in JT-60U. We can say that squeezing factor is almost 1. As the term of 4epri is a

banana width, the theoretical width Ar could be comparable to the banana width in JT-60U.
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The new data set of the pedestal width was obtained with wide temperature ranges of

peripheral Te and T; profiles in the ELM free H-mode plasma. From this data set, we have

proved that the pedestal width did not simply be expressed by the inverse poloidal field (1/BP)

in contrast to the previous results2l (Fig.2).

10
Fig.2 Relation between pedestal width and

QI V~ I O ' ' j • IV" 'ej .| inverse poloidal field (I/Bp). Circle

symbols show pedestal widths for T.

profile. Square symbols show pedestal? 6
o
* 4

2 -

•

•

forTj • forTe

^
1

B 4

1

0 .
<1

. . . 1 . . . n

widths for Tt profile. The pedestal width

does not simply be expressed by 1IBP.

2
1/B

At fixed Tj, the pedestal width is inversely proportioned to poloidal field dependence. The

pedestal width normalized by 1/BP shows a linear dependence of the square root edge ion

temperature suggesting the poloidal gyroradius dependence of the pedestal width (Fig.3).

Fig.3 Clear T; dependence of the pedestal

width. Circle symbols show pedestal

widths for 7 profile. Square symbols

show pedestal widths for Te profile.

Pedestal width normalized by UBf

shows a linear dependence of the

square root edge temperature.

Measured pedestal width of Te and T, range from 2.4cm to 6.5cm showing a clear dependence

on yfeppi (Fig4). The pedestal width are found to be a factor ~4 larger than the theoretical

prediction.
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3. Discussion

We discuss here that the pedestal width

is a factor ~4 larger than the banana width.

It is possible to refer to following two

hypotheses about the factor, (1) Fast ion,

(2) Perpendicular viscosity.

(1) Fast ion

Provided that an effective edge ion

temperature by fast ion is 50keV, banana

width of fast ion is comparable to order of

experimental results •1W>. As the energy of

injected beam ion is kept constant, the banana

width of fast ion can be proportional to 1/BP

uniquely. However, this hypothesis based on

the banana width of fast ion can not explain

Tj dependence of the pedestal width. Effect

of the radial electric field due to ripple

enhanced beam ion loss is not taken into

account in this study. It needs further

consideration.

(2) Perpendicular viscosity

Itoh et al.' proposed the theoretical

pedestal width in H-mode as follows,

Ip=1-4.5MA, ELM free

Where nL is perpendicular viscosity.

Assuming the following equation,

\[ePp. (cm)
Fig.4 Clear Banana width dependence of the pedestal

width. Circle symbols show pedestal widths

for Tt profile. Square symbols show pedestal

widths for Tt profile. Measured pedestal widths

show a clear dependence on banana width

10

8

£ 6

l 4

"55
-3 2
<D

Q .

\i1=0.2(m2/s)

U l =0.

0.5 1.5

experimental results are compared with this

theory with various jxL values. In the case

of Jui=0.1nr/s, the theoretical pedestal width

is comparable to order of experimental width,

but the -Jsppi dependence becomes weaker

than linear (Fig.5).

Fig.5 Comparison with experimental results

assuming possible perpendicular viscosity

jXL. Diamond symbols show theoretical

pedestal widths with various /LLl. The

sSPpi dependence of theoretical pedestal

width becomes weaker than linear.

* Itoh K., Itoh S-l., Fukuyania A., Yagi M.,"Pressure Gradient at H-mode Pedestal", presented at 'ITER
Expert Meeting for Confinement Data Base and Modeling' Oct. 1995
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4. Summary

Edge pedestal width was measured for a wide range of IP=1-4.5MA in the JT-60U ELM

free H-mode plasmas, where V^p,., was varied from 0.7cm to 1.6cm. The pedestal width

does not simply be expressed by 1/BP. However, the pedestal width normalized by 1/BP

shows a linear dependence of the square root edge ion temperature. Pedestal width clearly

shows the -jEpP! dependence with a factor of ~4 larger than theoretical prediction.

The pedestal width was discussed from the viewpoints of fast ion and viscosity. Both

hypotheses are not fully consistent with experimental results.
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5.5 Nondimensional Transport Study of JT-60U L-mode Plasmas

H. Shirai, T. Takizuka, O. Naito, M. Sato, N. Isei, Y. Koide, T. Hirayama and M. Azumi

1. Introduction
Regression analyses of confinement and transport properties by using nondimensional

plasma parameters 1>2) have been carried out in various tokamaks 3-5). Important

nondimensional parameters related to the plasma confinement and transport are the aspect

ratio, A=R/a, the elongation, /c, the triangularity, S, the safety factor, q, the shear parameter,

s~[rlq}dqldr, the normalized Larmor radius, p* = pL/a = ̂ JlmTJeBa, the thermal

component of beta value, Pth = 2piQ{nLTe+nfTX'B2, the normalized collision frequency,

v*= v^/fv^f1-5), the ratio of the electron to the ion temperature, TeIT;, the ratio of the

electron to the ion mass, ii~mjmr and so forth. Here nf is the thermalized ion density,

£=r/R is the local inverse aspect ratio, ve! is the electron-ion collision frequency, and

vb = Vlh IqR is the electron bounce frequency.

The thermal diffusivity, %, is expressed by nondimensional plasma parameters as,

X-XBoh,n{p*)XG{.q,s^lhv\TeIThA,K,8-), (1)

where %Bofmi = TeleB denotes the Bohm diffusion coefficient. A nondimensional function G

should be clarified by the systematic experiments of nondimensional parameter scan. The p*

dependence of % is especially extracted as eq.(l) and the special cases of X=0 andX=l are

called "Bohm type diffusion" and "gyrobohm type diffusion", respectively. The gyroBohm

type diffusion is considered to have a short wave length structure, kLpt~ 1, where kj_ is the

perpendicular wave number of the dominant turbulence and p,- is the ion Larmor radius. On

the other hand, the Bohm type diffusion is considered to have longer wave length structure,

If we compare values of nondimensional parameters between ITER and the present

large tokamaks, q, s, /?;/), v* and so forth are similar between them. However, p* value of

ITER is much smaller than that in large tokamaks. Therefore the p* dependence of % is

important for the prediction of transport properties of ITER plasmas. In this subsection we

summarize the study the p* dependence of % in NBI heated L-mode plasmas 6), which is the

first step of nondimensional transport study.

2. Numerical Calculation Method
The profiles of effective thermal diffusivity, ^ i p , electron and ion thermal diffusivities,

%™p and 2*exP' a r e calculated by the steady-state power balance equation of electron and ion

by using the profile data of JT-60U experiment. The power deposition profile of NBI is

calculated by OFMC (Orbit Following Monte-Carlo) code ^) in order to evaluate the ripple
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loss of fast ions. In order to clarify the p* dependence of ^e x p , we will compare xtxp with

the three types of thermal diffusivity models as follows,

° GB (2)

XWGB = XBOUPT5 GWGB (3)

GCB (4)

The function Gk (k=B, WGB, GB) appears in eq.(I)- In this subsection, a B,=2A T plasma

and a #,=4.0 T plasma, which have the similar profiles of nondimensional parameters except

for p*. are compared. We can assume that the profiles of Gk are almost the same between

two shots. Therefore by taking the ratio of x"k'
ode'(2AT) I x"k

ode'{*<m), we can eliminate the

effects of Gk and highlight the p* dependence of the thermal diffusivity. Comparing this

ratio with jexp(2.4T) / ^exP(4.0T) obtained from local transport analysis, we will find out the

best model to describe the properties of thermal diffusivity. Now we introduce following

indexes of conformity,

for each model (A-=B, WGB, GB). The model with which Fcff, Fe and F,- become close to 1

is the conformable model to describe the type of thermal diffusivity.

3. Results of Nondimensional Transport Study

We have examined a pair of NBI heated L-mode shots with qerr=4.5; shot E21795

(B,=2.4 T) and shot E21810 (5,=4.0 T) with /?=3.33 m, a=0.95 m, av (volume averaged

minor radius)=1.09 m, /c=1.4, 5=0.16, V=77 m3. We adjusted the density and the

temperature as « « 5 4 / 3 and T <* Bm by changing the NBI heating power and the gas

puffing and set /„ ^ B in order to get the same profile of nondimensional parameters such as

q, 5, v*, P[h and so forth except for p*.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of the measured profiles of ne, Te, Tt, and the calculated

ohmic and NBI heating profiles of <20//, Q
e
Nm and Q'NBI between 2.4 T shot (solid lines and

closed symbols) and 4.0 T shot (broken lines and open symbols). The ne profile is

considerably flat in JT-60U L-mode plasmas. Temperature profiles are fairly similar

between these shots, and TJTi is 0.8±0.O5 in the region a/3<r<2a/3 for both shots. The

deposition profile of NBI is rather off-axis. In this configuration the ripple loss of fast ions is

evaluated about 20 % of injected power. Therefore the QNB1 rapidly tends to zero in the

plasma outer region.

The point of maximum Q'mi in 2.4 T shot locates slightly near the plasma central

region comparing with that in 4.0 T shot due to the different density. The total heating
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power of electrons is almost the same as that of ions. Profiles of (3e, /?•' and v* in shots

E21795 and E21810 are compared in Fig. 2. They show fairly good agreement.

The values of Wf/Wtot, however, are different between for 2.4 T case and for 4.0 T

case as shown in Table I; W//lVM,=0.38 for 2.4 T and Wf!Ww =0.25 for 4.0 T. As the same

as the previous works 3-5), We assume that this nondimensional parameter affects little the

thermal transport in L-mode plasmas. The heat and loss power integrated from the plasma

center to a magnetic surface at r, P(r) = Q{r) dV, in shots E21795 and E21810 are
Jo

compared in Fig. 3 ((a) electrons and (b) ions). Each power is normalized by the total

absorbed power, Pabs = P0H + PNBj The conduction loss is the dominant energy loss channel

in both electn is and ions. The convection loss, the radiation loss, and the charge exchange

loss are negligibly small in the region a/3<r< 2al3. All the normalized powers, P(r)/Pabs,

are almost the same between for Bt=2A T (solid line) and for B,=4.0 T (broken line).

Profiles of %e
c
xv and _^xp are also presented in Fig. 3. The values of # " p is larger than ;^x p ,

and both increase from the plasma central region toward the outer region. These are the

typical L-mode features.

The profiles of Fe^, Fe and F-t for a pair of shots E21795 and E21810 are shown in Fig.

4. The solid line, the broken line and the dotted line correspond to the Bohm type diffusion,

the weak gyroBohm type diffusion and the gyroBohm type diffusion, respectively.

Comparing three Fe^ values, vve find that # " p property is between the weak gyroBohm type

diffusion (X=0.5) and the Bohm type diffusion (X=0) in the region ofa/3<r<2a/3. Around

r = 2al3 j " p is almost the weak gyroBohm type, which is consistent with the results of the

global confinement study 8). The properties of electron and ion transports are a little

different. The profile of Fe shows that %e*p is almost the weak gyroBohm type diffusion in

the region a!3< r< 2a/3. On the other hand, we find from the F ; profile that ^ x p is almost

weak gyroBohm around r = 2a/3 and tends to be Bohm like diffusion around r = a/2.

The qejj=6S) case has been also analyzed. The results are almost the same as those of

qe/f=4.5 case.
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5.6 Confinement Scaling for Thermal Energy Based on
Database of JT-60

T. Takizuka, H. Shirai, M. Kikuchi, T. Hirayama

1. Introduction
Scaling laws of energy confinement time in tokamak plasmas have been used to design

new devices. They have also been utilized to guess the transport property of tokamak plasmas.

One of them called ITER89P law for the energy confinement time TE of L-mode plasmas is

given as ')

T E I T E R 8 9 P _ 0 0 4 8 M.0.5 K0.5 R1.2 a0.3 Ip0.85 B 0.2 ( n e /1 0)0.1 / p0.5 ( 1 )

where M; is ion mass number, K is ellipticity, and the units of parameters are; TE in s, major

radius R and minor radius a in m, toroidal magnetic field Bt in T, plasma current Ip in MA, line

averaged electron density ne in 10 m , and heating power P in MW.

In a intensely heated tokamak plasma with low density, several ten percent of high

energy component is sometimes included in the stored energy. Therefore above scaling does

not directly show the characteristics of the transport of thermal energy. In order to study the

energy transport property, it is necessary to clarify the parametric dependence of the

confinement time for thermal energy component. Bartiromo presented a scaling for thermal

energy confinement time Tth in L-mode plasmas of the form 2),

Tth
B = 0.019 Mj0-3 K1-0 R1-7 a0-55 Ip0-75 B t

0-2 ne
0-55 / P0 '7 5 . (2)

This scaling shows the rather strong ne dependence of Tth »nd strong power degradation,

thermal energy confinement. Takizuka also presented a Tth scaling 3) based on the kinetic

database of JT-60 L-mode plasmas 4);

. (3)

Here he pointed that Bt dependence is not clear compared with other dependencies because of

narrow variation of Bt value.

In this paper, we give a scaling law including size dependence, which fits well the

experimental data of Tth in L-mode plasmas as well as in Ohmic plasmas.

2. Dimensionally correct scaling

At first we compare the experimental database of L-mode and Ohmic discharges 4) in

JT-60 with above scalings. Figure 1 shows the scattering of the ratio (Tthexp/Tfit) for (a)

ITER89P scaling, (b) Bartiromo scaling, and (c) Takizuka scaling. Density dependence of Tth

is clearly stronger than that of xg I T E R 8 9 p <* ne0"1, and Ip dependence is weaker than that of

TthB «= Ip0-75 . The scattering for TthT0 with C = 0.096 is remarkably small.
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Next we study the size scaling. On the basis of the dimensionally correct analysis 5\

we assume the following relation between T^ and the effective heat diffusivity Xeff ; Tth ^

a2/Xeff • This relation is actually seen from Fig. 2, where <Xeff> denotes the spatially averaged

one in the region of 1/2 < r/a < 2/3, We also assume that Xeff can be described as

Xeff ~ ( T / e B l p / p ^ v ^ , (4)

where T denotes the plasma temperature, (T/eB).is the Bohm diffusion coefficient, p* °=

T1/2/RB the normalized Larmor radius, P « neT/B2 the beta value, and v* °c riRJT2 is the

collisionality. The "gyro-index" p. classifies the type of diffusion; JJ.=O represents to the Bohm

type diffusion and |i=l to the gyro-Bohm type one. Since the confinement time is defined by

T^ = W/P o= R3 neT / P and the relation, Tth <*= a2/Xeff(T), holds, we can express Tth of a

function of P without using T.

Assuming that he dependence of Tth on Ip, ne, and P is given as Eq. (3), while Bt

dependence is uncertain, we obtain a dimensionally correct scaling with the "gyro-index" (i;

1/2 B< 5 + 4 ^ / 1 8 n 1 / 2Tth - Ip1/2 B t<
5+4^ /18 ne

1/2
 R ( 4 0 + 5 ^ 1 8 / P^ 3 . (5)

The powers to [} and v* in Eq. (4) are determined as x = (4-ji)/6 and y = (|i-l)/6.

3. Shape and mass dependencies
We found the size scaling as mentioned above. In order to determine the shape and

mass dependencies, we analyze other data of JT-60 with lower X-point configuration (JT-

60/LX), of JT-60U with elongated configuration (JT-60U/E), and of JT-60U with standard

configuration (JT-60U/S). Figure 3 shows stored thermal energy W^ vs Wo = 0.096 Ip
1 / 2

B((5+4H)/18 nel/2 (R/3)(4O+5p.)/18 pl/3 w k h ^ = Q 5 F r Q m t h e s g ^ w e o b t a i n ^ f o l i o w i n g

scaling with shape (ellipticity K and inverse aspect ratio £) and mass Mi dependencies.

XthT(H) = 0.047 expC-

X Ip
1/2 B / 5 + W 1 8 nel/2 R(40+5W / l8 / p2/3 _ (f i)

As an example of the analysis using N = 458 data points, the standard deviation o (a2 = N"'Z

(TexP/Tflt - I)2 ) is shown in Fig. 4, which becomes the smallest when the power of K, a*, is

about 0.875 for \L = 0.5, ctMi = 0.3, and aE = 0.925.

The validity of this scaling is checked by using the database of Ohmic discharges on

ASDEX. The ASDEX T^ data have a little stronger dependence on ne, Tth ~ ne , but their

values and other parametric dependencies are well fitted by the above scaling for various |i

values. Introducing a factor f^ called "\i factor";

% = (Mi0-3 R°-728 Bt»-222) / (3.32 KO-45 a0.45) f (7 )
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Eq. (6) is rewritten as TthT(ji) = TthT(O) X fjjj1. The values of fjj. are nearly unity for above

all data points. Therefore the fitting accuracy is unchanged by the change of jl value.

The value of ]i can be given from other experimental results on the mass dependence;

Tth °« Mi 0 ' 0 - 5 . Especially in JT-60U, the dependence is considered as Tth °= Mi0^"0-4 . We

present here a scaling TthT = TthT(p.=0.5) called "weak gyro-Bohm type" scaling &J) for L-

mode confinement as well as for Ohmic confinement in tokamak plasmas. This scaling fits

well the experimental data as shown in Fig. 5, where W^T = Tth
T P.

4. Conclusion

We presented a dimensionally correct scaling called "weak gyro-Bohm type" scaling,

TthT = 0.0258 Mi°-3 K°-87 lp
1/2 B t

0-39 ne
1/2 RL 4 4 a0-93 / P273 ,

which fits well the experimental data of thermal energy confinement not only in L-mode

plasmas but also in Ohmic plasmas. Parametric dependencies are determined on the basis of

the results from JT-60, JT-60/LX and JT-60U. This scaling will be checked in near future by

using new ITER L-mode database %\

Acknowledgment We are indebted to members of the JT-60 team for their contributions
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5. 7 Effects of Central Fuelling and Edge Fuelling
on Particle Confinement in JT-60U

H. Takenaga, N. Asakura, K. Shimizu, K. Nagashima, H. Kubo and A. Sakasai

1. Introduction

In order to understand the particle confinement properties, the task to establish the

scaling law of the particle confinement time started for ITER physics R&D. In JT-60U, the

particle confinement time has been estimated based on the analysis of neutral particle

behavior.a2) It is crucial for the particle confinement study to understand systematically

database which has the various particle fuelling methods and their distributions. In this

section, the effects of central fuelling by NBI and edge fuelling by wall recycling and

gas-puffing on the particle confinement were investigated.

2. Particle balance

The particle balance equation can be expressed using the particle confinement time (tp)

as follow.

f ^ S

where Nc is the total electron number inside the main plasma, SR, Scp and SNB are the particle

fuelling rate due to wall recycling, gas-puffing and NBI, respectively.

The values of SR and SGP were estimated though the calculation of the neutral particle

penetration rate into the main plasma using the neutral particle transport simulation code

DEGAS. D a emission profiles calculated using DEGAS was fitted to the measured profile

in order to determine the absolute value of SR. The absolute value of SGP was determined

from the gas flow rate though the gas-puffing port. The value of SNB was estimated based on

the Orbit Following Monte-Carlo (OFMC) code.

Furthermore, we consider the particle balance for the particle supplied by NBI (central

fuelling) and by wall recycling and gas-puffing (edge fuelling), separately, as follows.

(2)

(3)
P

Ne = N^ + N§, (4)
where Nc

c and Ne
E are the electron number supplied by central fuelling and edge fuelling,

respectively. <up
c and tp

E are the confinement time of the central fuelled particle and the edge

fuelled particle, respectively. This separation is very important for a design of a future

machine. In the steady state without gas-puffing, the recycling coefficient (R) can be
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expressed as R=S,/(SR+SNB), therefore, Ne can be expressed as Ne=(xp
c+R/(l-R)"tp

E)SNB using

Eqs. (2)-(4). Because R is determined from the divertor conditions such as divertor

configuration and pumping speed, it is difficult to control the value of R. Therefore, it is

preferable that xp
c is comparable to R/(l-R)xp

E in order to obtain the large controllability for

the plasma density.

During steady state, Eqs. (2)-(4) are rewritten as Ne=rp
E(SR+S0P)+xp

cSNB. This equation

means that when there are some data points with the same values of xp
E and xp

c, a straight line

fitted to the data plots of iy(SR+SGP) against ^ / ( S R + S G F ) gives xp
c from its gradient and xp

E

from its y-intercept.

3. Numerical simulation of particle transport

In order to imagine the effect of particle source distribution on the particle confinement,

the particle transport was simulated using following equations.

r=-D-Vne-v-ne (6)

Where T is the particle flux across the magnetic

surface, s is the particle source, D and v are the

particle diffusion coefficient and the inward pinch

velocity, respectively. The inward pinch velocity

can be expressed as Eq.(7) using Cv. The values

of D and Cv were assumed to be spatial constant

values of 0.4m2/s and 2.0, respectively. The

source distribution was assumed as follow.

s(r/a)=scdgcexp(-((r/a)-1.0)2/0.072)

+Wxp(-((r/a)-0.5)z/0.72) (8)

Figures l(a) and (b) show the electron

density profile and the particle source distribution

during steady state phase for the case of scdgc= 1.0

and scmlraI=0.0 (easel) and for the case of sed8C=0.0

and scenlral=1.0 (case2). The value of xp was

estimated to be 0.14s and 0.73s for easel and ~

case2, respectively, and was different for the same ^a

transport coefficients and the different source

distribution. In fig. 2, the plus symbols and the

open circles show ip and N^S,.,,^, respectively,

as a function of Sccnlxal/Sed(,c, where Scigc and Sccnlra,

0.5

Fig. 1 Calculated electron density profiles for
easel (a) and for case2 (b).

°cenlral edgo

Fig. 2 (Ne/Sedge)-(Sceiltral/Sed8e) plot.
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are the volume integrated values of first and second term in Eq. (8). The value of Tp

increased with Sccmral/Scdgc, and the gradient of the straight line fitted to the data of Ne/Sedge

expresses T for case2, and y-intercept expresses Tp for easel.

4. Experimental results and discussion

In order to understand the effect of source distribution, the experiment that fuelling

rates of NBI and gas-puffing were systematically scanned was performed at Ip=2MA and

B.j=3.5T. The calculated Da emission profile agrees well with the measured one in the

divertor region for the case of ne=2xl019m'3, PNB=6MW and without gas-puffing as shown in

fig. 3. In region far from the divertor, the measured intensities are larger than calculated

profile, because the neutral particle was released only at the divertor plates in the calculation.

However, this difference does not affect SR, because the Da emission intensity in region far

from the divertor is much smaller than that in the divertor region. Figure 4 shows the

particle source distributions. Fuelling rate of wall recycling was substantial in the peripheral

region of r/a>0.95, while, fuelling rate of NBI was relatively flat, and was dominant in the

central region of r/a<0.4 compared with fuelling rate of wall recycling. The ratio of NBI

fuelling rate to wall recycling rate was estimated to be less than 0.1, and the particle confinement

time was estimated to be about 0.24s.

Inner Outer
strike point strike point

10 15 20 25
Measuring chord number

Fig. 3 Daemission profile as a function of
measuring chord number.

0.2 0.4 0.6
r/a

Fig. 4 Source rate distribution.

0.8 1

By changing the NBI power (6-10MW) and the gas-puffing rate (0-4Pam3/s), SNQ/(SR+SCP)

was scanned from 0.06 to 0.6 during ne=l-4xl0l9m'3 as shown in fig. 5. The error bar shown

in this figure comes from the ambiguity of SR, Scp and SNB calculations. The correlation of xp

and SND/(SR+SGP) was shown in fig. 6. It can be seen from this figure, xp increases with

SND/(SR+SGP). This correlation suggests that xp
c is larger than Tp

E as mentioned in section 3.

Next, we try to separate Tp
c and Tp

E. Figure 7 shows a [Ne/(SR+SGP)]-[SNB/(SR+SGP)]

plot for the data where SND is two times larger than dN/dt. The line fitted to the data gives

0.75s for Tp
c and 0.16s for tp

E, and the ratio of xp
c/xp

E is estimated to be about 5. In the
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discussion of section 3, the edge electron density was assumed to be zero, however, for the

experimental data, the edge electron density is not zero and tends to be proportional to Ne.

When the edge electron density is not zero, the electron density become some value determined

by Cv without the particle source. Therefore, the term of the electron number due to edge

density must be add in Eq. (4). In this case, because the edge electron density is proportional

to Ne, the ratio of Tp
c/xp

E is not changed, however, the values of Tp
c and xp

E become smaller by

20% for Cv=0.0 and by 60% for Cv=2.0, respectively.

In the data analyzed here, the penetration

depths of the central fuelling and the edge fuelling ,_

are changed from 0.5a to 0.6a and from 0.03a to .> 0.6

0.08a, respectively, because the electron density

is not constant. Furthermore, the analysis was

performed not only the steady state but also the

density increasing phase. Therefore, it is necessary

to perform the same analysis during steady state

at the constant density in future work.

1

0.8 -

" 0.4 -a
z

0.2 -

0
2 4 6 8 10

SR+SGp[1021/s]
Fig. 5 Relationship Sp/g and SR +Sgp.

12

0.8

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0

Fig. 6 Correlation of Tp an Fig. 7 (Ne/(SR +SGp))-(SNB/(SR +SGp }) plot.

5. Conclusions

The effect of edge and central fuelling on the particle confinement was investigated.

It was found that the particle confinement time increased with the ratio of NBI fuelling rate to

wall recycling and gas-puffing fuelling rate. The confinement times of edge fuelled particle

and central fuelled particle were firstly separated, and it was also found that the confinement

time of central fuelled particle was five times longer than that of edge fuelled particle.
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6. Impurities and Divertor

6.1 MARFE Operations and Density Limit

N. Asakura, N. Hosogane, K. Itami, S. Higashijima, S. Sakurai, A. Sakasai

1. Introduction
High density operation with maintaining the good energy confinement is essential re-
quirement for a tokamak reactor to produce enough fusion power. For example, ITER is
temporally designed to operate at ne of 1.3 x 1O20 m"3, which is by the factor of 1.5 higher
than an empirical scaling "Greenwald density limit" (nGr[l02° m~3] = 7p/xa2[MA m~2],
where a is a minor radius at the midplane), with relatively high enhancement factor (H-
factor) of the energy confinement time (more than 2). However, there are few database
for such high density operations of the existing tokamaks. In this section, high density
operation limit, radiation power fraction in the divertor and the degradation of the H-
factor are summarized, in particular, for the ELMy H-mode discharges. An occurrence of
the high density disruption in the divertor discharges is also discussed. Divertor plasma
detachment and divertor MARFE appear in the high density operation. Details about
the divertor plasma and radiation profiles were described in Refs 1 and 2.

2. Divertor MARFE operation

Density limit scaling on net input power Pnct (or power into the scrape-off layer, PSOL =
Pnei — Prad.main) is the most important issue in order to decide the ITER performance and
the operation scenario, in which the density limit should be increased with input power to
obtain such a high density discharge. At the same time, density at the divertor MARFE
onset, n^1, is investigated to determine the operation window of the divertor detach-
ment condition, under which the heat flux to the divertor target is significantly reduced.
During 1995, wide range scans of NBI power
PNBI have been performed in L-mode dis-
charges with PNBi = 2-23 MW (Ip =
1.2-2.5 MA, Bt = 2-4 T), and in ELMy H-
mode discharges with PNBI = 6—25 MW (7P

= 1.2 MA, Bt = 2 T) at high ne up to nGr.
Deuterium gas is supplied and wall baking
temperature is 300°C.

Figure 1 shows a typical ELMy H-mode dis-
charge at high density. The divertor MARFE
occurs at 9.1 s, which is found by rapid in-
creases in the radiation power near the di-
vertor X-point and ne, decreasing the plasma
stored energy, and change in an asymmetry
in the recycling profile at the divertor to a
symmetric profile. The plasma detachment
starts at the divertor separatrix a few 100 ms
before the MARFE occurrence. The sim-
ilar characteristics are observed in L-mode
discharges *

Divertor MARFE

^ - 8.5 9.5
TIME (s)

10.0 10.5

Fig. 1: Time evolution of the high den-
sity ELMy H-mode discharge with PNBI —
16 MW. Divertor MARFE starts at 9.1 s just
after break-down of a NB unit.

Figure 2 shows P^BI dependence of n^1 normalized by nGr for the L-mode (/p = 1.2
MA, Bt = 3.5-4 T, qeJf = 7-7.5), and the ELMy H-mode (7P = 1.2 MA, Bt = 2-2.1 T,
qefj = 4.2—4.6). Here, the ion VB drift direction for all discharges is towards the divertor.
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Open circles represent ne before the MARFE occurrence, where the plasma detachment
is proceeding at the inboard divertor separatrix. On the other hand, closed circles shows
ne during the divertor MARFE. The maximum ne is limited by the gas puff rate small
enough to cause the plasma disruption except for a few cases with low PNBI (triangles).

For the L-mode discharges, n^/n^ is increased from 0.45 at PATB/= 2 MW to 0.6 at
PNBI= S MW. There are a few disruptive discharges at n^/n^ = 0.7-0.9 with PNBI=

2—8 MW. On the other hand, the ratio is increased very weakly from 0.60—0.65 at high
PNBI of 8-22 MW. Similar ratio of rc^/n°r (0.55 - 0.65) are observed for the low qeJf

discharges such as Ip = 1.8 MA (qefj=4.7) and Ip = 2.5 MA (qejj=3.b) cases. When
the ion VB drift direction is away from the divertor li2', n^i/n^r ranges between 0.55 —
0.60 at PNBI = 7 — 15 MW, which are slightly lower than or comparable to the normal
Bt results. However, the MARFE operation with completely detached divertor plasma
condition can be maintained up to n^r without a high density disruption.

ELMy H-mode is obtained with PNm > 6-7 MW at Bt = 2 T. n^/nfT^0J is slightly
large compared to that for the L-mode. ELM activities are observed during a MARFE as
long as ne/nfT is less than 1 (0.85 for PNBI= 6 MW). Since the energy confinement time
is reduced further less, it may be difficult to operate the discharge at ne higher than nfr.
As the results, PNBI dependence of n™ is weak at high PNBI > 7 MW, and Greenwald
density limit is fairly valid scaling of the high density limit (the latter is not concluded).
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Fig. 2: PNBI dependence of nc at the divertor MARFE onset: (a) for L-mode and (b) for
ELMy H-mode. ELM activities disappear at high nc (squares).

3. Radiation power in the divertor

Figure 3 shows the fraction of radiation
power loss in the divertor, Prad,div/PsOL-
Database of the ELMy H-mode with PNBI

= 10-22 MW is used. When hc/n
Gr> 0.5,

the di-crtor radiation power fraction raises
rapidly from 10% due to a decrease in the
electron temperature of the divertor plasma
and an increase in the density. At the same
time, radiation power fraction of carbon
ions (C3+) in Prad,div raises rapidly. At the
MARFE onset, Prad,div/PsoL is about 0.4
with varying PNBI-,

 a nd this is because of
an increase in the number of carbon impu-
rities with PNBI increasing.

1

^0 .8
CO

Q. 0.6

I-0.4
°-0.2

, i—•—i—•—i—•—i—'—r
I I =1.2MA/B =2-2.1T
A .=4.2-4.6)

• I • I ' • I • I • I •

no ELM.
MARFE onset (L-mode).

Divertor MARFE

w/o Gas puff

' • ' • • • ' ' • '

0.8

nP /nG r

Fig. 3: Radiation power fraction in the diver-
tor as a function of ne/n

Gr with varying PNBI

= 10-20 MW for ELMy H-mode discharges:
squares represent during MARFEs.
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During the MARFE, the radiation power fraction in the divertor is increased up to
55-65%, and it is finally saturated when hc/n

Gr = 0.9—1. The bolometer array measure-
ment shows that the radiation region is moving from the divertor region into the main
plasma near the X-point, causing the reduction of the electron temperature inside the
last closed magnetic flux surface (LCFS). Shrinking of ne and Te profiles inside the LCFS
is measured with the Thomson scattering. However, a mechanism to generate the large
pressure gradient in the plasma boundary (causing the ELM activities) is still maintained.

4. Energy confinement degrading

Degradation of the energy confinement at high nc is the most unpredictable problem to
determine the reactor performance *'. It may be caused by increasing the neutral density
in the plasma boundary. The effect is not included in existing confinement scalings. Fig-
ure 4 shows the H-factor of the ELMy H-mode from the ITERS9 L-mode power scaling.
With increasing the gas puff rate, neutral recycling in the divertor is enhanced substan-
tially and he is increased. The H-factor is reduced with ne from 1.9 to 1.2 for the high
P^BI case, and from 1.7 to 1.0 for the low P^BI- This is correlated with the reduction
of Ti at the plasma edge (inside LCFS), degrading the transport barrier in the boundary
plasma.

Figure 4(b) shows that the H-factor is reduced with increasing the neutral recycling
in the main plasma boundary, $%°in. Whereas §^a

ain is an order of magnitude smaller
than the neutral recycling in the divertor, $^in is by the factor of 7—12 larger than the
deuterium fuelling rate (maximum value of 1.3 x 1022 s"1). Thus, large number of neutrals
in the plasma boundary are provided from the divertor chamber. Baffle plates and tilted
divertor target of JT-60U W-type divertor are designed to reduce the neutral backflow.

When the divertor MARFE occurs, the H-factor is further reduced to 1—1.1. Finally,
it is decreased to 0.8 when the ELM activities disappear at around the Greenwald den-
sity. This caused by the reduction of the edge plasma temperature due to penetrating the
MARFE inside LCFS and by deterioration of the impurity shielding effect of the diver-
tor/SOL plasma. Installing the private dome in the W-type divertor is also an important
requirement to maintain the MARFE in the divertor chamber by suppressing the carbon
ion penetration near the X-point.

.with gas puff fa oir4"2 '4 '6 '

High NBI Power
(19-26MW)

Low NBI Power
: (15-18MW)

. ITER89L-Power Scaling

0.5

(b) 2.2

2.0

• Maximum gas puff rate

O
4-1

o
en

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8

Da channels
for main plasma

Divertor MARFE

I|TER89L-P

no ELMs
(L-mode)

0 2 4 6 8 10

neutral recycling in main
plasma edge (1022events/s)

Fig. 4: H-faclors for ELMy H-mode discharges (a) vs nc/n^r , and (b) vs <D°°;n.

5. High densi ty disruption

High density disruptions are observed in low PNBI L-mode discharges at less than nfr.
Figure 2(a) shows that njn°r = 0.7, 0.S and 0.9 for PNB! = 2,4 and 8 MW, respectively.
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Density limit tends to rise with heating power up to 8 MW. Common behaviour of the
edge plasma preceding the disruption is described.

During the divertor MARFE, the edge J(J

plasma is shrinking inside the LCFS.
Figure 5 shows that the edge pedestal of
ne profiles measured with the Thomson
scattering moves inward from rfa = 0.98
to 0.90 and that ne at the LCFS is re-
duced. At the same time, ne in the core
plasma (rja < 0.6) is increasing, and ne

profile becomes peaked. Plasma internal
inductance /,• is raised from 1.3 to 1.42.
They are caused by the MARFE pene-
trating into the main plasma (inside the
LCFS), degrading the edge confinement.

Figure 6 shows expanded wave-
forms just before a high density
disruption, where PNBI — 8 MW.
Thermal collapse starts at 9.44 s.
It occurs even when the fraction of
Prad,main is still much smaller than
PNBI (e.g. about 20% of PNBI),
and total radiation power in the di-
vertor and main plasma is main-
tained at 60-80% of PNBI- Thus,
the trigger of the disruption can not
be explained by the collapse of the
power balance at the plasma bound-
ary, which was reported in JT-60
limiter discharges.

Before the thermal collapse oc-
curs, maximum ionization region,
measured with DQ scope, moves

Fig. 5: Electron density profiles during the divertor
MARFE for L-mode discharges with PNBI= 4

E24834 Deuterium discharge

Da emission region

Divertor
MARFE

Fig. 6: Time evolution of ne, Prad,main, Prad,div
DQ signals for 0.5 s before the high density disruption.
PNBI = 8 MW.

quickly from the outboard divertor through the X-point to the high field side. It reaches
plasma's top before Prad,mam suddenly rises larger than P^BI- These suggests that a
poloidal asymmetry in the radinl or parallel transport of the boundary plasma changes
before the collapse of the power balance due to the edge cooling.

6. Summary

Density limit and nf are increased with PNBI up to 8 MW. However, it will not survive
so far above n° r at high P^BI (8—22 MW) for the open divertor configuration, since the
energy confinement is degraded less than L-mode level and the edge plasma is shrinking
inside the LCFS. Density limit study for the high PNBI will be done in 1996.

References:
1) Asakura N., et al.: Proc. 15th Int. Conf., 1994, Vol. I, IAEA, Vienna (1995) 515.
2) Asakura N., et al.: "Field reversal effects on divertor plasmas under radiative and

detached conditions in JT-60U", to be published in Nucl. Fusion.
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6.2 SOL Profile Study in High Density Discharges

N. Asakura, S. Tsuji-Iio1, K. Itami, N. Hosogane, S. Sakurai

1. Introduction

Database of scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma profiles in the high density discharges is es-
sential to design the ITER divertor, and to understand the mechanism of the divertor
plasma detachment along the magnetic field line. The SOL plasma profiles between the
last closed magnetic flux surface (LCFS) and the first wall at the midplane have been
measured with a fast reciprocating probe system *\ The characteristic lengths (e-folding
length) of the profiles and parallel temperature and density gradients under the high den-
sity and detached divertor conditions are summarized. Details of the divertor plasma and
radiation profiles under the detached divertor condition and during the divertor MARFE
were described in Ref. 2. Results of the SOL profile measurements during ohmic heating
were presented in Ref. 3.

2. SOL profiles

The fast reciprocating probe measurements were performed in the L-mode discharges with
PNBJ ~ 4MW, and line-averaged density ne was varied on a shot by shot basis. A series of
high safety-factor discharges (qcfJ = 7.2-7.7, Ip = 1.2 MA, Bt = 3.5-4 T and the plasma
volume of SO m3) were used for the detail he scan. Profiles were also measured in the low
qe/J discharges such as IpjBt = 1.2 MA/2.1 T (qeff = 4.3) and Ip/Bt = 1.8 MA/3.5 T
(qe/f = 4.7). Results of the high qe/j discharges are presented in this section.

The probe head is inserted horizontally at
36 cm below the equatorial plane. Double
probe method is used for the profile mea-
surement, and a triangle-waveform voltage
with the period of 3 ms is applied. Fig. 1
shows the electron density, ne, and temper-
ature, Te, profiles, and Fig. 2 explains the
change in the ne profile with ne increasing.
Two (i.e. inner and outer) SOL regions with
different characteristic lengths are observed
both in the Te and ne profiles. The inner
SOL extends up to a few cm outside the
LCFS, and the ne and Te profiles have small
e-folding lengths: Anc and A3; of 2 cm and
3 cm, respectively. They are approximately
constant with increases in nc and the local
density at the magnetic separatrix ne<sc?.

On the other hand, for the outer SOL re-
gion, large ATle (3-10 cm) and Arc (6-15 cm),
which are increased with an increase in nc,
are observed. At the same time, the outer
SOL region extends to the LCFS, and the
inner SOL is shrinking as shown in Fig. 2.

/ a \ (During Div. Detachment (ry=3.0x1019 m"3))

0.1

0.01

[High density (na=2.5x1019 m"3)) .

(Low density (no=1.4x1019 m"3))

-20 20 100

-20 0 20 40 60

Distance from LCFS
80

(mm)

Fig. 1: (a) ne and (b) Te profiles for the high
r]c-j (= 7.2) discharges with ne increasing.

Density dependence of the e-folding lengths on ne is shown in Fig. 3.

'Present address: Research Labomtory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology.
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Fluctuations of he/ne and Te/Te are mea-
sured with the triple probe method. Fluctua-
tion levels are different in the inner and outer
SOL regions. In particular, low frequency com-
ponents (1< / <10 kHz) ne/ne and fe/Te are
20-40% in the inner SOL. They are smaller
than those in the outer SOL (nc/ne and fe/Te

> 50%). Large scatter of data in the outer
SOL, using the double probe method as shown
in Fig. 1, is affected by the large fluctuation
level in the low frequency components.

When the plasma detachment occurs at the
diverfcor separatrix, the local density, ne>sep,
and temperature, I ^ p , are reduced. While
ne and Te profiles in the outer SOL stay at the
same levels. Thus, the ne and Te profiles have
large Xnc (10cm) and Are (15 cm) between the
LCFS and the first wall.

With ne increasing, a MARFE occurs near
the divertor X-point ("Divertor MARFE").
During the divertor MARFE, shrink of the
edge plasma inside the LCFS is observed.
Thomson scattering results (Fig. 5 in Sec. 6.1)
show that the edge pedestal of ne profile moves
inward from r/a = 0.98 to 0.90, and nCtSep is
reduced. While, ne in the core plasma region
(r/a < 0.6) is increasing, ne profile becomes
peaked. It is presumably caused by the diver-
tor MARFE penetrating into the main plasma
(inside LCFS), and degrading the edge plasma
confinement in r/a > 0.90.

log(ne)
Divertor Detachment

Main Plasma First Wall

LCFS (Separatrix)
Fig. 2: Illustrating the change in ne

file with ne increasing.
pw-

150

£100
E,

J C 50

D!v. MARFE
Div. Detachment -4—

(a) lp=1.2/Bi=3.5-4T(qefi=7.2>i|bi;

InnerSOL [ g ^
Outer SOL \ o O'*Vfc^1

\ °\° .

.0

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
n (1019m-3)

3.5 4.0

Fig. 3: e-folding lengths of (a) ne and (b)
Te profiles in the inner and outer SOLs as
a function of nc.

At the same time, cross-field transport is enhanced in the SOL region. The fast
reciprocation probe measurements show that ne and Te in the SOL region (d < 40 mm)
are reduced, and that XUc and Ar<: in the region (10 < d < 40 mm, and they plotted as
the outer SOL) are increased to 14 cm and 20 cm,"respectively. While, local Ane and Arc

near the separatrix (plotted as the inner SOL) are decreased.

3. qejj dependence of e-folding length

In this section, A,,e and \?c for the low qejj discharges are compared to those for the
high qejf discharges. Different combinations of Iv and Bt (IP/Bt = 1.2 MA/2.1 T and
1.8 MA/3.5 T) are chosen for the low qefj discharges. Figure 4 shows Xnc and \Te in the
inner SOL region as a function of TeiSep. Squares, circles and triangles correspond to the
discharges for Ip/Bt = 1.2 MA/3.5-4 T, 1.2 MA/2.1 T and 1.8 MA/3.5 T, respectively.

When Te,sep > 45 eV, e-folding lengths stay at the relatively constant levels. For the
case of the low qejj discharges, A«c and Xrc range between 1.0 - 1.3 cm and between
1.7—2.5 cm, respectively. These values are by the factor of 1.5-2 smaller than those for
the high qclj discharges, which is explained by the shorter connection length along the
magnetic field line.
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Both Xne and Are increase below Te
ei3cp

-Div. MARFE
- Div. Detachment

= 45 eV, and the plasma detachment is
proceeding near the divertor strike point
below TeiJep ~ 40 eV independent of qejj.
The divertor MARFE occurs below Tc<sep

~ 30 eV for the high qej/ case. During
the divertor MARFE, the local e-folding
length at the separatrix is decreased due
to large reduction of ne and Te in the SOL
region rather than those inside LCFS. For
the case of the low qe// cases, data was
not obtained in the series of experiments.

4. SOL and divertor plasmas

Electron pressure profiles at the midplane
(pe,mid = netmidTe<mid) are compared to those
measured at the outboard divertor target
(Pcdiv = ne<divTeidiv) measured with the di-
vertor dome-type probes. Figure 5 shows
the profiles of pe,mid arid peidiv, which are
plotted on the same magnetic flux surfaces.

When the divertor plasma attaches the
target plate (a), electron pressure is ap-
proximately constant along the magnetic
field lines within the error bars of the fit-
ting. Electron temperature and density are
also constant for the low density case (ne

= 1.8 x 1019m~3). The electron pressure
is kept approximately constant in the high
density discharges, where Te^iv is lower than

and neij,v is higher than ne,miy-

lp=1.2MA
D Bt=3.5-4T (qeH-7)
O Bl=2.1T (qelf=4.3)

lp=1.BMA

100

e.sep
Fig. 4: An<: and Aye in the inner SOL region
as a function o/Te,jep-

100

01

a.

(a)
Divertor Probes
Midplane Probe:

-20 0 20 40 60 80
Distance from LCFS (mm)

Pig. 5: Electron pressure profiles at the mid-
plane (circles) and at the outboard divertor tar-
get (squares); under (a) attached and (b) de-
tached divertor plasma conditions.

Here, the dynamic pressure due to the sound-speed flow near the divertor target, which
increases total plasma pressure by a factor of two, is not considered. Assuming that T,- at
the midplane is by a factor of 3 larger than Te, and that they become comparable at the
divertor target due to the large collisionality of the ions in the parallel transport, total
plasma pressure balance is satisfied.

Figure 5(b) shows that the divertor plasma is detached at the divertor separatrix.
This is due to large reduction of ne<tav rather than Te,div- On the other hand, the electron
pressure on the outer flux surfaces is increased significantly, due to an increase of nCidiv.
These facts clearly violating constant pressure along the magnetic field lines. Increases
rates of charge exchange events and elastic collisions between the plasma ions and the
recycled neutrals are an acceptable candidate to explain the momentum loss at the divertor
target. Since mean-free-path of the neutral ionization is about 10 cm for Te,div = 10 eV
and netdiu = 3 x 10I9m~3, re-ionization of the neutrals lost from the inner flux surfaces
through charge exchange process may occur in the divertor, causing the increase in the
ion flux at the outer magnetic surfaces.

Figure 6 shows the evolution with he of electron temperature, density and pressure at
the divertor target and midplane near the separatrix. Since it is difficult to identify that
the divertor probe is located on the separatrix due to the error of the magnetic equilibrium
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calculation (~5 mm), two values for the divertor plasma parameters are plotted; one is
an average value measured with two probes close to the separatrix, and another is with
the first probe outside the separatrix.

At low density, ne < 1.5 x 10l9m~3,
electron temperature, density and pressure
are constant along the magnetic field line.
Neutral recycling and radiation power in
the divertor are small. At moderate den-
sity, 2.0 x 1019 < ne < 2.7 x 1019rn~3,
Te,div falls relative to high Te,mid, while ne<div

rises rapidly. At the same time, the ra-
tio of the neutral ionization rate in the di-
vertor, $^°, to that in the main plasma,
$mom) which corresponds approximately to
the flux amplification factor in the divertor,
is enhanced from 2 to 4. The flux amplifi-
cation factor is relatively small due to the
low input power of 4 MW.

At high density, ne > 2.8 x
the temperature gradient along the mag-
netic field line is increased, and the diver-
tor MARFE occurs when Teimid = 30 eV
and Te,div = 10 eV. During the divertor
MARFE, where the plasma detachment ex-
tends from the divertor separatrix to the
outer flux surfaces, both pe,mid and pe,div are
reduced. The critical Te>mid and TCidiv at
the MARFE onset are similar for the lower
qejj discharges (shorter connection length).
This is not explained simply by ID parallel
transport model.
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Fig. 6: Electron temperature, density and pres-
sure at the midplane (open circles) and at the
outboard divertor target (closed circles) for Ip=
1.2 MA, Bt= 3.5-4 T. Ratio of neutral ioniza-
tion rate in the divertor and that in the main
plasma is plotted by squares.

5. Summary

The SOL plasma profiles were investigated in NBI L-mode discharges. Inner and outer
SOL regions with different e-folding lengths are observed both in the Te and ne profiles.
Common behaviours of the SOL profiles are found. (1) the outer SOL is extending to the
LCFS with he increasing, and e-folding lengths of the profiles are increased. Candidates
which cause the broadening of the SOL plasma such as density/potential fluctuations
and interaction with increasing neutrals are under investigation. (2) pc profiles at the
midplane and at the divertor target are comparable. (3) Te,mw and Te,d;v at the MARFE
onset are similar for the different qe/j discharges. Total plasma pressure balance and heat
transport along the magnetic field line are analyzed using a simple divertor code.

References:
1) Asakura N., et al.: Rev. Sci. Instrum. 66, 542S (1995), and Sec. 12.8 in this report.
2) Asakura N., et al.: "Field reversal effects on divertor plasmas under radiative and

detached conditions in JT-60U", to be published in Nucl. Fusion.
3) Asakura N., et al.: Abstracts of the 50th meeting of the Physical Society of Japan,

Yokohama, Part 4 p.140 (1995) in Japanese.
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6.3 Active Control of Helium Exhaust on ELMy H-mode

A. Sakasai, H. Kubo, S. Sakurai, S. Higashijima, N. Asakura

1. Introduction

Helium (He) exhaust has been studied on ELMy H-mode using He beams and a short

pulse He gas puff. Helium and deuterium recycling flux profiles in the divertor was measured

with a divertor visible spectrometer to investigate the in-out asymmetry with He flux. Active

He removal with ICRF heating and ripple loss was tried in the hydrogen operation for the first

time.

For the He exhaust, it is desirable that fueling particle and He ash can be selectively

exhausted and He ash can be effectively exhausted from the outboard divertor. The divertor

operation with higher He pressure in the outboard divertor is very beneficial because of longer

toroidal length and more space for pumping system. The selective exhaust between fuel and

ash is very important from a viewpoint of the burning control.

2. In-out asymmetry of He flux

The D flux on the inner target in the divertor was larger than one on the outer target and

the in-out asymmetry was studied in L-mode and ELMy H-mode on JT-60U[l}. However,

the asymmetry with He flux has not been investigated in JT-60U and the other devices yet. It

is an important issue to control He ash exhaust. The in-out asymmetry with He flux in the

divertor was investigated and controlled by changing of NB power and Ip.

Recycling influx profiles of deuterium and helium ions in the divertor region were

measured with spectroscopic diagnostics viewing a wide divertor area which was composed

of a 60-channel optical fiber array modified from a 38-ch array in JT-60U. It is possible to

measure He and D flux in ELMy H-mode discharges with high X-point configuration(Xp=20

cm) to study the in-out asymmetry of He flux in the divertor.

2.1 Normal B j with He gas puff

Helium exhaust experiment was carried out in ELMy H-modes with H-factor=1.7 - 1.4.

The discharge conditions were Ip=1.0MA/BT=2.5T(qeff=6.2), 1.4MA/3.5T(qeff=6.O),

1.7MA/2.5T(qeff=3.5), 1.5MA/2.5T(qeff=3.9), 1.7MA/3.5T(qeff=4.8) and Vol=60 m3 with

PNB=18 MW and He gas puff 5 Pa.m3/s x 0.2 s to obtain the dependence of qeff, Ip and

B T - The Helium exhaust experiment was also carried out in L-mode with the same

configuration and high ne under the condition of 1.7 MA/3.5 T, (qeff=4.8) and P N B = 1 0

MW.

Figure 1 shows the He I (728.1 nm) brightness (He flux) and Da brightness (D flux)

profiles in the divertor in the cases of (a): Ip=1.0 MA, B T = 2 . 5 T, P N B = 1 8 MW and (b):

Ip=1.7 MA, B T = 3 . 5 T, P N B = 1 8 MW. The He flux on the outer target in the divertor was
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larger than one on the inner target as shown in Fig. 1 (a). On the other hand, the He flux on the

inner target in the divertor was larger than one on the outer target in the case of high Ip as

shown in Fig.l (b). The in-out asymmetry with the outboard enhanced He flux was

remarkable in ELMy H-mode with high NB power heating.

It was found that the asymmetry with the outboard enhanced He flux occurred near the

condition of Ip=1.0 MA, B T = 2 . 5 T, PNB=18 MW and (3p=1.8 from the result of Ip and By

scan. The asymmetry seems to depend on (ip (including edge parameters: ne, Te, Ti et ah).

In the condition of pp<1.8, the asymmetry was marginal or changed to the asymmetry with

the inboard enhanced He flux.

2.2 Reversed B T with He gas puff

The effect of the ion grad-B drift direction on the in-out asymmetry with the He flux was

investigated in the condition of reversed B T and Ip with He gas puff. Figure 2 shows the He

I brightness and Da brightness profiles in the divertor in the cases of Ip=1.0 MA, B T = 2 . 5 T,

PNB=18 MW with the reversed B T and Ip. The inner He flux was larger than the outer flux

with only this condition in ELMy H-mode. On the other hand, the inner He flux was less than

the outer flux with other conditions. The reversed effect on the in-out asymmetry with the He

flux profiles was not observed. This result indicates that the asymmetry with the He flux

profiles do not depend on the ion grad-B drift direction.

However, the in-out asymmetry with the D flux was changed in the reversed B T and Ip.

The outer D flux was larger than the inner flux with the above all conditions in ELMy H-

mode. The reversed effect on the in-out asymmetry with the D flux was clearly observed[l].

The He flux profiles were very narrow as compared with D flux profiles. This result of B T

and Ip reversal was interested in the causality and mechanism.

2.3 Normal B j with ^He Beam injection

The in-out asymmetry with He flux was investigated using 60 keV ^He beams

(PHeNB=2.4 MW) with the normal B T in ELMy H-mode.

The Ip scan was performed in the condition of 1.0 MA/2.5 T, 1.2 MA/3.0 T, 1.3

MA/3.25 T, 1.4 MA/3.5 T to make clear the dependence of Ip on the asymmetry with the

same qeff. The He flux towards the outboard target was gradually decreased and the He flux

towards the inboard target was gradually increased in the case of higher Ip than 1.0 MA. And

the scan of NB power was also performed in the condition of P N B = 1 8 , 14, 12, 10 MW

(1.0MA/2.5T) to make clear the dependence of P N B o n t n e asymmetry.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the He I brightness and Da brightness profiles in the

divertor between (a): Ip=1.0 MA, B T = 2 . 5 T, P N B = 1 8 MW (b): Ip=1.3 MA, B T = 3 . 2 5 T,

PNB=18 MW and (c): Ip=1.0 MA, B T = 2 . 5 T, P N B = 1 0 MW in ELMy H-mode in the case of

He beam injection. The asymmetry with the outboard enhanced He flux was observed with

PNB = 18 MW as shown in Fig,3 (a). In the case of P N B = 1 0 MW, it changed to the

asymmetry with the inboard enhanced He flux as shown in Fig.3 (c). The He flux towards
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the outer target was gradually decreased with the lower NB power from the result of NB

power scan.

The He concentration, He flux and the He pressure reduced to 1/2, 1/10 and 1/3

respectively with the He removal by wall pumping due to a Solid Target Boronization

discharge (STB)[2]. STB means that the outer divertor strike point hits 300-u.m thick B4C

converted CFC (Carbon Fiber Composite) tiles and B4C layers evaporate and deposit in the

discharge. Helium ash could be effectively exhausted in combination with the control of the

asymmetry and the He removal due to the STB.

3. Helium Exhaust with ICRF

Active He removal with ICRF heating and ripple loss was performed on the first trial in

the hydrogen operation. The operation condition is lp=l. 1 M A / B T = 3 . 2 4 4 T, Vol=83 m^,

PNB=13 MW (or No H-NB), PHeNB=l-6 MW, Pic=3.8 MW and 6cocHe IC resonance

layer was located on R=4.21 m. In this experiment, the IC resonance layers of cocHe = G>CD

= 0.5(DCH were very complicated to obtain the ^He acceleration. This problem was a matter

of concern.

Actually, the ^He acceleration could not be observed with a charge exchange neutral

particle analyzer. However, the H acceleration was observed well. It seem that the IC power

is almost absorbed for H acceleration (3(0CH)- Because He recycling flux was increased with

ICRF heating, the He density in the core and edge plasma was increased. Active He removal

with ICRF heating and ripple loss in the D operation phase is planned in the deuterium

opeartion with no hydrogen and low He recycling in 1996.

4. Conclusions

In-out asymmetry with He influx in the divertor has been controlled by changing of

neutral beam (NB) power and plasma current (Ip). The effect of the ion grad-B drift direction

and Ip and BT (Qeff) dependence on He exhaust was investigated in ELMy H-mode and L-

mode. The asymmetry with the He flux profiles do not depend on the ion grad-B drift

direction. The asymmetry seems to be determined by (3p (including edge parameters: ne, Te ,

Tj et al.) and not be explicitly determined by NB power and Ip. Helium ash exhaust could be

actively controlled in combination with the control of the asymmetry with He flux and He

removal due to the STB. This result suggests that the selective exhaust, for example He ash

removal from the outboard and fueling particle removal from the inboard, is possible to

control the burning of core plasma in future reactors.

References

[1] N. Asakuraet al. et al.., IAEA Seville 1994, IAEA-CN-60/A-4-I-3.

[2] A. Sakasa et al. et al.., IAEA Seville 1994, IAEA-CN-60/A-2/4-P-32.
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6.4 Radiative divertor plasma with Neon injection
K. Itami, N. Hosogane, N. Asakura, A. Sakasai

1. Introduction

In order to obtain the core plasmas with high ion temperature, it is important to suppress

particle recycling to low revel around the main plasma, as well as operating plasmas in improved

confinement mode. It is becoming difficult to produce cold, dense and radiative divertor plasmas

due to high heat flux density to the divertor and high temperature in the scrape off layer under

sucn conditions. Major part of efforts in divertor study in recent tokamak devices are recently

devoted to the radiative divertor experiment by impurity gas puff. In ASDEX Upgrade

tokamak, complete detachment at the divertor plasma was obtained during ELMy H-mode without

degradation of the core plasma confinement. Demonstration of significant reduction of heat flux

at the divertor due to the enhanced radiation loss from the boundary attracted attentions and the

concept of radiative divertor by impurity puffing is recognized as an alternative of gas target

divertor concept of ITER. Radiative divertor experiments by impurity gas puffing were carried

out in March, July and September, in 1995. A part of the results was presented at the 22nd EPS

conference at Bounemouth, UK.[1].

2. Experimental results

The purpose of this study is to investigate the compatibility of high ion temperature in

ELMy H-mode plasmas that are produced at the low particle recycling conditions and the

radiative divertor plasmas by utilizing neon as seed impurity to enhance radiation loss from the

plasma. In order to compare effecs on divertor plasma parameters by a various Neon gas and D2

gas puff sequences, ELMy H-mode plasmas with Ip = 1.2MA, BT = 2T and PNB = 15MW were

produced at the low particle recycling conditions as target discharges. A synagistic effect of the

neon gas puff followed by deuterium gas puff was found on the enhancement of radiation loss

and particle flux at the divertor . In Fig.l(a), the increment of the radiation loss from the main

and divertor plasmas after four kinds of the gas puff sequences is shown, after the . These

sequences indexed as "Neon Only", "D2 Only", "Neon + D2" and "D2 + Neon" in the figure

mean neon gas puff, deuterium gas puff, neon gas puff followed by deuterium gas puff and

deuterium gas puff followed by neon gas puff, respectively. Total injection of neon gas and

deuterium gas were 1.2Pam3 and 9.6Pam3, respectively. As shown in the figure, the increment of

radiation loss by "Neon + D2" gas puff is much larger than the sum of the radiation loss by the

"Neon Only" gas puff and that by "D2 Only" gas puff from both the main and divertor plasmas.

Such a synagistic effect is not seen for the "D2 + Neon" gas puff. In Fig. l(b) and Fig. l(c), the

increment of deuterium particle flux to the divertor and the increment of the electron density in

the main plasma by the same gas puff sequences are shown, respectively. While the synagistic

effect was again observed for the "Neon + D2 " gas puff, no synagistic effect was observed for

"Neon + D2" gas puff. In other words, the effect of the "D2 + Neon" gas puff on the divertor

particle flux and electron density is the same with or less than the sum of the effect by the "Neon
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Only" gas puff and that by "D2 Only" gas puff. It was clearly demonstrated that the "Neon + D2"

gas puff was effective to produce the radiative divertor plasmas.

With the synagistic effect of neon and deuterium gas puffing, radiative divertor plasma

was obtained in ELMy H-mode plasma with PNB = 23MW while the H-factor was maintained to

1.5. The discharge was produced at the low particle recycling condition ( 3 ^ , = 2 x ltfVs ) and

particle recycling was increased by a factor of five and radiation loss was increased by a factor

of two at the divertor. Change of Zcff due to Neon was about 1 and total dilution of Deuterium

due to impurity ions was estimated to be 50%. This discharge is compared with the reference

plasma of ELMy H-mode which was produced at the high particle recycling condition in Table

1. Since the high Ti0 that produced at the low recycling phase was maintained in the case 1 until

the radiative divertor phase, neutron rate was even larger than the case 2, irrespective of the

dilution of deuterium due to neon in the case 1.

By increasing radiation loss at the divertor further, the radiative divertor plasma which dissipates

80% of incoming heat flux was produced in ELMy H-mode plasmas with PNB = 20MW. ( See

Fig. 2. In such a discharge, the total radiation loss from the plasma increased from 6MW to

14MW of the NB power. Profiles of heat flux density to the divertor at the initial phase and at

the radiative divertor phase are shown in Fig. 2(b). Detachment at the strike point of the separatrix

occurred when the heat flux density vanished at t = 9.0 s. The detachment was maintained for

two seconds until the end of the NB heating. Degradation of the main plasma confinement due

to the radiation enhancement is shown in Fig. 3. H-factor of the main plasma is ploted against

PT01/PABS . Data points are taken from ELMy H-mode plasmas with PNB < 23MW. Here PT0T is

the total radiation power plasma and PABS is NB absorption power.

Summary

A synagistic effect of the neon gas puff followed by deuterium gas puff was found on the

enhancement of radiation loss and particle flux to the divertor . With the synagistic effect,

radiative divertor plasma were obtained with relatively high ion temperature in the main

plasma.

Reference

[1] K. Itami et al. Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion 37 (1995) A235-A265.
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6.5 Particle and Heat Fluxes on the Divertor and Carbon Generation
during ELMy Phase

S. Sakurai, N. Asakura

1. Introduction

ELMy H-mode is considered as a steady-state operation mode in a tokamak reactor. Divertor

tiles will be periodically exposed huge particle and heat fluxes at ELM events, and the surface

temperature of them will exceed the endurance limit of materials, if the heat load toward divertor

is not effectively reduced and removed. Therefore, it is very important to study the effect of

particle and heat fluxes and divertor tile temperature on carbon generation during ELMy phase.

2. Carbon Burst in Quasi-steady State high fip ELMy H-mode Discharge

Figure 1 shows the typical waveform of a E21282 PNB~30MW

quasi-steady state high (3p ELMy H-mode Q

discharge in JT-60U. Good energy confinement

state (H-factor -2) was sustained by high power 0

(~30MW) NB heating under the low recycling
2

condition. Emission profile from carbon impurities

in divertor region was measured with the optical

fiber array for divertor spectroscopy, and emission

from highly ionized carbon impurity in edge plasma

was also measured by the VUV spectrometer

viewing across the main plasma. These signals

abruptly increase just after the rising of the Da

signal and the surface temperature of divertor tiles.

Brightness of CII line reached to the same level of

Da radiation. On the contrary, a carbon burst was Fls-!

not observed in similar discharges, in which Da

radiation and the tile temperature were kept slightly

lower. These results suggest that the increase of

particle and/or heat fluxes toward the divertor

causes a carbon burst. In addition, CII brightness
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waveform of quasi-steady state high
Pp ELMy H-mode discharge. lp -2.3MA, BT

=4AT. CII(65Snm) at outboard divertor and
CVI(3.37nm) at main were measured with the
38ch optical fiber array and VUV spectrometer,
respectively. Surface temperatures of divertor
tiles were measured with IRTV. The peak value
at inboard divertor was not obtained due to the
limit of sight.

increased strongly as the surface temperature of outboard divertor tiles went up in these discharges.

Since the inner strike point of these discharges was located outside the viewing area of divertor

diagnostics, we can not determine the place of a dominant carbon source. Furthermore, the

effect of the huge particle and heat fluxes at ELM event on the carbon impurity generation has
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not been clear, because the time resolution of divertor diagnostics (>20ms) was insufficient to

resolve each ELM event (-a few ms). E23754 PNB (22-23MW)

3. Behavior of Carbon Impurities

during ELMy Phase

In order to study the behavior of carbon

impurities during ELMy phase with stronglyi

heated divertor tiles, an ELMy discharge was

sustained by long pulse NB heating. The typicalO

waveform is shown in Fig. 2. Although the

surface temperature of outboard divertor tiles

reaches the same level at which the carbon
i

burst is observed in the discharge shown in Fig.
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^ast sampling Da,pil D a (A.U.) •
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i u u .. •„ u,. ,,,~A • fU^ Fig-2 Typical waveform of an ELMy discharge with long
1, no ca rbon burs t is observed in these pu%eNB heating. IP=1.5MA,BT=3T. Signals from
discharges. The plasma configuration was PMT array for CII at inboard divertor and poloidal

profile of Da were sampled at each 20jisfrom 6.5s to
adjusted to divertor diagnostics, and the whole 9s. Surface temperature of divertor tiles were measured

_, . . . ,. . with fast sampling (250jJs) IRTV.
profile of CII radiation in divertor region was
shown in Fig. 3. The surface

temperature of outboard divertor tiles

is higher than that of inboard, but the

ratio of the CII brightness to the Da at

the inboard target is larger than that at

the outboard target. It should be

noticed that CII line is emitted from ^

not only directly sputtered carbon but j ^

also recycling one, still we consider

the localized emission near the strike

point as an effective indicator of

carbon influx. In addition, fast

"£ E23754 (t=9.0s)
t2

Fig.3 Setup of the divertor
diagnostics and radiation
profile of Da(656nm) and
CII(658nm) measured with
the 38ch optical fiber array.

-1.6
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J\ 1\ I /I \ i\
3.5

()
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sampling of IRTV and Da PMT array showed that particle and/or heat fluxes to the inboard

target at an ELM event were larger than outboard side in these discharges. Therefore, we consider

that carbon generation rate dominantly depends on particle and/or heat fluxes at ELM event

within tile temperature of 900°C.

4. ELM Pulse Effect on Carbon Generation

Da and CII radiation and tile temperature of the inboard divertor were measured by fast

sampling of PMT array and IRTV as shown in Fig. 4. Increment of the surface temperature at an

ELM pulse reaches several hundreds degrees, and peaks of CII radiation are much larger than
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average value between ELMs. The relation

between CII radiation and the particle flux,

which evaluated from Da radiation, was

analyzed at each ELM pulse and between ELMs.

CII radiation increased with the particle flux

both at ELM pulse and between ELMs, but the

ratio of CII radiation to the particle flux at ELM

pulse is much larger than that between ELMs as

8.535 shown in Fig. 5(a). These results show that the

sputtering yield of carbon was enhanced at an

Fig.4 Typical waveform ofELMypliase shown in Fig. 2. ELM pulse. The time-integrated CII radiation
Particle flux toward inboard divertor <&Da was
evaluated from Da radiation. Brightness of CII due to an ELM pulse is compared with that of
(658nm) and Dawas sampled at each 20us. Surface , . _ . . . . _ . _., . _ , . . ,
temperature ofinboarddLrtorwas measured with between ELMs in Fig. 5(b). They increase with
fast sampling (250ys) IRTV. t h e t o t a } p a r t j c i e flow toward inboard divertor

at both situations. Although total particle flow at ELM events is much smaller than that between

ELMs, total (time-integrated) CE radiation at ELM events is almost same amount of that between

ELMs. Therefore, the effect of ELM pulses on carbon impurity generation are not negligible. It

has been very difficult to distinguish the effect of heat flux and particle flux, because heat flux

increased with particle flux in these discharges
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pulse. Triangles show average or total between ELMs.

5. Summary

The effect of particle and heat fluxes and divertor tile temperature on carbon generation

during ELMy phase has been studied by fast sampling of PMT array and IRTV. Carbon burst

from divertor tiles has been observed when maximum temperature of tiles exceeds 900°C at

least. Radiation of carbon impurity strongly depends on particle and/or heat fluxes at ELM

events, even if the tile temperature is kept lower than this temperature. Therefore, the effect of

ELM pulses on carbon impurity generation are not negligible.
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6.6 In-out Asymmetry of Divertor Heat Flux in High (3p Plasma

K. Nagashima, K. Itami

For the development of steady state tokamak reactor, a stable operation with high

poloidal beta (Pp) plasma is one of the most important issues. Plasma characteristics with

high (3p have been extencively examined in several tokamaks l i 2\ On the other hand,

adequate control of divertor heat load and particle exhaust is also an indispensable issue for

the tokamak development. However, divertor characteristics with high Pp plasma have not

been studied enough. In the high pp plasma, the Shafranov shift is large and the magnetic

flux becomes dense in the outer region and sparse in the inner region. The same situation

exists in the divertor region, that is, adjacent flux surfaces are close in the outer divertor and

they are away from each others in the inner divertor. Therefore, the large Shafranov shift

influences the divertor characteristics, in particular, the in-out asymmetry of heat and particle

flux densities. It is inferred that the widths of heat and panicle flux become narrow in the

outer divenor and broad in the inner divertor.

The in-out asymmetry of divertor heat flux was examined for ELMy H-mode plasmas

with Pp < 1.7. In high density plasmas, divertor radiation becomes large and the heat flux are

dissipated before reaching the divertor plates. Hence, the data were obtained from low

density plasmas with He/new ^ 0.4 (where nc and now are the line averaged density and the

Greenwald limit). It was observed that the asymmetry is strongly dependent on the [5p value

and the heat flux width is broader in the outer divertor. It is in contradiction to the above

inference. The heat flux profile was measured on the divertor plates (Fig.l(a)). The

measured position is transferred to the equatorial plane on the same flux surface and the

measured profile is projected on the equatorial plane (Fig.l(b), (c)). Then, the heat flux

profile may be compared on the flux coordinate between the inner and the outer divertors.

Ratio of the outer width over the inner width increases with increasing the p p value, as

shown in Fig.2, and the ratio becomes over 2 for Pp > 1.5. The in-out asymmetry of particle

flux seems to have the similar tendency.

This in-out asymmetry is a considerably important problem for the divertor design of

the high pp tokamak machine and further investigation is necessary.
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6.7 Measurement of Electron Temperature and Density
in Divertor Plasmas Using Intensity Ratios of He I Spectral Lines

H. Kubo, S. Higashijima, A. Sakasai, T. Sugie and N. Asakura

1. Introduction

Electron temperature and density in divertor plasmas has usually been measured with

Langmuir probes located at divertor plates so far. However high heat flux damages the

probe and then it is difficult to measure the density. On the other hand, the method using line

intensity ratios does not suffer such a problem. To use He line emission is favorable, because

He injection has little effect on fusion plasma performance and He atoms are produced by the

nuclear reaction in fusion reactors. In TEXTOR, He I lines: 2p *P - 3s *S (728 nm), 2p 3 P - 3s

3s (706 nm) and 2p *P - 3d *D (668 nm), from an injected He-atom beam have been used to

measure the temperature and density profiles in the plasma edge1). This paper describes the

spatial profile measurement of the temperature and density in the JT-60U divertor using the line

intensities.

2. Experiment

Figure 1 shows diagnostics for this investigation in a schematic diagram of the JT-60U

divertor. We have simultaneously measured the three He I line emissions from the divertor

plasmas with a spatial resolution of 1 cm using a 38-channel optical fiber array2). The

temperature and density at the divertor plates are measured with Langmuir probes and the

radiative losses are measured with bolometers.

Figure 2 shows time evolution of a discharge for this study. During NB heating, He gas

was puffed for 300 ms and the electron density was raised by a continuous H2 puff. From the

increase in the electron density; the ratio of the helium ion density to the hydrogen ion density

was estimated to be 0.34 and 0.068 at 6.5 s and 10 s, respectively. A MARFE occurs in the

vicinity of the null point at 9.1 s and the radiative losses measured with the bolometer viewing

the null point increases drastically. Then the outboard divertor was partially detached.

3. Results and Discussion

The intensity ratios around the outboard strike point are compared with those calculated

by TEXTOR group1) and Kyoto group3) in Fig. 3. In the calculations, the electron density was

assumed to be 1 x 1 0 ^ m"3 for the temperature measurement and the electron temperature is

assumed to be 50 eV for the density measurement. The error bar in Fig. 3(a) indicates the

change in the calculated intensity when the density changes from 0.2 to 5 x 1 0 ^ m~3. And the
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error bar in Fig. 3(b) indicates the change in the calculated intensity when the temperature

changes from 10 to 100 eV. We cannot identify the discrepancy between the two calculations.

Kyoto group has recently updated the atomic data and considered more energy levels than

TEXTOR group. The scattering of the measured data is ascribed to the error in the probe

measurement. For the temperature measurement, although the measured intensity ratio increases

with the temperature as expected, it is smaller than calculated ones. The discrepancy cannot be

ascribed to the assumption of the density in the calculations. The measured intensity is closer to

that calculated by TEXTOR group than that calculated by Kyoto group. For the density

measurement, the measured intensity ratio agrees with that calculated by TEXTOR group. The

discrepancies between the measurement and the calculations might be attributed to ion collision

effect, that was ignored in the calculations. It is expected that the ion collision effect decreases

the intensity ratio for the temperature measurement and increases that for the density

measurement.

The fifth and sixth rows in Fig. 2 show the time evolution of the temperatures and

densities around the outboard strike point obtained by the probe measurement and spectroscopic

measurement. Here the TEXTOR data were used to derive the temperature and density from the

spectroscopic measurement. Although the temperature derived from the spectroscopic

measurement decreases with the increase in the electron density in the main plasma as that

measured with the probe, it is about half of that measured with the probe. The density derived

from the spectroscopic measurement agrees with that measured with the probe.

Fig. 4 shows the spatial distributions of He I 728 nm intensity, the temperature and

density derived from the spectroscopic measurement. We discuss the distributions between the

outboard strike point and the null point. In the region, the angle between the viewing chords of

the spectroscopic measurement and the separatrix surface is rather large and the viewing chords

changes along the field line. Under the attached divertor condition, the intensity profile has a

clear peak at the outboard strike point. The intensity profile becomes flat as a MARFE occurs.

As the electron density in the main plasma increases, the temperature decreases and the density

increases in the divertor. During the MARFE, the temperature decreases down to 10 eV and the

profile becomes flat. Then the density near the divertor plates to that the plasma is attached is

two times higher than that around the null point.

The optical fiber viewing the strike point observes the line emission from the vicinity of

the strike point where He atoms recycle dominantly. It is expected that the temperature and

density at the strike point are reliably derived from the intensity ratios. Assuming that the

electron density is 1 x 10*9 m"3 and the energy of the He atoms is 600K, the ionization length

of the He atoms is estimated to be 20 and 1.4 cm at electron temperatures of 10 and 50 eV,

respectively. Under the attached divertor condition, it is expected that the He atoms cannot

penetrate the scrape-off layer because the temperature is high. Then the line emission measured

with the fibers viewing the range between the strike point and the null point comes from two
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boundaries of the scrape-off layer: the outboard boundary and the private-region boundary.

Therefore it is difficult to obtain the conect profiles of the temperature and density between the

strike point and the null point from the spectroscopic measurement. As the density increases

and the temperature decreases, the He atoms penetrates deeper into the scrape-off layer, and the

density obtained by spectroscopy increases and the temperature obtained by spectroscopy

decreases. When the MARFE occurs and the temperature is low, the measurement is useful to

derive the temperature and density profiles because the He atoms penetrate the scrape-off

plasma and the peripheral region of the main plasma.

4. Summary

It is estimated that the intensity ratios of the He I spectral lines are available to estimate

the electron temperature and density profiles in diveitor plasmas, although more precise atomic

data are necessary. Around the strike point, the temperature and density derived from the

spectroscopic measurement agreed with those measured with probes within a factor of two. On

the other hand, it is difficult to obtain the correct profiles of the temperature and density

between the strike point and the null point. However, when a MARFE occurs and the

temperature is low, the measurement is useful to derive the temperature and density profiles.

Then the spectroscopic measurement suggested that the temperatures around the divertor plates

to that the divertor plasma attached and the null point were about 10 eV.
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7. LHRF

7. 1 LH coupling property at large plasma-antenna distance

M. Seki, N. Asakura

1. Introduction

It is very important to obtain good coupling for Lower Hybrid current drive (

LHCD) performance, because optimized spectrum for high efficiency is launched under

the condition of low reflection coefficient. In order to realize good coupling, thin plasma

more than cut-off density is required in front of LHCD antenna. This means that outer

plasma must be close to LHCD antenna so as to obtain enough density for good coupling.

Severe controllability of plasma position is needed. Situation will be worse in ITER like

machine, since operational frequency raised up to 8 GHz leads higher density for good

coupling. On the other hand a large clearance between the separatrix and the first wall

should be kept for enough low erosion level. Therefore active method must be established

for good coupling at a large plasma-antenna distance. This long distance coupling allows

wide flexibility in LHCD operation. Moreover undesirable heat load on LH antenna may

be avoided.

Large clearance could be maintained by using a gas feed at low reflection in

ASDEX l\ The distance was extended up to 11.5 cm with pellet injection. In JT-60U,

efficient coupling was observed with distance of 10 cm in LH injection alone using 24 x 4

multi-junction antenna 2). Increase in density was measured by a double probe during

good coupling phase. The probe was located in the same field line of ray trajectory of LH

waves. It was pointed out that neutral gas near antenna was a key item for good coupling
3\ In this section, coupling property of LH waves is reviewed using 48 x 4 multi-

junction antenna at a large plasma-antenna distance. Especially, active coupling method is

mentioned and SOL measurements using a fast reciprocating probe are also presented 4).

2. Experimental results

Coupling code taken into account of multi-junction effect in divided waveguides

shows that reflection coefficient in input waveguide is acceptable low as < 10 % when

edged density nedge in front of LH antenna exceeds cut off density nco of operational

frequency. Namely nedge is required higher than 5 x 1019 nr3 corresponding of nco for 2

GHz. If peripheral density can be raised by some active methods, good coupling is

expected.

Typical shot of distant coupling of LH using ICRF injection is shown in Fig. 1.

At beginning of LH injection, reflection coefficient is high due to a large clearance 5

between plasma and LH antenna. By applying of ICRF power, reflection coefficient in
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input waveguides suddenly decreases from 45 to a few % with 5-15 cm. ICRF power of

1MW with 116 MHz is injected into 1.2 MA plasma with 2.5 T. Loop voltage degreases

to zero with increasing input power of LH. It should be pointed out that good coupling

still continues after switching off ICRF power. Loop voltage keeps constant until LH

power stops. In order to investigate a difference in density profile during good coupling

due to ICRF injection, SOL measurements is carried out by a fast reciprocating probe

located below LH antenna in poloidal direction. Figure 2 shows density profile near LH

antenna during LH injection with / without ICRF power. Density during ICRF exceeds

cut off one, but density decrease to a level of LH only case after injection of ICRF power.

Previous experimental results shows possibility to control coupling property by

regulation of gas puffing. However the mechanism of good coupling using gas puff is

not well understood. For example, ionization using neutral gas by LH power and / or fast

electrons should play imr>~<1 it role in good coupling, but where ionization is performed.

Does ionization lead degradation in current drive efficiency through energy loss ? To

solve these questions, active coupling with gas puff is carried out at a large distance.

Time trajectories of active coupling by gas puff are shown in Fig. 3. Reflection

coefficient is reduced due to gas puffing. Gas puff near to LH antenna is more effective

than that from far port side. Line averaged density normally increases by gas puffing.

Even though density gradually decreases, low reflection is lasting. After obtainment good

coupling, input power is raised up to ~ 1.7 MW. Current drive efficiency is estimated to

be - 2 x 1019 m-2AW-!, degradation in efficiency is not observed until plasma-wall

distance of -15 cm. Figure 4 illustrates edge density with / without gas puff. Density

really increase by 40% during gas puffing in compared with no gas puff. However

density measured by the probe recovers LH only level after gas puff. On the other hand

good coupling continues. This situation is the same with long distance coupling by ICRF

injection.

These results suggest that LH power produces a tenuous plasma for propagating

by itself just around LH antenna using neutral gas. Area of ionization should be localized,

and is orientated in the same field line of LH waveguides. Because density increase was

observed in toroidal direction as mentioned in ref 2), in contrast with in no-sufficient

increase in poloidal one. This means energy loss should be negligible because LH power

is used to ionize just near antenna mouth. This is consistent with non-degradation in

current drive efficiency.

3. Summary

Good coupling property is obtained by applying ICRF power and gas puff at a

large distance between plasma-antenna up to 8-15 cm. Low reflection maintains after

stopping ICRF and / or gas feed. Mechanism of this long distance coupling seems that
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LH power produces plasma in front of antenna using neutral gas with small energy loss.

Current drive efficiency does not degrade up to 8-15 cm.

This long distance coupling leads high flexibility in operation of LHCD, moreover

reduction in heat loads on the first wall and LH antenna. In a next generation LH antenna,

coupling will be actively controlled by using gas puffing near LH antenna.
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Fig. 2 : Density profile near LH antenna

during LH injection with / without ICRF

power. SOL measurements is carried out by

a fast reciprocating probe located below LH co

antenna in poloidal direction. Density during *

ICRF exceeds cut off one, but density

decrease to a level of LH only case after

injection of ICRF power.

Fig. 3 : Time trajectories of active coupling

by gas puff are shown. Reflection

coefficient is reduced due to gas puffing.

Line averaged density normally increases by

gas puffing. Even though density gradually

decreases, but low reflection is lasting.

Current drive efficiency is estimated to be

~2 x 10*9 m'^AW'I, degradation in

efficiency is not observed until plasma-wall

distance o/~S~/5 cm.

Fig. 4 : Edge density with / without gas

puff. Density really increases by 40% during

gas puffing in compared with no gas puff.
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7.2 Effect of Lower Hybrid Current Drive on ELM Activities

O. Naito, S. Ide, M. Seki, T. Kondoh, K. Ushigusa

7.2.1 Introduction

To make the enhanced confinement property of the H-mode compatible with a steady-

state operation of tokamak reactor, permitting some amount of Edge Localized Mode (ELM)

activities is a possible candidate for preventing the impurity accumulation in the plasma core

and allowing heat exhaust. In neutral beam (NB) heated plasmas, injection power, for instance,

is one of the key parameters which govern the characteristics of ELMs, i.e. increases in power

leads to increase in ELM frequency. In order to decouple the ELM activities from the heating

power or other global parameters, some active method to control ELM may be useful. Since

ELMs are thought to be a manifestation of ballooning instabilities in the plasma periphery,

edge current drive can be a possible tool to control the ELM activities. In this section, a

preliminary result of applying Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) to plasmas with ELMs is

reported.

7.2.2 Experiment condition and results

The experiments were done on plasmas with Ip = 0.85-0.92 MA, B, = 1.9-2.2 T, qtff

= 4.4-6.4, nt = l-1.3xlO19 m~3, V = 80 m3. ELMy plasmas were produced by 10 MW of

deuterium neutral beam injection, where only tangential beams were used to reduce the loss

of ripple trapped particles. When the electron density built up by NB and ELMs with regular

frequencies appeared, 1 MW of LH was applied. To see the effects of current modification

by LH more clearly, experiments

with reverse ohmic current (i.e.

counter-LHCD) were also carried

out. The LH waves were launched

from multijunction launcher ("Unit

C") with wave refractive index p.

parallel to the static field (iV,,)

ranging from 1.4 to 3.3. Typical

waveforms of D a signals during NB

heating with and without LHCD are

shown in Fig. 1 for the case of

counter-LHCD. The period of LH

injection is shown by bold-lined

box. For the case of fast wave

injection (e.g. Na = 1.4), ELM

activities did not change

FIG. 1. Waveforms of Da signals during NB heating for the
case of reverse ohmic current. LH injection (Nil = 3.3,2.7) is
shown by bold-lined box.
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significantly from the case without LH. However, as shown in Fig. 1, ELM-free period

tended to prolong when LH with slow wave phase velocities were injected. During ELM-free

period, plasmas were in the H-phase as observed from the increase in the plasma stored

energy. The response time of ELM activities on LHCD was typically around 0.2 s. This is

relatively short compared to

the current diffusion time

which is at least a few

seconds for the target

plasmas of this experiment.

Moreover, the effect of

LHCD on ELMs were almost

the same for the case of co-

LHCD (i.e. LHCD in the

c
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period is shown in Fig. 2 as

a function of injected wave refractive index. Squares show the counter-LHCD case and

circles show the co-LHCD case. For comparison, case without LH is plotted at Nv = I. The

frequency of ELMs for NB only case is 20-100 Hz which is consistent with the previous

results [1]. By injection of large A',, waves, the interval between ELM-free period prolonged

by a factor of 2-3. This tendency is almost the same both for co- and counter-LHCD.

7.2.3 Discussion

The facts that the response time of ELM activities to LHCD was sufficiently shorter

than the current diffusion time and that the characteristics of ELMs were not affected by the

current reversal indicate that the current modification by LHCD is not the major cause of the

change in ELM activities. This has to be, however, further examined by using "Units A and

B" launchers which have better directivity than "Unit C". The change in the total input power

and density due to LH injection were not so large and may not be the major cause either. In

the old JT-60, ELM-free H-mode was obtained by simultaneous injection of different-frequency

waves. In that case, H-mode was obtained with ~ 1 MW of LH power for Ip - 1.5 MA, B, =

4.5 T, nt ~ 2xlO19 m"3, but was spoiled by NB injection. Effects of fast electrons may be a

possible cause, however, it should be clarified in the future study.
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7.3 Measurement of Safety Factor Profile during Lower Hybrid
Current Drive

O. Naito, S. Ide, T. Fujica, T. Kondoh, M. Seki, K. Ushigusa

The lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) experiments on JT-60 have demonstrated the

effectiveness of LH wave as a current profile controller in a large tokamak [1]. It has been

shown that die plasma current profile can be either peaked or broadened by selecting the

phase velocity of the injected wave. In the experiments, the change in the global current

profile is inferred from the magnetic measurement. The validity of this measurement has

been partially supported by a calculated time evolution of plasma internal inductance (£,)

assuming that the LH-driven current is similar to the observed hard X-ray profile [2]. Recently,

a direct measurement of local safety factor ("q") profile using Motional Stark Effect (MSE) is

available on JT-60 [3]. In this section, a preliminary result of MSE measurement during

LHCD is reported.

Plasma parameters of the

measured targets were: Ip = 1.2 MA,

B, = 3.5 T, nt = 0.4xl019 m"3. The LH

waves (1 MW) were injected from a

multijunction launcher ("Unit C",

number of subwaveguides: toroidally 24

x poloidally 4) with wave refractive

indices parallel to the static field (N,,)

of 1.4 and 2.7. Time evolution of lt

from magnetic measurement is shown n G i h T i m e evolul ion o f p l a s m a in t e rna l i n d u c t a n c c for

in Fig. 1. Small spikes in t are due to fas tcr w a v e injection (Nil = 1.4) and slower wave injection
' (Nil =2.7̂

the injection of diagnostic beams for

MSE. The current profile gradually peaked for

the case of faster wave injection (//„ = 1.4,

E24676) and broadened for the case of slower

wave injection (NK = 2.7, E24677). Although

the hard X-ray signals are disturbed by neutrons

when deuterium beams are injected, the LH-

driven current profile inferred from the observed

hard X-ray intensity profile (Fig. 2) was more

peaked for faster wave injection, consistent with

the magnetic measurement.

Measured ^-profiles are shown in Fig. 3

for earlier phase {t = 5.95 s, "A" in Fig. 1) and

80
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FIG. 2. Hard X-ray intensity profile during
LHCD.
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later phase (t = 8.95 s, "B" in Fig. 1). One second after the LH injection (t = 5.95 s), the

<7-value at the central- to mid-radius was smaller for the case of faster wave injection than that

for slower wave injection, except for some scatters in the data. Accordingly the derived

current density profile was rather flat near the plasma center and was more centrally weighted

for the case of faster wave injection. Four seconds after LH injection (t = 8.95 s), the

magnetic shear (rlq) (dq/dr) at the mid-

radius increased for the case of slower wave

injection whereas slightly decreased for the

case of faster wave injection. The change

in the q-profile in the inner region was small

especially for the case of faster wave

injection. Therefore the current profile in

the inner region may settle in the rather

early phase of LH injection.

In these experiments, an extra beam

(#7B) was injected in addition to the Q
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diagnostic beam (#7A), which might reduce

the signal to noise ratio of the data. Further

study is necessary in the forthcoming

campaign where more spatial measuring

points of MSE diagnostics will be available.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
r/a

FIG. 3. Measured safety factor profile at points A and
B in Fig. 1, for faster wave (Nil = 1.4) and slower wave
(Nil = 2.7) injection.
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7.4 Investigation on Lower Hybrid Wave Absorption

S. Ide, O. Naito

1. Introduction
Realization of the absorption mechanism of lower hybrid wave (LHW) in a tokamak

plasma is very important from a viewpoint not only of LHW physics itself but also of

profile control in a reactor plasma. These days active control of profiles such as current,

pressure and rotation profiles has been attracted large interest from a viewpoint of

improved confinement. In this section two experiments related to LHW absorption done

in JT-60U are reported. One of them is dependence of the wave deposition on the bulk

electron temperature Te, while the other is that on the wave propagation direction.

2. Tc dependence

It has been shown in many tokamaks that LHW deposition varies with the parallel

ray refractive index N;/ of the injected waves. Simply speaking, lower N;/ waves tend to

make a peaked power deposition profile while higher N;/ waves give a broad one. This

can be understood taking distance between the wave spectrum and the bulk electron

thermal speed in the phase space into account. From this point of view, changing Te

keeping N/; constant would give a similar result.

In order to scan Te the plasma current Ip and the toroidal field BT were changed

keeping the effective safety factor qcfr~ 7.9. The scanned ranges were 0.45 MA < Ip < 1.2

MA and 1.5 T < BT < 4 T. The line averaged electron density ne was adjusted almost

identical as 5.5 x 1018 m'3 for all the shots. The shape of nc profile was kept almost the

same as well. The LHW spectrum has a peak at N;/ = 2.44 and the full width at the half

maximum is about 0.5 and is injected from poloidal location at ft , ~ 45°. The input

E24947.43.66

Ol

--o--lp=0.45MA
-&-lp=0.9MA

- =1.2MA

power PLH was. tried to keep Ip/P^ constant.

However it was not completely successful,

since the LHW power matching changes ^

depending on the target plasma. In Fig. 1, the <D

Te profiles measured by the Thomson w

scattering system are plotted. As shown in the *~

figure, Te increases with the increase of Ip.

Hard X-ray (HX) emission is monitored by a

multi-channel Nal scintillation tube array. The

profiles of HX intensity IHX are shown in

Fig.2. Note that IHX is a line integrated value FiS->: T- P^fdesforIr =0.45. 0.9 and 1.2MA

and here p is the normalized flux radius. As pl°smas-

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
P
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1
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V - --X--o!45MA

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
P

shown in the figure, the IHX profile differs 2̂4943-66

depending on Ip, in other words on Te. As Te

(Ip) lowered, IHX profile become peaked and

lowered. Considering the wave spectrum, a

resonant value of Te is around 4.5 keV. Since _ :

the LHW were injected from -5po, ~ 45° upshift

of N/t is expected. Although, no ray tracing

calculation based on the experimental condition

has been done yet, calculation results of other

LHCD experiments suggests that N/; can upshift . , , , . „ . .
^ oa 11 r Fig.2: IHX profiles for different Ip

by 0.1 or more. With an increase by 0.1 the

resonant Te can be 3.5 keV. Assuming the resonant Te = 3.5 keV, a resonant position is

around at p ~ 0.3 and 0.1 for IP = 1.2 and 0.9 MA respectively. The change of IHX profile

at these Ip can be explained by this. In these cases absorption should be one pass

absorption. A careful comparison between these data with calculation results would give a

very important information about the wave-plasma interaction. That is to say, at which

point does the wave interaction with the elections manifests in the velocity space, or if the

toroidal effect can explain well the upshift of the spectrum and so on. By lowering Ip

further, the absorption is expected to become multi pass absorption. Analysis of these

data would give a clue to a question if the N/; upshift due to the toroidal effect is still

dominant in a multi pass situation. Anyway, in these cases more detailed ray tracing

analysis based on the experimental condition are necessary.

3. wave propagation direction dependence
Since LHWs propagate along the magnetic field line, the trajectory of the wave

propagation can be changed by reversing the BT direction. When LHWs are injected at

$ o| ~ 450 the ray trajectory projected, in p space is different if the propagation direction is

reversed. In Fig. 3 schematic pictures of ray

trajectories are shown. In the experiment the

target plasma was of IP = 1.2 MA, BT = 3.5 T

and the main working gas was hydrogen. The

LHW spectrum used was the same as one

mentioned in section 2,, and P^, was about 1.2

MW. Profiles of IHX and HX temperature THX

are shown in Fig. 4. As is clear in the figure, ^

both profiles are completely different between

normal and reversed BT direction cases. Fig.3 Schematic picture of ivy titgectory

The difference can be explained as follows. depending on the direction ofBT

reversed BT
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In the normal BT direction case, the waves

propagate towards the plasma center and along

the trajectory N;/ upshifts as mentioned in section

2. On the contrary, the situation is different in the

other case. At the first pass, the waves are not

completely absorbed since the trajectory goes

through the peripheral area. Therefore, the rest of

the power is reflected at the plasma boundary and

goes back into the plasma again. At this time, N;/

suffers downshift but not upshift in the

experimental condition. Therefore, the actual

spectrum inside plasma has lower N;/ component

than the launched one. These lower N,, waves

accelerate the high energy electron tail to higher

energy. This makes IHX and T,

general.
HX higher in

X
X

1

.5

n

E2527S.87

-9—3.5T
-B-+3.5T

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
P

Fig.4 : IIJX and T/ix profiles in normal

(broken lines) and reversed (solid lines) BT

cases.

3. Summary
In order to study the absorption mechanisms of LHW, LHW deposition has been

investigated by changing Te and the direction of BT in JT-60U.

A systematic study of Tc dependence on wave absorption was carried out for the first

time. In order to perform the experiment as correct as possible operation parameters,

especially q, which is very important to the wave absorption, are kept as constant as

possible. In the experiment a change of IHX profile depending on Te has been confirmed.

At higher Te cases, the change of IHX profile consistent with a picture of one pass

absorption. With more detailed analysis based upon a ray tracing calculation would give

important information on LHW absorption mechanism such as, the manifestation limit of

Landau damping.

An evident difference in both the IHX and THX profiles is found when the direction of

BT is reversed. The difference can be explained by a difference in change of N;/ along the

ray trajectory.
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7.5 Effect of LHCD on particle confinement

S. Ide, K. Nagashima and O. Naito

1. Introduction

Particle confinement is one of the most important issues in a nuclear fusion research.

In many radio frequency (RF) wave heated plasmas, such as electron cyclotron wave

heating (ECH), ion cyclotron wave heating (ICH) and so on, changes of electron density

ne profile has been reported. In the other words, RF heating affects particle confinement.

In JT-60U, effect of lower hybrid wave current drive (LHCD) on particle confinement

has been investigated.

2. Experimental results

In the experiments the target plasma parameters, such as the plasma current Ip, the

toroidal magnetic field BT, ne and so on, have been scanned to some extent. In Fig. 1,

temporal traces of the line integrated ne of a typical case of Ip = 0.45 MA and BT = 1.5 T

are plotted with different LHW spectrum

injections. In these cases, the width of a

spectrum is about 0.5 (the full width at the

half maxima). As shown in the figure,

decrease in ne is clearest when the smallest

N/; waves are injected. The density profiles

measured by the Thomson scattering

diagnostics are show in Fig. 2. As is seen in

the figure, the decrease in ne is evident in the

central region in the case of Nw = 1.92

waves injection. Note that even in the higher

N,, waves injection case, ne slightly

decreases in the central region, although the

line integrated nc increases slightly. The increase in the line integrated ne comes from the

increase at the edge region. In the experimental condition, an increase in Ha signal has

always been observed. This suggests release of neutral gas from the LHW launcher(s) or

the wall. Therefore, in all the LHW injection cases nc at the edge region increased.

Although detailed analysis of the data is necessary, it is evident from the change the ne

profile itself that the change of the particle transport depending on the injection wave

parameter.

ctp-

1.4

1.3

1.2

E24925,47,35

•a \

= 1.

2

921

.87

.24«\i_

N
/mp

10 11 12
Time (s)

13

Fig. 1 : Temporal evolution of line integrated

density with the injection of LHW of various N,/
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E24925.35

co
tn

o

•••••OH
-*-N//=2.87

N//=1.92

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
P

1

Fig.2 : nt profiles of the target OH plasma and

with the injection of LHWs of Nu = 1.92 and

2.87.

Within the range of plasma parameters

scanned, the decrease in nc seems to be

clearer when ; IP is lower, the target ne is

lower and the IHX profile, or the wave

deposition profile, is centrally peaked.

The mechanism of this phenomenon is

not understood yet. There might be some

candidates such as, due to a current profile

change, due to a bulk electron heating effect,

due to a change of the high energy electrons

distribution function, due to a change in the

plasma potential or the radial electric field and so on. A change in the current profile

seems plausible since one of the most significant effect of the LHW application is the

current drive, of course. In order to check the effect of the current drive a similar

experiment was carried out with a negative directional LHCD. That is, in the experiment

the directions of both Ip and BT were reversed. Since the phasing direction of LHW is

fixed, LHW drives a current opposite to the

OH current. Therefore, the total current

profile should be in opposite tendency with

respect to the injected LHW spectrum. That

is, the total current profile is broaden when

lower N;/ waves are injected. For a clear

comparison, the target plasma was chosen

•

3
CO

C

oW
eo
j r
h-

a
C

1

0

"* • '
E25280.81

-••-•OH
-*-N//=3.18 "
-4-N//=1.6

1 1 f t * 1

that of Ip = 0.45 MA and BT = 1.5 T. If a 0 0 .2 0 .4 0 .6 0 .8 1

FigJ : ne pmfiles in the negative directional

LHCD cases.

change in the current profile is dominate for

the particle confinement, a result obtained in

a negative directional LHCD should be in

an opposite tendency to that in the normal

LHCD case. However the result obtained in a negative directional LHCD is the same as

the result in the normal LHCD case. In Fig. 3 ne profiles in the negative directional LHCD

case are plotted. It is clear that ne decreases in the plasma center when lower N;/ waves are

injected. From the result, the modification of the current profile should be eliminated from

the candidates.

In order to qualify the change of the particle confinement, a gas puff modulation

experiment was also carried out". The analysis shows that the particle diffusion
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coefficient D is smaller in the OH plasma than that in LHCD plasma. Among LHCD

plasmas, D is larger when lower N;/ waves are injected. The profile peaking factor Cv is

larger in the OH plasma than that in LHCD plasma and smaller when lower N,, waves are

injected. Furthermore separating the plasma into inner and outer regions, it is found that D

tends to be larger in the outer region.

3. Summary
In JT-60U an effect of lower hybrid wave current drive (LHCD) on particle

confinement has been observed. Flattening of ne profile, a decrease of ne in the plasma

central region, has been observed especially, when

1) lower Nw waves are injected

2) operated at lower Ip

3) operated at lower target nc.

The flattening should be attributed to a degradation of particle confinement. Results

of the negative directional LHCD suggest that the degradation would not be attributed to

the current profile modification by LHCD.

A qualitative analysis of a gas puff modulation experiment verifies the experimental

observations.

Reference
1) K. Nagashima et.al. submitted to Plasma Phys. and Controlled Fusion
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8. ICRF

8.1 Long Distance ICRF Coupling

S. Moriyama, H. Kimura, N. Asakura, T. Fujii, M. Saigusa

1. Introduction

It is important to study ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating of H-mode

plasma and with a large antenna-plasma gap for application to a future device such as

ITER. In order to achieve heating with good confinement, H-mode plasma is preferable.

On the other hand, to reduce heat load to the first wall and the ICRF antenna, lager S-F

gap is preferable. However, the coupling resistance of the antenna, Re, varies with L to

H transition and decreases with increasing S-F gap. The change of the antenna coupling

resistance requires adjustments of the impedance matching and the decrease in the

resistance raise the RF voltage at the antenna. Consequently, they would be obstacles to

continuous high power ICRF heating.

The second harmonic ICRF experiments have been performed by using a pair of

phased antenna arrays since 1992. The scheme is minority proton heating in deuterium

or helium majority plasma. The present operating frequency is 116 MHz which is the

second harmonic proton cyclotron resonance frequency at a magnetic field of 3.8 T. The

generator RF output power is 8 MW. The maximum coupled power with plasma is 7.0

MW for out-of-phase (Tt-phasing).

2. Coupling with H-mode plasma

High power of - 5 MW is coupled to

ELM-free H-mode plasmas, and effective

heating is observed in combination with

NBI as shown in Fig. 1. The gap between

the separatrix and the Faraday shield of the

antenna (S-F gap) is 15 cm. The sawtooth

is stabilized and highest level of the stored

energy (~8MJ) among H-modes in JT-60U

is achieved. Frequency Feedback Control

(FFC) keeps good matching through L to H

transition. Figure 2 shows that high power

ICRF injection is rather difficult with

smaller S-F gap which gives larger Re and

lower voltage at the antenna, possibly

because fast ions escape from the plasma.

= 4MA, BT(0) = 3 .8T , P N B = 2 5 M W

ne - 3x1019m-3, D+(H)

^(Frequency Shift by FFC)

10
Time (sec)

Fig. 1 ICRF heating of H-mode plasma is
successful with large plasma - antenna
gap (=15 cm).
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H-rriode
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Separatrix - Faraday shield Gap [cm]

Fig. 2 High power ICRF injection is rather difficult

with smaller S-F gap.

3. SOL Density Profile measurement
during ICRF Keating

Density profile of the scrape off layer

(SOL) plasma during ICRH is measured

by a reciprocating probe. Relationship

between the density profile and the antenna

coupling resistance is examined. SOL

plasma density and its decay length

increase outside a point of -3cm from the

separatrix with ICRF heating as shown in

Fig.3. If the increase of SOL density by

ICRF is expected in ITER as observed in

JT-60U, antenna design to obtain enough

coupling resistance will be easier.

Using the measured SOL density

profiles, antenna coupling resistance is

calculated with a ICRF wave coupling

code 2). The coupling resistance calculated

by the code including the 2nd slope in the

SOL density profile shows good

agreement with the measurement.

E024913

"o 0.1

O.O1

• -*— Separatrix Wall —•-
• » Faraday Shie

\ f c (rt.O), 1.2MA, 3.5T, 60 = 15.7cm

^ ^ ave. Re = 3.6 n

A% ° ° w i th I C R F

w/o ICRF ^ | L A Oo<k>°

i l d - ^

5 10 15
Length from Separatrix (cm)

Fig. 3 Measured SOL density profile with and without ICRF heating. The second component of the

profile produced in outer SOL region by ICRF heating. It helps higher coupling resistance.
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4. Coupling Improvement with
Large S-F Gap
A new trial for coupling with large S-F

gap using low n// (135°-phasing) ICRF

wave was further studied after the

experiments in 1994 *). A peak value of

the toroidal refractive index spectra is ~

2.1 for the 135°-phasing, ~ 2.7 for the n-

phasing. In the experiment in 1994, the

coupling resistance was improved in the %

- 2 . 1 case, compared to the n//~ 2.7 case

as shown in Fig. 4. However, heating

efficiency of n//~ 2.1 is lower than that of

n//~ 2.7, especially at high density (n ~

2 . 5 x l 0 l 9 m " 3 ) as shown in Fig. 5.

Possible physical picture is as follows ;

The wave scattered in the high field side

SOL plasma at the cut off density heats a

wide region of plasma because of low

single-pass absorption in a low n// case.

In the contrary, in high n// case, the wave

absorption is concentrated in the plasma

core because of high single-pass

absorption. It is expected that absorption

of low n// waves is improved by the high

energy ion tail. Then, combined heating

with hydrogen-NBI in helium majority

plasma tried. Heating efficiency with the

hydrogen-NBI for the % ~ 2.1 heating

was significantly improved as expected

and is close to that for % ~ 2.7 as shown

in Fig. 6. Heating efficiency for n//~ 2.7

and n// ~ 0 was also improved.

Coupling resistance at the S-F gap of

15 cm (a design parameter of ITER) for n//

- 2 . 1 is - 5 Q. which is about two times

higher than that for % - 2.7.

^ lp=2MA, BT(0)=3.8T

n=1.5-2.5x10" rrT3
;_ He+(H) discharges

0)
DC
D)
C

3
O
O
XJ
Q)

2
CD

3

E22508-E22523

n / f27 (re)

n/r2.1 (135')

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
S-F gap (cm)

Fig, 4 Coupling resistance was improved in the

2.1 case comparing to the ii//-2.7 case.
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Fig. 5 Heating efficiency of nu -2.1 is lower
than that of ii//~ 2.7 especially at high

density ( n - 2.5xl019m'3 ) .

with H-NBI PNB=10 MW

n =2.2-2.3x1019 m'3
e

(P <2MW, P.OOms pulse}
IC

ry-2.7 (K)
n -2.1 (135*)

,ro(o)

10 15 20 25
S-F gap (cm)

Fig. 6 Heating efficiency for the n//~ 2.1 heating
is significantly improved as expected and
is close to that for ii// ~ 2.7, by
injecting hydrogen-NBI.

30

5. Summary

The long distance ICRF heating of H-mode plasma was successfully demonstrated.

The ICRF power of 5MW was coupled with 15 cm (ITER designed value) of Separatrix-

Faraday shield gap and effective heating was observed. The long distance coupling is

effective to reduce heat load including the particle bombardment to the antenna.

It is found that the density profile at scrape off layer (SOL) plasma is changed by

ICRF. The second slope in the SOL appears near the ICRF antenna and gives higher

coupling resistance. This can make ITER antenna design easier.

Coupling was improved with low n// (~ 2.1) wave. 140% power can be coupled with

20 cm of S-F gap, compared to n// ~ 2.7 case. The heating efficiency is improved with

lots of high energy ions, suggesting possibility of long distance ICRF heating in ITER.

References

1) Kimura H. et al.; Invited Paper for 11th Topical Conf. on RF Power in Plasmas

(1995).

2) Kimura H. et al.; Proc. 4-th Joint Varenna-Grenoble Int. Symp. on Heating in Troidal

Plasmas, 2(1984)1128.
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8.2 Study on Confinement Improvement for ICRF Heated Plasmas
on Antenna-Plasma Gap and Plasma Volume

T. Fujii, H. Kimura, M. Saigusa, S. Moriyama, Y. Kusama, M. Nemoto, V. I. Afanassiev*

* A. F. loffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, 194021, Russia

1. Introduction

Ion cyclotron range of frequencies (ICRF) heating is one of strong plasma heating

methods for reactor grade tokamaks. Second harmonic ICRF heating for minority ion has

been carried out on JT-60U and its heating properties have been studied. Sufficient heating

has been achieved in wide ranges of plasma parameters, especially in a line-average electron

density range (1 - 5) x 1019 n r 3 . By strong heating for the plasma core the sawtooth

oscillation is stabilized1), and then the plasma energy confinement is improved by 20 - 30%.

Here another improvement mode on plasma confinement for ICRF heated plasmas is found

on the plasma configuration with carefully adjusted the antenna-plasma gap and the plasma

volume. Its improvement properties and mechanism are investigated.

2. Experimental Results

The ICRF heating experiment for study on confinement improvement is performed for

helium plasmas with hydrogen ion minority at Bto = 3.8 T and Ip = 2 MA. The concentration

of hydrogen ion is estimated as 10% - 20% from the increase in the plasma density by

hydrogen gas puffing before the ICRF pulse. ICRF phasing is (rc,0) mode and injection power

is in a range of Pic = 1-5 MW - 7 MW.. Figure 1 shows the difference in plasma heating

performance between two shots, E25140 and E25147. For these shots, the plasma density is

similar (n e = 3.2 x 1019 n r 3 for E25140, iTe = 3.5 x 1019 n r 3 for E25147) and the injection

power is almost same (Pic = 4.0 MW for E25140, Pic = 4.5 MW for E25147). The heating

performance, however, is quite different. The central electron temperature Te(0) rises from

2.2 keV to 5.4 keV and the stored energy WQIA., measured by a diamagnetic loop, increases

from 1.15 MJ to 2.28 MJ for E25147, while Te(0) from 2.4 keV to 4.7 keV and WDIA worn

1.06 MJ to 1.88 MJ for E25140. Therefore, the heating efficiency defined as AWDIA/(Pic +

APOH) is larger by about 30% for E25147, The sawtooth oscillation is stabilized for both

shots, further more, TAE mode2-3) is not observed. The high heating efficiency for E25147 is

not caused by the sawtooth stabilization although the heating efficiency is normally improved

by it. There is, however, much difference in tail temperature of atomic hydrogen flux as Ttaii

= 224 keV for E25147 and Ttaji = 181 keV for E25140. Then this difference in Ttaii is not a

cause of high heating efficiency and rather a result due to different heating efficiencies.

What is different between the two shots is the plasma configuration, as shown in Figs. 2

(a) and (b). The antenna-plasma gap (exactly separatrix-Faraday shield gap) 8S-F is 12.6 cm

for E25140 and 9.5 cm for E25147, which is a key parameter and further the plasma volume is
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Fig. 1 Comparison of plasma healing between two shots, E25140 and E25147.

10

ICRF
Antenna

(a)E25140

ICRF
Antenna

(b)E25147

Fig. 2 Plasma configurations for the shots shown in Fig. ].

slightly different as Vp = 91 m3 for E25140 and Vp = 93 m3 for E25147. It is noted that the

plasma volume must be expanded in order to make the plasma close to the antenna. If the

plasma with its volume < 88 m3 is close to the antenna (8s-F < 11 cm) for this series, the

breakdown at the antenna front, especially at the Faraday shield arises at power levels of 3 - 4

MW and the ICRF pulse length is limited to less than 0.8 sec. The relation of the confinement
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improvement to the antenna-plasma gap is examined by shifting the plasma position for

limited plasma parameters of Vp = 91 - 93 m3, ne = (3.2 - 3.6) x 1019 n r 3 and Pic = 4 - 5

MW. Figure 3 indicates the energy confinement improvement, H-factor as a function of 85.

F- The H-factor is defined as TE^E(ITER89), where TE(ITER89) (sec) = 0.048 Ip°-85(MA)

Rp
L2(m) ap°-3(m) neai(102Om-3) B,?-2(T) (AeffK)0-5 Pabs"a5(MW), and in the estimation of

TE(ITERS9) the effective mass number for helium is assumed as Aeff =1.8 because of 10% -

20% hydrogen concentration. It is found that the energy confinement is improved by about

20% for the condition of Sp-s < 10 cm. The improvement mechanism has not yet been

understood. However, varies changes in the edge plasma behavior are observed for the high

efficiency mode which means the heating efficiency is higher as in the shot E25147 than

normal shots (T /̂tE^TERS!?) ~ 1). The one-turn loop voltage shifts up and down within 200

ms of the beginning of the ICRF pulse and the H a signal drops during that time. Moreover,

the antenna loading resistance decreases from a high value to a normal value, which is quite

sensitive to the edge plasma density and its gradient. Then it is probably that the edge plasma

density changes for the high efficiency mode, but any measurement of the edge plasmas

density has not yet been performed during ICRF heating at high power levels.
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Fig. 4 XE/TE(1TER89) and TAE mode amplitude

versus Pic

Figure 4 shows the H-factor and the TAE mode amplitude versus Pic at ne = (3.7 - 3.9)

x 10'9 n r 3 for the high efficiency mode and at nc = (2.5 - 3.2) x 1019 n r 3 for normal mod.

The H-factor increases with Pic and tends to be saturated to TE/TE(ITER89) = 1.3 at power

levels Pic - 6 - 7 MW. The TAE mode is excited from Pic ~ 5 MW and seems to correlate to

the saturation of the H-factor. The stored energy, however, is quite slightly degraded and

rather the central electron temperature is fairly affected by the TAE mode activities. At low

power levels Pic < 3 MW the power dependence of H-factor is similar to that for the normal
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mode. Similar power dependence is also observed for the tail temperature as shown in Fig. 5.

Thus it can be concluded that the power dependence of the H-factor at least for Pic < 3 MW

is caused mainly by the improvement of the power absorption by the energetic ions.
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Figure 6 shows the H-factor as a function of the electron density for PJC > 3 MW. The

H-factor tends to increase with the electron density for both modes. This means the energy

confinement time has stronger density dependence than the ITER89 power low. Then it is

important to examine the density dependence of the H-factor at higher densities and the H-

factor for the high efficiency mode is expected to reach to 1.5 at densities ne ~ 5 x 1019 nr3 .

But the H-factor at such high densities is not improved in this series, because the densities are

close to the density limit for OH plasmas at Ip = 2 MA. Further studies on the confinement

improvement for high densities are left.

3. Summary

The experiments are carried out to study the high efficiency mode for second harmonic

ICRF heated plasmas on JT-60U. The following results are obtained. (1) The high efficiency

mode is produced for the conditions of 5$-F < 10 cm and the plasma volume > 88 m3 where

the breakdown at the antenna front is suppressed. (2) The H-factor, TE/TE(ITER89) ' S

improved by 20% - 30% . (3) The power dependence of the H-factor for Pic < 3 MW is

caused mainly due to the improvement of the power absorption by the energetic ions. (4) The

H-factor tends to increase with the electron density up to TE/TE(ITER89) ~ 1.3.
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8.3 Gamma-ray and neutron measurements in second harmonic minority
ion ICRF heating

T. Kondoh, H. Kimura, M. Saigusa, T. Fujii, S. Moriyama, M. Nemoto,

K. Tobita, A. Morioka, K. Nagashima, T. Nishitani, and Y. Kusama

1. Introduction

Behavior of MeV-ions in tokamak plasma is important to investigate for the design of

the fusion devices in which MeV-ions will be produced. In this paper, MeV-energy protons

( 2 - 6 MeV) were accelerated by Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequency (ICRF) heating in order

to simulate fusion produced particles in DT reactors and characteristics of the fast ion were

investigated with y-ray and neutron measurements.

2. Experiments and measurements

Experiments were carried out by means of H-minority second harmonic ICRF

heating*) (fRF =116 MHz, P R F ^ 7 MW) with helium as working gas. Gamma-ray spectra

in an energy range of 1 to 20 MeV were measured by 5" x 5" Nal(Tl) scintillator and

photomultiplier combination surrounded by 50 cm polyethylene and 30 cm lead shield.

Schematic view of the measurement system is shown in fig. 1, which shows collimated

viewing area in the center of the plasma. The detected signal is processed by CAMAC and

pulse height analyzed into 256 channels every 50 ms.

3. Line y-rays and neutron emission

Typical measured y-ray spectra are shown in fig. 2 for various values of the line-

average electron density. The energies of observed y-ray lines were 2.1, and 4.4 MeV, which

corresponded to the energy level of first excited state of impurity nuclei, respectively. The

intensities of the lines are strongly depend on the electron density. Those y-rays were emitted

from inelastic collisions of high energy protons with impurity nuclei of ' ^B and ^C with

threshold proton energy, Eth, of 2.5, and 5.0 MeV, respectively.

l lB + p - ^ l l B + p' + y (2.1 MeV) (Em>2.5 MeV)
12C + p - * 1 2 C + p' + y(4.4MeV). (Etn>5 MeV)

Consequently, it is obvious that the protons were accelerated to the energy more than 5 MeV.

To identify the origin of the y-ray lines (from the first wall or from impurities in the

plasma), neon gas was injected as impurity during 2nd harmonic ICRF experiments. Since

line spectrum of the neon (1.7 MeV) which corresponds to the first excited energy of 20Ne

was observed as shown in fig. 3, y-ray lines were originated from impurity ions in the plasma.

In these experiments, neutron signal which originated from reaction ^B+p —> 1 ̂ C+n

that has threshold energy of 3 MeV was also detected. Some fraction of neutron signals in the

ICRF heated plasmas are originated from interaction between lost fast protons and boron at
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the first wall. Using this reaction, we have examined the interaction between first wall and

MeV-ions (E > 3 MeV) as well as by y-ray measurements.

4. Behavior of neutron and y-ray signals after sawtooth crash

The two distinct kinds of temporal behavior of neutron and y-ray signals after

sawtooth crash were observed: (i) slow (-100 ms) and (ii) fast increase (~ 5 ms) in the

neutron signal. In the giant sawtooth crash case, the slow rise superposing the fast rise was

observed as shown in fig. 4, while in the mini sawtooth crash case, only the fast rise was

observed as shown in fig. 5. When neutron signal slowly increases, the y-ray signal also

increases; the increase can be explained by an influx of the boron impurity to the plasma,

accompanied with the giant sawtooth crash. Fast rise in the neutron signal is originated from

the interaction between lost fast protons and boron at the first wall.

5. Confinement of MeV-ions

In order to investigate the confinement characteristic of MeV-energy protons,

dependence of the y-ray intensity as a function of slowing down time is plotted in fig. 6.

Observed y-ray intensity has strong correlation with T e ^ / n e (°= classical slowing down

time). This result suggests that orbital loss process of the ICRF-heated fast ions (2- 6 MeV)

in the center is small compared with slowing down process.

6. Energy distribution of MeV-ions through y-ray spectroscopy

Energy distribution of ions in a range of 2-6 MeV was estimated from intensity ratio

of the y-ray lines. The tail temperature was estimated to 0.6 - 2 MeV which strongly

depended on electron density. The tail density was evaluated to be about 2 x 1 0 ^ m"3 from

intensity of the y-rays which was consistent with tail stored energy estimated by a

diamagnetic measurement.

7. Conclusions

(1) y-line of 1.7, 2.1, and 4.4 MeV were detected these were caused by inelastic collision of

proton and ^Ne, ^C, and ' ^B, respectively.

(2) The two distinct kinds of temporal behavior of neutron and y-ray signals after sawtooth

crash were observed: (i) slow (-100 ms) and (ii) fast increase (<- 5 ms) in the neutron signal..

(3) From the rough estimation, the tail temperature was estimated to 0.6 - 2 MeV and the tail

density was evaluated to be about 2 x 10'7 m'3
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8.4 Proton acceleration in MeV energy range with ICRF and Hydrogen-NB

M. Nemoto, Y. Kusama, V. I. Afanassiev*, K. Hamamatsu, H. Kimura, T. Fujii,

S. Moriyama and M. Saigusa

*; A. F. Iqffe Physical-Technical Institute, St. Petersburg, 194021, Russia

1. Introduction

Toroidicky-induced Alfven eigen (TAE) mode is an intense instability which

degrades the confinement of a-particles, and its' investigation has been done with some

middle and large tokamaks. Experiments for suppression of TAE mode are carrying out

with ICRF and/or NB on DIII-D, TFTR, JET and JT-60U. Since different characteristics

are obtained by using of different heating methods, relation between energy distribution of

MeV ions and the excitation of TAE mode needs to be investigated, i. e., behavior of

passing ions is a key in tangential NB heated plasmas, and one of trapped ions is

important in ICRF heated plasmas. In the case of ICRF heating, understanding to

characteristics of the ion energy distribution up to MeV energy range is required at first.

There is a possibility that higher harmonic ICRF wave heating is available to production of

various perpendicular energy distributions, because acceleration by ICRF wave depends

on harmonic number1).

In order to investigate energy distribution in MeV range, we produced

simultaneously heating plasmas with NB and ICRF wave of the second harmonic to the

fourth harmonic of hydrogen (2O)CH-4COCH)> and measured characteristics of MeV energy

ions first and directly with a newly installed neutral particle energy analyzer2). Relation

between measured energy distributions and improvement of plasma performance is

investigated, and the measured characteristics are compared with prediction from the 1-D

Fokker-Plank code incorporating the kinetic wave equation3). Moreover, characteristics of

measured energy distributions to absorbed ICRF power are investigated.

2. Experimental set-up

For characterization of higher harmonic dependence, we scanned toroidal

magnetic field on plasma center B-r(O) from 1.59 T to 3.74 T to vary harmonic number n

and a location of a resonance layer for hydrogen, shot by shot. Range of the location is

shown in Fig. 1. Other resonance layers are out side of the plasma. Both ICRF frequency

of 116 MHz and a plasma configuration shown in Fig. 1 are fixed in all of discharges.

Other parameters are major radius of plasma Ro~3.54 m, plasma current Ip=1.3-1.5 MA

and electron density iv=(1.6-2.5)xlO19 n r 3 . Here, Ip is regulated to produce stable

plasmas in lower B T condition. Hydrogen neutral beams are injected into plasmas which

are helium majority and hydrogen minority. Perpendicular NB units inject NB power PNBI
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of 6.4-7.7 MW, and beam lines of them are though plasma core as shown in Fig. 1. ICRF

power of 2.7-3.1 MW is injected from launchers installed on ports of low field side.

Aiming at efficient plasma heating with ICRF wave, phasing of ICRF wave is set on (rc,O)

mode. Atomic hydrogen flux is measured by the neutral particle energy analyzer (NPA) in

a range from 0.25-1.0 MeV. The NPA sights plasma core vertically, as shown in Fig. 1.

For characterization of absorbed ICRF power dependence, we scanned ratio of

injected ICRF power to NB power. Plasma configuration and ICRF wave condition are

the same as ones in above By scan experiment, except for Ip=2 MA. Injected ICRF and

NB powers are 2.1-3.0 MW and 1.3-11.7 MW, respectively.

3. Experimental results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows time evolutions of plasma parameters in a typical discharge with

Bj(0)=3.74 T and Ip=1.5 MA. From the top column, ne is line averaged electron density,

Wdia is diamagnetic plasma stored energy, Pic is ICRF power, PNBI is injected NB

power, and Te(0) is the central electron temperature measured with electron cyclotron

emission measurement system.

Typical energy spectra obtained in those discharges are shown in Fig. 3. For

evaluation of Ttail in all discharges, it needs setting a constant energy range. Here, we use

0.25-0.8 MeV in where data points in all discharges trend a good linearity. Ttaji increases

according to increase of n, and it is contrary to the previous res>ilt obtained in the lower

energy range1). Ttail profile peaks at integer n, as shown in Fig. 4. Dependence of Ttaii on

n is estimated with the 1-D Fokker-Plank code incorporating the kinetic wave equation for

discharges of integer n. Calculated Ttaii is also shown in Fig. 4. Dependence of calculated

Ttaji is similar to experimentally obtained Ttajj, qualitatively. A reason why calculated Ttaji

and experimental one does not agree quantitatively is not specified yet.

The incremental energy confinement time tn i nc (s AWdja(IC) / PJC, where

AWdia(IC) is increase in diamagnetic stored energy due to ICRF injection) is available to

estimate relation between tail formation and improvement of plasma performance. As

shown in Fig. 5, TEinc profile peaks at integer«, similar to Ttan profile. On the contrary,

TEinc at peaks decreases according to increase of n. These dependence of tEinc on n are

similar to the previously obtained ones'). In order to consider the contribution of the

accelerated ions to the stored energy, we evaluate the incremental stored energy of the

accelerated ions (Wtaji(cal)). Dependence of Wtaj|(IC) on n is shown in Fig. 5, and it is

consistent with the dependence of z^mc.

Characteristics of Ttaii and tElnc indicate the following. ICRF power is absorbed

mainly by beam-injected ions just after ICRF power injection, and the ions are accelerated

well. A diffusion coefficient (DjJ of low n ICRF wave3) is less than that of high n ICRF

wave, because D^ depends strongly on the higher-order Besse! function Jn.\. Therefore,
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in discharges with high n ICRF wave, a few accelerated ions absorb a large part of ICRF

power easily, and the ions are accelerated increasingly due to high Dj_, i. e., the tail

temperature becomes high. Finally, too fast ions will escape from plasma, and

improvement of the plasma performance will be lower than that of low n ICRF wave.

From the comparison between characteristics in 0.25-1 MeV and ones in 60-120 keV, it is

found that the ICRF power absorption by minority ions around NB injection energy

dominated plasma performance improved with beam acceleration in ICRF heated plasmas.

For experiment with respect to absorbed ICRF power dependence, we varied

PIC/PNB in order to variation of ICRF power absorbed by beam ions, i. e., PIC/PNB is a

measure as ICRF power absorbed by one particle (beam ion). Obtained dependence of

Ttaii on P I C / P N B is shown in Fig. 6. It seems that, in range of P I C / P N B > 0 . 4 Ttaii

increases according to increase of PIC/PNB in both B T conditions. This trend is consistent

with theoretical prediction that the quasi-linear diffusion term in the Fokker-Planck

equation is proportional to the ICRF power absorbed by ions, and it is similar to

characteristics measured in 60-120 keV range4). Here, increase of Ttan in range of

PIC/PNB<0.4 on 3(I)CH discharges is due to plasma heating as a result of higher NB power

injection.

4. Summary

Behavior of protons accelerated by ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF)

wave of 2O)CH
 t 0 4^CH a r e investigated with simultaneously heated plasmas with neutral

beam (NB) and ICRF wave on JT-60U. Energy distribution from 0.25 MeV to 1 MeV is

measured with a charge exchange neutral particle analyzer (NPA), and characteristics of

the protons are first and experimentally summarized with previously obtained

characteristics in a range of 60 keV to 120 keV. As a result, it is found that the ICRF

power absorption by minority ions around NB injection energy dominated plasma

performance improved with beam acceleration in ICRF heated plasmas.
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8.5 Charge-exchange target effect on measurement of atomic hydrogen energy
spectrum in MeV range

V.I. Afanassiev*, Y. Kusama, M. Nemoto, T. Kondoh, A. Mori oka,

K. Hamamatsu, S. Moriyama and H. Kimura

*A.F.Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Politechnicheskaya 26, St. Petersburg, Russia

1. Introduction

Unexpected large intensity of atomic hydrogen fluxes in a MeV range was measured

from neutral particle analysis in ICRF H-minority heating on JET [1] and identified later as

related to a strong electron capture reaction between fast tail protons and hydrogen-like impurity

ions such as C5+ and Be3+ [2. 3, 4]. Contribution of direct charge-exchange reaction between

beam neutrals and fast protons in 0.3-1.5 MeV range is negligible to be detected[2]. In JT-60U,

a role of He+ and C5+ ions as a charge-exchange target was investigated in He-plasma/H-beam

operation, in relation to active charge-exchange effect.

2. Results and discussion

To have a clear experimental evidence of relative role of He+ and C 5 + ions in

neutralization process of MeV-energy range protons and to empirically estimate the influence of

different target species on charge-exchange measurements in He-plasma/H-beam operation, we

carried out the toroidal angle scan experiment. The toroidal angle position of an injected beam

was changed shot by shot in 4He-plasma discharges with parameters; B t0 = 3.8 T, fjy: =116

MHz (2UCH resonance), Ip = 2 MA, ne = 3xlO13 cm'3, Te o = 5 keV, Tj0 = 2.5 keV, Zeff = 2.5,

PlC =3.2 MW and P N B I ( H 0 ) = 1-3 MW (one perpendicular beam unit injected from the

bottom). Energetic atomic hydrogen fluxes were measured with a high energy neutral particle

analyzer (NPA) [5]. The dependence of measured hydrogen fluxes with energies of 0.32 MeV

and 0.73 MeV on the toroidal angle difference between the NPA location and injected beam

location is shown in Fig. 1. The intensity of 0.73 MeV flux is almost constant for positions of

beam injection. On the contrary, the low energy flux of 0.32 MeV peaks at the NPA position

and decays with the toroidal angle difference. It means that lower energy neutral fluxes are

actively enhanced only when neutral beam is injected near the NPA location. Since the charge-

exchange fluxes were enhanced in a lower energy rage when a neutral beam in the same toroidal

position as the NPA was injected, the tail temperature evaluated over 0.3-0.8 MeV was

observed to be decreased about 30%.

Stationary particle balance shows that density of He+ and C5+ ions in a NBI-heated He-

plasma is mainly determined by competition between the charge-exchange reaction with

corresponding donor nuclei and the ionization reaction with plasma electrons. For variations of

plasma parameters such as ne = (1.5-3)xlO13 cm'3, Teo = 2-10 keV, Tj0 = 1-5 keV, the electron
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ionization rate is not significantly changed and a density ratio nc5+/nHe+ depends only on beam

density and Zeff. This ratio is evaluated to be 10-15 for plasmas with mentioned parameters and

Zeff = 2.5. Figure 2 shows the cross-sections for protons in electron capture reaction with He+

or C5 + ions. The cross-sections are averaged ones over a lot of experimental and theoretical

data [6]. In a lower energy range of 0.2-0.5 MeV, electron capture cross-section in reaction

with He+ ions is larger than that with C5+ ions. Considering n£5+/nHe+ =10-15, their relative

neutralization probabilities for Ep < 0.5 MeV can be comparable and C5+ ion is the dominant

for a higher energy range. The mean free path of C5+ ion and He+ ion is mainly determined by

electron ionization rate. For plasma parameters of this experiment, we have Xfle+ - 2.7 m,

XQ5+ ~ 33 m. For particles moving in a toroidal direction along the magnetic field lines, the

mean free path is rather different in comparison with one cycle path around the torus (27iR ~ 22

m, R: major radius of 3.5 m). From these considerations, we can conclude that the contribution

of C5+ target to active charge-exchange flux is not significantly changed even if neutral beam is

injected at different toroidal positions other than the toroidal location of NPA line of sight. On

the contrary, we can expect He+ active target effect only when neutral beam is injected near the

NPA location. This active effect is the same order of magnitude as that produced by C5+ ion in

only a lower energy range of 0.2-0.5 MeV.

Relative portion (prei) contributing to active charge-exchange flux enhanced with the

beam injected at different toroidal position was estimated using next formula:

prei = 0.5-(e-x/*- + e-<L-xW)-(l + fux + f2ux + e"3UX +...) (1)

where x is a length of the chord along a torus from the beam to the NPA line of sight, k is a

mean free path of C5+ ion or He+ ion and L is equal to 2jtR. This formula is not valid if L«X

and a poloidal transformation of magnetic field and toroidal and poloidal plasma rotation are not

taken into account. In Fig. 1, the dependence of measured hydrogen fluxes on the toroidal

angle difference is compared with that expected from Eq. (1) (solid curves). Calculated values

are normalized at the NPA location. It should be noted that the measured dependence is in a

good agreement with expected one.

In a deuterium plasma operation, the charge-exchange target effect is excluded because

carbon impurity only dominates in neutralization process of fast protons. One of examples

illustrating this difference between deuterium plasma and helium plasma is presented in Fig. 3.

In an "active" phase of discharges, a several units of neutral beams including two (top and

bottom) beams at the NPA location were injected simultaneously with ICRF. "Passive" spectra

correspond to the ICRF alone phase of discharges. In a case of helium plasma, steeper slope in

a lower energy part less than 0.6 MeV is clearly observed in the active phase. On the other

hand, no change in spectrum shape is seen for the deuterium plasma case.

Density scan experiment was carried out to check the charge-exchange target effect in

helium plasmas when neutral beams are injected. Figure 4 shows the density dependence of

effective tail temperature, detected counts of atomic hydrogen fluxes and y-rays, tail ion stored
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energy and H a emission. The figure compares between ICRF heating alone case [7] and

combined ICRF+NBI heating case. For two cases, opposite tendency was observed in effective

tail temperature (Teff) and charge-exchange (CX) neutral fluxes. A slight rise tendency of Teff

caused by increasing the more energetic atomic flux with plasma density was found for

discharges of ICRF heating alone. Meanwhile, significant reduction in 2.1 MeVv-ray emission

reflecting a population of protons greater than 2.5 MeV [8] was observed as well as decrease in

the tail ion stored energy (Wtail). It is supposed that the degradation of ion energy spectrum is

compensated in atomic fluxes by rather substantial gain of the charge-exchange target density

owing to the increase in neutral influx from he wall as seen with Ha emission in the figure.

Opposite tendency in Teff and CX fluxes is found in a ICRF+NBI case (closed symbols),

where target population is sustained by beam neutrals. These results show that the change in

charge-exchange target makes a significant effect on the neutral particle analysis in a MeV

range. The validity of the charge-exchange target hypothesis was confirmed.

3 Summary

Relative role of He+ and C5+ ions in fast proton neutralization is comparable in a energy

range of 0.2-0.5 MeV for H°-beam-heated helium plasmas and strongly depends on toroidal

position of the injected beam. This makes an active effect in the neutral particle measurement in

a MeV range when neutral beam is injected at the same toroidal location as the NPA. In a

density scan experiment, the charge-exchange target effect was confirmed to be important in

understanding the results of charge-exchange measurement [9].
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9. TAE Mode

9.1 Effect of the Toroidal Rotation Shear
on the Toroidicity-Induced Alfven Eigen Modes

M. Saigusa, T. Ozeki, H. Kimura, Y. Kusama, T. Fujita, T. Fujii, S. Moriyama,Y. Neyatani

Abstract Toroidicity-induced Alfven eigen (TAE) modes excited by ICRH was

suppressed by the plasma toroidal rotation shear formed by counter-tangential NBI.

Toroidicity-induced Alfven eigen (TAE) modes D are expected to be excited by energetic

ions, whose speeds are comparable to the Alfven speed, in the international thermonuclear

experimental reactor (ITER)2). The degradation of the energetic particle confinement due to

TAE modes was predicted by theoretical calculations 3) and actually observed in experiments ^).

Therefore, the suppression of TAE modes is important for a fusion reactor.

TAE modes have been controlled by changing the current profile 5- 6\ In addition to that,

the TAE modes were also suppressed by tangential neutral beam injection (NBI) counter to the

direction of the plasma current in JT-60U 7). The mechanism and the clear experimental

evidences for suppressing TAE modes using the counter toroidal rotation were reported in Ref.

8. In this paper, the brief outline of the Ref. 8 are presented.

TAE mode suppression experiments scanning the toroidal rotation have been performed

by using ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) and NBI in JT-60U. The time evolution of a

typical discharge at a plasma current of 3MA, an effective surface safety factor: qeff of 3.5, and

a toroidal magnetic field on axis of 3.8 T are shown in Fig.l. Second harmonic hydrogen

ICRH at a frequency of 116 MHz in Deuterium discharges was merely adopted to produce the

energetic ions efficiently as a TAE mode driver. The H concentration was estimated to be about

5% with a spectrometer. The counter perpendicular NBI unit (#14) was applied for measuring

the profiles of the toroidal rotation velocity with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy

(CXRS). Counter tangential NBI (#7b, 1 MW) was applied for measuring the q profile with

the motional stark effect (MSE) 9), Co-tangential NBI (2 MW) was switched to counter-

tangential NBI (2 MW) at t = 6.8 s, in order to scan the toroidal rotation, where the accelerated

beam voltages were 85 keV. The injection angles of the tangential and perpendicular NB units

are ±36° and ±75° with respect to the magnetic axis, respectively. The signals shown in Fig. 1

are the Mirnov coil signal (dB/dt), which corresponds to the TAE mode amplitude at plasma

edge, the plasma stored energy evaluated with diamagnetic loop coils (Wdja), the line averaged

electron density (FQ, the center cord soft x-ray signal (Sx), the central electron temperature

(Tc(0)), the toroidal rotation velocities measured with CXRS (VT) at r=0.31 and 0.43 m, the

coupled ICRH power (Pic) of about 4 MW, and the total NBI power (PNBI) of about 5 MW.
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The TAE mode appeared about 200 ms after raising the ICRH power over the threshold

value (about 3.6 MW) and the amplitude of TAE mode gradually increased during co-tangential

NBI. However, the amplitude of the TAE mode decreased gradually after the change of the

tangential NBI direction from co to counter streaming at t = 6.8 sec and disappeared abruptly at

t=6.98 s. The line averaged electron density was almost constant during the ICRH pulse. The

plasma stored energy and the central electron temperature saturated after the appearance of the

TAE mode around t=6.7 s and it gradually increased after the suppression of the TAE mode

during the ICRH pulse. The soft x-ray signal indicates sawtooth suppression due to the

energetic trapped ions produced by ICRH. The direction of the plasma toroidal rotation was

always in the counter direction, even if the co-tangential NBI power (2 MW) was two times

higher than the counter-tangential NBI power (1 MW) before t=6.8 s.

Figure 2 shows the radial profile of the toroidal rotation velocity of the plasma for the

discharge shown in Fig. 1. The closed and open circles show the rotation velocities measured

with the CXRS at t=6.7 s and t=7.2 s, respectively. The profile of the toroidal rotation velocity

at 6.7 s was almost flat in the radial direction, while a clear shear in counter-toroidal rotation

velocity was formed at 7.2 s.

The q profiles measured with the Motional Stark Effect (MSE) at t=6.7 s and 7.2 s for

Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 3, The closed circles and the open squares show the points measured

at 6.7 s and 7.2 s, respectively. The solid line shows the fitting q profile which is used for

calculating the Alfven continuum as shown in Fig.4. The MSE data indicate that the q profiles

did not change from 6.7 s to 7.2 s within the error bars. Furthermore, the electron density

profiles measured with Thomson scattering at t=6.7 s and 7.2 s are almost the same, so that the

Alfven continua did not change from 6.7 s to 7.2 s, except for the effect of the Doppler shift

due to the plasma toroidal rotation.

The Alfven continuum can be controlled not only by the current profile, but also by the

toroidal rotation via the Doppler shift. The Doppler shifted shear Alfven resonance angular

frequency at a minor radius of r can be shown as the formula: CODACW - toAc(r)+n*VT(r)/R,

where O)Ac(r) is the shear Alfven resonance angular frequency in the plasma reference frame, n

is a toroidal mode number, and Vj(r) is the local toroidal rotation velocity [8]. The Doppler

shifted TAE mode angular frequency can approximately be written as G)DS = OrAE+n'Vy /R,

where CODS is the Doppler shifted frequency of the TAE modes in the laboratory frame, OTAE is
(SI

the TAE mode angular frequency in the plasma reference frame, and V-p is an effective toroidal

rotation velocity which the TAE mode feels.

The toroidal mode number of the observed TAE mode in Fig. 1 is estimated to be 5 or 7.

The Doppler shifted Alfven continua are shown in Fig. 4, where n is assumed to be 7, the

effects of Doppler shift are calculated considering the toroidal rotation pro' '".s in Fig. 2. The

solid waved lines show the Doppler shifted Alfven continua at 6.7 s, the dotted waved lines

show the Doppler shifted Alfven continua at 7.2 s. The solid straight line shows the observed
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TAE mode frequency at 6.7 s, and the dotted straight line shows the suppressed TAE mode

frequency estimated from the Doppler shift due to the toroidal rotation. The abscissa shows the

normalized minor radius, while the ordinate shows the angular frequency normalized by coo,

where coo=VA(0)/(q(a)»R), VA(O) is the Alfven velocity on magnetic axis, and q(a) is a surface

safety factor. The observed TAE mode at 6.7 s intersects the Doppler shifted Alfven continua

at r/a -0.3 and 1, which is deeper than the suppressed TAE mode at 7.2 s, so that the Doppler

shifted Alfven continuum damping at 6.7 s should be stronger than that at 7.2 s. Therefore,

Doppler shifted Alfven continuum damping of the TAE modes does not seem to be the

dominant damping mechanism at t=7.2 s.

TAE modes in a different q profile (qeff ~ 5.2) could be also suppressed by counter-

tangential NB injection. Figure 5 shows the time evolution of the two typical discharges at a

plasma current of 2 MA, where Fig. 5(a) is for co-tangential NBI and 5(b) for counter-

tangential NBI. The behaviors of electron density and the central electron temperature are

almost the same in these two discharges. In Fig. 5(a), the amplitude of the TAE modes could

have been enhanced by the co-tangential NBI. On the other hand, the amplitude of TAE modes

could have been suppressed by the counter-tangential NBI in Fig. 5(b). Figure 6 shows the

radial profiles of the plasma toroidal rotation velocity for Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The closed and

open circles show the data for the discharges of E24859 and E24860 at 7.3 s, respectively.

The counter-toroidal rotation shear induced by counter-NBI was much stronger than the co-

toroidal rotation shear by co-NBI at the same NBI power (~4 MW), Also in this case, the

calculated Doppler shifted Alfven continua could not explain the reason why the TAE mode was

suppressed by the increase in the counter toroidal rotation shear.

Phase mixing 10) of TAE mode due to the toroidal rotation shear is thought to be a

dominant damping mechanism in these experiments , because the estimated effective rotation

shear was consistent with the experimental results 8). This suppression mechanism is almost

independent on n, so that it is also effective for high-n TAE modes.
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9.2 Initial results of TAE modes excitation with low B j field

M. Nemoto, Y. Kusama, H. Kimura, M. Saigusa, S. Moriyama, Y. Neyatani

and T. Fujii

1. Introduction

Excitation of TAE modes with ICRF wave has been investigated on JT-60U1-2-3).

In previous TAE modes experiments on JT-60U, high toroidal field B-p of around 4 T was

used because of 2WCH resonance heating. Since energy of resonating ions is roughly

proportional to (Bj)2, the previous investigation focuses on higher energetic ions, such as

ct-particles.

We need to investigate influence of TAE modes excited by neutral beams produced

by negative ion sources (N-NB), because loss of high energetic ions due to TAE modes

may lead to difficulty in production of high performance plasmas due to reduction of current

drive efficiency. If toroidal mode numbers of excited TAE modes in this low Bx

experiment are high, influence on high energy ions around energy range of N-NB (0.5

MeV) will be able to be measured directly by charge exchange neutral particle analyzers

(NPA)4 '5). In addition, behavior of TAE modes in ICRF heating plasmas are based on

trapped ions which are accelerated by ICRF perpendicularly (vj/v ~1). On the other hand,

TAE modes may be excited by passing ions (v///v~l) in N-NB experiments. Therefore, as a

comparison between different excitation characteristics due to difference in velocity

distributions, this experiment is important and valuable.

2. Characteristics of excited TAE modes

The experiment was carried out with following parameters; Ip=2 MA, BT(0)=2 .57

T, qefp=3.8, Pic=1.6-5.6 MW, PNBI=8.7 MW and n>(1.6-3.0)xl019 nr3 . A resonance

layer of the third harmonics for hydrogen (3WCH)
 w a s located on plasma center. Hydrogen

NB was injected perpendicularly into plasmas which were helium majority and hydrogen

minority. Electron density was controlled with helium gas puffing. Figure 1 shows typical

time evolutions of plasma parameters. These are, from the top column, fluctuating signal of

magnetic field (dB/dt), spectrum of the Doppler-shifted frequency (fos) which is digitized

with fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis, hydrogen fluxes of 1.0 MeV and 0.5 MeV

(Nproton) measured by NPA with perpendicular line of sight from top of the torus, toroidal

rotation velocity of carbon ion at r/a=0.38 (vtOroidal) where is around inversion radius on

sawtooth crash, diamagnetic plasma stored energy (W^ja), line-averaged electron density

(n"s), ICRF power (Pic), NB power (PNBI), neutron yield (Sneut) by ' ^ (p .n) 1 lC reaction

and the central electron temperature measured by ECE system (Te(0)). TAE modes was

excited at 5.3 sec and frj>s increased in spite of decrease in vtorojdai. This behavior was

different from the previous experimental results on Bj=3.8 T. Since relation between the
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electron density and fos was similar to that of the previous experiment, the behavior might

be caused by variation of q profile, which was not measured by MSE system in this

experiment. A sawtooth crash occurred at 5.5 sec, and then dBldt became weak rapidly and

Sneut decreased. After the crash, W ĵa and Sneut increased in spite of growth of dBldt. NPA

was viewing plasma center vertically, and it measured behavior of high energy proton in

range of 0.2 MeV to 1.0 MeV. During excitation of TAE modes, NPA did not measure

synchronized decrease of the protons. In addition, the tail temperature, which was defined

from gradient of energy spectrum in the above energy range, was not changed remarkably.

Increase of Nproton after the crash suggests that loss of high energetic protons from plasma

due to the excitation may be very small and a large amount of the protons was stored in

plasmas.

Dependence of amplitude of TAE modes on Pic, in the density range of (1.6-

3.0)xl019 nr3 , is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the amplitude is normalized by the square root of

the density in order to cancel the dependence of dBldt on the density through the TAE mode

frequency fr^E {dBldt <* fjAE °* (»i)'0'5)- There is a threshold heating power around 3

MW, and this threshold is the same as the previous result on Ip=3.5 MA and Bx=3.8 T.

The stored energy and the beta thresholds of high energetic ions were roughly

estimated. Since we aimed at strong and long excitation of TAE modes first, we injected NB

and ICRF powers into OH plasmas simultaneously. As a result of this method, NB heating

ph?.se did not exist before simultaneous heating phase and accurate calculation of the

incremental stored energy by NB (Wta,i(NB)) was not possible. Fortunately, we could

estimate Wtaj](NB) from a discharge where ICRF power was not injected unfortunately. At

a time when Wdja was saturated during NB heating phase, we calculated Wtan(NB) with

thermal component of stored energy (Wth(NB)) as follows; Wlaji(NB)=2/3*(WdJa-

Wth(NB)). Since the discharge was carried out for the excitation in the density range of

(1.6-1.8)xlO19 nv3, here, we estimated the fast ion stored energy during ICRF power

injection (Wtaj](IC)) for discharges in that density range only, on the assumption that

Wtaii(NB) was constant in those discharges. Therefore, using thermal component of stored

energy (Wth(IC)) when ICRF power was injected, equation for the estimation of the fast ion

stored energy was given by Wtaii(IC)=2/3*(Wdia-Wth(IC))-Wtaii(NB). The threshold

Wdia(IQ for the excitation was from 0.1 MJ to 0.2 MJ and the volume-averaged beta

threshold (<Ph>) was from 0.03% to 0.06%. For the stored energy of non-thermal ions

which consisted of beam ions and the accelerated ions (Wtan(NB+IC)), the threshold was

from 0.2 MJ to 0.3 MJ and <p^> was from 0.06% to 0.08%. Here, the stored energy of

non-thermal ions was given by Wtaii(NB+IC)=2/3*(Wdia-Wth(IC)).

Wave frequencies obtained from FFT analysis were in range of 168-196 kHz at

(1.7-1.8)xlO19 m-3 and 125-135 kHz at (2.8-3.O)xlO19 nr3 . These frequency ranges

agreed well with wave frequencies measured by RF wave measurement system65, which
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was able to analyze absolutely frequency spectrum of RF wave emitted from plasma. For

the discharge shown in Fig. 1, we estimated a radial location of the excited TAE modes and

safety factor q at there. Using following parameters; fTAE=175 kHz at t=5.45 sec, A=4,

ni=8.9xl01 8 nr3 , B T = 2 . 5 7 T, q became 1.21. Since the inversion radius (q=l) is at

R=3.87 m and q at plasma surface R=4.37 m is 4.6, the location became r/a=0.43. They

were similar to those of the 2WCH
 c a s e w i m m e same qeff.

3. Summary

Using simultaneously NB and ICRF heated plasmas on Bj=2.57 T condition,

which corresponds to 3QCH resonance heating, excitation of TAE modes was made certain

and its characteristics were investigated.

Power threshold of ICRF for the excitation was around 3MW, and it was the same

as the previous experiment of 2wcH ICRF heating at BT=3.8 T. Decrease of high energetic

protons was not detected during the TAE modes excitation. Radial locations of the TAE

mode gap and q-value were similar to those of the 2G)CH case with the same qeff3^
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9.3 Behavior of 14 MeV neutron emission during TAE mode

T. Nishitani, M. Isobe, M. Saigusa, H. Kimura, K Tobita and Y. Kusama

1. Introduction

The toroidal Alfven eigenmodes (TAE) are of concern for future tokamak devices,

since they can induce anomalous alpha losses. In fact, RF induced TAE mode caused loss of

fast ions during H-minority ICRF heating experiment in TFTR, which resulted in localized

heat load and failure of vacuum vessel welds [1], The understood mechanism is that the TAE

mode induced transition from passing to trapped orbits and radial diffusion produced by

stochasticity in fast ion orbits [2],

1 MeV tritons produced in the d(d, p)t reaction have similar kinematics parameters to

3.5 MeV alphas, so that the TAE mode effects on fast tritons behavior is useful to predict that

of alphas in the DT plasma. We investigated the fast triton behavior in TAE modes exited by

the ICRF minority heating of hydrogen in the deuterium plasma through the triton burnup

measurement.

2. Experiment

ICRF of 5 MW was injected for the minority-proton-second-harmonics heating to the

plasma with a plasma current (Ip) of 3 MA, toroidal field (BTO) of 3.8 T, and an effective

safety factor (qeff) of 3.5, from 6.6 sec to 7.6 sec as shown in Fig. 1. In order to accumulate

fast tritons, 25 MW of NB heating was injected before ICRF heating from 5.5 sec to 6.5 sec.

The emission of 14 MeV neutrons from the triton burnup is about 100 time less than that of

the 2.5 MeV neutrons in the NB heating phase. After NB turn off, the 14 MeV neutron

emission has a longer decay time constant han that 2.5 MeV neutron emission.

(MW) 30

20 #24739 J

6.5
Time(s)

7.5

Fig. 1 Experimental waveforms. Here PNB and PJC are neutral beam and
ICRF powers, respectively.
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Figure 2 shows the plasma configuration with the sightlines of the 14 MeV neutron

detector using scintillating fiber (see Sections 10.1 and 12.3 (3)). The plasma have a relatively

large volume of 91 m3 in order to couple to the ICRF antenna, so the maximum toroidal

ripple rate is about 2% at outer edge. The 14 MeV neutron emission is measured along center

and half radius chords.

E024739 / 7.300

1 -

N

-1 .

14 MeV neutron
(peripheral)

14 MeV neutron
(center)

Fig. 2 Plasma configuration and sightlincs of the 14 MeV neutron detectors.

3. Results

Diagnostics waveforms in the ICRF heating phase are shown in Fig.3. We identified

TAE modes by checking the mode frequencies measured by Mirnov coils installed inside the

vacuum vessel. TAE modes were exited from 7.06 sec to the ICRF termination. The

frequency was 260 -285 kHz, and increased with the decrease in the electron density. The

measured frequencies were consistent with the theoretical TAE mode frequency represented

by,

/th =
47tqR'

(1)

where V& (= 2.18 x 1016 B/(Anj)0-5 m/s) is the Alfven speed, B the total magnetic field, A the

mass number, «,• the ion density, q the local safety factor and R the major radius. From 7.3

sec, the measured frequency kept constant for 100 ms. At the same timing, drops of the

intensity were observed in the total and peripheral (r = a/2) 14 MeV neutron emissions. The

soft x-ray wave forms shows that those drops are not due to the sawtooth crash. However,
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there was not significant change in the central 14 MeV neutron emission. If the decrease in

the peripheral 14 MeV emission is due to TAE modes, the fast triton resonanted to TAE mode

in the peripheral region, which is consistent with the results that TAE modes become unstable

in the middle part (r ~ a/2) of the plasma cross-section in the JT-60UICRF experiments [3].

#24739 TAE

14 MeV neutron (peripheral)

14 MeV neutron
(peripheral/center)

(A.U)

(A.U)

6.50 6.75 7.00 7.25
TIME (S)

7.50

Fig.3. Waveforms of TAE modes exited by the ICRF minority heating of
hydrogen in the deuterium plasma. From the top, Mirnov coil signal (dB/dt),
Mirnov frequency, ICRF power (Pic), soft X-ray intensity, total neutron
emission, 14 MeV neutron emissions from center and peripheral regions, and
14 MeV neutron emission in peripheral over that in center.

Discussion

The 14 MeV neutron emission from the triton burnup is mainly contributed by fast

tritons in the energy range of 0.1-1 MeV. Especially, the D-T cross-section become maximum

at the triton energy of ~ 170 keV. Possible explanation of the triton loss 200 ms delayed from
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the TAE onset is the precessional drift frequency was resonated with the high n TAE modes

during the TAE frequency was changing due to decrease in the electron density. The resonant

ion energy for the precessional magnetic drift resonance is expressed by

Eres = ^ ^ (eV) (2)
2 n q 2

where Z is the charge number of the resonant ion. In this experiment, Z = 1, By = 3.8 T, r =

0.5 m, VA = 1.4 x 107 m/s, q = 1.3, so that we obtained

E r e s « 8.3/n (MeV) (3)

We did not identify the toroidal mode number n in this experiment, but we estimated n to be

4-12 from the similar ICRF heating experiments [3]. Fast tritons discussed here has a

possibility to resonant to the TAE mode with the toroidal number n larger than 10.

Another possibility is that lost fast protons hit the first wall or other in-vessel

equipment, which causes the impurity influx resulting in the decrease in the neutron emission.

In the fact the increase in the Ni line emission was observed at 7.3 s.

So far we could not identify the reason of the delayed loss in the neutron emission

from the available data. We need more precise experiment in future.
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9.4 Role of change in local safety factor in TAE mode excitation

Y. Kusama, M. Saigusa, H. Kimura, T. Nishitani, S. Moriyama and Y. Neyatani

1. Introduction
This part describes characteristics of TAE modes excited in discharges for investigation

of the TAE mode-triton interaction [1]. Role of change in local safety factor in TAE mode

excitation is mainly discussed.

2. TAE mode excitation
The TAE modes were excited with ICRF heating (2(»CH> H-minority) following NB

injection or overlapping with NB injection. Plasma current ramp-up was also adopted for

decreasing internal inductance (li) because the threshold beta of energetic ions for the TAE

mode excitation is low in the discharge of lower li [2]. Plasma parameters were as follows; Ip =

3 MA, Bto = 3.8 T, Pic = 2 - 4 MW. Typical three types of the discharge are (1) ICRF heating

after the turn-off of NB, (2) ICRF heating is overlapping with NB in the beginning of the ICRF

pulse, (3) type (2) with Ip ramp-up from 2 MA to 3 MA, and are shown in Fig. 1.
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c Fig. 1: Typical three types of the discharge. Time
traces of P^g, P [ C , line-integrated electron density

neL (n^ = neL/2.62) and L are shown.

6 7
Time (s)
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The TAE modes appear at almost the same time during 6.85-7.08 s even though the

injection time of ICRF waves was drastically changed. For three discharges (1), (2) and (3)

shown in Fig. 1, temporal behavior of Pic<Te>1-5/nc, which is a parameter proportional to the

beta value of energetic protons Ph, is shown in Fig. 2. The TAE modes appear on filled

symbols connected with a solid line. The beta value of energetic protons increases with the

decrease in electron density and with the simultaneous increase in electron temperature. As

shown experimentally [2] and as expected theoretically, the TAE modes are shown to be excited

when the beta value (3h exceeds the threshold. Figure 2 shows that the time of TAE mode

appearance depends on not only Ph- The trajectories of li vs. P r ^ T o 1 - 5 / ^ for the three

discharges are shown in Fig. 3. Kimura et al. reported that the threshold Ph of the TAE mode

excitation is higher for higher li [3]. A similar tendency can be seen in Fig. 3. It should be
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noted that the TAE mode appears in one discharge, however, does not appear in another

discharge on the overlapping region between (1) and (2) and between (2) and (3), where li vs.

PlC<Te> 1 - 5 /n c draws a similar trace. In Fig. 3, the safety factor evaluated from

q(r)~vA(r)/4;cfDsR at the onset time of the TAE mode is also shown. One can see that q value

takes a similar one when TAE mode appears. This result shows that the TAE mode can be

excited for special q values [q=(2m+I)/2n] as expected from the TAE mode theory. Increasing

li indicates the peaking of plasma current due to the penetration of the plasma current towards

the central region of the plasma and it makes the local safety factor q(r) lower. Figure 3

indicates that gradually decreasing q value satisfies the condition for the q value of the TAE

mode excitation.

time(s)
Fig. 2: Temporal behavior of PIC<Te>

1-5/ne Fig. 3: Trajectries of li vs Pic<Tc>
1-5/ne

for three discharges. for three discharges.

3. Effect of giant sawtooth crash on change in toroidal mode number

Figure 4 shows time traces of frequency spectrum, ICRF power, line-integrated electron

densities, central electron temperature and intensity of soft X-ray emission of E24739 [same

discharge shown as Type (1) in Fig. 1]. In the frequency spectrum, oscillating behavior of TAE

modes can be seen for two modes (f 1 and f3), which appear and disappear in turn around the

mode with a large amplitude (f2). Although giant sawtooth crashes can be seen in electron

temperature (plotted every -50 ms) at 7.12 s and 7.37 s, real crashes considered to occur at

7.19 s and 7.42 s from the soft X-ray emission. The mode fl is fading out and the mode f3 is

growing at around 7.14 s in the sawtooth free period (phase I and II). This sequential

appearance of different modes is understood due to the gradual decrease in safety factor q and

the toroidal mode number increases in the order of fl, f2 and f3 [3]. Once the giant sawtooth

crash occurs, the mode f3 disappears (phase III and V) and lower-n mode f 1 appears again

(III). When the giant sawtooth crashes, the q-profile suddenly becomes flat and the q value

jumps up at p<0.5 [5]. As the result, the position having the q value for the mode f3 excitation

shifts towards the center and goes out of the region where a high pressure gradient is formed by

energetic protons. Contrary, and the q-value position for the mode fl returns into the region.

Therefore, the mode f3 disappears and the mode f 1 comes back again (III). In a reheat phase

after the giant sawtooth crash (IV and VI), the higher-n mode f3 becomes onset because the q
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value decreases gradually again. For a lower q value, the q-value condition can not be satisfied

in the high pressure gradient region so that the mode f 1 dose not appear any more (V). It is

considered to be the mechanism of oscillating behavior of the mode f 1 and f3.
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Fig. 4: Correlation of appearance and disappearance of TAE modes with temporal
behavior of electron density, central electron temperature and intensity of soft-X ray
emission.

4. Number of appeared TAE modes
Figure 4 shows the dependence of number of observed TAE modes (An) on the ICRF

power. The number increases with the ICRF power with the threshold power of 3.5 MW,

which is almost the same as that already reported for 3.5 MA discharges [2]. Maximum number

of appeared TAE modes is three and is smaller than that found previously (An = 3 -7) for the

same plasma current of 3 MA [3]. It is considered to be due to lower ICRF power in this

experiment than in previous one (3-6.35 MW). By increasing the ICRF power, the beta value

of energetic protons increases and it makes the TAE modes in a wider range of the toroidal

mode number excited. Another reason why the An is limited to be 3 is that the change in q is as
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small as -0.02 for the mode f2 in Fig. 5 as long as we estimate the q value from

q(r)~vA(r)/47ifDSR.

Fig, 5: Dependence of number of appeared
TAE modes on the ICRF power.

1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
ICRF Power (MW)

5. Toroidal mode number

Three TAE modes with different toroidal mode number were observed as shown in Fig.

4. The measured frequencies of the mode f 1 and f2 at the onset of the modes are 254 kHz and

259 kHz, respectively. Using the relation (Eq. (5) and (6) in Ref. [2]) between the toroidal

mode number (n), mode frequency for q=l (273 kHz), frequency difference between two

modes (~6 kHz) and the toroidal rotation frequency 3>t (assuming ~1 kHz [2]), the toroidal

mode number of the mode f 1 is evaluated to be n-3.4 for m=n and n-5.6 for m=n+l. On the

other hand, the mode fl is the odd mode and f2 is the even mode from a toroidal array of

Mirnov coils. Therefore, three toroidal mode numbers are considered to be n =3, 4, 5 or 5, 6,

7. The local safety factor q(r)~vA(r)/47r,(fDS-Ot)R takes 1.08<q<1.13 for discharges (1), (2)

and (3) in Fig. 1. From these evaluation and the Alfven continuum gap map [3], the toroidal

mode numbers are considered to be n =3, 4, 5 for m=n. In planning of this experiment, we

expected that TAE modes with the toroidal mode number as high as 10 could be excited in 3

MA plasmas [2] and the high n could reduce the resonant energy less than 1 MeV of triton birth

energy. However, the evaluated toroidal mode number is lower than that expected.

6. Summary

The TAE modes were successfully excited for the three types of heating and current

ramp scenario. A change in local q value is essential to excite TAE modes in this experiment.

Evaluated toroidal mode numbers are thought to be too low to reduce resonant energy less that

1 MeV. It is considered to be the reason why no clear interaction between TAE modes and

tritons can be seen.

[1] T. Nishitani, et al., Section 9.3 in this Review.

[2] H. Kimura, et al., Phys. Letters A 199 (1995) 86-92.

[3] M. Saigusa, et al., Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 37 (1995) 295-313.

[4] H. Kimura, et al., J. of Plasma and Fusion Research Vol. 71, No. 11, (1995) 1147.

[5] M. Satoh, et al., Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. Vol. 34 (1995) 4200-4206.
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10. High Energy Ions

10.1 Evaluation of fast triton diffusivity from triton burnup

T. Nishitani, M. Isobe, H. Harano, G.A. Wurden, R.E. Chrien, K. Tobita and Y. Kusama

1. Introduction

Tritons of 1.0 MeV are produced in the d(d,p)t reaction at approximately the same rate

as the 2.5 MeV neutrons from the d(d,n)3He reaction. The behavior of 1 MeV tritons is

important to predict the properties of D-T produced 3.5 MeV alphas because 1 MeV tritons

and 3.5 MeV alphas have similar kinematics properties, such as Larmor radius and precession

frequency. The 1 MeV tritons slow down and may undergo a DT fusion reaction, emitting 14

MeV neutron. The confinement and slowing down of the fast tritons can be investigated by

measuring the 14 MeV and the 2.5 MeV neutron production rates.

Loss of alpha particles due to toroidal ripple is one of the most important issues to be

solved for a fusion reactor such as ITER. JT-60U has a large toroidal ripple rate up to 2 %, so

that it is suitable machine to investigate the toroidal ripple effect on the fast ions. Toroidal

ripple loss of beam-injected ions was investigated by the heat load measurements [1, 2] and

neutron response after short neutral beam (NB) injections [3, 4], which are consistent with

predictions calculated by Orbit-Following Monte Carlo (OFMC) code[5]. The main

mechanisms of the ripple induced loss for fast tritons are ripple trapping, stochastic ripple

diffusion and ripple banana diffusion. The first is instantaneous convective loss but the others

are diffusive processes. The stochastic ripple diffusion is very fast, typically ~ 10 m2/s or

more. This diffusion is important in collisionless regime and localized in the peripheral region

of the plasma. The ripple banana diffusion is important in low collisionality regime and has

not so fast diffusivity of -0.1 m2/s. We expected that the ripple banana diffusion of fast

tritons would affect the diminution rate of the 14 MeV neutron emission after NB turn-off,

because birth tritons are localized in the core region and tritons are in low collisionality

regime near the peak of the DT cross-section. We investigated the fast triton diffusivity by

analyzing the time history of the 14 MeV emission after NB turn-off and discuss the toroidal

ripple effect on the delayed loss of fast tritons in the range of toroidal ripple rate from 0.4 to 2

% at the edge. Here the time-resolved 14 MeV-neutron measurements have been performed

using a new type 14 MeV neutron detector based on scintillating fibers [6] with high time

response, as part of a US-Japan fusion collaboration.

2. Diagnostics

The new 14 MeV neutron detector consists of an array of scintillation fibers embedded

in an aluminum matrix coupled to a magnetic resistant phototube with a high current-capable

base (see Section 12.3 (2)). The detector is mounted in a small collimator box, 40 cm x 61
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cm x 61 cm of borated polyethylene. Two sets of detectors have been installed near the

midplane of the vessel, just outside the toroidal field coil position. The scintillating fiber

detectors have been calibrated by the shot-integrated 14 MeV neutron yield measured with

the neutron activation technique using a pneumatic foil transfer system[7]. The total neutron

emission is measured with neutron monitors using 2 3 5 U fission chamber which were

calibrated by radioisotope neutron source [8],

3. Time Dependent Analysis

We measured and analyzed the time histories of the 14 MeV emission after turn-off of

the 1.5-2 second NB injection in three discharges whose configurations with the toroidal

ripple rate contour are shown in figure 6. Plasma parameters for those discharges are listed in

Table 1. Shot #21137 has small plasma volume of-50 m3 shifted inward. Shots #23664 and

#23663 has the plasma volume of -70 m3 and almost same plasma parameters except major

radius. Shot #23663 is shifted outward. Here r ^ is an averaged radius weighted by the triton

birth profile as

\r*2nrFtriton{r)dt
reff~— (1)

)27ZrFtriton{r)dt

where Ftriton is the triton birth profile calculated by the steady state version of the 1.5D

tokamak code TOPICS[13]. Shot #23663 has a broad NB deposition profile due to off-center

injection resulting in a broad triton birth profile. Wave forms of total and 14 MeV neutron

emission in shot #21137 is already shown in figure 4. Those in shots #23664 and #23663 are

shown in figure 7, where 14 MeV neutron emission decreased faster after NB turn-off in

#23663 than in #23664.

Table 1 Shot list of time dependent analysis

Shot number
Plasma current (MA)
Major radius (m)
Volume (m3)
qeff
reff/a
Ripple rate at reff (%)

#21137
2.2
3.13
49
4.5
0.36
0.02

#23664
1.5
3.19
69
6.5
0.37
0.06

#23663
1.5
3.46
67
5.6
0.47
0.2

The time-dependent 14 MeV neutron emissivity was simulated by a simple classical

slowing down model. The plasma was divided into 51 circular shells in the calculation. In

each shell, the tritons were divided into 500 groups according to their birth time, with 10 ms

time bins. The number of tritons in a group is proportional to the 2.5 MeV neutron emissivity
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at the birth time of the tritons. Tritons were allowed to slow down in each shell according to

the classical energy loss represented by following formula [9]:

(dE\ = ._a_./j£
\dtl classical V£

o=1.81xlO-13/«A / /A

(2)

10
#21137 normalized here •

where E is the triton energy , Te is the electron temperature both in eV, ne is the electron

density in m~3 and inA is the Coulomb logarithm. A and Z are the triton mass and charge

number; n.jt Ajt and Zj are the hydrogen and impurity density in nr3, mass and charge

numbers, respectively. First term of R.H.S.

of the Eq(l) is the slowing down on electrons

and second on is on ions.

The loss of confined tritons was taken

into account assuming an exponential decay

of the number of tritons of the form e~^x

where t and x are the time since the birth and

the confinement time of the tritons,

respectively. The diffusivity of fast triton,

, was estimated by using the relation

10

for the confinement time % = ap
2 /5.8Dtritom

to reproduce the experimental triton burnup

ratio. The time history of the 14 MeV

neutron emission rate was calculated by

using the electron temperature profile from

ECE measurement, the ion temperature

profile from charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy, and the electron density profile

from the FIR and CO2 interferometers as the

time dependent plasma parameters. The

triton birth profile was calculated using the

TOPICS code for a typical time and the

shape of the profile was assumed to be

constant during the period of the triton

burnup. The angular distribution of the

D=0.00 m!/s
-•r -D=0.10m2/s

10 13

10

10

normilized here

D=0,00m2/s.

D=0.10m2/s!
" ^

D=0.15m*/s

D=0.20 rnVs'

l.f. , . i . . . . i , , , , i , . , .V-N^i

7 8
Time (s)

10

Fig, 1 Experimetal and calculated 14 Me V neutron
emissions for #2] 137,#23664 and #23663.
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tritons was assumed to be isotropic. First orbit losses were taken into account.

Figure 1 shows the experimental and

calculated 14 MeV neutron emissions for three

discharges listed in Table 1. Calculated curves

are normalized to the experimental data at the

time of NB turn-off to reject any systematic

error of detection efficiencies for the total and

14 MeV neutron emissions. The fast triton

diffusivity, Dtriton, of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.15 m2/s

give a good agreement with the experimental

date in shot #21137, #23664 and #23663,

respectively, which indicate that Dtrilon

increases with the toroidal ripple rate as

shown in Fig.2.

0.2

D
S 0.1

0
0.01 0.1

5B/B at r
eff

Fig. 2 Fast triton diffusivity plotted against the
toroidal ripple rate at the effective minor radius
of the triton birth profile.

4. Summary

The time resolved triton burnup measurements have been performed using a new type

14 MeV neutron detector based on scintillating fibers. Time histories of 14 MeV emission

after NB turn-off have been analyzed based on the classical slowing down theory. Assuming

the loss of fast tritons can be represented as a diffusivity, then values increasing with

increasing toroidal ripple were determined between 0.05-0.15 m2/s, form the modeling of the

time histories of the 14 MeV emission after the NB turn-off. We have a plan to evaluate the

fast triton diffusivity due the toroidal ripple losses using the OFMC code[5].
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10.2 Effect of Ion VB Drift Direction on Ripple-Induced
Fast Ion Loss in JT-60U

M.Isobe, K.Tobita, T.Nishitani, Y.Kusama, A.Morioka and M.Sasao

1. Introduction

The finite number of toroidal field coils gives rise to perturbation on the toroidal

magnetic field(TF ripple), and thus induces TF ripple trapping[l] and the radial drift of

banana particles[2]. In a reactor-relevant tokamak having a single null-divertor such as ITER,

the ripple amplitude tends to be larger on the upper side than on the lower side because of the

requirement of long divertor leg. In single null divertor discharges of several tokamaks, it

has been commonly observed that the threshold power for transition from L- to H-mode

when the ion VB drift is toward the X-point is lower than that when the ion VB drift is away

from the X-point[3,4]. On the other hand, when the ion VB drift is away from the X-point,

it seems that the heat load characteristics on the divertor plate is preferable to that for the ion

VB drift toward the X-point[5]. It is not clear yet which Bt direction is better for the

integrated performance as u fusion plasma, therefore, the direction of toroidal magnetic field

Bc of ITER should be reversible for unexplored advanced operation scenarios. In a plasma

with the ITER-like ripple well, a possible problem concerning Bt reversal operation is that

power loss and heat load on the first wall due to the enhanced ripple-trapped loss may

increase when the ion VB drift is away from the X-point(in the case of JT-60U and ITER, the

drift directs upward) because, once trapped in a ripple well, fast ions move toward the deeper

side of the ripple well and thus have little chance of detrapping.

The present study on JT-60U was conducted to make sure of the effect of the ion VB

drift direction on the total loss of ripple induced fast ions, i.e. the summation of ripple-

trapped loss and banana drift loss, in plasmas with the up-down asymmetric ripple well, and

to verify the possibility for Bt-reversal operation in a fusion reactor tokamak.

2. Experimental Conditions and Method

A ripple trapping region is formed in the region where the effective ripple well

parameter a*[=(<9s7 <?/)/(dBI dl)] satisfies the condition la*l<l, where d~B I dl and

dB I dl stand for variations of axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric components of Bt along

the magnetic field line, respectively. The ripple trapping region of ITER is illustrated in Fig.

l(a) and that of JT-60U with TF ripple contours is illustrated in Fig. l(b). In the present

experiment, the ion collisionality V\ was ranged around 3s"1 which was in the intermediate

region between ripple plateau diffusion[6] and stochastic diffusion[7]. The plasma parameter

were : Ip=1.5MA, Bt=3.5T, Vp=56m3, qeff=~5.0, n e=0.3-1.2xl01 9 , T e(0)-3.0-4.8,
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Zer-f=2.0-6.0. The beam injection energy EB was typically 90keV throughout this

experiments.

(a) (b)

Fig. I Ripple trapping region(painred area) of lTER(a)[SJ andJT-60U(b).

The total ripple-induced loss is deduced from the decay of neutron emission following

a short D° beam which duration is much shorter than the slowing down time of the injected

ions. Such a short pulse of neutral beam allows us to treat the velocity distribution of the fast

ions as monoenergetic one. The neutron decay following NB turn-off is approximately

exponential. The neutron decay time xn is expressed as follows[9],

l/Tn-exp~ l/Xc + 2.3/Ts

where xc is the confinement time of fast ions, xs/2.3 is the neutron decay time assuming the

classical slowing down without loss. Here, xs is the slowing down time. The factor '2.3'

originates in the D-D fusion reactivity ODD(EB)EB 1 / 2 f° r beam-target reaction which is

approximately proportional to EB/2.3 in the energy range of 50 to 100 keV.

3. Experimental Result

In order to deduce the ripple-induced loss in the up-down asymmetric ripple well, we

injected perpendicular D° neutral beam into low density plasmas. Fig. 2 shows the typical

neutron decay in a plasma with an ITER-like ripple well region and the calculated neutron

decay without loss. After NB turn-off, the neutron emission decays approximately

exponentially. It is seen that the measured neutron decay t.me is faster than the calculated

one. The difference between two suggests the loss of fast ions during the deceleration. The

ion loss, which is estimated from the difference between the measured and calculated decays,

was deduced to be about 13% at 100ms after NB turn-off. Considering the results obtained

in Ref. 9, the fast ion loss is attributed to TF ripple loss. By switching the Bt direction, the
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effect of the ion VB drift direction on the fast ion loss was investigated in plasmas with the

up-down asymmetric ripple well. The correlation between xn and xs/2.3 for the ITER-like

configuration is shown in Fig. 3. The closed and open circles indicate data for the upward

and downward ion VB drift, respectively. The error bars in xs/2.3 were determined from the

width of xs in the area with high neutron yield (normalized minor radius p=0.2-0.6). There

is no significant difference in the total ion loss between the upward and downward ion VB

drift, indicating that the fast ion loss does not depend on the ion VB drift- The OFMC

calculation indicated that the ion VB drift direction did not affect the total ion loss but the

dominant loss channel was different between the cases of the upward and downward ion

drift. In the case of the upward ion VB drift, the ripple trapped loss becomes a dominant loss

process because the fast ions trapped in the ripple well have little chance to detrap and go out

of the plasma.The heat load profile will be locally concentrated on the first wall because of the

increased ripple-trapped loss. On the other hand, in the case of the downward ion VB drift,

the banana drift loss becomes dominant because the trapped fast ions move toward the

shallower side of the well and most of them become to follow banana orbit.
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Fig. 2 Measured and calculated neutron decay after Fig. 3 Neutron decay time zn against the slowing
i\B turn-off in a plasma with ITER-like ripple well. down time T 12.3

4. Summary

In the up-down asymmetric ripple well of JT-60U, the effect of the ion VB drift

direction on the ripple-induced loss of NB-injected fast ions was experimentally investigated

to make sure of the effect of the icn VB drift direction on total ripple loss of NB-injected fast

ions. Fast ion loss was estimated from the neutron decay following short NB pulse whose

duration is shorter than tn. No significant difference in the fast ion loss was observed

between upward and downward ion VB drift. From the viewpoint of the power loss caused

by the toroidal filed ripple, the experimental result shows the operation with the upward ion

VB drift is not limited in a fusion tokamak with the up-down asymmetric ripple like ITER.
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10.3 Measurements and analysis of neutral particle energy spectrum

in ripple loss experiments

A.Morioka, K.Tobita, Y.Kusama, M.Isobe, K.Tsuchiya,

M.Nemoto, H.Takenaga and T.Nishitani

10.3.1. Introduction

In JT-60U, the transport of fast ions in ripple loss experiments have been studied by

using short neutral beam (NB) pulses[l,2]. If the fast ions are confined well in plasmas, r n

should be proportional to r J2.3, where r n is the decay time of DD neutron emission rate after NB

is turned off, and r s is the slowing down time of the fast ions[2]. Yet, the experimental r n is

shorter than the expected in long r s regime, as shown in Fig.l. There are two possibility for the

unexpected result. One is that fast ions are lost mainly owing to ripple loss, and the other is that the

slowing down process of fast ions is not classical. To resolve the cause, the slowing down was

studied with a charge exchange neutral particle (CX) analyzer which is viewing the plasma

perpendicularly.

10.3.2. Experiments

In the experiment, the plasma current and the toroidal field are 1.5 MA and 3.5 T,

respectively. The NB injectors were operated with beam width of 50 msec and supplied 85 keV

deutrons into banana orbits. We experimented in the region of r s=r0.4 sec. The experimental

slowing down time r s (exp.) were estimated from CX energy spectrum.

10.3.3. Experimental results and analysis

Time evolution of energy spectra measured after the termination of NB injection are

shown in Fig.2(a). The peak energy of the CX spectrum shifts toward low energy with the time.

The peak energy as a function of time after the end of NB injection is shown in Fig.2(b). From this

result, r s (exp.) is estimated to be 370±80 msec.

To evaluate die birth region of the CX flux with energies of 50~85 keV, we calculated

the neutral particle density profile by using a DEGAS code[3]. The neutral particle density(n0), the

fast ion density^), the neutral particle flux( f cx=nonj< a v >ct) and r s (cal.) along the line of sight

of the CX analyzer are shown in Fig.3. The attenuation of charge-exchanged neutrals in the plasma

is neglected since the electron density is low . We found that CX particles from 50 keV to 85 keV

were born mainly in the shaded region a vertical in Fig. 3. In the area, the value of r s (cal.) are

390+50 msec. This result indicates that the slowing down process of fast ions is classical since

r s (exp.) agrees with x s (cal.) within the error. From the agreement between r s (exp.) and T S

(cal.), it is found that the discrepancy between the experiment and calculation in z n at the long T S

is caused by the ripple loss effect.
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10.3.4. Conclusion
We estimated the slowing down time from decay of the CX spectra and from the

simulation code. It was found that the slowing down process was classical.
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10.4 Analysis of TF ripple up-down asymmetry experiment

K. Tobita, M. Isobe, Y. Kusama, T. Nishitani

For the design of a fusion reactor which will probably have up-down asymmetric

toroidal field (TF) ripple because of adoption of a long divertor throat, the question whether

or not the asymmetry changes fast ion loss should be answered in advance. Theoretically,

Yushmanov et al. found that the up-down asymmetry caused a net radial flux of banana

particles but that the asymmetry-induced flux was small compared with the conventional

ripple transport [1]. At the same time, however, they also suggested that the asymmetry

might induce large particle loss above a critical value of the asymmetry. Calculated with

JT-60U low collisionality conditions, fast ion transport can be affected by the asymmetry.

In a series of the experiments on the up-down asymmetric ripple below, we aimed to clarify

the sensitivity of the asymmetry on fast ion loss. Until now the asymmetry effect has never

been observed.

First we preview the asymmetry-induced transport for fast ions expected from

intuitive consideration in Section 10.4.1. In Section 10.4.2, the experimental results are

summarized concisely and discussion is presented in Section 10.4.3.

10.4.1 Ordering of fast ion flow velocities

As far as ripple transport coefficients are concerned, general theoretical treatments

are limited to ordering and we can not deal with any realistic problem precisely at all. But

the following rough estimation of fast ion flow velocities will certainly call our attention

more to the ripple asymmetry effect, indicating that the asymmetry-induced drift of fast ions

is likely to enhance the conventional ripple banana transport.

The up-down asymmetry gives rise to a net radial drift of banana particles. The

asymmetry-induced drift velocity vjasym is given by [1]

where v^ = v2IRQ and £ is the inverse aspect ratio and 8+ and <5. denote the ripple

amplitudes at the upper and lower banana tips, respectively. And < >e indicates averaging

over the flux surface. The direction of vdasy"> is dependent on the ion VB direction.

The net flow velocity of the up-down symmetric TF ripple diffusion is estimated as

follows:
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with the fast ion density n and the diffusion coefficient for the fast ions Drp. The diffusion

for fast ions with around 90 keV at the dominant neutron-producing area {rla = 0.2-0.5) is

described by ripple banana diffusion at low collisionality and the diffusion coefficient [21 is

Drp~ -V- (3)Q e5'2

with conventional notations.

A comparison between vj as>'m and vs>'m for a vertically displaced JT-60U plasma

(Fig. 2 (b)) is shown in Fig. 3, indicating that the both speeds are comparable. Since the

sign of vj asy" changes in accordance with the ion VB direction, the calculated result

suggests that fast ion transport can be enhanced or reduced by changing the ion VB

direction. In JT-60U standard operations with the downward ion VB, the transport seems to

decline because the asymmetry-induced flux and the conventional ripple transport flux try to

cancel each other. Note that Fig. 1 indicates only the comparability of vj <">m and vs>w: Drp

has ambiguity of a factor of 0(1) and the expression for vjasy'm by Eq. (1) is rough as well.

10 e

E

uo

0.01

Fig. I The estimated velocities for the
asymmetry-enhanced drift (Eq.
(1')) and the net flow velocity
of ripple banana diffusion (Eqs.
(2) and (3)) for 90 keV deterium
ions.

10.4.2 Experimental results

Opposed to the above intuitive consideration, the following two experiments reveal

negative results on the asymmetry effect.

(1) Effect on 90 keV deuterons

First, we estimated the total ripple loss from the DD neutron decay following a

neutral beam blip which was injected into banana orbits. The target plasma has very low

density of (0.3-1.2)xl019 nr3, at which the neutron decay is determined by both beam

slowing down and loss. Since the slowing down is well predictable by a classical

formulation [3], fast ion loss is derived easily from the experimental neutron decay. By

displacing the plasma vertically as shown in Fig. 2 (b), the asymmetry effect on the total

ripple loss was estimated. For both plasma configurations, the neutron emission decays

faster than the calculation assumed no fast ion loss, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). We expected a
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difference in the neutron decays for the asymmetric and symmetric configurations, but the

figure (a) shows no difference, leading to the conclusion that the asymmetric effect is too

low to be detected.

(a)

=> 1 .0

c
o

"c/3

m
E
CD
o

0)

Asym -
•—~ Sym

no loss

i

0.1 0.2
Time (s)

0.3
\

U-D asymmetric U-D symmetric

Fig. 2 (a) Neutron emissions for up-down asymmetric and symmetric ripple configurations,
and (b) the plasma cress sections and the ripple wells for the configurations. The
ion drift directed downwards in the both.

Next, by reversing the sign of the ion VB direction, we carried out the same

experiment for the up-down asymmetric configuration: here we intended to raise the chance

of seeing the asymmetry effect by changing the direction of the asymmetry-induced drift.

But no difference was seen again.

(2) Effect on energetic tritons

Triton burnup experiment provides another evidence of little effect due to the

asymmetry. Triton burnup ratio is closely related with triton transport, or loss. Here the

triton burnup ratio Si is defined by

DDdt (4)

where $07- and SQD is t n e fusion reactivities for D-D and D-T reactions, respectively. In

Table I, 3i is neither dependent on the ion drift direction nor the ripple asymmetry.

Table I Experimental triton burnup ration
Configuration
Ion VB Drift

Asymmetry
ionVB, l!

Asymmetry
ion VB, If

Symmetry
ionVB, ii

Triton Burnup Ratio, ̂ R

(5.9+0.6) x 10-3

(5.5 ±0.5) x JO-3

(6.4±0.3)xl0"3
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This implies that the asymmetry does not affect the ripple transport on a detectable scale

and that the triton loss is less sensitive to the ripple asymmetry.

10.4.3 Analysis and discussion

Ripple loss of beam ions was calculated with an orbit following Monte Carlo

(OFMC) code [4], with the aim of explaining the experimental result. The calculation was

done for the ion VB reversal experiment. The total orbit loss is almost same for the both ion

drift directions and no observation of the asymmetry effect is reasonable, as seen in Table I..

Note that reversing the ion VB direction leads to the interchange of the dominant ripple loss

channel. But the loss channel does not matter in the above result, in that the loss channels

(banana drift and ripple-trapped losses) are branches of a single stem, which separate each

other at the ripple well boundary very near the edge from the ripple-transported banana

particles.

Table I OFMC result for the JT-60U experiment

banana drift loss

ripple-trapped loss

total orbit loss

Downward drift

7.7 ± 0.6 %

1.8 + 0.2 %

9.5 + 0.6%

Upward drift

0.6 ± 0.2 %

9.7 ± 0.6 %

10.3 + 0.6%

As seen in Fig. 1, the asymmetry effect can be important around rla = 0.3 compared

with the conventional ripple transport. Also suggested from the figure is that we should

perform a local measurement of some proper quantity such as charge exchange efflux to

observe the effect, rather than the volume-integrated measurements. Assessment of the

precise local transport coefficients of the asymmetry-induced diffusion is progressing using

the OFMC code. With the result, we will be able to envision what diagnostic is promising

and what accuracy we need in the measurement for the purpose.
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10.5 Interpretation of experimental triton burnup
on basis of ripple transport theory

K. Tobita, T. Nishitani

Experimentally, triton burnup — the T(D,n) reactivity as a secondary reaction of

deuterium-deutrerium plasma — after neutral beam (NB) turn off typically shows the

decay time of ~1 s, a time scale comparable with the slowing down time of MeV ions.

Seen more carefully, however, the decay indicates that energetic tritons diffuse faster than

the axisymmetric neo-classical diffusion and that the seeming diffusion seems to be

enhanced by toroidal field ripple [1]. This note is aimed to look at how well ripple banana

diffusion in the low collisionality regime describes the observed transport of tritons.

10.5.1 Ripple banana diffusion in low collisionality regime

The low collisionality ripple diffusion prevails inside the ripple stochastic

boundary [2] given by

2PLq' ' ( I )

where N is the number of toroidal field coils, pL is the fast ion gyro-radius and q' is the

radial derivative of q. The others are conventional notations used in ripple transport theory.

For the low collisionality diffusion, v,- should be

v*;
v , < ~ 7 - ^ • (2)

(Nq)

For energetic tritons, the low collisionality condition becomes v,- < ~{10-100) s"1. Under

the conditions of the triton burnup experiment, v,- is in the range of 0.1-1 s"1, and hence

the above condition is satisfied and the low collisional ripple diffusion can operate. In the

diffusion, both TF ripple and pitch angle scattering are essential to make fast ion orbits

chaotic. The diffusion coefficient derived by Goloborod'ko et al [3] is given as follows:

N q v R < 5 > B
Urn r\ _5 7 2 vl '

where Q is the ion cyclotron frequency and < >g indicates averaging over the flux

surface. As often done in the analytic approach of ripple transport in Eq. (3), a factor of
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the order of 0(1) for Drp is ignored. Schematic picture of the ripple diffusion domains and

rough estimations of the diffusion coefficients are illustrated in Fig. 1. Although the low

collisionality diffusion has diffusion coefficients of a few orders smaller than stochastic

diffusion, it is still faster than axisymmetric neo-classical diffusion in a large portion of the

plasma and the neo-classical diffusion holds only in the core. Note that the transport

boundaries where the dominant diffusive processes alter is dependent on fast ion energy.

Importance of the low-collisional diffusion is a connecting role between the

MeV-ion-producing core and the edge region where different transport processes

(stochastic diffusion and ripple trapping) dominate. Since the MeV ion source rate is

highly peaked at the center, roughly speaking, ripple loss of the fast ions has an aspect of a

cascade reaction; slow low-collisional diffusion, rather than quick edge ripple transport

processes, tends to determine the quantity of fast ion loss.
fa
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Fig. 1 Poloidal domains where different transport processes prevail: axisymmetric neo-
classical transport (I), low collisionality ripple banana diffusion (II), stochastic diffusion
(III), and ripple trapping (shaded area). Also shown are rough estimations of the diffusion
coefficients as a function ofx.

Previous ripple experiments have not been focused on the low collisionality

diffusion due to small Drp. Yet, for the low collisionality ripple diffusion, the confinement

time of fast ions produced in the core is of the order of 1-10 s (== a2/4Drp), which is never

negligible in respect of slowing down time (typically ~1 s), most likely resulting in

delayed loss. For that reason, more attention should be paid to the diffusion.

10.5.2 Analysis of experimental data

The low collisionality diffusion is studied from triton burnup following neutral

beam (NB) heating turn off. A neutron detector views the core region of rla < 0.6, mostly

affected by the T(D,n) reactivity at rla = 0.36-0.47, where triton transport is anticipated to
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obey the low collisionality ripple diffusion. Thus, the triton burnup is dependent on the

local transport process in the core and independent of edge transport processes such as

stochastic diffusion and ripple trapping.

A comparison between the experimental and theoretical diffusion coefficients is

shown in Fig. 2. The main parameters of the discharges are Ip = 1.5-2.2 MA, Br = 4.0 T

and he= (0.7-1.3)xlO19 nr3 . The theoretical Dfasl is calculated using Eq. (3): here, it

should be reminded again that the theoretical coefficients have ambiguity of 0(1).

Considering the cross section for T(D,n) reaction — peaks at 0.17 MeV — and the

slowing-down distribution of tritons, tritons with energies of around 0.17 MeV contribute

much to the experimental triton burnup. In fact, the experiment shown in the figure is

comparable with the calculation for 0.17 MeV.

2
CM 0.1 -

0.01

Fig.2
Experimental ( 9) and theoretical
diffusion coefficients for tritons as
a function of ripple amplitude.

10.5.3 Discussion

The above comparison does not become a clear evidence of the low collisionality

ripple diffusion. Because Drp <* HE theoretically, it is not acceptable to treat the diffusion

coefficient of tritons as constant over the considered triton energy range: if theory is

correct, in the core region MeV-tritons are almost at rest, and then the diffusion becomes

active gradually as they undergo slowing down. Thus estimating the energy-independent

Dfa$t from triton burnup is not a proper way. Another key issue in the data analysis is a

finite banana width effect. Under the experimental conditions, the full banana widths Asia

are about 0.45 for 1 MeV and 0.2 for 0.17 MeV, respectively. This may make invalid to

define a local (flux-surface-averaged) Drp in virtue of dramatic radial change in ripple

amplitude.

In order to overcome those difficulties, we should proceed the following

experiments and analysis:
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(1) To reconstruct the time evolution of the measured burnup using energy-dependent

Drp (Eq. (3)), rather than assuming energy-independent diffusion. Moreover, in

order to include the finite banana width effect, prudent analysis using an orbit-

following Monte Carlo code [4] is required.

(2) To carry out the similar experiment at smaller Agla, preferably at Ip > 2.5 MA.

(3) To verify v,- dependence in an experiment changing plasma density; it will give a

straight-forward evidence of the low collisionality ripple diffusion because Vj

simply contributes to Drp as seen in Eq. (3).
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11. Disruption and Plasma Control

11.1 The Killer-Pellet-Injection in JT-60U

R Yoshino, K Itami, N Isei, Y. Kawano, Y Neyatani

1. Introduction

The disruptive termination consists of energy-quench and the following plasma-current-

quench (Ip-quench). Thus there are two strategies to ameliorate the disruptive termination; one is

softening of energy-quench, and the other one is that of Ip-quench. The former one is aiming

intensive reduction of the heat flux onto the first wall, and the killer-pellet injection is one method.

In JT-60U, 100% neon-ice-pellets (or killer-pellets) were firstly injected into plasmas in order to

generate fast Ip-quench[l], which perfectly conflicts with the softening of Ip-quench. However

fast Ip-quench within a time constant of the passive structure (vacuum vessel, in-vessel

components) has a merit to suppressing VDE and the halo current owing to small plasma

movement.

Demerits of the killer-pellet-injection is the generation of high toroidal eddy current in the

passive structure and of runaway electrons. However machine-design against the toroidally

uniform eddy current is much easier than that against the halo current with large toroidal

asymmetries[2], and the runaway electron generation has been delayed by intense impurity pellet

injection as presented in this paper.

2. Comparison of Intense Gas Puffing and Killer-Pellet-Injection

Typical time evolutions of plasma termination caused by the killer pellet injection (KPI)

and intense helium gas puffing (IHGP) are presented in Fig.l and 2. Large differences can be

observed between them as the following.

1) Fast drop of the central electron temperature Te(0) and an increase in heat flux onto the divertor

plate can be observed for both cases. A pulsive increase in the line integrated electron density

nel is observed after Te(0)-drop for IHGP, but a simultaneous nel-rise and Te(0)-drop can be

observed for KPI.

2) For IHGP heat flux on to the divertor plate is a intense pulse with short time duration of ~2 ms

and without time delay from the Te(0)-drop. On the other hand, heat flux for KPI is a small

pulse with a clear time delay of-600 u.s from Te(0)-drop, and its time duration is long of -10

ms.

3) A negative loop voltage spike and a positive plasma current spike are not clearly observed for

KPI, which suggests that the modification of the plasma current profile is much smaller than

that for IHGP.
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4) Pulsive rise of the particle recycling can be simultaneously observed at the energy quench in

both of the main plasma and the divertor regions for IHGP. However a sudden rise of particle

recycling in the divertor region delays by -3 ms from that in a main plasma for KPI, and

continuous increase in divertor plate temperature and fast decrease in nel are observed at the

early phase of Ip-quench .

These differences clearly show that the energy quench is not observed for KPI.

3. Delayed Runway Electron Generation

Generation of runaway electrons during Ip-quench is one of serious problems of the

disruptive termination, which intensively enhances the plasma-wall interaction. Thus the mitigation

of its generation has been studied. The former study for the runaway electron generation suggests

that it can be observed for low plasma density just before the energy quench and for low central

electron temperature with fast plasma-current-quench [3].

In JT-60U, generation of runaway electrons is frequently observed for KPI, because nel

largely decreases during Ip-quench as shown in Fig.l. Thus three neon ice pellets (3 mm^xl, 4

mm(t)x2) were simultaneously injected to raise the density as shown in Fig.3. The nel is raised to

~2.5xl020m -2 ) a n d then very fast decay of nel is observed at t = 8.12-8.13 sec. At nel of

~1.5xlo20m~2 (t ~ 8.13 s), an increase in the hard X-ray emission is observed. However the

plasma current has already dropped to 400 kA, which is only -20% of the flattop plasma current.

Thus hard X-ray emission is successfully delayed until low plasma current due to high electron

density. Here the electron temperature at t = 8.12-8.13 sec is much lower than 100 eV, and is

hard to be measured by ECE heterodyne radiometer.

For simultaneous three neon-ice-pellet injection with high nel of > ~2.5xlo2Om~2 at the

start of Ip-quench, hard X-ray emission could not be observed at the early phase of Ip-quench. On

the other hand for one neon-ice-pellet injection with lower nel of < 2.0x10^m"2 at the start of Ip-

quench, hard X-ray emission was frequently observed at the early phase of Ip-quench. This

results suggest that high density is necessary to delay the rise of hard X-ray emission and

continuous killer-pellet-injection is required even during Ip-quench.

3. Plasma-Displacements during Plasma-Current-Quench
Killer pellet injection is one method to mitigate the plasma surface interaction and the haio

current during the Ip-quench[4],

I) Inward Displacement

The divertor configuration is kept during the disruptive termination caused by KPI with

avoiding large vertical displacement. Here fast rise of Pp+li/2 (e.g. see Fig.3, t = 8.124 sec),

which is mainly caused by the increase in lj with the shrinkage of the plasma minor radius, has

relaxed the decrease in Rj. An attachment of a plasma to the inboard first wall is avoided due to
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this li ramp-up until 65% drop of the plasma current. However an inward attachment of a plasma

is suspected for the later phase of Ip-quench. In ITER-like fusion reactors, long time constant of

the passive components (e.g. 1 sec) is expected to largely reduce this horizontal shift.

2) Vertical Displacement

A fast inward Rj-shift causes a degradation of the field decay index and raises the

possibility of vertical positional instability for highly elongated plasmas. However in JT-60U such

positional instability has not been observed for KPI as shown in Fig.l and 3. When the initial

vertical plasma position is selected to be near the neutral point, the vertical displacement in the

early phase can be largely suppressed due to a balance of up/down toroidally flowing eddy

currents in the vacuum vessel [4][5]. In Fig.l and 3 the initial plasma vertical position is selected

to be 10 cm, that is close to the neutral point (15 cm). Thus the vertical plasma displacement is

smaller than ~5 cm during a half plasma-current-drop from its flattop value.

6. Conclusions

The killer-pellet is the impurity-pellet, that is injected into a plasma with aiming to terminate

a tokamak discharge without causing serious damages onto the machine, and has been investigated

in JT-60U using neon-ice-pellets. The disruption caused by the killer pellet injection is much

different from the normal density limit disruption and has many advantages.
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11.2 Regime of generation of runaway electrons during major disruption

Y. Kawano, R. Yoshino, Y. Neyatani, T. Hatae

The fast major disruption which terminates a plasma discharge is a serious issue in a

tokamak fusion reactor ". A release of plasma kinetic energy (thermal quench ) causes

severe damage of first wall materials. Subsequent fast release of plasma magnetic energy (

current quench ) induces large eddy currents which generate large forces on vacuum vessel

and in-vessel components. Additionally, first wall materials can be irradiated by energetic

runaway electrons generated and accelerated by the large one turn voltage spike during

current quench phase.

In ITER, runaway electrons with up to several tens MeV and several tens MJ is

expected to be produced 2I. They are considered to cause the very serious damage of plasma

facing components. Since it is urgent to resolve these problems for ITER, the comprehensive

knowledge of the generation mechanism of runaway electrons is needed. However, it is not

clear yet due to lack of reliable plasma diagnostics during the current quench phase especially

for electron density and temperature. In JT-60U, a newly developed CO2 laser interferometer

can survive during the fast current quench 3|. More accurate discussion can be possible for

runaway electrons by this measurement.

Since runaway electrons were observed in the case of that a plasma current decay

time, -zdecay defined by Ip/(dlp/dt), was less than 20ms in JT-60U 4\ a sequence of tokarnak

discharges were devoted to produce the fast current quench. Figure 1 shows a diagram of

line electron density measured by the CO2 laser interferometer (ncLp) versus one tum voltage

( V. ) during current quench phase to understand the generation condition of runaway

electrons. Data from discharges with accidentally happened disruption so far were also

analyzed. Because energetic runaway electrons can produce photo-neutrons on the target

materials through ( y - n ) reaction 5), the neutron yield is a good indicator of the presence of

runaway electrons. By this reason, all data points in the figure are also classified according

to their total neutron yield per each disruption ( Yn).

In Fig. 1, clear presence of runaway electrons are observed in the regime of V,^ >

80V and neLp < 6xl02Om'2. It is seen that the neutron yield is decreased with the increase in

density. Though the photo-neutron process is complicated, including the energy dependence

and the threshold, a reduction of the energetic runaway electrons might be possible by

increase in density.

In order to understand the generation of runaway electrons, effectiveness of a runaway

generation process should be evaluated, e. g. the Dreicer evaporation process 6). The Dreicer

field is written as7);
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ED = nce3lnA/47te0
2kTe (1).

For example, at the particular time that the V,^ reached its maximum during the current

quench, the Dreicer field can be estimated as follows. Considering the CO, laser path length

of about 6m in the plasma and assuming the uniform profile, the ne is relatively high of

~7xlO19 m"2 for the case of Vloop ~100V in Fig. 1. The electron temperature could not be

measured directly for fast disruptions but assuming that kTe is 4 eV from one of the fast

disruption model7>. The lnA is assumed of 15. Substituting these parameters into eq. (1),

the Dreicer field is calculated to be ED ~ 7000V/m. On the other hand, the actual applied

field ( Eapp,) to the plasma provided by one turn voltage spike; Eappl is estimated to be order of

5V/m ( = -100V / 2JTRVV, where is Rvv the major radius of vacuum vessel center; 3.32m ).

Thus the normalized electric field ( e = Eappl / E^) is evaluated as £ = ~ 7xlO'4. It is noted

that this value is much smaller than the critical limit of ec~ 3xlO"2 which is the Dreicer

process can directly contribute to a significant part of runaway electrons 8>. The Dreicer

process becomes effective if Tc is more than 200 eV, which is hardly accepted in the picture

of fast current quench. This result itself seems to indicate that the Dreicer process is less

effective to generate runaway electrons during current quench phase. So, it is expected that

the runaway electrons are generated at earlier phase of disruption, e. g. the thermal quench

phase and/or the post thermal quench phase, or more later of current quench phase where the

density decreased. Consequently, the process should be analyzed from the beginning to the

end of the disruption. Discussions for other processes including the effect of trapped high

energy electrons and the avalanche effect should be performed using measured plasma

parameters in this study .
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11.3 Boronization

S. Higashijima, M. Shimada, S. Tsuu-Iio*, H. Kubo, T. Sugie, A. Sakasai, Y. Neyatani,

J. Yagyu, H. Hira-tsuka, T. Arai, N. Ogiwara and M. Saidoh.

1. Introduction

Impurity reduction is an important issue for fusion devices because of the radiation power

loss and the fuel dilution. To decrease impurity concentrations, in JT-60U all of the plasma

facing surfaces were covered with carbon tiles and the various wall conditioning methods

have been carried out. One of the wall conditionings is boronization using decaborane (B10H14)

[1] and boronization has been carried out six times since July 1992. Boronization is effective

on oxygen impurity reduction just after the vacuum vessel vented and dramatic reduction of

the particle recycling [2]. As a result, in JT-60U the good confinement plasmas in high Pp

mode and H-mode could be obtained [3].

As decaborane contains hydrogen atoms, hydrogen concentration in deuterium plasma

was increased after boronization and hydrogen degassing was necessary. In the latest 6th

boronization the mixture gas of helium and deuterium was used as the supporting gas of the

glow discharge and hydrogen contamination in the deuterium plasmas was decreased without

increasing particle recycling.

In this part, in JT-60U the effects of boronization are summarized.

2. Set up

In JT-60U boronization using decaborane (BioHu) is executed because decaborane is

solid in room temperature and can be handled more safety than diborane (B2H6). In boronization

decaborane is heated, sublimated and guided into the vacuum vessel and boron film is formed

in the glow discharge. In order to optimize boronization the various improvements were

carried out each time. Table 1 is a summary of each boronization.

Impurity behavior is analyzed by spectroscopic measurements, especially the total of

impurity concentrations is decided from both the line intensities analyzed by VUV spectrometer

Date
Shot number just before boronization

Shot number just after boronization
Amount of decaborane

Supporting gas
Deposition time [hi

Wall temp, [t]
Number of gas inlets

Estimated boron layer thickness [nm
Measured thickness

Row-fB4Ctilc
Row-e B4C tile
NB port baking

1st
1992/7/30

15895
15896

10
He
10

300
1

30
—
—
—
—

2nd
1992/9/1

16048
16049

15
He
10

300
1

45
2'80

—
—
-

3rd
1993/2/17

16951
16976

50
He
36

250
12

150
100-400

O
—

OtTangential 2 pens)

4th
1993/7/2

18363
18427

100
He
57

250
12

300
210-1500

—
—

5th
1994/2/1

19757
19770

99
He
43

250
12

300
—
»-

O
O(all ports')

6th
1995/2/28

22964
22989

99.899
He(62%)+D2(38%)

55.5
250

12
300

«-

—

Table 1. Summary of boronization in JT-60U.
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and Zeff value derived from visible bremsstrahlung lights.

3. Impurity and Particle Recycling

Introducing boronization, oxygen concentration is reduced just after the vent of the vacuum

vessel in both OH and NB discharges. Figure l(a) shows the change of oxygen impurity in

OH discharges just before and just after the 4th boronization. After boronization oxygen

concentration is decreased specially at low electron density. In OH plasmas carbon concentration

does not change so much with boronization and boron impurity is increased as a result of

boronization. Because the increment of boron impurity cancels out the decrement of oxygen

impurity, Zeff value and radiation power loss from the main plasma do not change. In NB

= Oxygen =
5.0

£ 3.0 .

= Recycling Flux =
100 * a

10
o 2.0 -..

a
a

1.0 _ 2.0 3.0
"n [1019 m-3]

(b)s 1 !

1 1 ID
1 &h
; B : Hi

D

....

•

....

1
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" ":

l " :

....
1.0 2.0 3.0

m .3]
4.0

Fig. 1 (a) Oxygen concentration before/after boronization in OH discharges, (b) Recycling
flux before/after boronization.

heated plasmas, carbon concentration has a tendency to increase and boron concentration

certainly increases. Zeff value and radiation power loss from the main plasma are increased.

There are two reasons that boronization can not decrease carbon impurity in both OH and NB

plasmas. The first reason is that boron film in itself involves carbon since boron film is made

in the glow discharge and the second is that boron film at the separatrix legs is immediately

lost by repeating high power NB discharges and carbon is just generated from there. Although

the concentration of boron impurity decays to several percentages in ~50 shots after boronization

and boron concentration becomes low, oxygen impurity concentrations are kept low without

the other wall conditioning methods. This means boron film is produced on all of the first

wall and the quantity of decaborane is sufficient. But oxygen concentration is a level comparable

to the final level achieved by the other conditionings.

The recycling particle flux (<£>Dcc) is also shown in Fig. 1 (b) and is defined as the sum of the

deuterium (and hydrogen) particle flux derived from Da (and Ha) intensity in each poloidal

cord multiplied by the area of wall corresponding to each cord. The recycling flux after

boronization is low in both OH and NB heated plasmas compared to the non-boronized

surface. The reduction of the recycling flux shows that the boron layer absorbs not only

oxygen but also deuterium and hydrogen particles, and the boronized surface might keep the
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particles longer than a carbon surface. Boronization enables us to operate with the vacuum

vessel at 300°C without the helium TDC between tokamak discharges. After boronization

high pp plasmas are obtained at low electron densities and then the high Pp mode evolves into

a combined state with the H-mode [3].

4. Boronization using the Mixture Gas of Helium and Deuterium

As decaborane consists of boron and hydrogen, the generated boron film involves many

hydrogen atoms. In the lst-5th boronizations which the pure helium gas was used as the

supporting gas, H/D ratio increased up to -10 just after boronization and therefore -200 shots

were necessary for decreasing H/D ratio less than -0 .1 . In the latest 6th boronization the

mixture gas of helium (-62%) and deuterium (-38%) is used as the supporting gas of the

glow discharge. Although the pure hydrogen gas was used as the supporting gas at first, a

.2 0.1
CO

0.01

0.001

100

CM

o

a

e

22700 22800 22900 23000 23100 23209 23300 23400

Shot

o OH (Before)
n NB (Belore)
m OH (Alter)
• NB (Alter)

ne(U2)[1019

Fig.2(a) the shot history of H/D ratio before/after the 6th boronization. (b) Recycling
flux before/after the 6th boronization. Recycling flux is the same level as the case of
helium supporting gas.

stable glow discharge could not be obtained and helium gas was finally mixed with hydrogen

gas. Figure 2(a) shows the shot history of hydrogen(H)/deuterium(D) ratio. The H/D ratio is

~1 just after boronization and a prominent increase of H/D ratio is not seen after boronization.

By the way, to use deuterium gas for the supporting gas may be a defect because it is possible

that particle recycling becomes large. Hydrogen and deuterium concentration in the boron

film are measured by high energy ERD method. In the case of pure helium supporting gas

HTboron(B) ratio in the film is -10% and in the mixture gas case H/B ratio is - 2 % and D/B

ratio is -26%. Hydrogen atom in the film certainly decreases, but in the contrary the sum of

hydrogen and deuterium in the film increases from -10% to -28%. Figure 2(b) shows the

recycling flux before/after the 6th boronization. Recycling flux in the case of mixture gas is

the same level of the case of helium gas. As a result, we can decrease the hydrogen contamination

in the deuterium plasmas without increasing deuterium recycling. Now, it is not clear why the

sum of hydrogen and deuterium in the film increases and recycling flux does not change.
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5. Summary

In JT-6OU, boronization using decaborane was carried out and the effects of boronization

were investigated. It is summarized as follows:

(1) Boronization gets down oxygen impurity in the same extent as achieving by the other

wall conditioning just after the vacuum vessel vent and does not affect on carbon

impurity.

(2) Particle recycling was dramatically decreased. The main reason for particle recycling

reduction is that boron film absorbed hydrogen/deuterium.

(3) Boronization using the mixture gas of helium and deuterium as the supporting gas of

glow discharge is executed. Hydrogen concentration in the boron film is decreased

and hydrogen/deuterium ratio in the plasma is decreased without increasing recycling

flux. But the sum of hydrogen and deuterium in the film is increased.
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11.4 Feedback Control of Neutron Emission Rate in JT-60U

Y. Neyatani, T. Fukuda, T. Nishitani and R. Yoshino

1. Introduction

In order to operate steady state fusion reactor, advanced real-time control system should be

established in addition to the present feedback control, such as plasma current, plasma position

and shape, electron density. Expected control parameters will be current profile, pressure

profile, divertor heat load, fusion power control etc. Especially, fusion power controi is the

most essential issue for a reactor. Plasma beta has been controlled using diamagnetic signals to

control plasma energy l \ It is one of the power control methods. However, in a long pulse

operation, signal with integration circuit such as magnetic measurement is difficult to use FB

signals because of accumulation of integration error. In this paper, we tried direct control of

fusion power using D-D neutron emission rate in the JT-60U deuterium plasmas.

2. Feedback Control System

In JT-60U, two kinds of real-time control systems are operated for plasma control. One is

the Equilibrium Control System which control the plasma current, positions and plasma shapes.

The other is the Particle Supply and Heating Control System. This system includes the gas

feed, the pellet injection, the neutral beam (NB) and the RF heating systems. The later system

was utilized for this study. The D-D neutrons were used as a feedback signal of fusion reaction

rate control measured by the 235U fission chamber. The NB was used as a driver of feedback

(FB) control as D-D fusion reaction rate depends on ion temperature. We have fourteen NB

lines, and a number of unit has been controlled for heating power control followed by the

formula (1).

Nu=Int[G(sras--S£ef-)] (I)

Nu : Number of NB injection unit

G : Feedback Gain

Snmeas. : Measured D-D neutron emission rate

Sn
Ref- : Preprogrammed D-D neutron emission rate

The waveform of neutron emission rate was preprogrammed as a discharge conditions

before operations. The neutron feedback loop is illustrated in Figure 1. Delay of control is

depend on the time response of NB injection system and the data sampling period. This delay is

60 ms in case of turning NB on and is 20 ms for off.
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3. Demonstration of Feedback Control of Neutron Emission Rate

The FB control of neutron emission rate was demonstrated using FB system described

previous section. The Sn was kept constant at 3xlO15 n/s for 5 seconds until NB was turned off

(Fig.2). The first column in Figure 2 is the waveform of NB injection power. The last column

is the neutron emission rate (Sn). The input power was successfully controlled increase and

decrease of Sn. The controllable minimum neutron emission rate is 8xlO14 n/s which comes

from the NB power per unit and the time delay of FB system. During the FB control periods,

the stored energy was also kept constant at 2.5 MJ as shown in the second column. It is

because that the Sn was proportional to the squared stored energy with fixed confinement mode

( high Pp H mode) when the plasma position and the density profile do not changed 2\ This

relation suggests that the neutron FB can also used for the FB control of the stored energy.

However, the Sn seems to decrease slightly with time. During NB heating period, line

averaged electron density gradually increased by the beam fueling. This may be caused by the

change of beam deposition profile with changing density profile. The beam deposition in the

plasma peripheral region will increase with density because ionization rate increases with

density. Then, the central heating power reduced relatively and central ion temperature, which

is the most active region, reduced with same injection power. Figure 3 shows the beam

deposition power profile at t=5 and 10 seconds calculated by TOPICS code. Peak position of

absorption power shifted to outward with time.

4, Summary and Discussions

New real-time control function of neutron emission rate has been developed as a first step of

fusion power control. By the control of the number of NB injection units, we successfully

controlled neutron emission rate to keep constant during the FB control was turned on (~5 s).

The plasma stored energy was also kept constant during the same period. This demonstrated

results is expected to be effective for extending the steady state performance.

The technique of FB control by NB is not obtained steady state perfectly. Because, at

present, density profile is not controlled, then beam deposition changed gradually. This

suggests that density profile control should be combined to the heating control and optimized to

more long pulse control.

When the plasma performance reduced largely, for example caused by MHD instabilities, it

will not be possible to input enough NB power and the FB function will not operate.

Fusion power in the steady state phase with Q>1 will not be determined by injected heating

power directly. The control method using NB controlling the NB power itself may not be

feasible to control the fusion power because the major heating power is the fusion reaction

power in this phase. However, combination of this function and the fueling control will help

the ignition control of plasma near Q-l . It will enable the optimization to control before the

ignition starts. It will also be useful for the improved heating plasma performance without

catastrophic instabilities such as beta collapse.
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11.5 Divertor Radiation Feedback Control

S. Konoshima, N. Hosogane, S. Sakata, K. Akiba, H. Akasaka,

Y. Kawamata, Y. Neyatani, R. Yoshino, N. Saito and T. Kimura

A simple feedback control model, in which the divertor radiation power measured

by bolometer is used as a control parameter with hydrogen gas puffing as an actuator, has

been developed and tested in the JT-60U tokamak. Test results indicate that the total

radiation power is able to maintain almost as pre-determined level, if required radiation is

modest or less than one third to a half of the total heating power. Stable sustainment of a 6

MW divertor radiation, i.e., 40 % of 15 MW heating power, for about 3 seconds has been

achieved successfully.

1. Set up

Six central channels of the top bolometer array covers almost the whole divertor

zone from inside strike point to outside strike point of the separatrix field line including x-

point. Raw signals of the bolometer are sent directly to the high speed digital

computer(Real Time Processor) via isolation amplifiers. Time derivative of the bridge

amplifier output voltage, V(t), which is proportional to the temperature rise of a bolometer

with cooling time, Tc, gives incident radiation power as:

P = a (dAV/dt+ AV/Tc) with AV = V(t) - V(0)

Summation of each detector power with a geometrical coefficient gives an approximate

number of the total divertor radiation power. The results have been confirmed to agree

within 20 percent with the one using whole bolometer array. R.T.P. calculate the radiation

power with no time delay (less than 1 milisecond) and transfer the data to JT-60 plasma

control computer, ZENKEI. Hydrogen gas throughput rate, Qcom is determined such that

the measured radiation power, Prad(°bs), is equal to that requested value, Prad(ref), in

every 0.01 seconds with a following equation:

Qcom = Qpre + G l (Prad(ref) - Prad(obs))+G2TD(dPrad(obs) /dt)

Where the coefficients G\, Gi and T D represent proportional gain, differential gain and the

response time, respectively.

Prior to the test, previous experiments have been revisited to find JT-60U radiative

divertor characteristics. Heavy gas puffing of several tenth Pam^/s during high power
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heating increases divertor radiation linearly with time for about 1 second until abrupt jump

happens. This nonlinear rise is often called MARFE onset, formation of large local

radiating zone at some particular poloidal location such as x-point. Linear increase of the

divertor radiation is plotted in Fig. 1 as a single function of gas puff rate for several

discharges with 8 to 14 MW of neutral beam heating power. Normally the MARFE appears

at around 50 % of the heating power. The figure suggests that the gain G i or equivalently a

slope, -AQ/AP, would be in the range from 10 to 25 [Pam3/s/MW]. Time delay of the

radiation increase from a gas pulse, Trj, is typically 0.1 sec.

2. Test results and discussions
Experiment was performed during hydrogen discharge run period for 2 days in Sep.

1995. Operational conditions were as follows ; plasma current, 1.2 (1.8) MA, toroidal

field, 2 (3.5) tesla, height of x-point from divertor tiles, 13-15 cm and 6 to 15 MW of 80

kV hydrogen beams for heating. A few sets of gain and the reference power have been

tested.

One of the test results is shown in Fig. 2. Feedback control is enabled at 5.5 sec, 1

second after the neutral beam start. Top traces show how the actual radiation (Pr-

controlled) followed the requested wave form (Pr-reference) aided with gas pulses. 'Pr-

reference1 is 6 MW, 40 % of the heating power with a flat top duration of 3 seconds. A

large burst of gas pulse is injected so as to compensate the difference between the command

in the beginning at around 6 seconds. Gas pulses become small and less frequent as the

radiation grows as programmed. Some of the gas pulses appear to respond to noise since

differential gain G2 was slightly larger relative to Gi in this case.Divertor heat load

measured directly with infra-red camera indicated that 12 MW of heat load in the beginning

went down to 6 MW as a result of increased divertor radiation. On the other hand, although

the reason is yet to be specified, main plasma radiation is kept significantly small relative to

the previous experiment referred in Fig.l and less than 1 MW. In addition, energy

confinement until about 6.3 sec observed to improve apparently associate with the

reduction of main plasma radiation.

Even though the radiation power is maintained constant, there is slowly evolving

profile rearrangement. Radiation near the inner strike point often increase more rapidly than

other part and appears to saturate first at around 1.2 MW/m2. At this time the enhanced

radiation zone shift to the outer strike point and to the x-point and again saturate there at

similar level with 0.8 to 1 MW/m2. After the saturation, main plasma radiation starts to

increase or the MARFE appears. The situation is shown in Fig. 3 as an another example.

Divertor radiation is programmed as to increase slowly in step wise, beginning from 3 MW
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at 5.5 sec, to 5 MW at 8 sec and to 7 MW at 9.5 sec for fixed NB heating power of 12

MW. Total power follows almost as programmed until 9 second while again main radiation

is kept to be low, less than 0.5 MW. Divertor radiation start loosing control at around 9 sec

in Fig.3 because of irrational logic. Regardless of the heating power decrease at this time,

the computer keeps requesting additional gas to increase radiation. Gas puff leads to

develop further large radiating mantle around the main plasma and plasma start shrinking

until ended with thermal collapse at 9.5 sec.

Top three boxes show time evolution of the divertor radiation profiles. Local

radiation power near the inside hit point starts to increase more and saturate at about 1

MW/m2 and after the saturation of outer strike point at 8 sec a large radiation peak appears

near the x-point. This change is usually referred to the movement of peak radiation zone

moving from divertor plate to the x-point and the fromation of MARFE there. Line

integrated power of 1 MW/m2 could correspond to the local emissivity of MW/m3 range.

The saturation power may depend on the length of field line, since about 40 % higher

saturation level has been observed under slightly different condition (Bt increased from 2 to

3.5 Tesla and Ip from 1.2 to 1.8 MA for the same heating power). In addition to the

analysis of local power balance in cooperate with more detailed information such as neutral

particle source including impurities, further sophistication of the control logic, involvement

of heating power for example, would be important.

10 20 30 40 50
Gas puff [Pa m3/sec]

Fig. I: Divertor radiation power vs. gas throughput rate. (Data taken from 1994 radiative
divertor experiment.:#20029-20034. Pnb=8-14 MW, X point height=!9-25 cm from
divertor tile for upper two points and 9 cm for lower three data)
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11.6 O.lV/m Plasma Breakdown in JT-60U

R. Yoshino, M. Seki

1. Introduction
Power supply voltages of poloidal magnetic field coils are determined from requirements

for plasma current generation (plasma breakdown), plasma equilibrium control, and abnormal

events. At abnormal events of minor and major disruptions, the maximum available voltages of

power supplies are normally applied to maintain the programmed plasma equilibrium. The control

speed of each plasma equilibrium parameter (e.g. plasma current, plasma positions, elongation,

triangularity, gaps between the outermost flux surface and the first wall) determines voltages of

power supplies[l]. However, in the present tokamak machines and tokamak fusion reactors like

ITER, the maximum voltages of power supplies is required during a discharge for realizing the

plasma breakdown. Thus the reduction of breakdown loop voltage has a large impact to reduce a

size of poloidal field coil power supply system.

The reduction of the breakdown voltage has been investigated in many machines. Electric

field of 0.15 V/m obtained in DIII-D with ECH assistance is the lowest documented record[2].

Essential parameters of the breakdown are electric field at the plasma initiation position, pre-filling

gas pressure, error or stray magnetic field. Here a stable buildup of plasma current must follow the

plasma breakdown, where power balance must be maintained and the control of plasma current

and positions should be established.

2. Plasma Breakdown Optimization

For a standard plasma discharge in JT-60U, one-turn voltage ( V L ) of 20-30 V is applied

from ohmic heating coil and vertical magnetic field coil power-supplies only for 100 ms at the

plasma breakdown. Then low V L of -2 ~ +2 V is applied in the following discharge to control the

plasma current for 15 sec. The breakdown condition followed by stable plasma current buildup

has been investigated from the start of JT-60U operation, and the loop voltage has been reduced

step by step. In the recent experiment -0.1 V/m has been recorded with a loop voltage of 1.8 V as

shown in Fig.l. The electric field is calculated from loop voltage V L divided by 2TCR with R of

2.4 m. Position of R = 2.4 m is very closed to the inside first wall. Plasma equilibrium analyses

using a fast boundary fitting code[3] and fast visible TV with time resolution of 1 ms show that a

plasma grows from R ~ 2.4 m for high loop voltage breakdown. For low voltage breakdown a

plasma seems to be generated from the central region of a vacuum vessel. Thus E L of 0.1 V/m at

R = 2.4 m can be reduced to E L of 0.07 V/m at R = 3.3 m. This low voltage breakdown has been

realized by the following optimizations.

1) Helium gas pre-filling
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Hydrogenic gas is normally used as a pre-filling gas. However pre-filling with helium gas

has been firstly achieved in this experiment series. A relation between the pre-filling gas pressure

and the electric field ( E L ) just before the breakdown is shown in Fig.2. Open points are the

successful breakdown followed by stable plasma current ramp-up, and closed points are failed

ones, A solid line in Fig.2 is the minimum electric field for the breakdown required for connection

length (L) of 1000m as a reference, which is derived from Townsend avalanche theory.

Stable plasma breakdown at E L < 0.2 V/m could not be achieved for deuterium gas, but

was obtained for helium prefilling. The same experience was observed in JET[4]. Possible causes

of this stabilization effect of helium prefilling gas are the following. 1) Wall absorption of helium

gas is much smaller than that of hydrogenic gas. Thus the control of prefilling gas pressure is

much easier for helium gas. 2) Re-capture of electron by helium ion is considered to be smaller

than that by hydrogen. 3) Charge exchange loss of helium ion is lower than that of hydrogenic

ion, which relax the power balance just after the plasma breakdown. Here the helium prefilling has

little effect on the following plasma performance due to its small puffing of ~ 0.3Pam3/s x 0.2 s.

2) LHRF heating to support the power balance

LHRF heating was performed using a launcer closer to the plasma initiation point. LHRF

was injected 100 ms before the plasma breakdown as shown in Fig.l, but the breakdown

condition was not relaxed. However RF coupling is largely improved at the plasma breakdown as

shown in Fig.l, and LHRF of ~1 MW has a large effect to sustain a plasma just after the plasma

breakdown. When a modulated LHRF power of -50 Hz is injected, the plasma current is

sustained around 100 kA and plasma horizontal position largely fluctuates with switching on and

off of LHRF power.

3) Reduction of stray and error fields

Toroidal eddy current in the vacuum vessel, which is generated by applied loop voltage,

produces error fields. Investigation of the breakdown with loop voltage of -30 V shows that a null

point exists close to the inside first wall, which is supported by the equilibrium fitting of a plasma

configuration from magnetic probe signals[3]. However for the plasma breakdown with -0.1

V/m, the same equilibrium fitting analyses suggest that a plasma initiates from the central region of

a vacuum vessel.

4) Optimization of the position control after the breakdown

Figure 1 shows that LHRF coupling is improved with the plasma breakdown (see t = 0.35

sec in Fig.l). During low plasma current, plasma position is controlled to keep good coupling

with LHRF.
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12. Diagnostics
12.1 Removal of CXRS Optic for Background Spectrum

Y. Koide

1. Introduction

One of the optics of charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS), which was

for background spectrum, was removed from P3 section to P14 section in Dec. 1995 due to

the installation of N-NBI in P3 section (Fig. 1). In this paper, some restrictions due to this

removal are presented.

#1.2

NNB

#11.12 #9.10

FIG. 1. Top view ofJT-60V with the field of view of CXRS and beam lines.

CXRS diagnostic in JT-60U is usually based on the next reaction between neutral beam

for heating and carbon impurity,

D°(NB) + C6+ ->D++ C 5 7« = 8)

Profiles of ion temperature and rotation velocity are deduced from the Doppler broadening

and shift of the emitted spectrum, respectively. The measurement is restricted within the

intersection region of the neutral beam and the line of sight. A spectral line with the same

transition, however, is also produced by electron excitation in relatively peripheral region.
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This background spectrum is not negligible compared with that by the above charge-exchange

reaction and is not spatially uniform. Therefore it must be evaluated in order to estimate the

charge-exchange spectrum.

2. Problems and countermeasure

It is required that background optic doesn't look at any beams. P3 section was the best

position from this viewpoint because the region of P3-4 2-4 1-4 18—» 17 is free from

beams (Fig. 1). On the contrary, P14 section, i.e. new address, is not adequate basically for

the background measurement because many beams are passing through the region. At a

glance, #2 and #4 beams (upper perpendicular beams) are visible from the background optic

in P14 section. Beams of #1, 3, 7 and 8 might contaminate background spectrum and their

effects must be checked in the experiments.

There may be some countermeasures for this problem: 1) no injection of #2 and #4 beams

when CXRS measurement is necessary (Fig. 2), 2) modulation of diagnostic beam (#14) (Fig.

3), 3) multi-Gaussian fitting of the detected spectrum, 4) switch over of diagnostic beam from

#14 to #2 or #4.

The second idea is not recommended because the effective time resolution will be

deteriorated down to >0.4 s (each pulse width of > 0.2 s is required) and discussions of

physics involved will be limited; it is not guaranteed that the background spectrum at different

time is valid. The third one is not recommended because the separation of CX-spectrum and

background-spectrum is not always reliable. The fourth one is not acceptable because poloidal

array and optic for He transport study look at #14 beam. I would think, after all, that the first

one is the easiest and the most reliable way to cope with this problem although it will lead to

the reduction of total injection power; calculation of ion temperature, plasma rotation and

carbon density will be skipped during the injection period of #2 and #4 beams (Fig. 2).

1

•Other NBs

(#14"

-Other NBs

r
CX&BG

FIG. 2. Beam injection scenario with
modulation of'#2 and 4.

CX BG

FIG. 3 Beam injection scenario with
modulation of if 14.
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12.2 Recent Activities of Multi-ruby-laser and High-spatially-resolved
Multipoint Thomson Scattering System

H. Yoshida and 0 . Naito

1. System layout
The system layout for the present ruby Thomson as of 1995 is shown in Fig. 1, which is

characterized by the high-spatially-resolved multipoint measurement of 60 channels with the
flexibility for multi-ruby-laser operation. Using a beam combiner composed of a polarizer
plate and a Faraday rotator, two ruby lasers with 10 J, 30 ns of pulse width and a single beam
path line have provided either of the transient phenomena measurement such as L/H transition
and pellet injection with the minimum time difference of 2ms in the burst mode operation,
and of the multi-time-slice measurement with the repetition rate of -0.5 Hz in the normal
mode operation.1' For the reliable electron density measurement with the multilaser Thomson
scattering, the relative beam energy of the two ruby lasers is stably and precisely monitored
by a PIN diode in the laser room through a communication optical fiber -300 m long which
guides the laser light uniformly averaged by an integrating sphere located at the beam dump.

Two kinds of collection optics have been working: Cassegrain type mirrors viewing the
core plasma with the spatial resolution of 22 mm and double Gaussian lens seeing the edge
plasma with 8 mm and 16 mm resolutions. The collected lights are led into three sets of
Littrow type grating spectrometer by quartz fiber bundles -100 m long with about 50%
transmission at 632.8 nm. The spectral range of Littrow type grating spectrometer is about
400 nm to 700 nm for the high Te core plasma measurement, and 550 nm to 700 nm for the
edge plasma measurement. The spatially and spectrally resolved output images of the three
spectrometers are severally converted to electrical signals by a newly developed high repetition
(1 ms) photodiode array (PDA) with spatial and spectral division of 20x12 pixels and also
10x6 PMTs for the core plasma measurement (core PMT), and 30x(4-5) PMTs for the edge
plasma measurement (edge PMT). The spectral division of PDA was designed to show a full
performance in higher electron temperature regime of Te -10 keV with 12 spectral pixels for
each spatial point, and that of the core PMT to ensure Te measurement with good precision
even in lower electron density regime of less than ixlO19 m"\ The spectral division of the
edge PMTs can give a good estimation for the extremely low nt (~lxl018 m'3) and low Te

(-10 eV) condition. Since 1991 the edge PMT has been operational, PDA since 1992 and the
core PMT since 1993. Especially for the edge PMT signal flow in the subtraction procedure
of the edge plasma background (BG) light from Thomson scattering signal (SG), two
corresponding groups of ADC and memory are independently used for the purpose of
suppressing the difference in the ELM activity level at SG timing and BG timing. The
precise edge plasma profiles can be measured even with giant ELM activity, when the time
delay of both the timings is shortened to less than 200 ns.

Each Thomson scattering spectrum is reconstructed with the acquired data from the
corresponding CAMAC memories and also with the corresponding calibration data of relative
sensitivity of spectral channels, spectral slit functions, relative detector and/or amplifier
gains, Rayleigh scattered light intensities, laser energy and so on. The estimation of Te and nt

together with their error bars is made through a non-linear least squares fit of fully relativistic
Thomson scattering spectrum to measured one. In this procedure a detector shot noise, a
plasma background light level and a circuit noise are taken into consideration. As the fully
relativistic Thomson scattering spectrum, an analytic formula is used which is applicable to a
wide range of plasmas with extremely high accuracy of less than 0.1% at 100 keV.2)

2. Remote adjusting and monitoring of fiber optic field position to beam width
In order to measure ne profile precisely, a holder stage of fiber bundles is designed to
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move slightly in the parallel and rotational direction of the single beam line in each collection
optic. The necessity comes from possession of multi-collection-optic itself and also a lack of
sufficient allowance of Fiber bundle width against beam diameter.

Main components of this remote alignment system for fiber optic field are two special
fiber plugs composed of a pair of horizontally separated fiber bundles with the same dimension,
four PMTs with a band-pass interference filter for the respective bundles, and two adjustment
stages for parallel and rotational directions with precise driving mechanics and electronics for
each collection optic. The above two fiber plugs for alignment are mounted at upper and
lower positions against the optical axis of each collection optic. Using the calibrated ratio of
scattering signals through a pair of fiber bundles horizontally divided into two in one alignment
plug, the relative location of the beam width on the horizontal fiber optic field in the vacuum
vessel is easily calculated. Moreover the parallel and rotational quantities of the respective
two stages, which are necessary to align the two fiber optic fields with the single beam path
line at once, can be estimated by using the two ratios obtained separately through the upper
and lower positioned plugs.

This alignment procedure is operational with using not only Rayleigh scattering light but
also Thomson scattering light. Namely during plasma discharges it can be monitored what
location each fiber optic field is positioned against the whole width of each beam pulse in the
vacuum vessel. So even though drifts of the beam line and also displacements of the
collection optic box occurs, which are mainly caused by laser troubles and/or repairs and
high speed disruptions, respectively, the fiber optic fields can be remotely and immediately
just aligned to the single beam line at least in the next plasma discharge. As another basic
use of this remote adjustment system, the local beam diameter can be estimated through the
intensity variation of strong and monochromatic Rayleigh scattering light with parallel scanning
of all the measurement fiber bundles in one holder stage. Figure 2 shows the scanned result
for the two lasers at the upper spatial point viewed by the Cassegrain type mirrors, indicating
that both the beam diameters are about 5.5 mm which is within the fiber optic field width (~8
mm) of the corresponding bundle. It is also found that the collection optic with the aligned
stage position views the whole of the beam width properly. At the center of flat top in Fig. 2
the ratio of the scattering signals through a pair of fiber bundles is unity in both the upper and
lower alignment plugs. The most benefit of introducing the remote alignment system of fiber
optic field is a major reduction of the quartz fiber cost with keeping the reliable ne profile
measurement.

3. Solutions to coating problem of viewing window
The degradation of a viewing window transmission is still one of practical problems to be

solved on visible plasma diagnostics. Through many plasma discharges a dark-brown-colored
thin films are gradually coated on the inner surface of the viewing window, which attenuates
the light from plasmas to be measured and also gives rise to the spectrum distortion due to
the chromatic dependence of its transmission property. Especially in Thomson scattering
system, therefore, the coated window may cause a systematic error of an underestimation
both for electron density ne and for electron temperature Te. This problem is enhanced more
severely in higher Tt measurement with wider spectral range. Considering these backgrounds,
recently we have developed two approaches to solve this problem. One is a method by
which wavelength-dependent transmission of Thomson viewing window can be predicted
using a known attenuation of coated film and also a Rayleigh scattering data The other is a
laser-blow-off based in situ cleaning method. The former is applicable to a window which
suffer a slight coating through normal plasma discharges, the latter a more severe one with
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almost complete recovery of window transmission.
Generally a transmission of a coated window varies chromatically as

T(X) = Toexp[-cca)tl (1)
where Tg is the original window transmission of quartz glass (-0.94), a(A) the wavelength-
dependent attenuation oi the coated film, and t the film thickness considered to be independent
of wavelength. T(X) is measured by a spectrophotometer, and / by an ellipsometer. or(A) can
be obtained through a polynomial regression for the JT-60U coated window database on film
thickness and transmission with an accuracy of less than 7% and an applicable wavelength
range of 300 nm to 800 nm. The wide applicability of the obtained expression for the film
attenuation to slightly coated windows would be based on the unchagebleness of the film
composition. The film composition itself seems to depend on the first wall materials and be
irrelevant to the window location on the vacuum vessel. So the chromatic window transmission
can be predicted with the window mounted to the vessel, if only the film thickness is found
out. The following way is one of possible methods to know it, and can be easily applicable
to all the Thomson scattering diagnostics. A Rayleigh scattering light intensity No is obtained
through the uncoated window at the first stage just after the window replacement, while MR

through the coated one. If all components of the system are kept in the same condition as at
the first stage, the ratio N0/NR gives the information on the coated film thickness tR as follows:

tR = (l/aR) ln{T0/TR) = (1/cg ln(N/NR), (2)
where TR=7{AR), aR=a(XR) and Afl=694.3 nm for a ruby laser. Inserting tR in Eq. (1), we can
obtain the expression for the chromatic window transmission with practical precision.

The second method is a more direct way of cleaning the coated window. By the blow-off
method using a Nd:YAG laser, the deteriorated transmission is regained with a transmission
recovery rate of 98-100% at wavelength of over 700 nm and of 92-94% at 400 nm This
regained transmission would give systematic errors only of less than 3.0% and 2.5% to the
estimation for electron density and electron temperatures of less than and 10 keV, respectively.
Up to now the effective blow-off of the coated film is achieved in the beam-hit area of less
than about 30 mm diameter (-0.3 J/cm2), depending on the number of laser pulses and the
energy profile of the beam.

4. Recent measurements
The edge PMT system has provided the precise data especially for researching the local

transport of the edge region in H-mode plasmas. The profile data from the core PMT system
together with the edge PMT one has been of use to investigating the global confinement of
OH, NB heating and NBCD experiments and also the heating and current driving characteristics
of ICRF and LHRF experiments. In the negative shear experiments, started from 1995, PDA
system has shown a good performance for high Te plasmas. Figure 3 is a typical profile
shape of Te andne in NB and ICRF heated negative shear plasma, indicating that the formation
of an internal transport barrier for electrons is recognized from the existence of a steep
gradient in both Te and ne measurement. The curve of Te in Fig. 3 is drawn on the basis of
PDA data. The clear and steep gradient in both Te and ne profiles is a distinctive feature of
the JT-60U negative shear experiment.
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12.3 Contribution of Toki Conference

A. Sakasai

Eight papers presented from JT-60U diagnostics group at the 7th International Toki

Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion, "Fusion Plasma Diagnostics"

in Japan during the week of 28 November - 1 December in 1995.

The paper "Divertor Diagnostics and Physics in JT-60U" is a invited talk

presented by A. Sakasai. The following is abstract of the paper.

Three bolometer arrays, IRTV, photodiode array, spectrometers, Langmuir probe array,

Penning gauges and quadrupole mass analyzers were installed for divertor diagnostics to study

the divertor physics in JT-60U. Radiative cooling divertor is investigated to reduce the heat

load on the divertor plates using these diagnostics. The mechanism of radiation losses is

spectroscopically studied with visible spectroscopy. The peak heat flux density reaches 300-

400 MW/m2 most of the power is deposited within a few milliseconds due to ELMs. Carbon

generation can be modelled very well by physical sputtering from D + and Oxygen impurities

plus C self sputtering and chemical sputtering from Oxygen in low density discharges or L-

mode discharge with high power NB (25 MW) heating. In high density plasmas, the

physically sputtered impurities from target plates are reduced, chemical sputtering by neutral

particles which strike the divertor plates in the private region becomes dominant in high density

plasmas. Helium exhaust from the core plasma is observed due to wall pumping caused by

Solid Target Boronization. The He neutral pressure in the divertor and He content in the main

plasma were reduced by the He exhaust to 1/3 of those without STB.
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12.3 (1) Improvement of dual CO2 laser interferometer

Yasunori Kawano, Akira Nagashima,

Katsuhiko Tsuchiya, Takaki Hatae and Soichi Gunji

A new phase comparator named VRPC ( Very high Resolution Phase Comparator )

has been developed to improve phase and density resolutions of a dual CO2 laser interferometer

in JT-60U tokamak. Time discrimination of 39.0625 ps of the VRPC can provide a phase

resolution of 1/12800 of a fringe for a 2 MHz interference beat signal, which corresponds to

an expected effective density resolution of 1.32 x 1017 m'2. The first operation of the VRPC

for actual plasma discharges has been executed. A phase resolution is improved significantly

in comparison with that of a previous comparator which has a resolution of 1/100 of a fringe.

A density resolution is also well imprc r1 > extract noise components which were comparable

to a bit noise of the previous comparator. The VRPC has a capability to enable the dual CO2

interferometer to measure precise and fast density changes in tokamak fusion plasmas.

A comparison of phase resolutions between the VRPC and the previous comparator is

shown in Fig. 1. It is noted that very small changes of the phase signal are well detected in

the case of the VRPC (Fig. l(a)) compared with the case of the previous comparator (Fig. 1

(b)). Thus, it is concluded that the phase resolution of the interferometer is significantly

improved by the VRPC.
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t 12.3 (2) Triton Burnup Measurements using Scintillating Fiber Detector
on JT-60U

T. Nishitani, M. Isobe, G.A. Wurden, R.E. Chrien, K. Tobita and Y. Kusama

The new type type directional detector of 14 MeV neutron was developedfl] based on

scintillating fibers for the triton burnup measurement in JT-60U deuterium discharges, as part

of a US-Japan fusion collaboration. The detector consists of an array of scintillation fibers

embedded in an aluminum matrix coupled to a magnetic resistant photo tube with a high

current-capable base. Because the maximum recoil-proton range for a 14 MeV neutron is 2.2

mm in plastic scintillator, we chose to use either 1 mm or 0.5 mm diameter scintillation fiber

optics. Only the neutron coming on the axis of the fiber gives the highest energy deposition in

the fiber, so that this detector has an intrinsic directionality, which was evaluated to be ±30°

using the DT neutron generator FNS. The detector is mounted in a small collimator box, 40

cm x 61 cm x 61 cm of borated polyethylene, in order to improve the directionality. Two sets

of detectors have been installed near the midplane of the vessel, just outside the toroidal field

coil position on JT-60U. Other two sets of detectors are under installing, which will allow us

to measure the 2.5 and 14 MeV neutron emission profiles simultaneously. The scintillating

fiber detectors have been calibrated by the shot-integrated 14 MeV neutron yield measured

with the neutron activation technique using a pneumatic foil transfer system.

The time resolved measurements of 14 MeV neutron emission from the triton burnup

have been performed using scintillating fiber detectors with a temporal resolution of 10 ms.

The scintillating fiber detector system operates in a background of 2.5 MeV neutrons which

are -100 times brighter than the 14 MeV neutron signal, at the counting rate up to 100 MHz.

The peak 14 MeV neutron rate at the time of neutral beam(NB) turn-off is as high as 2% of

the total neutron rate. Time histories of 14 MeV emission after NB turn-off have been

analyzed based on the classical slowing down theory. Assuming the loss of fast tritons can be

represented as a diffusivity, then values increasing with increasing toroidal ripple were

determined between 0.05-0.15 m2/s, from the modeling of the time histories of the 14 MeV

emission after the NB turn-off (see Section 10.3). Also MHD effects on the triton burnup

have been investigated. The sawtooth effect is not clear in both 2.5 MeV and 14 MeV neutron

emissions on high power neutral beam injections. In the quasi-stationary-mode (QSM), both

the DD and DT neutron rate decrease drastically. The effects of the TAE modes is discussed

in Section 9.3.
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12.3 (3) High-resolution visible spectrometer for divertor study in JT-60U
H. Kubo, T. Sugie, H. Takenaga, S. Higashijima, and A. Sakasai

Knowledge of the velocity distributions of neutral deuterium and impurity and ion

temperature is important for study of deuterium recycling, impurity behavior and plasma

transport in divertor plasmas. The velocity distributions and the ion temperature can be

estimated from Doppler-broadening of spectral lines from neutral deuterium atoms and impurity

ions. In JT-60U, a visible spectroscopic system with high wavelength resolution has been

developed to observe the Doppler broadening of the spectral lines emitted from the divertor

plasma.

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of the cross section of JT-60U and the

spectroscopic system. An object optics with a 60-ch optical fiber array observes the divertor

region with a spatial resolution of about 1.2 cm. The optical fibers transmit the light from the

torus hall to a diagnostics room. At a terminal box 10 fibers are chosen from the 60 fibers, and

in a preoptics they are vertically placed in linear configuration along the entrance slit of the

spectrometer. An interference filter is used to remove the overlapping orders. The spectrometer

is built in the Littrow mounting, because the image should be little astigmatic to obtain the

spatially resolved signal with an CCD camera. The focal length of the Littrow lens is 1.2 m and

the diameter is 100 mm. The high resolution is obtained by using an echelle-grating (79

grooves / mm) in high spectral order (35-61 for the wavelength range of 400 - 700 nm) and

the nominal wavelength resolution is 5.3 pm. The image-intensified CCD camera covers a

wavelength band of around 1.1 nm.

optical fiber array
(60 ch)

CCD comero spectrometer

- - entrance slit

Littrow lens
echelle grating

lens

i interference filter

lenses
optical fiber array

(lOch)

preoptics

optical fibers

1 3 5

major radius (m)

terminal
box

Fig.l Schematic drawing of the cross section of JT-60U and the spectroscopic system.
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12.3 (4) Current Profile Measurement with MSE Polarimeter in JT-60U

T. Fujita, H. Kubo, T. Sugie, N. Isei and K. Ushigusa

A motional Stark effect (MSE) polarimeter has been installed to obtain the current profiles in

JT-60U. The collection optics and the polarimeter observe the D a line from a counter-

tangential heating neutral beam (#7) through fused-silica windows via front surfaces of

reflecting aluminum mirrors. The polarimeter has 5 viewing points which cover R=3.04-

3.42m. The polarization angle of the a component of the Da line is measured using a

combination of two photoelastic modulators and a linear polarizer.

The change of polarization angle with the reflection at the aluminum-coating mirrors, which

was induced by the difference of reflectivity for s and p polarizations and the difference of

phase for s and p, was corrected using the results of the calibration with a light source and a

linear polarizer before the installation of the polarimeter. The calibration of offset angles, which

was induced by the Faraday rotation in the windows in the strong magentic field, was done by

flux-conserving rapid motion of plasma during the neutral beam injection. The error in obtained

offset angles is estimated to be about 0.2 degrees.As the scope of MSE is small compared to the

plasma minor radius (0.7-1.0m), the value of internal inductance measured by magnetics was

utilized to obtain the q-profiles in addition to the MSE data. Polarized background light was

oberved with intense (typically >15MW) neutral ^

beam heating. The time evolution of this light differs ~

from that of bremsstrahlung. The origin of thiso.

polarization is not known. To correct the change of 57

polarization angle by this polarized background o

30

20

10

0

0

Si 1

light, the polarization of background light was o

monitored by observing light near the beam emission ~2

of one of the 5 channels (CH3). In Fig. 1, polarized >] 0

components of background light, raw signal and £JT

corrected signal are shown. We find the corrected ^

signal almost vanishes without #7 injection, which •*

means that the correction works very well. By this

technique, we have become able to obtain q profiles Fig. 1

even with high power beam heating.

The change of current profile was studied on the Ip rampdown/rampup, LHCD and so

on. In the reverse shear experiments where neutral beams were injected during the initial current

ramp, q-profiles with negative shear were observed.

total
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12.3 (5) Measurements and Analysis of ECE in JT-60U

M. Sato, S. Ishida, N. Isei, A. Isayama, H. Shirai, T. Oyevaar,

M. Teranishi1)' N. Iwama1) and K. Uchino2)

l)Toyama Prefectual University, 2)Kyushu University

1. ECE measurements

In order to obtain the time evolution of the electron temperature in JT-60U plasmas, an

ECE measurement system with fast time and high spatial resolutions has been developed. The

system in JT-60U device consists of three different instruments: a Fourier transform

spectrometer system (FTS) [1], a 20-channel grating polychromator system (GPS) [2], and a

12-channel heterodyne radiometer system (HRS) [3]. The frequency of measured second

harmonic ECE is from 100 GHz to 300 GHz. It is main purpose for FTS to determine whether

ECE is emitted from the thermal electrons and to obtain absolutely calibrated electron

temperature profiles. The GPS and HRS are relatively calibrated to measure electron

temperature profiles with fast time (- 2 JIS) and high spatial (~ 1 cm) resolution. The HRS has

a better SN ratio than the GPS for an electron temperature below 1 keV and vice versa.

2. ECE Analysis

The importance of relativistic down-shift frequency effect on the determination of the

electron temperature profile in a reactor-grade tokamak has been recognized. [4] Recently it

was pointed out that the radial shift of the electron temperature profile obtained using the radial

dependence of the non-relativistic electron cyclotron frequency due to the relativistic effect is not

negligible in a medium temperature plasma. [5] When the toroidal magnetic field is higher,

electron density is lower for a fixed electron temperature, the shift is bigger. When the electron

temperature is higher for a fixed optical depth, the shift is bigger. For precise measurement of

the electron temperature profile it is important to correct the shift due to relativistic down-shift

frequency.

3. Summary

An ECE measurement system with fast time (~ fis) and high spatial (~ cm) resolution

has been developed in order to obtain the time evolution of the electron temperature in JT-60U

plasmas. The ECE system consists of three different instruments: A FTS, a 20-channel GPS,

and a 12-channel HRS. For precise measurement of the electron temperature profile it is

important to correct the shift due to relativistic down-shift frequency in present day tokamak.
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12.3 (6) Neutral Particle Analyzer with Energy Range up to 4 MeV
for both Alpha Particle and Protons

Y. Kusama, M. Nemoto, V.I. Afanassiev , S.S. Kozlovskij , S.Ya. Petrov ,

M. Satoh, A. Morioka, Y. Tsukahara, A.I. Kislyakov*, M.P. Petrov*, H. Takeuchi

Neutral particle analyzer with an energy range up to 4 MeV for both protons and alpha

particles was developed under the collaboration between the JAERI and the Ioffe Institute. A

second detector array was installed on the opposite side of the middle plane of analyzer. Electric

field in the electrostatic deflector is directed oppositely to the magnetic field when we measure

protons over ~2 MeV using the detector array. With these improvements, the maximum energy

for protons was increased twice in comparison with a previous analyzer [1, 2]. Use of the

thinnest possible scintillator produced a remarkable decrease in neutron and g-ray sensitivity for

the measurement of 0.1-0.5 MeV beam ions. The energy spectrum of atomic hydrogen fluxes

was successfully measured with this analyzer in ICRF-heated plasmas as shown in Fig. 1.

P|C=6MW, ne=3.8x1019 rrr3 :

i i t I t t t I i i i I t i i I l

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
Energy (MeV)

1.2

Fig. 1: Energy spectra of atomic hydrogen fluxes measured with this analyzer (full circles)

and with the previous one (open circles) in a ICRF-heated plasma.
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123 (7) YAG Laser Thomson Scattering System

Takaki HATAE, Akira NAGASHIMA, Hidetoshi YOSHIDA, Osamu NATTO,

Osamu YAMASHITA, Sigeru KITAMURA, Daisuke KAZAMA, Yoshiaki ONOSE and

Tohru MATOBA

12.3.7.1 Introduction

The YAG laser Thomson scattering system is being developed for the purpose of measuring

the time evolution of electron temperature (Te) and density (ne) profiles with pseudo-continuity

of time in addition to Ruby Thomson system in JT-60U. The polychromator and avalanche

photodiode (APD) detector are newly developed to cover the various plasma operations in

JT-60U, and are able to measure the range of 20eV<Te<20keV and 5xlOl8rn3<ne<2xl020m'3.

Presently this system provides Te and ne periodically every 100ms at five spatial points.

12.3.7.2 Apparatus

The lOHz multipulse Nd-YAG laser (wavelength 1064nm) produce a Gaussian like beam

of 21 The polychromator is a successive interference filter type, which comprises six wavelength

channels, suitably designed for the wide temperature range. The scattered spectrum is measured

by Si-APD detectors, of which the sensitivities are more than 20A/W at lO64nm and internal

gains are 100. In order to prevent the temperature effect on gain change of APD, each APD

element is mounted on Peltier thermo-stabilizing element, the temperature is stabilized to

25+0.1°C. E024780

FIR ln!*rt*rom«Ur

6084780,1=6,5»

• YAG Thornton
Ruby Thornton }

Timo(s)
E0347S0, t=6,Sl

12.3.7.3 First operation results and Future plan

This system was examined to be able to measure

the time evolutions of Te and nc profile for NBI

heating plasma, as shown in Fig.l. Obtained data

were comparable to the ECE diagnostic and Ruby

Thomson scattering.

Additional four spatial channels will be

installed for the central measurement. A new

collection optics is under construction in order to

measure the peripheral plasma, and will have three

spatial channels initially. To obtain higher time

resolution, the YAG laser repetition rate will be Fig.l First operation results of YAG laser

increased from lOHz to 50Hz. These installation T
T
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12.4 Estimate of Local Turbulence Diffusivity
via Correlation Reflectometry

T. Fukuda, M. Mori, K. Nagashima, H. Shirai and K. Mima*

1. Introduction

Recent transport analysis shows that the ion diffusivity £ either in high J3p or Hot-

ion H-mode is close to the values of neoclassical estimate, while electron transport is still

in the anomalous regime [1]. Bearing in mind that the alpha heating power is dominantly

transferred to electrons in a fusion reactor, detailed investigation of electron transport has

been highlighted in the recent tokamak confinement research. In order to examine the

result of analytical estimate, a fair amount of work has been done in the experimental

documentation of the local diffusivity and definition of its limitations.

One of the most popular technique of detecting the local diffusivity is the

perturbation method, of which descriptions are found elsewhere [2]. Several experiments

were carried out in the past, where was estimated either at the sawtooth crash or at the

pulsed ECH [3,4]. Gas puff modulation technique was also applied on various tokamaks

[5]. Consistency with the power balance analysis was also analytically investigated [6].

In this work, exploratory approach of evaluating the diffusivity of turbulent

fluctuations has been undertaken to demonstrate its feasibility. The favorable spatial

resolution of less than a centimeter for the reflectometric measurement has been confirmed

in the laboratory experiment with a plasma produced by microwave. Its result was first

believed to violate the geometrical constraints [7]. However, as the actual correlation

measurement in fusion devices reports the similar scale of resolution, further theoretical

work was carried out. It has been shown recently that the experimentally documented

resolution is consistent with the 2-D full-wave equation analysis [8].

2. Evaluation Method

Assuming turbulent fluctuation is included in the advective non-linearity term of the

fluid equation below, and S, it^ representing the free energy source, an operator

responsible for that energy,

( ( )V( ( ) £ , H S. (1)
dt

The two point evolution equation of correlation obtained hereby is, after standard

diffusive normalization,
(v'0- ̂ ) r.8y. - 3r^.(r.,y.)3r. + & ] <£ £ > = Z. (2)

Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University
Yamada-oka, Suita-shi, Osaka-fu 565, Japan
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Here, (r±,v±) = (ri ± r2,vi ± V2), (y. = r+0.) and J (r.,y.) characterizes the predominandy

radial turbulent diffusion of fluctuation [9]. After re-formulation, (2) is reduced to

(3,+ T f 1 ) < l § / § o l > s D / L | . (3)

i f l : fissuring rate
2 2

Substituting the standard result of mixing length estimate <l £ / £# I > = (Art / L )̂ ,
equation (3) is re-written as

t f 1 - - ^ r , (4)
Ar t

2

where A r t is the scale length of turbulence. With the assumption that autocorrelation

time tc is alternatively used for the fissuring rate and A r t is substituted with %, we

obtain D = yi}/ic. This assumption is not valid in the case of high shear flow, where

radial scattering and poloidal shearing can couple. Actually, the decorrelation frequency

AcOk, which is inverse of the fissuring rate is expressed as Acô  =(co^Ao)t) »

includes the shear frequency term cos. Therefore, the absolute value of diffusivity calls

for detailed considerations regarding precise knowledge of the flow velocity shear profile.

However, we will show in the later subsections that the relative changes of diffusivity is

well described with the equation (4). The physical meaning of equation (4) is that it takes

the time defined by the autocorrelation time for a turbulent fluid element to diffuse the

distance of one radial correlation length.

It is noteworthy that equation (4) is similar in form to the standard definition of

particle diffusivity in a Lorentz gas. Defining the particle flux which goes through the

unit surface S after the collision in the scattering volumes as dFx, and density, collision

frequency and mean free path respectively as n(x), v and £,

drx = -^n(x)e-7dx + v
rn(x)e-]fdx. (5)

By Taylor expanding n (x), and applying the 2nd kind Euler integral, we obtain

rx = -4^(TI) =-D(^-) • (6)
3 dx x = 0 dx x = 0

Hence, diffusion coefficient D = I1 v, which is the square of scale length divided by

characteristic time, as in the expression (4).

3. Test of the Evaluation Method

This technique was applied to a discharge, which experiences several L to H and H

to L transitions, due to the insufficient heating power for the given condition. The

description of the JT-60U reflectometer is found in Ref. 10. One of the most favorable

features of this method introduced in this work is that the evaluation cf the turbulent

diffusivity, which is intimately related to the anomalous transport, can be carried out at

any time without perturbing the plasma.
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Figures in the upper row of Fig. 1 show the squared coherence well in the L-mode

(let column) and at right before the H-mode transition. Time separation of the data

acquisition was 140 ms, however, the changes of the spatial position of reflection layers

(at p = 0.86 and 0.95) were not obvious in the density profile evolution data. Here,

standard correlation analysis method was used, and preparation for the bispectral analysis

is in progress. It can be clearly in the upper figures that the reduction of coherence down

to nearly the noise level of the analysis of = 0.2 is documented at the transition. This is

relevant to the decrease of the radial correlation length. Here, the interlayer distance was

around 7 times the poloidal ion Larmor radius. Therefore, the speculation is that long

wavelength mode of turbulence is manifesting the L-mode confinement (Bohm like

features), but at the H-transition the correlation length becomes less than 7 ppi * 70 mm

to result in the suppression of the radial transport (Gyro Bohm characteristics).

Lower figures show the increase of time lag i.e., the enhancement of the correlation

time Xc from 10 (is to 100 |is at the transition, from which it can be deduced that the

reduction of the degree of turbulence was realized at the transition. From the equation

(4), it can be concluded that the reduction of the coherence length and the decrease of

correlation time is directly relevant to the reduction of the turbulence diffusivity.

In order to evaluate the coherence length, the value of squared coherence was linear

fitted. Fig. 2 shows the divertor D a intensity (upper) as well as the density fluctuation

intensity (middle) and the turbulence diffusivity, together with the diamagnetic stored

energy. The Ip and B T are 1.5 MA and 2.5 T, respectively. Although the NB heating

power of nearly 24 MW was injected, plasma stays in the marginal state to attain the H-

mode, seemingly since this discharge was produced right after the vessel maintenance. It

is clearly shown that density fluctuation intensity responds to the transitions, and the

reduction of turbulent diffusivity sharply drops at the H-mode transition. Behaviour of D

also at the back transition is remarkable. In addition, it is also noteworthy that the edge

local diffusivity responds in much faster time scale than the diamagnetic stored energy.
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Fig. 1 Squared coherence (upper row) and autocorrelation coefficients (lower row)
respectively well in the L-mode (right column) and at right before the H-mode transition (left
column). The spatial location of the measurement is p = 0.86 and 0.95.
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Fig. 2 The waveforms of the divertor D a (upper), density fluctuation intensity (middle) and the

turbulence diffusivity (bottom) evaluated at the repetitive H-mode transitions, together with the
diamagnetic stored energy.
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12.5 Development of Scanning Collective Scattering
Diagnostic at JT-60U

T. Fukuda, G. J. Kramer, M. Mori, K. Nagashima and K. Mima*

1. Introduction

Although having found that ion transport can be near neoclassical level in hot-ion

and high pp H-mode discharges, electron anomaly was still persisting. It has invoked

numerous experimental works in search for the consistency with theoretical predictions

[1]. However, generic definition of the mode of turbulence in L-mode plasmas was not

straightforward. However, reduction of the local electron thermal diffusivity at the edge

region of H-mode plasmas and near the null shear region of a heuristic reversed shear

discharges provided us a clue as well as an incentive of untangling the physics of electron

anomalous transport, which can contribute to the remarkable enhancement of fusion

performances of large tokamaks.

Conventional Bragg scattering [2], Fraunhofer forward scattering [3] and beam

emission spectroscopy BES [4] were the major schemes employed to resolve the issue

hereupon mentioned in the recent tokamak experiment. In this work, descriptions of the

collective scattering diagnostic developed for JT-60U are given, which is in general not

suitable to resolve the low ke components with adequate spatial resolution [5]. However,

it is superior (1) to the beam emission method for the high density plasma diagnostic with

much higher time resolution without the common mode noise, and (2) to the forward

scattering which does not provide the spatial resolution.

2. Description of the Collective Scattering Diagnostic at JT-60U

2.1 Scattering geometry

Scattering geometry was chosen in a way inevitably similar to that of ASDEX [6]

and DIII-D [7] as shown in Fig. 1, due to the accessibility limitations, and it has a

capability of adjusting the scattering plane orthogonal to the pitch angle of the local

magnetic field line, which contributes to the improvement of the spatial resolution [8].

For this function, W-band flexible waveguides are installed to connect to the rigid X-band

oversized transmission line. The scene beam is reflected by a graphite made reflector

which has a multiple corner cube structure on the surface. The actual reflectivity of the

graphite tile was £ 80% at 137 GHz and £ 98% at 212 GHz. Due to the engineering

constraint found in the previous JT-60 divertor interferometer [9], which manifested that

Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University
Yamada-oka, Suita-shi, Osaka-fu 565, Japan
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a reflector for the laser wavelength was not feasible on the inbound wall of the tokamak

vessel because of the impurity influx generation and degradation of optical flatness,

millimeter range wavelength was chosen. The receiving antenna sees the forward

scattered radiation from the reflected beam intensity. Here, back scattering component

with larger ke is assumed to make negligible contributions to the scattered signal. The

antenna gain is calculated to be 47.6 dBm.

2.2 Source frequency

The scene frequency was selected at 211.5 GHz in O-mode. An EIO transmitter

(Varian Canada Model VKY 2441L1) is used as a source, which provides approximately

two watts of power. The actual injection power is approximately 0 dBm, seemingly due

to the long transmission line, although the oversized X-band waveguide is mainly used.

All the tuning capabilities of the transmitter power supply is remotely controllable with

CAMAC interface. Ranges of toroidal magnetic field and density on JT-60U vigorously

restrict the practically available frequency. 60 GHz region with X-mode propagation, is

limited in terms of the narrow window for the probing wave to pass through right

between the lower cutoff and upper hybrid resonance frequencies [10]. In addition, the

availability of high power watt level sources as well as the waveguide components are

limited to the frequency range up to 220 GHz. Since X-mode is either significantly

absorbed by the 2nd ECE harmonic layer, or reflected below 190 GHz, 212 GHz O-

mode wave was chosen. The ray refraction is much less stringent than 60 GHz X-mode;

i.e., deflection angle is 0.65° when the beam axis misses the plasma center by 100 mm,

and absorption of 212 GHz is typically two to three percent

2.3 Receiver capabilities

The detection range of the normalized wavenumber kg pi varies from 37 to 499 at

B T 0 = 3.5 T and Tj0 = 5.0 keV with a parabolic distribution, as evaluated at half the

minor radius. However, lowest observable ke is reduced down to 18 for the lime integral

measurement. The scene microwave beam emitted from an horn antenna with a Fresnel

lens propagates without significant divergence at 120 mm1*1.

The detection circuitry employs the forward tracking technique [11] with the

adjustment of RF delay line. Therefore, the jitters of the source frequency is in principle

negligible. Dynamic range of the RF input is from -30 to -85 dBm, and the analog

bandwidth is the IF unit is 4 MHz, which produces the last IF stage frequency of 2 MHz.

2.4 Scanning unit

Unique feature of the developed scattering diagnostic is that kg and the scattering

position can be swept during the discharge, remotely by a UNIX work station (HP Model

7471). For this purposed the receiving horn antenna has a reflector close to the 0.27 m x

0.61 m racetrack shaped vacuum window. It takes one second to scan reflector for the

full ke range of 91 to 48.8m -1 at half the minor radius and whole plasma diameter.

Multiple scans of up to four in a single discharge is also possible with the time lag of
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around 1.5 second. The driving unit is comprised of two precision stepping motors, each

for the linear and rotating motion, and they are located out side of the toroidal coils in

order to suppress the malfunctions by the magnetic field. The mechanical drive shaft

power transmission system with universal joints is utilized to make connection between

the driving unit and the mirror stage. As to the controller, Micro control Model TVC98

is used, and it communicates with the workstation via GPIB interface. The time lag is

determined by the transfer speed of the scanning position data sent from the scanning

controlled to the workstation. The resolutions of the linear and rotation motion are

respectively 0.1 mm and 0.01°.

2.5 Data acquisition and control system

The scattering sign.il is fed to a VXI standard 20 MHz digitize (HP1429B) with 12

bit resolution, and its total memory size is extended to 4 MB. The data transfer speed is

literally limited to 750 kB by the GPIB interface between the VXI controller and the

workstation. This restriction will be reduced in 1996 with the use of the MXI interface,

which provides the data transfer speed of a few MB. The reflected wave intensity is also

monitored to examine the possibility of severe ray refraction. The UNIX workstation

automatically arms and starts digitizing the input data, making internet communications

with the JT-60 main frame. The bursting timing signal is produced by CAMAC modules,

which is also controlled by the workstation. It also works as an front end processor; it

FFT transform and compress the data and transfers the condensed data set to the main

frame. Data acquisition timing can be set by another UNIX work station used to program

the tokamak operating conditions.

3. Commissioning test results

The RF power to the receiver excluding the free space transmission in side the

vessel was - 30 dBm. Since the free space transmission loss is presumably around 15

dB, there still remains the dynamic range of 40 dB. Actually, even with 30 dB attenuator

in the transmission line, well resolvable IF signal was observed. The scanning unit was

tested during the tokamak discharge, and it showed no malfunctioning due to the

magnetic field. The tranmitter power supply suffer from the noise, which is seemingly

induced at the NNBI breakdown. Hoever, it has been overcome by changing the

grounding circuitry.

The expected dispersion has been calculated based on the JT-60 L-mode parameters

at half the minor radius, in order to examine first the existence of Tji-mode. Hamaguchi-

Horton model was used for the simulation [12]. The detection range of wavenumber

described above is favorable to examine the elimination of toroidal m-mode spectra at

440 m • l and (0 / 2rc < 133 kHz. As mentioned earlier, core fluctuation characteristic of

reversed shear plasmas would also be a point of interest, in order to examine which mode

of turbulence is actually suppressed.
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Fig. 1 Diagnostic scheme of the collective Scattering atJT-60U,
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12.6 Installation of New Power Divider in ECE Transmission Line

A. Isayama, N. Isei, S. Ishida, M. Sato, C. Hwang0

1) Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute

1. Introduction
The relocation of diagnostic systems followed the installation of NNB(negative neutral

beam) system. The diagnostic port for grating polychromator system became unavailable

because the diagnostic port for charge exchange recombination scattering was installed instead

of it. In order to operate all of the present ECE systems —Fourier transform spectrometer

system(FTS)[l], grating polychromator system(GPS)[2] and heterodyne radiometer

system(HRS)[3]— with only one diagnostic port which had been used for FTS and HRS until

October 1995, a new power divider is installed in FTS-HRS transmission line to lead ECE to

GPS. The power divider is located in the diagnostic room I after 40m transmission line from

the ECE diagnostic port in the torus hall. Schematic views of waveguide configuration in the

diagnostic room I before and after the installation are shown in Fig.l.

2. Specification of power divider
The power divider is made in St. Andrews university in U.K. The design of it is shown in

Fig.2. The waveguide is WRJ-3 and the flange is BRJ-3. There are wire grids in the power

divider and they are arranged with a checked pattern to output non-polarizing wave. Part of

input power is reflected on the wire grids and rest of them is transmitted. The ratio of

reflection power to transmission power is designed to be 4:1 at 300GHz since GPS needs

stronger radiation power to measure ECE. The transmission characteristic calculated by St.

Andrews University is shown in Fig.3. The fraction of reflectance becomes large as frequency

increases since the ratio of wavelength to the wire grids becomes small.

3. Measurement and the results
First, we set the power divider in front of the Fourier transform spectrometer in order to

measure the reflection and transmission characteristics of the power divider. The input terminal

of the power divider was oriented to the blackbody radiation source with liquid nitrogen

temperature or room temperature using Eccosorb. One of the output terminals of the power

divider was connected to the Fourier transform spectrometer and the other was closed by

Eccosorb to prevent unnecessary radiation. The frequency spectrum were obtained by Fourier-

transforming the interferogram.

Transmittance and reflectance are defined as the ratio of reflection power and transmission

power to that for replacing straight waveguide for the power divider. The transmittance is

straightly increases as frequency increases, and the reverse is the case for the reflectance as

shown Fig.4. The measured transmittance agrees well with the calculated one. In the frequency

region of 100-250GHz, where we use for electron temperature measurement, 85-90% of input

power is led to GPS. The sum of transmittance and reflectance is almost unity in a whole

range. Thus the loss in the power divider is as small as that in the straight waveguide.
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Secondly, we set the power divider in the transmission line where it is normally set in ECE

measurement in order to determine the calibration factor for ECE measurement. The blackbody

source was set at the position 'X' in Fig.l(b). Since radiation from the source takes about 5m

longer transmission line and there are 2 bends and another power divider(type A) in the

transmission line, the intensity becomes much weaker than that in the former measurement.

Roughly speaking, the intensity is 10 times weaker. In order to retain equivalent S/N ratio, the

number of data must be increased by 100 times. About 600,000 data were taken and averaged

to determine the calibration factor.

Thirdly, we closed the output terminal to GPS with Eccosorb in order to prevent

unnecessary wave from GPS transmission line. Comparing the spectrum for the second

experiment and that for the third experiment, the reflectance in the former experiment is

larger than that in the latter one over about 280GHz as shown in Fig.5. The reason is

explained as follows. That is, in the GPS transmission line, four grating bends are used as

low-pass filter to cut unnecessary harmonic wave[4]. The transmittance of grating bends is

shown in Fig.6. Radiation over about 280GHz is reflected on them and cannot reach GPS

detector. The reflected wave goes back and can enter the FTS-HRS transmission line.

The ratio of power to each diagnostics(FTS, GPS, HRS) is shown in Fig.7. The ratio of the

power led to FTS to total input power does not show significant change in wide frequency

range. The radiation which will be led to FTS transmits the wire grids in the first power

divider(type B) whose transmittance increases with frequency as mentioned above and reflects

on the wire grids in the second power divider(type A) whose reflectance decreases with

frequency as shown in Fig.8. Thus the frequency dependence becomes small after the two

power dividers. On the other hand, the power to HRS become nearly zero at 130GHz. Since

observation frequency range of HRS is 176-188GHz, several percent of total input power is

led to HRS.

4. Summary

A power divider is installed in FTS-HRS transmission line to operate all of the present

ECE measurement systems. The ratio of reflection power to transmission power is designed

to be 4:1 at 300GHz. At 200GHz, the percentage of power led to GPS, FTS and HRS is 86%,

8% and 6% of input power, respectively. By introducing the power divider, we can get an

outlook for full operation of present ECE measurement systems.
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12.7 Fast sampling system and spectrum analyzing system
for magnetic fluctuation

M. Saigusa, S. Moriyama, H. Kimura, Y. Neyatani, T. Fukuda, K. Tobita

Abstract A fast sampling system connected to present Mirnov coils was prepared for

measuring toroidicity-induced Alfven eigen (TAE) modes. On the other hand, the spectrum

analyzing system, which consists of two spectrum analyzers connected to the present Mirnov

coils and the RF probes, was prepared for the TAE modes and ion cyclotron emission.

1. Fast sampling system

Mirnov coil array is effective for investigating Toroidicity-induced Alfven eigen (TAE)

modes1) in many tokamaks. However, the present sample rate (200 kHz) of the Mirnov coil

system in JT-60U was prepared for the low frequency fluctuation whose frequency is less than

100 kHz2>. Therefore, the fast sampling system connected to the Mirnov coil array was

prepared for measuring toroidal mode number and fast behavior of the TAE mode. The fast

sampling system consists of four digitizers (HP E1429B, 2 ch/module), a 2 GBytes hard disk

and a control program installed in the workstation prepared for mm-wave scattering system

constructed by T. Fukuda3). The four digitizer modules were also installed in the VXI main

frame of mm-wave scattering system.

The basic specifications are shown in Table 1. The connected Mirnov coils are arrayed in

a toroidal direction as shown in Fig.l. The signal flow diagram is shown in Fig.2. There are

two measured modes which are the continuous mode and the burst mode similar with the mm-

wave scattering system. The time sequences of two modes are shown in Fig.3.

Table. 1 Present basic specification

Sampling Rate

Number of channels

Number of samples /ch

Upper Frequency limit

Sample points/a burst

Frequency resolutions

0.1-20 MHz (1,2, 5 Step)

8 ch (only 1 ch data is sent to ISP)

512 kSa/ch (HP E1429B, 2 ch/module)

(1,536 kSa/ch using HP E1488A)

about 300 kHz

2048 x n points (n=l, 2, 4)

Sample rate/(2 x sample points)

244 Hz at 1 MHz sampling rate with 2048 samples

References
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2, Spectrum analyzing system
Two spectrum analyzers are used for absolute frequency measurement of the Milnov coil

signal and the RF probe signal. The Milnov coil signal is usually used to investigate TAE mode

as shown in the previous section, and the RF probe signal is usually used to investigate ion

cyclotron emission from the high energy particles. Schematic diagram of the system is shown

in Fig. 4.

The spectrum analyzer scan the frequency in a period of Tscan
 and repeat such scan every

Trepeat v/ith some interval time. TScan a nd Trepeat v a ry with the required frequency span and the

resolution bandwidth. Typical values of setting and Tscan and Trepeat are shown in Table 2.

The signal intensity in such frequency scan is converted to the voltage signal output which is

called "video-out" signal as well as spectrum graphic on the display of the analyzer. Another

signal out put called "high-sweep" signal which is high during the frequency scan (for Tscan)

and is low during the interval time. The "high-sweep" signal is used in the graphic display

program on the ISP computer to make relation between the signal amplitude and the frequency.

An example of the signal output is shown in Fig. 5. These signals are digitized by the

multiplex analog-digital converter, and are converted to optical signal by the EOH module, and

are sent to the ISP computer through TMDS (Track #17).

Table. 2

Main Purpose

Spectrum Analvzer

Frequency Range

Resolution Band Width

Dynamic Ran.se

Sweep Time: Tsweep

Repeat Time: Trepeat

Sampling Time

Period of Data Acquisition

Typical settings of the spectrum

TAE-mode

HP-8591E

100 kHz-300 kHz

3.0 KHz

80 dB

100 msec

-150 msec

20 u.sec

15 sec

analyzers

Ion Cyclotron Emission

HP-8594E

~0 MHz - 200 MHz

1.0 MHz

80 dB

20 msec

~ 70 msec

20nsec

15 sec
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12.8 Fast Reciprocating Probe System for Local Scrape-off Layer
Measurements in front of The Lower Hybrid Launcher

N. Asakura, S. Tsuji-Iio1, Y. Ikeda, Y. Neyatani, M. Seki

1. Introduction

A fast reciprocating probe system (RPS) has been incorporated into a multi-junction
launcher system for Lower Hybrid (LH) wave injection. It has provided high spatially-
resolved profiles of the local electron temperature Te and density ne in the scrape-off
layer (SOL). Measurement of the local plasma parameters in front of the LH launcher
is crucial to study the improved coupling mechanism of the radio frequency wave to the
core plasma ' '. At the same time, SOL plasma data such as characteristic length and
fluctuations between the last closed magnetic flux surface (LCFS) and the vacuum vessel
wall are required to investigate the plasma transport mechanism in the plasma boundary
region. Details are described in Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol.66, No.12, p.5428 (1995).

2. System Description

2.1 Location and drive components: Fig. 1 illustrates the location of the RPS and the LH
launcher which has 16 oversized waveguides. The axis of the probe head is located 36 cm
below the equatorial plane. The starting location of the probe head reciprocation can be
changed from 2.7 to 17.7 cm horizontally behind the front edge of the launcher face, using
a stepping motor drive unit mounted on the launcher support. During a fast scanning
operation, the probe head is reciprocated over the stroke of 25 cm with the pneumatic
cylinder drive and springs which are fixed on the probe system support.

lido support

Reciprocating probe drive system

Cversaed waveguides(4x4)

LH Launcher port

25 cm fsciprocalionjw
Slopping molar
lor launcher movement

L

~-/-\31cm -]
-I- -I— 113 cm—\

Cablo feed-through
Welded bellows Wetdod bellows
lor slow movemont lor fast movement

BNC/LEMO connectors

25 cm

11cm

Drive shall
($3O,SUS3O4) Formed bellows

Insulator

Pfobo guide port

Insulators / / / /Slopping motor
/ Springs / / ( o f "'obQ ^ a !system support

nonl gauge

lor fast movement

Fig. 1: Fast reciprocating probe system (RPS) is incorporated into LH launcher.

A 4-m long stainless steel drive shaft (SUS304) connects the piston of the pneumatic
cylinder to the probe head. The long shaft consists of three circular pipes. Stainless steel
joints are used, and the shaft is electrically connected to the probe head. Two sets of S
silicon-nitride (SisN^) ball bearings are built in the joints reducing the drag force during

1 Present address: Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo Institute of Technology.
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the movement. These provide electrical insulation of the drive shaft from the shaft guide
and the probe guide port. The shaft bends a maximum of 1.2 mm at the middle of the
joints when stationary, which increases to 1.7 mm during operation. However, this is
smaller than the clearance of 3—4 mm from the inner surface of the port. The total mass
of the moving components is about 20 kg.

The drive components of the RPS consist of a compact pneumatic cylinder and steel
springs (SUP 10). The inside of the pneumatic cylinder is divided into two layers; inner
cylinder (piston room) and outer cylinder (air reservoir). A solenoid valve is mounted
on the pneumatic cylinder and separates the two layers. Opening the solenoid valve,
the compressed air with a pressure of 4 atm is released into the inner cylinder, and this
produces the forward thrust. When the probe reaches an optical forward-limit switch,
the valve switches the direction of the compressed air to the left side of the piston room,
starting the backward movement. In the event of a power or valve failure, the backward-
thrust of springs brings the probe to the starting position; i.e behind the first wall.

Two sets of Si3N4 ball bearings, alumina cylinders and poly-ether-ether-ketone (PEEK)
plastic insulators electrically isolate the moving components (the probe head, drive shaft,
edge-welded vacuum bellows and cable feedthrough) from the probe system support and
the launcher support (grounded to the vacuum vessel potential). This isolation prevents
any bending force to the drive shaft, which would be caused by an axial current interact-
ing with the magnetic field during the probe insertion.

Bt -115 nun •
I— 35 mm—*j2is mm

2.2 Probe head assembly: Fig. 2 shows the probe head assembly.
Carbon fiber compos-
ite (CC312) is used for
the probe body and
electrodes. This pro-
vides maximum bend-
ing and compressive
strengths and high re-
sistance to the ther-
mal shock experienced

Screws (SUS3O4)
A

30 mm

Alumina sleeve
'Alumina insul3lor

o h K w i i - r i - , > " Thermocouple enclosed with
Probe body (CFC) Contact socket SUS3M sheath

(SUS304)

Drive Shalt (SUS304)

during immersion in
the boundary plasma.

Fig. 2: Probe head assembly viewed from the front (left), and
„ r cross-sectional view (right).

Three dome-type Langmuir probe electrodes are supported in alumina sleeves, and are
electrically insulated from the probe body. Each probe electrode is 5 mm in diameter with
its spherical apex protruding 1 mm into the plasma. A separation between the adjacent
electrode axes is 8 mm, and the three electrodes are arranged in the poloidal direction
to prevent shadowing of the SOL plasma flow along the local field line. The electrical
signal from the electrode is transmitted to a stainless steel sheath of a chromel-alumel
thermocouple, through a stainless steel contact socket. The thermocouple measures the
local temperature at the contact socket and monitors the heat flux to the probe electrode.

2.3 Operation and data aquisition: Operation and data aquisition of the RPS are prepro-
grammed by a CAMAC system and a microcomputer (Apple, Macintosh Quadra 840AV).
The probe reciprocation is initiated by a trigger signal from the CAMAC timing module,
which opens the solenoid valve for the pneumatic cylinder, triggers a function generator
and starts to sample data.

Movement of the probe head during a reciprocation for the SOL plasma profile mea-
surement is shown in Fig. 3. The fast displacement is measured with a laser displacement
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gauge (KEYENCE, LB-300) using an infrared (7S0 nm wavelength) semiconductor laser,
which provides high spatial resolution of less than 1 mm and fast time response of 1 ms.
These values are several times better than the standard linear potentiometer, and there-
fore is mainly used to monitor the displacement of the probe system support relative to
the LH launcher support.

The voltage waveform for the Langmuir
probe measurement is preprogrammed into
the function generator, and amplified by two
series-connected power amplifier. The maxi-
mum voltage is ±400 V and current is 2 A.
For the double probe method, a triangle-
waveform voltage with the peak voltage of
±300 V and the period of 4 ms is typically
applied between the two probe electrodes.
The third probe electrode is used to measure
the floating potential relative to the poten-
tial of the probe body. The potential of the
probe body referenced to the vacuum vessel
potential is also measured.

3. Measurement

E2 5

o
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Fig. 3: Movement of the probe head in the
plasma boundary. The starting location is
changed by a stepping motor drive system.

3.1 Fitting: Since the probes are inserted horizontally at 36 cm below the equatorial plane,
the probe tips are located on different magnetic surfaces. The displacement between the
probe tips corresponds to 2—3 mm in the plasma minor radial direction, depending on
a local curvature of the magnetic surface. Fig. 4 shows the floating potential profiles
measured by two floating probes during a probe insertion.
The LCFS location is determined by the
equilibrium code FBI/SELENE. The accu- •
racy of the LCFS is about ±5 mm, and this
uncertainty is indicated by the shaded area.
In the vicinity of the LCFS (in particular
inside the LCFS), the large gradient of the
floating potential profile, 15-20 V/mm is ob-
served. Whereas there is significant correla-
tion of the fluctuations in the two signals, the
difference of the floating potential between
the two probes is increased up to 20—25 V
inside the LCFS. A new probe head, which is
designed to fit the curvature of the local field
line (poloidally tilting angle of 15°), will be
installed in 1996.

-20

-40

-60

-80

-10 20 300 10

Distance from LCFS (mm)
Floating potential profiles for up-

per and center probes during a probe in-
sertion as a function of the probe head dis-
tance from the LCFS,

40

Fig. 4:

As a result, the double probe method is mostly used to deduce local
fitting the following function to current-voltage, I - V, characteristics;

I =
exp [(V - AV»/Te]

1 +

and Tc with

(1)

where 7^ and If2
 a r e ^t f°r ^'ie Pr°be channels 1 and 2, and AVj is the potential

difference between the probes. ne is given by 273
+/(«y4iCj), where A± is the effective
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collection area of the probe (assuming the area projected to the local field line for the ion
and electron sides; S to 9 mm2 depending on the pitch angle of the magnetic field) and c,
= [k(Ti + Te)lmi\112 is the ion acoustic speed (assuming that T; = Te).

3.2 Results during LH wave injection: During an extraction (backward movement) of the
probe, 1 MW at the LH frequency of 2 GHz is injected into the deuterium discharge with
Ip = 1.5 MA, Bt = 4 T and ne = O.8xlO19 m~3. Good coupling of the wave to the plasma,
where the fraction of the reflected power is less than 10%, is obtained when the distance
between the LCFS and the launcher face, 6, is 11 cm at the equatorial plane. This dis-
tance is a few cm smaller than the critical distance to obtain good coupling l \ Local ne

and Te profiles between the LCFS and the launcher front are compared in Fig. 5(a) and
(b), respectively. Since a local curvature of the magnetic flux surface in the outer SOL
region is larger than that of the first wall (Fig. 5(c)), ty^aH represents the inner flux surface
touching the first wall. The location of the LH launcher front is 5 mm outside the first wall.

(-,\ 10 shot:22957

Two SOL regions with different character-
istic lengths are observed in the Te and ne

profiles. The inner SOL extends up to 4 cm
outside the LCFS, and the ne and Te profiles
have small e-folding lengths, Anc and XTC, of
2.0 cm and 2.9 cm, respectively. During the
LH wave injection (i.e. probe extraction),
the profiles in the inner SOL are similar to
those during OH (i.e. probe insertion). The
ne rises inside the LCFS during the LH injec-
tion, whereas Te remaines at 120 eV. In con-
trast, a significant local heating is observed
in the outer SOL region (i.e. in front of the
LH launcher mouth). The Te profile with A7;
of 6.2 cm in OH changes to a nearly flat
profile since the heating power is supplied
from the LH wave rather than cross-field
diffusion. While, Xnt stays at 4.5-5.5 cm,
thus the cross field diffusion of the parti-
cles is not enhanced in the SOL region. Lo-
cal ne in front of the LH launcher mouth is
(7 - 10) x 1016 m-3. Measured ne profiles
at different values of 5 are applied to calcu-
late the reflection coefficient using the multi-
junction Launcher analysis code 2\ and are
able to quantitatively explain the large re-
duction of the reflection coefficient when the
local ne is higher than the cut-off density of
~ 5 x 1016 o r 3 .

•during extraction (LH: 1MW)
during insertion (OH)

120

launcher front

(C)

-20 0 20 40 60 80 100

Distance from LCFS (mm)
main plasma

I -sou
120

first wall

LH launcher

probe

LCFS

Fig. 5: (a) ne and (b) Te profiles for the
good coupling case, (c) locations of LCFS,
probe head and the launcher front are il-
lustrated.
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